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ABSTRACT 
In computing, the Software Crisis has arisen because software projects 
cannot meet their planned timescales, functional capabilities, reliability levels 
and budgets This thesis reduces the general problem down to the Small Scale 
Software Engineering goal of improving the quality and tractability of the 
designs of individual programs. 
It is demonstrated that the application of eight abstractions (set, 
sequence, hierarchy, h-reduction, integration, induction, enumeration, genera- 
tion) can lead to a reduction in the size and complexity of and an increase in 
the quality of software designs when expressed via Dimensional Design, a new 
representational technique which uses the three spatial dimensions to 
represent set, sequence and hierarchy, whilst special symbols and axioms 
encode the other abstractions. Dimensional Designs are trees of symbols 
whose edges perceptually encode the relationships between the nodal symbols. 
They are easy to draw and manipulate both manually and mechanically. 
Details are given of real software projects already undertaken using 
Dimensional Design. Its tool kit, DD/ROOTS, produces high quality, machine 
drawn, detailed design documentation plus novel quality control information 
A run time monitor records and animates execution, measures CPU time and 
takes snapshots etc; all these results are represented according to Dimensional 
Design principles to maintain conceptual integrity with the design. These tech- 
niques are illustrated by the development of a non-trivial example program. 
Dimensional Design is axiomatised, compared to existing techniques and 
evaluated against the stated problem. It has advantages over existing tech- 
niques, mainly its clarity of expression and ease of manipulation of individual 
abstractions due to its graphical basis 
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ABSTRACT 
Chapter 1 introduces the overall problem, the Computer Software Crisis, 
which has arisen because software projects cannot meet their planned times- 
cales, functional capabilities, reliability levels and budgets. Chapter 2 outlines 
the Software Life Cycle before focusing down to the small scale software 
engineering problem of improving the quality and tractability of the designs of 
individual programs. 
Chapter 3 introduces eight abstractions, set, sequence, hierarchy, 
hierarchical reduction, integration, induction, enumeration and generation, 
showing examples of how their application can lead to a reduction in the size 
and complexity of the software design product, to the natural production of 
structured programs, to a reduction in the difficulty in reasoning about the 
design product and an increase in the quality of the design product. The key to 
these improvements is Dimensional Design, a new representational technique 
which explicitly records each use of the eight abstractions, allowing easy visual 
recognition of their occurrences and scopes. 
Chapter 4 informally introduces Dimensional Design which uses an analogy 
with the three spatial dimensions to represent the Hierarchy, Set and Sequence 
abstractions. The Enumerative and Generative use of Hierarchical Reduction, 
Integration and Induction are explicitly represented by special symbols. The 
ability of Dimensional Design to portray the key features of software design is 
brought out in a wide range of examples, including instruction sequences, data 
structures, parallelism, design versions, step-wise refinement and 
input/output files. A Dimensional Design is a tree of symbols whose edges per- 
ceptually encode the relationships between the nodal symbols. 
Chapter 5 discusses how Dimensional Designs may be drawn and manipu- 
lated, both physically and logically. Chapter 6 axiomatises the underlying rules 
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which govern the construction and manipulation of Dimensional Designs. 
Chapter 7 gives details of real software projects already undertaken using 
Dimensional Design, an outline of the overall method they employed and the 
Dimensional Design specific software tools they utilised. One such set of tools, 
called Dimensional Design/ROOTS, is used at each stage of the Software Life 
Cycle in the production of a non-trivial example program. Dimensional 
Design/ROOTS produces high quality, machine drawn, detailed design documen- 
tation, contains novel, experimental quality control tools, a run-time monitor- 
ing system which measures CPU time, animates and records execution and 
contains other more conventional debugging tools, all the results of which are 
represented according to Dimensional Design principles to maintain conceptual 
integrity with the design. The representational technique is the key feature of 
Dimensional Design. 
Chapter 8 assesses Dimensional Design by first looking at existing tech- 
piques such as high level programming languages, traditional flowcharts, trees 
and nested boxes. Nested boxes emerge as the most well developed competitor 
to Dimensional Design so a detailed comparison of the two is undertaken. 
Finally Dimensional Design is assessed against its stated goals - has it actually 
solved the small scale software engineering problem? No, so Chapter 9 sug- 
gests two sets of ideas for further work. 
The appendices include four previously published papers and a large 
example program. The paper in section 10.1.1 gives a concise summary of the 
scope of the thesis and might be a suitable starting point for a reader wishing 
to gauge the overall range of discussion. Section 10.2 contains a large example 
program and details of its of design. construction, quality control and anima- 
tion. A quick look at section 10.2 might give a useful, concrete, first impres- 
sion as much of the main thesis talks about practical issues in abstract terms. 
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To the Qoheleth, 
who tackled the real problem. 
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PREFACE 
"The beginning of wisdom for a programmer is to recognise the differ- 
ence between getting his program to work and getting it right. A pro- 
gram which does not work is undoubtedly wrong; but a program 
which does work is not necessarily right. It may still be wrong 
because it is hard to understand; or because it is hard to maintain as 
the problem requirements change; or because its structure is dif- 
ferent from the structure of the problem; or because we cannot be 
sure that it does indeed work. " 
M. A. Jackson. 37 
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CHAPTER 1. SOFTWARE CRISIS 
1.1 The Symptoms of the Software Crisis 
1.2 The Causes of the Software Crisis 
1.3 The Cure for the Software Crisis 
1.4 The Birth of Software Engineering 
OUTLINE 
Chapter 1 introduces the overall problem addressed by this thesis, the 
Software Crisis, which has arisen because software projects cannot meet their 
planned timescales, functional capabilities, reliability levels and budgets. The 
outstanding symptom of the Software Crisis is the massive cost and effort of 
maintaining a software system following its initial delivery. 
The Software Crisis exists because projects are undertaken with expecta- 
tions of success which are beyond the capability of present day software tech- 
nology to fulfil. The software industry has responded by increasing its 
research into ways of improving the technology of Software Engineering. 
Chapter 1 discusses the state of maturity of Software Engineering relative 
to other technologies and concludes that it is still in its infancy. The current 
state of Software Engineering is discussed in Chapter 2, which closes by select- 
ing a sub-problem from the overall Software Crisis. Succeeding chapters pro- 
pose a solution, examine the solution's feasibility and compare it with existing 
techniques. The appendices contain previously published papers, which sum- 
marise the scope of the thesis, and a large example program illustrating con- 
cretely the techniques described abstractly in previous chapters. 
-21- 
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I. SOFTWARE CRISIS 
1.1. The Symptoms of the Software Crisis 
Contrary to that regal advice "Begin at the beginning ...... 
11 this thesis 
begins in the middle, tot computing currently stands in the middle of the so 
called Software Crisis. What is the Software Crisis and how does it manifest 
itself? 
The symptoms of the Software Crisis are shown by the computer industry's 
customers and vendors alike, both of whom are weighed down by the vast 
amounts of time, effort and money needed to produce today's inadequate 
software. Most software projects are unsuccessful at achieving their planned 
timescales, functional capabilities, reliability levels and budgets. 
Software is now the major expense in most large computing projects. Stu- 
dies by the U. S. Navy have shown that in the last twenty years the cost of 
software has risen from below 20% to over 75% of the total cost of computing 
projects and it is estimated that by 1985 the figure will be 90%. 7 
Users in the U. S. A. alone spend over ten billion dollars on software every 
year. Why is current software so unsatisfactory and where does all the money 
go? 
1.2. The Causes of. the Software Crisis 
Figure 1-1 illustrates the breakdown of software costs for most typical 
large software projects. The costs of testing and maintenance (correcting 
errors and making changes after the system is installed) account for 75% of 
the cost of the software ie 75% of 75% of the total cost of the project. For 
instance, the SAGE system, a military defence system, had a software mainte- 
nance cost of approximately 20 million dollars per year after ten years of 
operation, compared to an initial production cost of 250 million dollars. 76 In 
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typical releases of the IBM OS/360 operating system, approximately 607 of the 
costs were incurred after the system was made available for use. In both of 
these examples the costs given are for maintenance only. The maintenance 
plus testing costs in these two cases probably exceeded 80% of the total cost. 
Although no one knows the annual world wide costs for testing and mainte- 
nance, it is known that one organisation, the U. S. Air Force, spent over 750 mil- 
lion dollars in 1972 on software testing alone. 72 
This first symptom of the Software Crisis, the high cost of maintenance, 
and thus software, is due to two causes. One is the difficulty of finding and fix- 
ing errors and inadequacies after installation (Rectification) and the other 
cause is the disproportionate difficulty in changing an existing software pro- 
duct slightly to reflect a small change in the user's requirement (Development). 
The second symptom of the Software Crisis, the dissatisfied customer. 
stems directly from the continuous necessity for Rectification and from frus- 
tration due to the slow rate of Development. Is there a remedy for these ills? 
-24- 
Figure 1-1. Typical Breakdown of Software Costs. 
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1.3. The Cure for the Software Crisis 
The Software Crisis could be greatly ameliorated by two things, better cus- 
tomer education and improved software technology. A more knowledgeable 
customer would not always believe the sales pitch and his expectations and 
demands of his computer system would be more realistic. This avenue will not 
be explored further as 'caveat emptor' and (in extremis) training the user to 
regard bugs as features are negative, unprofessional solutions. The answer to 
the Software Crisis must come from improved software technology. 
Although software production is a labour-intensive industry (or more 
accurately 'mind intensive'55 industry), software costs would not be signifi- 
cantly lowered by increasing programmer productivity if the latter is a meas- 
ure of the speed of designing and coding programs. In fact such an attempt 
would be more likely to increase costs by increasing the error rate. The best 
way to reduce software costs would be to reduce the maintenance component. 
This is not likely to be achieved by devising means to make programmers code 
faster, but by devising means whereby software may be designed and built with 
greater precision and accuracy, eliminating the need for maintenance at its 
source. 
Precision, accuracy, reliability, value-for-money - these are terms from 
the realm of engineering. The Software Crisis can only be solved by the evolu- 
tion of a discipline of Software Engineering, based on a sound scientific foun- 
dation. Is Software Engineering a dream or a reality? 
1.4. The Birth of Software Engineering 
Software Engineering, if it exists, must be an engineering discipline which 
is a "... systematic body of knowledge capable of transmission from one genera- 
tion to the next; it also implies an established method of applying that 
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knowledge to solve a problem". 33 
The 'systematic body of knowledge' is the scientific foundation (Computer 
Science for Software Engineering). Such knowledge is passive and is the 
domain of the scientist for whom knowledge is an end in itself. The 'esta- 
blished method' is the technology used to build real products. The 'method' is 
an active component and is the domain of the engineer who, according to Web- 
ster, is an ingenious fellow who puts scientific knowledge to practical use. For 
the engineer, scientific knowledge is only a means to an end. He is also 
prepared to use experience, tradition and intuition, which when combined with 
scientific knowledge form a technology. Sometimes experience, tradition and 
intuition are the only aids an engineer can use when tackling a relatively new 
field of endeavour. Engineers did not wait for the establishment of a scientific 
basis before building the first cathedral, steam engine, aeroplane or OS/360 
release. 
Scarrott70 proposes a general model of the evolution of a technology con- 
sisting of four phases - birth, adolescence, maturity and senility. He suggests 
that when a new product first appears the technology for making it is primitive 
but, if the product serves a useful purpose, there will be pioneering users 
whose need for the new product is so pressing that they are willing to adapt 
their practices to take advantage of it. Thus in the birth phase most of the 
effort is concentrated on how to make the new product and there is little dis- 
cussion about what purpose the product should serve or what should be its 
technical specification to best serve such a purpose. In the adolescent phase 
the main population of users begins to appear. "Many of these (users) do not 
have such a clearly recognised need (as the pioneers) and, indeed, some of 
them may be only following fashion". 70 As a result of this expanding usage dis- 
cussions regarding the new product begin to tackle the more fundamental 
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issues of 'what'. Nevertheless, the technology is still immature so that the 
adolescent stage is roughly characterised by the 'how' and 'what' efforts being 
about equal. 
The product is mature when the technology and its scientific foundation 
are fully developed. Any reasonable product specification can now be made so 
that the crucial questions are entirely concerned with framing a desirable 
specification. Thus at the mature stage. the 'what' factor is dominant. Finally 
the product becomes senile when its social purpose either disappears or is met 
by other products and it goes out of use and into history. 
Figure 1-2 compares the evolution of the steam engine, the aeroplane and 
the computer. Scarrott70 comments on figure 1-2 that "it suggests that (com- 
puters) are still in the adolescent stage. The first useful electronic computer 
was developed during the Second World War. Since that time. the physicists 
and electronic engineers have done a splendid job introducing solid-state dev- 
ices and large scale fabrication techniques, which have removed many of the 
technological constraints that shaped the early (computers). However the 
refinement of technology has not yet been complemented by an understanding 
of the natural properties of information adequate to guide the deployment of 
our new found technological mastery. so that a first approximation to an 
understanding of the present situation in (computing) would be to liken it to 
the situation in the evolution of steam engines in the early 1901 century after 
techniques for casting, forging and machining had provided the 'means' but 
before the theoreticians such as Carnot and Rankine had illuminated the 'ends' 
for steam-engine design". 
It took over 150 years to perfect steam technology but computer hardware 
has progressed from the huge. unreliable 20.000 valve. 30 ton ENIAC of 1945 to 
today's microprocessor in only 30 years. This rapid progress has been 
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exclusively in the direction of how to build computers to almost exactly the 
same design that von Neumann et al invented in the 1940s. It is depressing to 
contrast this stagnation of computer architecture (the 'what' aspect of 
hardware) with von Neumann's60 vision of self-reorganising, self-reproducing 
machines operating on a probabilistic logic principle to give reliability from 
unreliable components which he saw from the earliest days of computing. 
On balance it seems as though computer hardware technology is progress- 
ing satisfactorily through adolescence, according to Scarrott's model, with the 
prophets of 'what' just beginning to be recognised, 4,16 but how about software 
technology? How far has it evolved? 
Software is in the middle of the Software Crisis with no 30 years of spec- 
tacular progress to report. On the contrary, no one today knows how to design 
satisfactory, reliable new software nor does anyone know how to rectify or 
develop existing software. Software technology today is at an equivalent stage 
to hardware during its valve era 30 years ago. Software Engineering is in its 
infancy. Figure 1-3 illustrates the gap between the adolescent hardware and 
the infant software technology. It is the width of this gap which has provoked 
the Software Crisis. The gap represents the vast difference between the 
hardware's capability to execute instructions quickly, cheaply and reliably and 
the software's inability to quickly, cheaply and reliably translate the user's 
problems into a form capable of execution by today's machines. Modern 
hardware's increased capacity has led pioneering users to build increasingly 
more complex software systems using inadequate software techniques, instead 
of trading greater functional capability for greater reliability. This mistake 
and its consequence, the huge cost of propping up these fragile systems, are 
poignantly summarised by Brooks who said of his experience in leading the 
development of OS/360 "It is a very humbling experience to make a multi- 
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million doUar mistake, but it is also very memorable". 9 
The technology, the discipline of Software Engineering, was conceived by 
von Neumann59 in the 1940s. born out of Silicon in the 1950s and christened in 
the 1960s. 5a The 1970s have taught Software Engineering a self-awareness of 
its infancy so that today, though the power of maturity is still a dream, the 
days of childish play and irresponsibility are almost over and the rapid bitter- 
sweet changes to adolescence approach with the 1980s. 
What exactly is Software Engineering? 
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i I SENILITY 
WHA: 
HOW 
Steam 1700 1800 1900 now 
Engines 
Aeroplanes 1900 1950 now 2000 
Computers 1945 now 2000 
Figure 1-2. Technological Evolution. 
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WHAT 
HOW 
1945 now 2000 
Figure 1-3. Hardware - Software Technology Gap. 
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CHAPTER 2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
2.1 Who, How, What? 
2.2 Who Does it? 
2.3 How Is It done? 
2.4 What Is Produced? 
2.5 Small Scale Software Engineering 
OUTLINE 
Chapter 2 reviews the present state of Software Engineering beginning with 
the people involved. Modern programming began with von Neumann and today 
thousands of people write programs, but how many of them are Software 
Engineers? The creation of a program begins with a requirement for that pro- 
gram and progresses through design, construction, operation and maintenance 
phases, collectively known as the Software Life Cycle, which is described in 
detail. What does the Software We Cycle produce that is useful? For the cus- 
tomer it produces an operational system. For the maintenance engineer it 
produces a design product, something which can be realised in many different 
forms. 
Many of the problems associated with large software systems occur with 
the production of individual programs, too. Techniques to produce such 'small 
scale' software, Structured Programming and Proof for example, show the 
importance of Abstraction. The principle of abstraction is examined so that in 
succeeding chapters examples of abstractions relevant to programming can be 
introduced and shown to be the basis for a practical step forward in tackling 
Small Scale Software Engineering. 
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2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
2.1. Who, How, What? 
Chapter 1 showed that the Software Crisis has been caused by the con- 
stant increase in software complexity, from the 1940s when 'software' meant 
one program of less than a hundred machine instructions to today when 
'software' can be a system of many cooperating programs formed from mil- 
lions of machine instructions, whilst the machine instruction, the basic build- 
ing block of software, has itself remained unchanged. It is the greater scale 
and complexity that separates Software Engineering from Programming. 
For Dijkstrais the "basic problem is that precisely this difference in scale 
is one of the major sources of our difficulties in programming! ... any two things 
that differ in some respect by a factor of already a hundred or more are 
utterly incomparable". Of disregarding differences in scale he says "We tell 
ourselves that what we can do once (ie build a slightly bigger program), we can 
also do twice and by induction we fool ourselves into believing that we can do it 
as many times as needed, but this is just not true! A factor of a thousand is 
already far beyond our powers of imagination! ". A software system can now be 
over 10,000 times the size of programs in the 1940s and 1950s. Note that 
Dijkstra says "our difficulties". Machines have no such problems in executing 
these millions of instructions. 
Naur57 feels that "modern computers are so effective that they offer 
advantages in use even when their powers are largely wasted. The stress has 
been on always larger. and, allegedly, more powerful systems, in spite of the 
fact that the available programmer competence is often unable to cope with 
their complexities". For Naur, complexity is a problem for "programmer com- 
petence" not machine capability. 
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Dijkstra and Naur see the Software Crisis as essentially the human prob- 
lem of coping with the scale and complexity of modern software. So of all the 
questions one could ask about Software Engineering 
How is it done? 
What does it produce? 
When, where and why is it done? 
perhaps 'Who does it? ' should come first. 
2.2. Who Does It? 
The first modern programmers were von Neumann and his colleagues who 
wrote programs to compute ballistic firing tables. They were scientists writing 
small, simple programs to implement well formulated mathematical pro- 
cedures. The tradition of one man-one program has continued to this day 
amongst scientists. 
When commercial Data Processing blossomed in the 1950s and 1960s it 
needed not individual programs but 
systems ie suites of cooperating programs 
operating on large amounts of stored data. This increase in scale and com- 
plexity brought forth first the specialist programmer and then, later, the sys- 
tems analyst, reflecting the two stages to producing a commercial system. The 
systems analyst studied the user's requirements and produced an overall 
design of the proposed system's inputs, outputs, files and programs. This 
specification was divided up amongst the programmers who designed and 
coded up the individual programs. This division of labour allowed several peo- 
ple to work on one project. It remains the prevalent Data Processing tech- 
nique. 
The production of huge military and civilian systems such as anti-ICBM, 
airline reservation and general purpose operating systems was the next order 
of magnitude increase in scale and complexity. These projects ran for up to 
ten years, involved hundreds of staff and millions of instructions. Although by 
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now some scientists were spending an ever increasing fraction of their time on 
programming (and thereby a decreasing fraction on actual research) and 
although most Data Processing departments were putting 809 of their effort 
into maintaining existing systems, 52 it was the spectacular expense and painful 
inadequacy of these big, prestigious projects which forced the software indus- 
try to realise that the traditional methods were not powerful enough but that 
better techniques were not available. 
Other, older industries have been through similar periods of evolution. 
The building and construction industry, for instance, developed its scientific 
foundations and today calls upon, for example, materials science, stress 
analysis and aerodynamics. The construction industry has evolved a set of 
project organisations to suit the scale of any given job and has produced a 
range of skills which can be combined on any one project (figure 2-1). The Do- 
It-Yourself amateur never tackles a skyscraper but he can build a garden wall, 
though a professional craftsman should make a better job of even such a lowly 
task. 
Most programmers are D-I-Y men. According to Naur57 "Historically this 
state of affairs is easily explained. Large scale computer programming started 
so recently that all of its practitioners are, in fact, amateurs". The better pro- 
grammers only qualify as semi-skilled as they have not usually absorbed the 
full range of experience and tradition available through a proper apprentice- 
ship. Real craftsmen are rare. 
Big systems must presumably have architects but no one has emerged 
who is recognised as a good software architect let alone a Vanbrough or a Wren. 
There are no generally recognised, professionally qualified software engineers 
equivalent to modern civil, mechanical or electrical engineers. Software 
Engineering is still too young. No one is really 'doing' software engineering but 
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some people are actively experimenting with how to do it? How is it done 
today? 
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2.3. How Is It Done? 
2.3.1. The Software Life Cycle 
The various phases in the production of a software system are collectively 
called the Software We Cycle. This name reflects the fact that a software pro- 
duct exists for, usually, several years during which time it grows, changes and 
ages until, finally, it is replaced and dies. 
It is both necessary and useful to break up the work on a project into the 
various phases of the Life Cycle. However there are dangers in organising the 
work as a single pass through each stage, the open-loop development of figure 
2-2. rather than as an iterative process involving customer feedback, the 
closed-loop development of figure 2-3. Traditionally many projects have been 
open-loop developments in which the designers and better programmers 
moved onto , new projects after 
the first release leaving the maintenance to 
lesser mortals - too often the customers. Their kind of maintenance is usually 
of the 'patch' variety and often makes the situation worse by introducing 
further errors. The designers of such a system are not involved with. its 
maintenance at all and, after a few years, would probably find 'their' system 
unrecognisable. Without feedback the designers cannot learn from their mis- 
takes and Eoehm7 reports that up to two-thirds of all software errors are 
introduced as the results of incomptete or inconsistent requirements specifica- 
tions and overall designs. Thus the first job on any project is to work out 
exactly what it is the customer really wants. 
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2.3.2. Requirements Specification 
The Requirements Specification phase of the Software Life Cycle is the 
analysis of the user's or customer's problem to produce a general statement of 
the proposed system's anticipated inputs and outputs, their functional rela- 
tionships and the system's behavioural and performance constraints. This 
stage is crucial because, as Hoare33 remarks, "It is characteristic of engineer- 
ing that the problems which it undertakes are never clearly defined to begin 
with. It is the duty of a good engineer to elucidate the problem, not only to 
himself but to his customer. He must do this successfully right at the begin- 
ning of the project. If he fails or makes a mistake at this stage, the true 
nature of the problem may come to light only on completion of the project. I 
fear that in computer programming we have perpetrated many such projects. " 
A Requirements Specification is often a bulky, ambiguous document, writ- 
ten in English. Current research is aimed at finding a more concise, formal 
representation (eg SADT67 and algebraic specification28 ) and automating the 
task of verifying the correctness and consistency of the specification (eg 
PSL/PSA75 and AFFIRM54 ). The Michigan research has produced a working 
PSL/PSA system which tries to 
1. produce comprehensive data and function dictionaries 
2. perform static network analyses to ensure the completeness of derived 
relationships 
3. perform dynamic analyses to indicate time-dependent relationships 
between data 
4. analyse volume specifications. 
The result of these analyses should be an error free statement of the problem 
to be tackled. 
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PSL/PSA (Problem Statement Language/Analyser) helps to evaluate and 
animate the Requirements Specification, see figure 2-3. When any component 
part of a software project (design, code, test result) has been produced it must 
be evaluated to check that it meets its required targets (cost, response time, 
correctness etc). This is true of both open- and closed-loop development. In 
the closed-loop case the recently produced part must then be animated and 
shown to its customer to give him the necessary insight into the project's 
direction and progress (cf Hoare's remark about "elucidation" above). For 
example, a Requirements Specification may first be evaluated for correctness, 
completeness, consistency and projected cost. It may then be animated, by 
some kind of simulation technique or verbal explanation, for presentation to 
the customer, in terms the customer can understand, so he can sensibly give 
or withhold his approval of the progress to date. 
An architect designing a house may periodically check his customer's 
requirement by showing him a simple sketch. The civil engineer might build a 
scale model of a proposed bridge. "It is one of the unfortunate aspects of com- 
puter programming that there is no intuitively acceptable method of sum- 
marising the major external characteristics of a computer program by means 
of a two-dimensional picture or a three-dimensional model". 33 
When the customer and the systems analyst have agreed upon a final ver- 
sion of the Requirements Specification the design stage can begin. 
2.3.3. Design 
Software design is "the art of organising complexity, of mastering multi- 
tude and avoiding its bastard chaos as effectively as possible". 15 A key tool in 
making a design intellectually manageable is conceptual integrity. For Brooks9 
"conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in system design". 
One way to achieve this integrity is to employ a software architect whose vision 
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and ability will unify the efforts of a whole project team. As section 2.2 pointed 
out software architects are in short supply. Suppose a software architect 
existed and was given a new commission. He would be faced with supervising a 
whole range of design tasks. To begin with he must design the project itself. 
He must ask himself how many staff he needs, at which points in the project he 
needs them and what skills they must have. He must decide how the staff are 
to work together; will they be organised according to the traditional 
analyst/programmer split or as Chief Programmer Teams? The architect must 
establish a plan of work,, such as a PERT network, to determine timescales, 
costs, critical paths and the required resources and software tools. These 
organisational decisions must be made on any project, not just a software job. 
The architect is responsible for the logical design of the software system, 
but before this work can begin he must decide on a design methodology, a 
representation scheme and a documentation technique. He must also decide 
whether or not a formal proof of correctness will be attempted. He must study 
the problem. He must instigate exploratory work to help him understand the 
problem, to choose the best algorithms and data structures. Only after much 
preparatory work can detailed design work begin. 
The architect must also plan the physical construction of the product. 
choosing the programming language, compiler and operating system, for 
example. A plan of how to test the system must be created. Acceptance tests 
and operating procedures must be agreed with the customer. All of these 
activities have been called Overall Design in the Life Cycle of figure 2-3. 
The above description of the architect's role illustrates the fact that 
software design is much more than the production of program logic flowcharts, 
which is called the Detailed Design stage in the Life Cycle of figure 2-3 to distin- 
guish it from the many other problems a software architect and his assistants 
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must conquer. The architect must be involved in all aspects of the project, not 
only to make decisions and supervise the team's work, but to inspire the team 
with his vision of the final product, to ensure its conceptual integrity. 
During the last ten years the software industry has been inundated with 
new approaches to software design. This is perhaps symptomatic of the how 
preoccupation common in new born technologies (see section 1.4). The availa- 
bility of so many approaches has left the industry wondering which ones fit 
which classes of problem and which, if any, to adopt. 
Designers have to think creatively, intuitively, logically, formally and pro- 
cedurally, all at the same time; as a project progresses only the emphasis 
shifts. At the outset must come some spark or vision which sets a design in 
motion. The designer, having obtained an intuitive solution, scrutinises it care- 
fully and documents his conclusions. This process has been characterised as 
divergence. transformation and convergence. The big problem is broken- down 
into smaller parts, these are solved individually and their sub-solutions 
reassembled into the solution. If only it were so simple! 
On examining the nature of design it becomes apparent that there is little 
agreement on how to describe the design process and/or its product. Peters 
and Tripp83 suggest the definition, which fits most methodologies, that "a 
software design method is a collection of techniques based upon a concept". A 
representative list might include 
Structured Design87 
Warnier Method77 
High Order Software(HOS)30 
Jackson Method37 
META Stepwise Refinement(MSR)45 
The creator of each software design method has structured his technique to 
address the design issue(s) he views as most germane. Each creator holds a 
different opinion as to which issue this is. 
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Advocates of Structured Design declare that the key to a successful design 
is the identification of the data flow through the system and the 
transformation(s) on the input data to produce, finally, the output data. 
The view held by those who lionise the Jackson and Warnier methods is 
that the identification of the inherent structure of the data is vital and that 
the structure of the data should be used to derive the structure of the 
program's executable instructions. 
Supporters of High Order Software, HOS, are provided with a set of axioms 
which must be used to attain success. These axioms explicitly define a hierar- 
chy of software control, wherein control is a formally specified effect of one 
software object on another. This control applies to resources and 
input/output data as well as control flow. 
Devotees of META Stepwise Refinement, MSR, state that success is assured 
if the problem is solved several times, each solution being more detailed than 
its predecessor. MSR is a combination of Mills' top-down design, 51 Wirth's Step- 
wise Refinement" and Dijkstra's level structuring. '7 
Jackson enthusiasts tackle problems whose data structures can be 
represented as regular expressions. The transformations on these data struc- 
tures are modelled on the data structures ie the instruction steps are 
expressed as regular expressions, too, by only using sequences, alternatives 
and repetitions. A mismatch between an input structure and its target output 
structure, a structure clash, is resolved by postulating intermediate data 
structures and transformations and then removing them by `program inver- 
sion', a technique to simulate these phantom files. The restriction to regular 
expressions has been eased to context-free grammars by Coleman et al. 14 The 
Jackson method has its own representation scheme too (see section 2.4). 
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All of the above shiny new design methods are still essentially ad hoc 
heuristics to guide the designer. They do not necessarily achieve correctness, 
completeness or conceptual integrity. The principal basis for maintaining con- 
ceptual integrity is rigorous design. It was imagined, in computing's early days, 
that heuristic design methods were sufficient; the possibility of rigorous 
methods was hardly considered. The lesson has been learnt now but the indus- 
try has fallen into a malaise of heuristic thinking in software design and 
development that will still be painful to cure even after the invention of truly 
rigorous design techniques. 
This section could not close without mentioning the traditional strategies 
of 'top-down' and 'bottom-up'. Using the top-down approach attention is first 
focussed on global aspects of the overall system. As the design progresses the 
system is decomposed into subsystems and more consideration is given to the 
specific issues (figure 2-4). The concept of backtracking is fundamental to 
top-down design. As design decisions are decomposed to more elementary lev- 
els it may become apparent that higher level decisions have led to an awkward 
or inefficient modularisation of lower level functions. Thus a higher level deci- 
sion may have to be reconsidered and the system restructured accordingly. 
In the bottom-up approach the designer first attempts to identify a set of 
primitive concepts and actions. Higher level concepts are then formulated in 
terms of the basic ones (figure 2-5). System design is thus facilitated by iden- 
tification of the 'proper' set of primitive ideas. If composition of the existing 
primitive ideas runs into difficulties the primitive set must be changed by a 
procedure analogous to top-down backtracking. 
In practice the design of a software system rarely proceeds in either a 
pure top-down or bottom-up fashion, and, indeed, it should be impossible to 
tell which methodology was used to produce the final design (figure 2-6). It is 
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only the immature state of Software Engineering today that produces so much 
emphasis on how the designers proceed. The recipients of the finished design, 
the programmers, do not care (nor should they) about how, but they are very 
concerned about what is produced, the final design product itself. 
Building architects produce plans, mechanical engineers produce blue- 
prints and electrical engineers produce circuit diagrams. What do software 
architects and designers produce? What do they pass on to the programmers? 
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2.3.4. Coding 
What the programmers receive from the designers is examined, in detail, 
in section 2.4. Basically they receive a detailed specification of what their 
'piece' of the system must do. From this they produce source code, the final 
refinement of the design. Coding, the ultimate design phase, is considered in 
more detail in section 7.5.1. 
The whole software design process is finally complete when coding is 
totally finished. However, this is not the last stage as the executable program 
must be constructed from the source code. 
2.3.5. Construction 
The construction of an executable binary program is one of the best 
understood processes in the software industry. Construction has developed 
from a painstaking human activity of hand loading individual bits into a 
machine's memory to today's optimising compilers, link-editors and loaders 
producing binary programs of millions of instructions directly from high level 
source language programs. The compilation process is fortunate in having a 
reasonable, scientific basis for its syntax analysis, one of the few successes in 
Computer Science. However compilers are no more error-free than any other 
software product. 
Developing the process to produce a large binary program, such as a gen- 
eral purpose operating system. is almost a project in itself. It is not usually 
feasible to recompile all of the source code each time a minor (in textual 
terms) change is made, so existing compiler output has to be somehow com- 
bined with the results of recompiling just the altered portions of the source 
code, to form a new version. A general purpose software product is often 
`tailored' to suit individual customer requirements, causing many different 
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versions to exist. More versions are created as new releases are developed. 
Keeping control of a product which exists as a time dependent set of versions 
(the versions problem) is an outstanding Software Engineering problem. ICL's 
CADES system84 is one promising line of research in this area. 
Many construction factors influence the binary program's performance. 
Overlay organisation and the placement of routines and data structures within 
a virtual memory address space, whilst logically inconsequential, can dramati- 
cally affect the system's performance. Thus the production of a software sys- 
tem does not finish with the completion of the source coding, for even the best 
compiler cannot produce the best binary program from a given source pro- 
gram. The software designer must consider many 'physical' issues as well as 
'logical' ones, in exactly the same way that the electronics engineer must con- 
sider both the logical circuit design and the physical chip masks, tracking, 
board layout and power supply. 
Production engineering is a well established branch of most engineering 
disciplines. Quality control, inspection and testing are natural features of any 
production process. However, in Software Engineering, quality control is still a 
research topic and inspection is still a rarity because of poor management and 
programmer neurosis78 (see section 7.5.3 for further discussion). Testing is an 
established and widespread activity. Is it effective? 
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2.3.6. Testing 
Software may be tested at four points in the Life Cycle: 
1. during construction 
2. during initial development prior to the first release 
3. during customer acceptance trials 
4. during maintenance 
The software architect must plan how and when to test his creation. If the 
software is being constructed 'top-down' then care must be taken to organise 
the order in which the stubs are expanded and tested. If the system is being 
constructed 'bottom-up' then the construction of the numerous test harnesses 
must be scheduled and the integration tests designed. 
Testing is only useful if it is undertaken as a scientific experiment per- 
formed on a system in order to test the validity of a hypothesis concerning 
that system. It is normal engineering practice to experimentally confirm that 
the designer's predictions, based on sound theory, have been realised in prac- 
tice. If the validity of the theory is in doubt then the whole project cannot be 
classified as engineering but must be treated as research. 
Such a view of testing can be used to test the performance of a software 
system. Detailed design studies should have been previously undertaken to 
establish a model of the system's dynamics from the theory on which the 
design is founded. Experiments can then be sensibly designed to validate the 
design predictions and find a set of limits within which the system's perfor- 
mance can be accurately interpolated. If experimental evidence does not con- 
firm the design theory then the whole of the design and construction of the 
system must be examined to resolve the discrepancies. Unfortunately the 
above procedure is not standard practice in the software industry. 
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The most widespread reason for software testing is to establish that the 
system is functioning correctly. There usually is no theoretical basis for this 
activity. Tests are usually designed around experience, intuition and prayer. 
The infeasibility of comprehensive 'correctness' testing is contained in 
Dijkstra's classic remark that "program testing can be used to show the pres- 
ence of bugs, but never to show their absence! ". 15 
Until the software industry eradicates the all too pervasive technique of 
run-it-till-it-crashes-and-then-try-to-fix-it, there can be no professional 
respect for the budding software engineer and no peace of mind for his custo- 
mers. 
2.3.7. Operation 
Computing's customers have long suffered from the double penalty of 
being pioneering users in a seller's market. Until the software industry 
becomes technically more competent and professionally more responsible the 
customers will continue to pay the heavy costs of the Software Crisis. 
It is the customer who operates the final product and so great attention 
must be paid to the user interface. However it is not the user interface design 
or the normal day-to-day operation of the system, when all is running 
smoothly, that is of interest in this thesis. It is the instability of the product, 
the enormous cost to the customer of the software's failures and inadequacies; 
this is the crop of weeds that grows from such tiny seeds to choke the software 
harvest. Ironically both the good seed and the bad are sown by the same men 
at the same time. 
2.3.8. Maintenance 
Section 1.3 illustrated how the enormous maintenance overhead on 
software projects is caused by inadequate design techniques and section 2.2 
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hinted at how the problem is aggravated by the poor quality of the mainte- 
nance work itself. 
Software maintenance implies that a program is restored to its original 
correct state, but maintenance is a misleading term because the program 
never was correct initially! Maintenance is an unfortunate euphemism for Rec- 
tification and Development. Almost all software errors are design errors. Rec- 
tification therefore requires design changes. All development work is, by its 
very nature, making changes to the design. It is thus vitally important that 
Rectification and Development are designed and implemented just as 
thoroughly as the initial product. Throughout the whole Life Cycle the one 
thing which must be maintained is the integrity, conceptual and physical, of 
the whole design. Software tools are one aid to establishing, checking and 
maintaining the integrity of the design. 
2.3.9. Software Tools 
The software industry has been remarkably reticent to utilise the power of 
the computer to help itself. Many programmers spend a large amount of their 
time on the routine clerical tasks of manipulating source code and documenta- 
tion without the benefits of major computer assistance. 
The programmer does have his compilers, debug packages and operating 
systems, but it is most unlikely that the source code he produces is ever 
checked for any quality other than syntactic correctness; certainly no attempt 
is likely to be made to check its design quality or conceptual integrity. The 
software designer, on anything but the most sophisticated project, is unlikely 
to receive any help at all in the way of tools. 
Perhaps one should not be too suprised to find few sophisticated tools in 
general use when no established methodologies exist to receive computerised 
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support, nor when any modern design representations are widely enough 
accepted to be worth the investment. 
Maybe this is a good point to ask what is it, this thing that is so inade- 
quate, so difficult to produce? What exactly is a software design? 
2.4. What Is Produced? 
A software project typically produces an executable binary program (or 
set of programs), backed up by a comprehensive design, plus documentation to 
assist the product's users and, sometimes, an adequate Rectification, Develop- 
ment and User Enquiry service. Binary programs and documentation are fami- 
liar objects but exactly what is a software design? 
2.4.1. Software Design Product 
A software design is really the total sum of information about the software 
product. The design constitutes a communications. medium between several 
groups. The major groups involved are the customers, designers, coders, tes- 
ters and maintainers. The information they require from the design varies 
from group to group, and, for any one group, varies with time. Figure 2-7 illus- 
trates the design's user community. 
A software system is a very complex object. No one single diagram or text 
can represent all aspects of its design at once. Similarly no one man can 
understand all aspects of the system at once. He must study a series of 'pro- 
jections' of the design, each of which contains the information about one 
aspect of the design. Figure 2-8 shows some examples of projections, control 
flow, data flow, fault history etc., which are produced by studying a design from 
a specific viewpoint. The level of detail required from a specific viewpoint 
might vary. For example, control flow might be required in simple terms, say 
as an overall flowchart, or it might be required in great detail, say as the actual 
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source code instructions. 
A projection may be static or dynamic. A flowchart is a static projection of 
control flow; the instruction address lights on a computer's control panel form 
a dynamic projection of control flow. The difference between static and 
dynamic projection is worth emphasising especially when considering the best 
way to present or animate an aspect (see section 2.3.2) in order to better 
understand or demonstrate its dynamic components. 
Considering a design as a single, multi-dimensional, complex object which 
can only be viewed through a set of projections (ie formally derived simplifica- 
tions eg 2-D pictures as projections of 3-D objects) enables two things to be 
explained. Firstly, it helps to explain the importance of conceptual integrity 
for in trying to understand a complex system from a series of simpler projec- 
tions the viewer, the user of the design. must rely on the validity of a set of 
underlying axioms and assumptions which, he hopes, characterise the whole 
system. This is how he interpolates the role of those aspects of the system 
which are missing from any given viewpoint. Uniformity of approach is a key 
tool in managing complexity. 
It is an underlying goal of research projects. such as PSL/PSA75 to allow a 
design to be expressed as a single, complex object from which projections can 
be formally derived. The realisation of such a goal would be of great help to 
both designers and developers alike. A much greater benefit would accrue if 
the reverse process were possible ie if the designer could design a single aspect 
and then feed this into the 'design object' so that the design was actually built 
up from a set of aspects. 
A software tool which could analyse a design to produce a set of projec- 
tions of various aspects and could perform the reverse process of synthesising 
a complete design from a set of descriptions of individual aspects might be a 
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line of research worth pursuing if Software Engineering is to cope with increas- 
ingly complex systems. LOGOS66 was perhaps an early attempt at a tool which 
tried to combine the control flow and data flow aspects. 
The second thing that the model in figure 2-8 helps to explain is the multi- 
plicity of methodologies and representations currently in existence. Each 
representation is an attempt to help analyse a system from a particular 
viewpoint, to produce a particular projection. Each methodology is an attempt 
to synthesise a design from one particular viewpoint. It thus seems likely that 
no one method will emerge supreme but that perhaps one will dominate each 
aspect if a way can be found to combine the various aspects. Figure 2-9 lists 
some representation techniques with an indication of the viewpoints they best 
project. Outline examples of two representational techniques, MSR and Jackson 
(see section 2.3.3), will now be given as they project aspects of design that will 
be discussed in greater detail in succeeding chapters. 
When using META Stepwise Refinement (MSR) the designer starts with a 
simple general solution and builds in increasing amounts of detail at lower lev- 
els in the design. MSR requires that the designer actually develops several 
potential solutions at each level, ultimately discarding all but the best of these. 
A diagram such as figure 2-10 thus represents the various design alternatives 
considered. This information is very useful to students of the design. It also 
allows representation of the development of different versions. MSR designers 
produce hierarchical, tree-structured programs in which a 'root' module con- 
tains an outline of the general image of the program, while lower levels contain 
increasing amounts of implementation detail (figure 2-11). If separate nodes 
are refined into identical subnodes then the tree is a redundant notation and 
could lead to unnecessarily large programs. Thus, to eliminate this redun- 
dancy, MSR designers organise their modules into a level-structured program 
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in which modules at one specific level invoke only modules at the next lower 
level and never the reverse, as in the T. H. E. style of construction. 17 This is 
represented in figure 2-12. MSR is thus a design tool for a medium level of 
detail design work and can represent design alternatives, hierarchical module 
structures and module level structures. 
The Jackson method is based on the analysis of data structures into regu- 
lar expressions. Jackson has his own 2-D representation for data structures 
(figure 2-13) which expresses sequences, alternatives, repetitions and 
hierarchical component structuring. Jackson designers build the program 
code to match the data structures and so the Jackson technique is for finely- 
detailed design work. Jackson's representation projects data structures. MSR's 
projects module- structures: both are complementary aspects of design. 
In reality the practical answer to the question 'what is a design? ' is Source 
Code. This is the ultimate authority to which all programmers finally turn. All 
other documents are really aids to understanding the source code. If these 
other documents are not accurately related to the source code they will be 
abandoned as worse than useless which is sadly often the case in practice. The 
source code is the finest level of detailed design. It is not the (executable) pro- 
duct though, as anyone who has run into a compiler bug knows from painful 
experience. Too often the source code is the only component of the total 
design which ever exists, no attempt ever being made to produce a Require- 
ments Specification or an Overall Design. Perhaps Programming could be 
defined as the creation and manipulation of source codes in contrast to 
Software Engineering which is concerned with all aspects of software systems 
throughout their entire life cycles. 
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Figure 2-7. Information Flow From Design to Users. 
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Representation Technique Projected Aspect 
Jackson DS, CS, H 
MSR H 
Structure Charts H 
Dimensional Design DS, CS, H, CF 
Warnier Diagrams DS, CS, H 
Flowcharts CF, H 
Flowcharts ('structured') CS, H 
Data Flow DF, H 
SADT CF, DF, H 
English text ? 
Pseudocode CF, DS, H 
ADS IOD 
DS - Data Structure 
CF - Control Flow 
H- Hierarchy 
DF - Data Flow 
CS - Control Structure 
IOD- Input/Output Document Layout 
Figure 2-9. Representations. 
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Figure 2-10. MSR Design Alternatives Tree. 
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Figure 2-11. MSR Module Tree (redundancy). 
Figure 2-12. MSR Level Structure (no redundancy). 
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2.5. Small Scale Software Engineering 
The above whimsical survey of the origins of the Software Crisis, the activi- 
ties enshrined in the Software Life Cycle and the nature of Software Design is 
hereby concluded with the pessimistic observation that the infant Software 
Engineering discipline has so far achieved little advance over 'programming' 
and is still beset by many problems; a thought which admits the optimistic 
observation that the Software Engineering field is new, exciting and wide open 
to those who choose to tackle its problems. 
The obvious problem with which to begin is the maintenance problem. 
How can the maintenance programmer be given a design which is not made 
obsolete by the first change he makes to its source code? How can the mainte- 
nance programmer maintain the design as well as the source code? How can 
his workload be reduced? One answer to the last question is to create a better 
design product (and hence operational product) initially. If, in general, a pro- 
duct is a set of cooperating programs then is it still difficult to design the indi- 
vidual programs, to properly engineer software on this smaller scale? Yes it is. 
So, what is currently the best way to produce an individual program? 
2.5.1. Structured Programming 
Detailed design is the stage in the Software Life Cycle when the source 
code is produced. The source code might be the final refinement of a module 
specification or an individual (small scale) program overall design. Currently 
one of the best ways to produce source code programs is by Structured Pro- 
gramming15 which is now the generic name for a family of methodologies which 
produce Structured Programs. 
During recent years the computing literature has been swamped by super- 
stition and dogma about what is or is not a Structured Program: for example, 
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"a Structured Program can be recognised by the presence of five positive 
characteristics and the absence of two negative characteristics". 12 The major 
negative characteristic is the goto construction, the elimination of which leads 
to software quality. Like many superstitions before it, goto elimination has 
evolved from a reasonable basis. 
Why is truth so often corrupted into superstition? Knuth explains that 
"there has been far too much emphasis on goto elimination instead of on the 
really important issues (because) people have a natural tendency to set up an 
easily understood quantitative goal like the abolition of jumps, instead of work- 
ing directly for a qualitative goal like good program structure.. . If such goto 
elimination procedures are applied to badly structured programs, we can 
expect the resulting programs to be at least'as badly structured". 42 Dijkstra's 
original article, 18 which gave Structured Programming its name, never even 
mentions goto statements. Dijkstra is primarily concerned with proof. 
2.5.2. Proof 
In the paper1e Dijkstra directs his attention to the critical question "For 
what program structures can we give correctness proofs without undue labour, 
even if the programs get large? ". By correctness proofs he does not neces- 
sarily mean formal derivations from axioms but any sort of proof that is 'suffi- 
ciently convincing' for there is no such thing as an absolute proof of logical 
correctness; there are only degrees of rigour. Dijkstra sees Structured Pro- 
gramming as a deliberate attempt by the programmer to design both the data 
structures and control structures of his program so that they facilitate the 
construction of a proof of correctness. Structured Programming is thus a 
proof-directed methodology. Dijkstra states his case as follows19 "The first 
message is that it does not suffice to design a mechanism of which we hope 
that it will meet its requirements, but we must design it in such a form that we 
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can convince ourselves - and anyone else for that matter - that it will, indeed, 
meet its requirements. And, therefore, instead of first designing the program 
and then trying to prove its correctness, we develop the correctness proof and 
program hand in hand. (In actual fact, the correctness proof is developed 
slightly ahead of the program; after having chosen the form of the correctness 
proof we make the program so that it satisfies the proof's requirements). This, 
when carried out successfully, implies that the design remains 'intellectually 
manageable'. The second message is that, if this constructive approach to the 
problem of program correctness is to be our plan, we had better see to it that 
the intellectual labour involved does not exceed our limited powers". 
What form does a correctness proof take? Hoare, 32 describing the 
axiomatic technique says that "Computer programming is an exact science in 
that all the properties of a program and all the consequences of executing it in 
any given. environment can, in principle, be found out from the text of the pro- 
gram itself by means of purely deductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning 
involves the application of valid rules of inference to sets of valid axioms". 
Axioms are a formal statement of the elementary operations from which a pro- 
gram may be constructed. 
One well known proof technique is the method of Inductive Assertions. 59,26 
This method regards a piece of program text as a process which progresses a 
computation from an initial state to a final state. These states are character- 
ised by assertions about the states, usually expressed in the first order predi- 
cate calculus. Using axioms and inference rules an argument is constructed to 
show that the program text turns the initial state into the final state when 
executed (the operational view) or that the final state can be achieved, given 
the program, if a particular initial state exists (the predicate transformer 
view). Such arguments or proofs are usually split into two components, one 
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showing that the initial state is transformed into the final state assuming the 
computation terminates (a proof of correctness mirroring the execution of the 
code) and the other component proving that the computation does indeed stop 
(proof of termination). If proof-directed design and construction is employed 
the proof of termination can be made very simple and formally convincing. 3 
"It is a deplorable consequence of the lack of influence of mathematical 
thinking on the way in which computer programming is currently being pur- 
sued, that the regular use of systematic proof procedures, or even the realisa- 
tion that such proof procedures exist, is unknown to the large majority of pro- 
grammers. Undoubtedly this fact accounts for at least a large share of the 
unreliability and the attendant lack of overall effectiveness of programs as 
they are used today. Historically this state of affairs is easily explained. Large 
scale computer programming started so recently that all of its practitioners 
are, in fact, amateurs... However a reaction is bound to come. We cannot. inde- 
finitely continue to build on sand" wrote Naur in 1966.57 Unfortunately his 
words are still true thirteen years later. However program proving must in 
time, if the industry is to mature, become a major technique for ensuring reli- 
ability because program proving tries to show the absence of bugs as opposed 
to program testing which can only show their presence. 
Program proving is also a useful documentation technique because the 
initial and final state descriptions and assertions demonstrate what the pro- 
gram does, something simpler to understand than the source code itself which 
shows how the objective is achieved. A program proof shows why the program 
behaves as it does in achieving the final state. Why a program does something 
is always the most difficult question a maintenance programmer has to tackle; 
usually this question can only be extracted from the 'how' story of the source 
code after much hard, tedious detective work. A simple view of documentation 
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(and the product of detailed design work) is that the program specification, 
assumptions and assertions show what a program does, the source code shows 
how a program does it, and the proof shows why the source code is so organ- 
ised. 
Proofs thus aid the designer to build more reliable systems by removing 
errors at their source. Proofs help the program's developers by supplying oth- 
erwise unavailable information about what and why. A proof helps developers 
to design and assess the ramifications of potential changes, and if each time a 
change is made the proof, changed accordingly, remains valid, then an 
increased reliability of development activities will ensue. 
Today, whenever a programmer writes a section of code he tries to con- 
vince himself, usually very informally, that it will work. When writing a small 
section of code to perform a common. well understood function, such as table 
searching, he just knows it is correct. This is an unconscious appeal to a 
'theorem' proven by experience. What the software designer desperately needs 
is a set of formally proven theorems about useful programming tasks. "There 
is no set of theorems of the type illustrated above, whose usefulness has been 
generally accepted". 15 Today's proofs are long, tedious and impractical for 
non-trivial programs. Theorems would be one way to reduce this burden for 
"the length of the proof ... is a warning 
that should not be ignored ... 
let us be 
honestly humble and interpret the length of the proof as an urgent advice to 
restrict ourselves to simple structures whenever possible and to avoid in all 
intellectual modesty 'clever constructions' like the plague". '5 This is the 
essence of Structured Programming and the key tool which can reduce the 
length and complexity of proofs and increase the reliability of software is 
Abstraction. 
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2.5.3. The Principle of Abstraction 
Abstraction is one of the most powerful, most general tools available to 
help the human intellect master complexity. One understands a complex thing 
by recursively breaking it down into successively simpler parts and under- 
standing each of the parts and how they fit together. Thus there exist, simul- 
taneously, different levels of understanding and each of these levels 
corresponds to an abstraction of the lower level details. For example, at a 
given level of abstraction one can manipulate an integer without considering 
whether it is held in a machine as binary coded decimal digits or a two's com- 
plement bit string. However, in certain circumstances, this lower level of detail 
may become important. At a higher, more abstract level the precise value of 
the integer may be irrelevant, the important thing being its role as, say, a run- 
ning total of input records, one of the instances of the general abstraction 
'counters'. 
The power of abstraction, in the software environment, lies in the separa- 
tion of 'what a thing does' from 'how it works' because what is simpler to 
understand than how. Using the above example it is much simpler to under- 
stand what the integer does (represent the number of records read so far) 
from how it does it (result of a monotonically increasing integer function held 
as a two's complement bit string in RAM constructed out of TTL... ). The process 
of abstraction is involved in nam'Lng an operation and using it on account of 
what it does rather than how it works. There is a strong analogy between using 
a named operation in a program regardless of how it works and using a 
theorem regardless of how it has been proved. Even if the theorem's proof is 
highly intricate it may be a very convenient theorem to use. If subroutines 
could be invoked as theorems in a proof then correctness proofs would be 
greatly simplified. In the same way that one theorem or routine may invoke 
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another so understanding by abstraction naturally generates many levels of 
detail. Knuth42 feels that a talent for programming largely consists of the abil- 
ity to switch readily between the microscopic and macroscopic views of things 
ie to change levels of abstraction fluently. In the same paper Knuth quotes 
Hoare as defining Structured Programming as "the systematic use of abstrac- 
tion to control a mass of detail, and also a means of documentation which aids 
program design". 
Abstraction, according to Hoare, 15 consists of four stages: 
Abstraction: The decision to concentrate on properties which are shared 
by many objects or situations in the real world, and to ignore 
the differences between them. 
Representation: The choice of a set of symbols to stand for the abstraction; 
this may be used as a means of communication. 
Manipulation: The rules for transformation of the symbolic representations 
as a means of predicting the effect of similar manipulation of 
the real world. 
Axiomatisation: The rigorous statement of those properties which have been 
abstracted from the real world, and which are shared by 
manipulations of the real world and of the symbols which 
represent it. 
Which abstractions may be "systematically used" by a software designer to 
"control a mass of detail"? The following chapter discusses eight abstractions 
(Sequence, Set, Hierarchy, Hierarchical Reduction, Integration, Induction, 
Enumeration and Generation) which have "properties shared by many (pro- 
grams) in the real world". Further, these eight abstractions may be 
represented (Chapter 4) and manipulated (Chapters 5 and 7), but above all, 
they may be axiomatised (Chapter 6); therefore their use might lead to 
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provably correct individual programs and a possible step forward in solving the 
Small Scale Software Crisis. 
2.5.4. The Small Scale Software Engineering Problem 
Before investigating, in detail, the use of the above mentioned program- 
ming abstractions it might be worthwhile to define a little more closely the 
Small Scale Software Crisis which they might help to overcome. Chapter 1 out- 
lined the large scale or general Software Crisis which came about because 
software tends to be delivered late, over budget, unreliable and costs a fortune 
to rectify and develop. Smaller, individual programs also tend to suffer a simi- 
lar fate. 
Chapter 2 outlined the Software Life Cycle through which all software pro- 
jects progress even if small scale, individual programs pass through each stage 
less formally than their larger counterparts. Both Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 
frequently highlighted the unacceptably high cost of maintenance or rectifica- 
tion and development of software, which runs at around 50% of total cost, as 
being the major symptom of the Software Crisis which needed curing. 
Both rectification and development depend crucially on the quality and 
difficulty of modification of the design itself. So the Small Scale Software 
Engineering Problem amounts to 
1. the poor quality of the initial design product which necessitates rectifica- 
tion and development 
2. the intractability of the design product which makes rectification and 
development difficult and expensive 
How can the programming abstractions of Set, Sequence, Hierarchy, H- 
Reduction, Integration, Induction, Enumeration and Generation be used to 
improve the form in which a software design product is realised so that the 
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design product helps solve the Small Scale Software Engineering Problem? 
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CHAPTER 3. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: ABSTRACTION 
3.1 Set & Sequence 
3.2 Hierarchy 
3.3 Reduction of Description 
3.4 Reduction of Enumerative Reasoning 
3.5 Increase in Quality & Capability 
3.6 Conclusion 
OUTLINE 
Chapter 1 introduced the Software Crisis. Chapter 2 outlined Software 
Engineering's current practice in terms of the Software Life Cycle before focus- 
ing down to the small scale software engineering problem of improving the 
quality and tractability of the designs of individual programs. Structured pro- 
gramming and correctness proof were helpful techniques whose utilities were 
based on the principle of abstraction. Chapter 2 closed with the hint that eight 
specific abstractions could form the basis for an attempted solution to the 
small scale software engineering problem, an attempt named as Dimensional 
Design by Chapter 3. 
Chapter 3 introduces each of the eight abstractions, set, sequence, hierar- 
chy, h-reduction, integration, induction, enumeration and generation, showing 
examples of how their application can lead to a reduction in the size and com- 
plexity of the software design product, to the natural production of structured 
programs, to a reduction in the difficulty in reasoning about the design pro- 
duct and an increase in the quality of the design product. The key to these 
improvements lies with the representation of the design product. 
Dimensional Design is a new representational technique which explicitly 
records each use of the eight abstractions, allowing easy visual recognition of 
their occurrences and scopes. Dimensional Design is informally introduced in 
Chapter 4: Representation. Succeeding chapters discuss its manipulation, 
axiomatisation, use in actual software production and comparison with 
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existing techniques. 
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3. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: ABSTRACTION 
The concepts of Set, Sequence, Hierarchy, H-Reduction, Integration, Induc- 
tion, Enumeration and Generation have been employed by programmers and 
hardware engineers right from the beginning of modern computing. The appli- 
cation of these concepts to programming has often been intuitive, but the 
modern trend is towards a more formal treatment due to the greater discipline 
of structured programming. These concepts are abstractions and are dis- 
cussed below in terms of the four aspects of abstraction, as seen by Hoare, 32 
namely: 
Abstraction .......................... 
(this chapter), 
Representation 
.................... 
(Chapter 4), 
Manipulation 
........................ 
(Chapter 5), 
Axiomatisation 
.................... 
(Chapter 6). 
The eight concepts were successfully abstracted and adapted for comput- 
ing many years ago; they have been formalised by, for example, Set Theory and 
Predicate Transformers; they have been successfully manipulated by every pro- 
grammer, consciously or unconsciously and they have been represented by a 
variety of techniques. These eight programming abstractions have been 
chosen for an attempted solution to the small scale software engineering prob- 
lem (see section 2.5.4). This attempted solution has a name: Dimensional 
Design. 
Dimensional Design is a representational technique (informally explained 
in Chapter 4: Representation) which tries to improve the quality of the initial 
design product by making every use of each of the eight programming abstrac- 
tions an explicitly obvious feature of the design product itself. Being easily 
manipulatable by both hand and software tools, Dimensional Design tends to 
reduce the intractability of the design product which makes rectification and 
development so difficult (see Chapter 7: Practical Experience). The Dimen- 
sional Design representational technique is more formally described in Chapter 
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6: Axiomatisation; but first, in this chapter, the eight programming abstrac- 
tions themselves are described and their practical use illustrated to justify 
them as a reasonable basis for an attempt to solve the small scale software 
engineering problem. 
The aim behind choosing this set of abstractions is to improve the quality 
and tractability of the design product by reducing the complexity of the 
software. To illustrate how these abstractions achieve this goal a simple model 
of computation is introduced which is then refined, by exploiting the abstrac- 
tions, into the modern structured programming model. 
3.1. Set & Sequence 
The classical von Neumann computer consists of a store and a processing 
unit. The processing unit can execute a sequence of instructions and each 
instruction can act upon the contents of the store. From this simple model 
two fundamental abstractions can be extracted. 
Set: The von Neumann computer's store can be considered as being an 
(ordered) set of objects which coexist simultaneously. 
Sequence: A program executed by a von Neumann computer can be considered 
as being a time-ordered sequence of instructions. No two instruc- 
tions can ever exist (ie be executed) simultaneously. 
Computational 'time' denotes the operational concept of computational 
progression and is the axis of the computational history. Execution of an 
instruction transforms one set of objects, the initial state of the store, into 
another set of objects, the final state of the store. This process is represented 
by the computational history in figure 3-1a. 
Consider a von Neumann machine simplified in the following three ways: 
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1. its storage for instructions is totally separate from its storage for data; 
2. its instruction repertoire only includes instructions which operate on its 
data store and excludes any instruction which operates on its program 
store or program counter: 
3. its program counter is always initially one and is incremented by one on 
completion of each instruction. The value of the program counter is 
increased until the computation is stopped by either executing an explicit 
stop instruction or by the program counter exceeding the limit of the 
instruction store. Therefore termination is guaranteed. 
Such a restricted von Neumann computer (RVNC) can only execute totally 
sequential, non self-modifying programs. Thus a general model for all RVNC 
computational histories looks like figure 3-lb. Executable programs for this 
restricted machine are identical to their computational histories with the 
details of the store contents removed ie the static representation of the pro- 
gram corresponds exactly to the dynamic sequence of instructions executed by 
the processing unit. 
To understand a program written for such a RVNC one need only execute it 
'mentally' ie starting from the initial state, mentally simulate the execution of 
each instruction in turn, generating the intermediate store states until the 
final state is produced. To prove the correctness of such a program one could 
regard the program as a predicate transformer and, reversing the sequence of 
instructions, show that this 'inverse program' produces the initial state from 
the final state. Proof of termination for such a program is simply 'restriction 
3'. 
Understanding or proving a program as above, by mentally processing 
each and every instruction in turn, is called Enumerative Reasoning. A typical 
contemporary, useful program might run for an hour on a machine performing 
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a million instructions per second, thereby executing around 3,600 million 
instructions. If a man could reason or simulate perfectly at the rate of one 
instruction per second, it would take him about 750 man-years of effort to 
prove the correctness of such a 3,600 million instruction program. Obviously 
something must be done to reduce this impossible burden of Enumerative Rea- 
soning. Section 2.5.3 hinted that trying to understand a program at different 
levels of abstraction might be attempted. The separation of understanding 
into various layers suggests a hierarchical arrangement of levels of detail, so 
can the concept of a Hierarchy help to reduce the complexity of understanding 
and proving a program? 
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*-initial state of the store 
execution 
of the instruction 
*-final state of the store 
Computational 'time' or sequence 
of entries in computational history. 
Figure 3-1a. Computational History. 
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General computational history General program 
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instruction 1 instruction 1 
state 1 
instruction 2 instruction 2 
*-state 21 
I 
I 
-3tate n-1 
instruction n instruction n 
I 
0-state n 
stop stop 
I 
*-final state 
Figure 3-lb. Restricted von Neumann Program. 
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3.2. Hierarchy 
A hierarchically structured system generally means a system that is com- 
posed of interrelated subsystems, each of the latter being themselves 
hierarchic in structure. In a finite hierarchy some lowest level of elementary, 
indivisible subsystems must exist. In his classic paper on hierarchies in both 
natural and artificial worlds. Simon73 observes that "it is somewhat arbitrary 
as to where we leave off the partitioning, and what subsystems we take as ele- 
mentary. Physics makes much use of the concept of `elementary particle' 
although particles have a disconcerting tendency not to remain elementary 
very long". An applications programmer considers the statements in a high 
level programming language to be elementary - until he encounters a compiler 
bug! 
When a system is said to be composed of subsystems the very word 'sub- 
system' implies a subordinate relationship and the original meaning of Hierar- 
chy comes from the organisational structure of a priesthood. Hierarchies are 
thus built from three things; the first is the set of parts or subsystems, the 
second is the relationship(R) between a system and its subsystems and the 
third is the relationship(T) between the subsystems. Parnas62 more formally 
defines a hierarchy as a structure for which there exists a relation or predi- 
cate R(A, B) on the pairs of subsystems such that levels may be defined where 
1. Level 0 is the set of subsystems, A, such that there does not exist aB such 
that R(A, B) (the elementary subsystems). 
2. Level i is the set of parts, A, such that 
a) there exists aB on level i-1 such that R(A, B); 
b) if R(A, C) then C is on level i-1 or lower. 
From this definition a hierarchy is a structure with a relation R between 
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its subsystems only if the directed graph representing R has no loops. Hence, 
for example, figures 3-2a and 3-2b are hierarchies in which R is 'is invoked by'. 
The Span of a system is the number of its constituent subsystems, ie if 
R(A, B) then the Span of A is the cardinality of B. For example in figure 3-2b the 
Span of A is 2, of B is 3. of E is I and of H is 0. 
The Depth of a subsystem is the number of levels it is below the top most 
level. The maximum Depth is the number of levels from the topmost level down 
to the elementary subsystems (4 in figure 3-2b). 
As Parnas remarks, the statement "a system is hierarchically structured" 
is meaningless because any system can be represented as the trivial hierarchy 
having one part and one level. More importantly, it is possible to divide any 
system into parts quite arbitrarily and contrive a meaningless relation such 
that a system appears to be hierarchically structured. Before such a state- 
ment can convey any valid information at all, the way that the system is 
divided into parts and the nature of the relationship between them must be 
specified. 
The introduction of hierarchical structuring into the world of software brings 
at least two advantages: 
1. Hierarchy facilitates human understanding by: 
a) quantitatively reducing the description of a program; 
b) quantitatively reducing the necessity for Enumerative Reasoning. 
2. Hierarchy increases the quality and capability of software. 
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(a) MSR Module Tree (redundsaey) [Figure 2-11].. 
al 3 
'1 2 
I1 
10 
(b) MSR Level Structure (no-redundancy) [Figure 2-121. 
Figure 3-2. Example Hierarchies (taken from Chapter 2). 
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3.3. Reduction of Description 
3.3.1. Hierarchical Reduction 
Consider the realistic example program running on the RVNC mentioned in 
section 3.1 which consisted of 3,600 million sequential instructions. It can be 
considered as a hierarchy of two levels, the first level being the program name 
and the second level being its instructions. Such a hierarchy has a depth of 2; 
the span of the level 1 program name is 3,600 million and the span of each 
level 0 instruction is 0. The relation between level 1 and level 0 is is the nth 
instruction of'. Figure 3-3 is a somewhat smaller program illustrating these 
points. This is an example of a trivial hierarchy. However, a real machine only 
has a few hundred different types of instructions in its repertoire so a program 
of 3,600 million instructions must be made up from many instances of each 
instruction type. Figure 3-3 shows that although example program 1 contains 
36 instructions it is a combination of only 12 different varieties. Repeated 
subsequences exist and are identified in figure 3-4. Figure 3-4 is a more com- 
plex description of the program because it contains more information. How- 
ever this description can be compressed by eliminating redundant subsystem 
definitions as in figure 3-5. The technique of reducing the size of a description 
by eliminating redundant subsystem definitions is called Hierarchical Reduc- 
tion, normally shortened to H-Reduction. (See section 4.3.1 for further details 
of the Dimensional Design representation of H-Reduction. ) Note that though 
figure 3-5 is a more compact description, it no longer shows the real program, 
but a more abstract, though still complete derivative. To see what the program 
really looks like figure 3-3 must be generated from figure 3-5 by expanding fig- 
ure 3-5 to restore the redundancy (figure 3-4) and then removing the artifi- 
cially introduced hierarchy. 
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If a complex structure contains absolutely no redundancy - if no aspect of 
its structure can be inferred from any other - then it is its own simplest 
description. Luckily, software for the RVNC will usually contain massive redun- 
dancy. Figures 3-3.3-4 and 3-5 illustrate the fortunate fact that the RVNC 
shares with more natural systems the following properties, identified by 
Simon73 as: 
1. Hierarchic systems are usually composed of only a few different kinds of 
subsystems. in various combinations and arrangements. 
2. By adopting a descriptive technique which allows the absence of something 
to go unmentioned, a nearly empty 'world' can be described quite con- 
cisely. 
3. By appropriate 'recoding', the redundancy that is present but not obvious 
in the structure of a complex system can often be made visible. 
4. By adopting a generative descriptive technique the redundancy in a com- 
plex system can be eliminated from its description thereby simplifying it. 
A description which explicitly represents all of the components of a sys- 
tem is henceforth called an Enumerative description. One which implicitly 
represents some or all of the components is called a Generative description 
because work must be done to generate the Enumerative description from the 
Generative version. 
It is important to realise that the quantitative reduction of an Enumera- 
tive description to a Generative representation is achieved by constructing an 
artificial hierarchy 'on top of' the system being described. This is analogous to 
simplifying a geometric proof by adding a geometric construction to a diagram. 
The process of regenerating the Enumerative description is similar to macro- 
processing. The final product is still a 'flat' sequence of say 3,600 million 
instructions. It is the description which is being modified not the system it 
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describes 
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Example Program 1 
B 
D 
A 
N 
P 
M 
B 
D 
A 
N 
P 
M 
S 
U 
R 
I 
K 
H 
S 
U 
R 
I 
K 
H 
B 
D 
A 
N 
P 
M 
B 
D 
A 
N 
P 
M 
Figure 3-3.36 instructions. 
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ExamoLe Program 1 
A 
a 
D 
A 
m 
N 
P 
a 
8 
D 
A 
m 
N 
P 
M 
r 
5 
U 
R 
h 
I 
K 
H 
r 
5 
U 
R 
h 
I 
K 
N 
M 
\ 
a 
t\ 
i9 
D 
A 
m 
N 
M 
P 
a 
Iý 
e 
D 
A 
m 
N 
P 
M 
Figure 3-4.1+3+12+36-52 Symbols. 
Example Program 1 
w 
a 
A 
m 
Pl 
P 
iM 
a 
m 
z 
r 
15 
Li 
R 
'h 
Ni 
K 
h 
w 
Figure 3-5.1+3+8+12-24 Symbols. 
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3.3.2. Integration 
There are other ways to simplify the description of an RVNC program. The 
next technique to be illustrated is Integration. Suppose there exist two pro- 
grams (figure 3-6) whose individual descriptions cannot be reduced as they 
contain no redundancy. When considered as a pair of programs they can be 
seen to have identical subsections. It is possible to produce a single descrip- 
tion of the two programs by enumerating, once only, their similarities and 
combining their differences (figure 3-7) such that at each point of difference, 
the required alternatives are enumerated and marked with an appropriate 
Selection, criterion, the name of the original program in this example (figure 
3-8). Thus the descriptions of the two independent programs have been 
Integrated to reduce their combined descriptions from 24 instructions to 17 
instructions and 2 selections. (See section 4.3.2 for further details of the 
Dimensional Design representation of Integration. ) Again note that regenera- 
tion will produce only one of the two possible programs depending on which 
selection criterion is used; only the descriptions have been integrated not the 
actual programs. This process is similar to conditional compilation. 
It was possible to integrate example programs 2 and 3 because of their 
common structure and purpose; their similarities outweighed their differences. 
Figure 3-8 is typical of a whole family of programs to calculate functions of 
three numbers. Can the descriptions of all of these programs be integrated 
easily? Of course the answer is yes - this time Parameterisation is the tool. 
Figure 3-7 may be re-worked to describe a whole family of functions of 
three numbers as in figure 3-9 where 'func' is a formal parameter to be used 
during the regeneration of the Enumerative description. The 'select function' 
subsystem allocates an actual value to the formal parameter. Parameterisa- 
tion helps eliminate some of the selection operations occurring at points of 
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difference in integrated descriptions. It is an optimisation exploiting the fre- 
quent occurrence of identical selections. Parameterisation is an implicit, sym- 
bolic mechanism. The description of the two example programs has now been 
reduced to 16 instructions, 1 selection and I parameter. 
The program in figure 3-9 may be re-worked again to produce example 
program 6 in figure 3-10. Such a rearrangement produces different but 
equivalent programs in the sense that they compute the same functions as fig- 
ure 3-9. The rearrangement allows even more redundancy to be removed by a 
two step process of first parameterising the variable name in the subsequence 
'Read: func: Print' to produce figure 3-11 and then eliminating the redundant 
subsequence definitions as shown in figure 3-12. 
It is a simple job to modify example program 8 in figure 3-12 to calculate 
functions of 4 numbers; just add an 'RFP(P=4)' subsystem after 'RFP(P=3)'. 
Similarly programs for functions of 5,6,7 etc are easily produced. Such pro- 
grams exhibit another form of redundancy - the repeated juxtaposition of 
identical subsystems. This redundancy could be reduced by the Hierarchical 
Reduction technique of creating a new subsystem containing, say, two RFP sub- 
systems and then replacing all pairs of RFPs by the new subsystem and so on. 
However the special property of contiguous redundancy can be exploited by a 
more powerful tool - Induction. 
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cx; mpLe Program 2- SUM 
\ 
Read ruml 
Read num2 
Read num3 
Total :=4 
To-a1 SUM(numl, TotaJ) 
7: tal SUM(num2, Tocai) 
To: al SUM(num3,7otai> 
Pr; nt numI 
Print num2 
Print num3 
Print 
Print Total 
_xample Program 3- PRODUCT 
Read numl 
Read num2 
Read r, um3 
Total :=0 
%: al PROOUCT(numl, Total) 
T, ral PRODUCT(num2, Tota0 
Total PRODUCT(num3, TotaL) 
Print numl 
print num2 
Print num3 
Print 'PRODUCT=' 
Print Total 
Figure 3-6. I2+12 Instructions. 
:, ample Frogs 3 Integrated 
Same: Read 3 numbers 
.: Calculate (SUM or PROOUCT) function 
5ame: Print 3 numbers 
''rf: Print name (SUM or PRODUCT) of function 
Same: Print answer 
Figure-3-7. Integration. 
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cx3mple Program 4- SUM and PRODUCT 
Same: Reads 3 numbers 
Read numl 
Read num2 
Read num3 
ýift: CalcuLate (SUM or PRODUCT) function 
, SUM 
1PRODUCT 
Total 0 Total :=1 
Total SUM(numl, Total) TotaL PRODUCT(numl, TotaL) 
Total SUM(num2, Total) Total PRCDUCT(num2, Total) 
Total SUM(num3, Total) Total PRODUCT(num3, TotaL) 
Same: Print 3 numbers 
I\ 
Print numl 
Print num2 
Print num3 
',: Print name : SUM or PRODUCT) of function 
SUM 
-PRODUCT 
Print 'SUM=' Print 'PRODUCT=' 
Same: Print answer 
Print Total 
Figure 3-8.17 instructions +2 selections. 
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Example Program 5 
S-ýLect function and set parameters 
LSUM PRODUCT 
func := SUM func := PRODUCT 
initval :=0 initval 1 
Same: Reads 3 numbers 
I\ Read numl 
Read num2 
Read num3 
Diff: Parameterised subsystem 
Total initval 
Total func(numl, TotaL) 
Total func(num2, Total) 
Total := func(num3, TotaL) 
Same: Print 3 numbers 
Print numl 
Print num2 
Print num3 
Diff: parameterised Subsystem 
Print 'funs=' 
Same: Print answer 
Print Total 
Figure 3-9.15 instructions +1 selection +1 parameter. 
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Example Program 6 
Se_ect function and set parameters 
SUM PRODUCT 
11 
func := SUM func := PRODUCT 
initval :=0 initval :=1 
Total := initval 
Read numl 
Total := func(numl, TotaL) 
Print numl 
Read num2 
TotaL := func(num2, Total) 
Print num2 
Read num3 
Total := func(num3, Total) 
Print num3 
Print 'funs=' 
Print Total 
Figure 3-10.16 instructions +1 selection +1 parameter. 
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Example Program 7 
Select function and set parameters 
SUM PRODUCT 
func := SUM func 
initvaL :=0 initval 
Total := initial 
RFP(P=1 
Read numP 
Total := func(numP, TotaL) 
Print numP 
RFP(P=Z) 
Read numP 
Total := func(numP, Total) 
Print numP 
RFP(P=3) 
Read numP 
Total := func(numP, Total) 
Print numP 
Print 'funs=' 
Print" Total 
Figure 3-11. 
PRODUCT 
.=1 
Example Program 8 
S=_ect function and set parameters 
I SUM ýPRODUCT 
func := SUM font := PRODUC 
initval :=0 initval 1 
Total := initvaL 
RFP(P=7) 
Read numP 
TotaL := func(numP, Total) 
Print numP 
RFP(P=2) 
1\. 
RFP(P=3) 
I"' Print 'func=' 
Print TotaL 
Figure 3-12. 
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3.3.3. Induction 
Induction is the Generative technique to reduce multiple copies of a sub- 
system to a single, generative instance. It is the most powerful tool to be illus- 
trated. Induction may be used to generate either a finite or an infinite number 
of copies of a subsystem. Induction has two manifestations, Iteration and 
Recursion. 
Iteration produces an infinite number of contiguous copies of a subsys- 
tem. This is the tool needed to reduce figure 3-12 still further. Figure 3-13 
shows that the Iteration produces a sequence of copies of the RFP subsystem, 
that P is a parameter of the Induction, and that the Selection mechanism is 
employed to limit the otherwise infinite reproduction to just three copies of 
RFP. If the specific limit of three were to be replaced by a parameter N (N>O), 
then figure 3-12 could generate a whole family of programs to calculate a func- 
tion of a sequence of N numbers. (In figure 3-3 '«' represents an iteratively 
generated, infinite subsequence whose description has been removed. See sec- 
tion 4.3.3.2 for further details. The '' indicates the end of a subsequence and 
acts as a (redundant) contrast to '*' - see section 4.2.2. ) 
Iteration is an optimisation of a special case of Recursion, Recursion being 
the more general of the two inductive techniques. The Recursive formulation 
of the example is shown in figure 3-14. (In figure 3-14 '®' represents a recur- 
sively generated, infinite subsequence whose description has been removed. 
See section 4.3.3.1 for further details. ) The generations of the (identical) 
Enumerative descriptions by both types of induction are animated in figures 
3-15 and 3-16 (see also section 3.5.1.3). The Iterative generation requires more 
of its reader/generator because the reader must replace 'Iterate' by an infinite 
sequence of copies of the subsequence '? P<=3?; RFP(P); P: =P+1' and then 
resolve the newly generated Selections to give the required number of 
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instances of the subsequence. The Recursive generation is simpler because it 
only utilises the familiar substitution-to-regenerate-redundancy process 
employed by H-Reduction (see section 3.3.1). The power of Recursion is 
achieved through the self-referential definition of the 'Recurse' subsystem. 
This reproductive mechanism can be used to generate much more complicated 
objects than the simple repetitive structures produced by Iteration (see sec- 
tion 3.5.1.3). 
Induction is the last of the description-reducing techniques to be 
presented. Like its predecessors it is a very useful abstraction based on a com- 
monly occurring phenomenon. The above mentioned abstractions reduce the 
size of a program's Enumerative description by eliminating the redundancy 
fortuitously present in most RVNC programs. The reduction is achieved by con- 
structing an artificial, hierarchically structured Generative description. The 
relation of the hierarchy is R='is generated by', the elementary subsystems are 
the RVNC instructions and the non-elementary subsystems are built from the 
Generative abstractions which may be summarised as follows: 
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Hierarchical(H)-Reduction 
Reduction: -name and enumerate one instance of common subsystem. 
Only name all other instances. 
Generation: completely enumerate all instances. 
Integration 
Reduction: combine descriptions of similar but non-identical programs. 
Eliminate common subsystems. retain differences as Select- 
able alternatives. 
Generation: Reconstitute individual program by selection of appropriate 
alternate; discard others. Alternpttives can be explicitly 
chosen by selection or implicitly by parameterisation. 
Induction: 
Reduction: Exploit multiplicity of identical subsystems. Avoids need- for 
huge hierarchical elimination structure. Capable of 
parameterisation to integrate family of programs. 
Generation: Use iteration to generate contiguous multiplicity or recursion 
for more complex cases. 
The Generative description technique may obviously be used to describe 
systems other than sequences of RVNC instructions. For example, the fact that 
the elements of the RVNC's data store are all, at a given time, equal in value to 
zero would be more conveniently expressed inductively rather than enumera- 
tively, especially if the store contains thousands of elements. 
Having demonstrated at length that hierarchical structuring, aided by h- 
reduction, integration and induction can quantitatively reduce a program's 
state and instruction sequence descriptions, the discussion is now focussed on 
the second benefit attributed to the exploitation of the abstraction Hierarchy, 
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the quantitative reduction in the requirement for Enumerative Reasoning. 
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Example Program 9 
ý: ect function and set parameters 
SUM PRODUCT 
func := SUM func := PRODUCT 
initval :=0 initvaL :=1 
Total initvaL 
p ,=1 
Iterate 
I) 
P<=3 
IJ RFP(P) fý\ 
Read numP 
TotaL := func(numP, Total) 
Print numP 
P ;= P+1 
Print 'func=' 
Print Total 
Figure 3-13. ' 
Example Program 10 
S= ect function and set parameters 
SUM LPRODUCT 
func := SUM func := PRODUCT 
initvaL :=0 initvaL :=1 
'rot aL initval 
P ,=1' 
Recurse(P) 
lf 
ýP<=3 
RFP(P) 
Read numP 
TctaL := func(numP, TotaL) 
Print numP 
P := P+1 
Recurse(P) 
Print 'func=' 
Print Total 
Figure 3-14. 
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ExampLe Program 9 
P: 1 
iterate 
CP<=3 
RFP(P) 
P := P+1 
Print 'func=' 
Print Total 
(1) 
Example Program 9 
P .c1 
Iterate 
RFP(P=1) 
P .=2 
RFP(P=2) 
P .=3 
RFP(P=3) 
P .=4 
Print 'funs=' 
Print TotaL 
(4) 
(2) 
Example Program 9 
P ;=1 
RFP(P=1 
P 
.=2 
RFP(P=2) 
P3 
RFP(P=3) 
P 
.=4 
Print 'funs=' 
Print Total 
(5) 
Figure 3-15. Iteration Animated. 
Ex ampLe Program 9 ExampLe Program 
P :=1P :=1 
Iterate Iterate 
[P<=3 
RFP(P=1) 
RFP(P) P :=2 
P := P+1 
(P<=3 
rP<=3 RFP(P) 
RFP(P) P := P+1 
P := P+1 
(P<=3 
ýp<=3 
RFP(P) 
RFP(P) P := P+1 
P := P+1 
} 
Print 'func=' 
P rint 'func=' Print Total 
P rint Total 
(3) 
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Examole Program 10 
P ,=1 
Recurse(P) 
CP<=3 
RFP(P) 
P := P+1 
Recurse(P) 
Print 'func=' 
Print Total 
(1) 
Example Program 10 
Example Program 10 
P 
P .=1 Recurse(P=1) 
RFP(P=1) 
RFP(P=1) P :=2 
P :=2 Recurse(P=2) 
Recurse(P=2) 
(PP<=3 
P<=3 RFP<P) 
RFP(P) P= P+1 
IP := P+1 Recurse(P) 
Recurse(P) 
Print 'func=' 
Print 'func=' Print TotaL 
Print Total 
Example Program 10 
P .=1 
RFP(P=1) 
P. 2 
RFP(P=2) 
.=3 
RFP(P=3) 
P .=4 
Recurse(P) 
ly 
Print 'func=' 
Print TotaL 
(4) 
Figure 3-16. Recursion Animated. 
(2) (3) 
ExamoLe Program 10 
P .=1 
RFPCP=1) 
P .-2 
RFP(P=2 
P :=3 
RFP(P=3) 
P .=4 
Print 'func=' 
Print Total 
(5) 
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3.4. Reduction of Enumerative Reasoning 
Enumerative Reasoning is the understanding or proving of a program by 
mentally processing each instruction in turn, thereby simulating the RVNC's 
execution of the program. If a program contains N instructions then the mag- 
nitude of the task of understanding the program will be 0(N). For a typical 
useful RVNC program N is 3,600 million, 0(109), requiring well over 750 man- 
years of mental effort (see section 3.1). The way to reduce the scale of 
Enumerative Reasoning, not too suprisingly, closely parallels the technique for 
reducing the size of the Enumerative Description. To cope with complex sys- 
tems a hierarchy of understanding is constructed. 
If a program is represented by a hierarchically structured description 
then the program can be understood one subsystem at a time. This is the 
famous 'divide and rule' principle. It seems unlikely that any intellectual tool 
will ever enable a detailed understanding of a sequence of 109 instructions to 
be achieved, but if a program can be described hierarchically then it is possible 
to understand the whole system generally and any nominated subsystem more 
specifically. It is as though the human mind, having a finite capacity for 
understanding, can choose one of two alternatives when faced with a program 
whose detailed understanding exceeds the mind's capacity. The first alterna- 
tive is to ignore successive levels of detail until the program is shrunk, by 
abstraction, to fit the available intellectual capacity. The second alternative is 
to understand, in complete detail, successive parts of the system -a classic 
space-time tradeoff! 
The key to limiting Enumerative Reasoning by a hierarchical approach is 
the relation R which governs the hierarchy. Any valid, but arbitrary, relation R 
will not reduce the burden. The descriptive relation R= 'is generated by' is not 
a strong enough relation. The construction of the Generative Description 
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hierarchy required no understanding of or reasoning about the system being 
described. All the techniques employed were totally independent of the system 
being described. The forms of subsystem (figure 3-5) abstracted from the tar- 
get system were irrelevant. Their objectives were solely the mechanical reduc- 
tion of the description. The subsystems were never intended to be understood 
in their own right as abstract descriptions of the target system. This is why the 
Generative hierarchy was described as artific'ial. Recall that a hierarchy was 
originally defined as having three constituents: the subsystems, the relation 
between the system and its subsystems(R), and the relation between the 
subsystems(T). In a Generative hierarchy R= 'is generated by', but what is T, 
the inter-subsystem relation? 
A first approximation for T is that all the -elementary instructions are 
independent of each other: this implies that the program is a perfectly decom- 
posable system. At a purely descriptive level this is true, for the description of 
any given instruction is independent of all the other instructions. When viewed 
as an executable program each instruction is not totally independent, for 
although the individual instructions are immutable and their sequence likewise 
(RVNC restriction 2), their individual behaviours influence each other implicitly 
through the changes they make to the state of the data store. There are many 
natural and man-made systems exhibiting this `almost-independent' structure 
and Simon calls them "nearly decomposable systems". 73 
The benefits of nearly decomposable systems are best appreciated by con- 
sidering the opposite extreme, total inter-dependence. Suppose RVNC restric- 
tion 2 was lifted so that programs could be self modifying. To reason about 
each individual instruction now requires reasoning about all the other instruc- 
tions simultaneously to encompass the effects of possible modifications. The 
reasoning burden now becomes proportional to the number of possible 
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interactions ie 0(N2) which is 0(1018) for typical programs! 
One of the most successful ways to achieve near-decomposability and 
reduce the reasoning burden is to build a 'function' hierarchy (see figure 3-17). 
The governing relation R in such a hierarchy is the 'two-way' compound re- 
lation (figure 3-18) 
R= Rabs and Rref 
where 
Rabs(Q'P)=P specifies what Q does eg R([A; B], subf1) ie P is the abstraction 
from Q. 
and 
Rref(P'Q)= Q shows how P works (includes generation) eg R(subfl, [A; B]) ie Q is 
the refinement of P. 
In such a hierarchy a sequence of 'what's must constitute the 'how' of a higher 
level function. This reduces enumerative reasoning because having once 
understood how, in figure 3-17, 'subf1' produces state S3 from 'initstate' by 
way of [initstate; A; S2; B; S3] the reader should be able to generate the 'final 
state' from state S5 without having to generate [S5; A; Se; finalstate]. 
If the effort expended in understanding how the function 'subf 1' itself 
works is U, in applying 'subf 1' is A and if 'subf 1' is used X times then the total 
Enumerative Reasoning required is 
U+ A*X 
If the program did not use 'subf 1' but was left 'flattened' then every 
instruction must be individually understood which would require X*F reasoning 
effort, where F is the effort to understand one 'flat' instance of the instruc- 
tions which would have been generated by 'subf 1' (One assumes F<U because 
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'subf 1' will be more general, involve parameters etc. ) 
Therefore the saving in Enumerative Reasoning through using a function 
= (X*F) - (U + A*X) 
=X*(F-A)-U 
Therefore the greatest savings are made when 
(X*F) - (U + A*X) »0 
that is when 
1. (X » 1) ie the function is applied many times. 
2. (A « F) ie the effort to apply the function and understand the conse- 
quences of its application (A) is much less than the effort to understand 
its constituent actions and deduce its consequences (F). 
3. X*(F - A) »U ie the effort to understand the function itself (U), as 
opposed to its 'flat' instances (F), is smaller than the use made of the 
function. 
4. X*F » (U + A"X) ie unnecessarily complex functions are not needlessly 
introduced. X*F < (U + A*X) can arise when functions are used instead of 
scoped comments - see section 7.5.1.1 and reference. 85 
Thus separating the 'what' from the 'how' aspects allows a 'what' to be 
utilised in an analogous fashion to a theorem, which may be applied without an 
understanding of its proof (its 'how' aspect) if the appropriate conditions hold, 
to produce a conclusion. Reasoning about the action of a function or instruc- 
tion involves reasoning about its associated initial and final states, its 
appropriate conditions and conclusion. This form of reasoning, too, can be 
reduced by exploiting hierarchical structuring (figure 3-19). 
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The functional approach to understanding programs obviously affects 
their initial design and shows that the purer the functions (no side effects) and 
the more restricted and well defined their ranges and domains, then the closer 
a system can come to the ideal of being perfectly rather than nearly decom- 
posable, and the greater is the decrease in the burden of Enumerative Reason- 
ing. If the concept of a Hierarchy is useful in understanding programs, 
perhaps its companion description-reducing techniques, Induction and 
Integration, may be similarly helpful. 
Induction has its own formal patterns of reasoning eg the method of the 
invariant assertion. Reasoning about an induction requires an understanding 
of a specific application of the induction, usually the first, to ensure it keeps 
the invariant P(l) true, plus an argument to show that, for any i, given P(i) 
then the ith application of the induction implies P(i+1). Usually a separate 
demonstration that the induction terminates is also required (see section 4.5), 
so that the effort to understand an induction, of difficulty H(induction), is say 
0(3*H(induction)) thus saving 0(H(induction)*(multiplicity-3)) units of 
enumerative reasoning effort, usually an enormous saving. The invariant 
assertion is also the key to formulating the specification of the function of the 
instructions generated by the induction so that it can be successfully incor- 
porated into a functional hierarchy. 
Integration does not obviously reduce the need for enumerative reasoning, 
on the contrary, it would seem to increase it! This is because in a program 
description with alternatives the number of programs represented is, in gen- 
eral, the product of all the alternatives, and every individual selection must be 
understood by enumerative reasoning (but see section 4.4.1.2). The danger of 
Integration is shown in figure 3-20. Such code sequences are unfortunately all 
too common in today's software. They are produced not as the result of deli- 
6 
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berate Integration but haphazard design thinking and modification. A correct 
use of Integration can be characterised by a higher level functional description 
free from alternatives producing a single final state irrespective of the actual 
alternative selected. Such a construction reduces rather than increases the 
requirement for enumerative reasoning. Figure 3-21 illustrates the correct use 
of Integration and should be related to figures 3-6,3-7 and 3-8. 
The above discussion has shown how the abstract concepts of Hierarchy, 
Integration and Induction can be utilised to reduce both the size of an 
Enumerative Description and the extent of the associated Enumerative Reason- 
ing, thereby facilitating the human understanding of an RVNC program. This is 
the first of the two advantages claimed for these abstractions. During the 
above discussion great stress has been laid on the artificial nature of the 
hierarchies which have always been additional to the program. The program 
itself has so far been a very 'flat' sequence of instruction (figure 3-22). 
The program and its associated hierarchy will now be combined to allow 
the executable program itself to be hierarchically structured. This example of 
Shanley Integration42 will demonstrate the second advantage of hierarchical 
structuring: that it increases the quality and capability of the executable pro- 
gram itself. 
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Function hierarchy 
"-initial state 
program function 
"-initiaL state 
subf 1 
"-initial s tate 
a 
. 
-S2 
H 
"-S3 
"-53 
subf 2 
1\ 
"-S3 
"-S4 
D 
"-S5 
"-S5 
subf 1 
"-S5 
A 
"-56 
8 
"-final state 
"-final state 
"-final state 
Figure 3-17. Function Hierarchy. 
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Program function 
ubfl 
A 
B 
subf2 
C 
subfl 
1 
Rabs(traction) 
Rref(inement) 
SPECIFICATION OF WHAT THE FUNCTION DOES 
(increasing level of abstraction) 
HOW THE FUNCTION WORKS 
(increasing level of detail/refinement) 
Figure 3-18. What-How Hierarchy. 
/ 
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-134- 
initial state 
assertions 
logical data structures 
data store contents 
program function 
final state 
assertions 
logical data structures 
data store contents 
WHAT THE STATE MEANS 
(increasing level of abstraction) 
(increasing level of detail/refinement) 
HOW THE MEANING IS EXPRESSED 
Figure 3-19. Hierarchically Structured State Description. 
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MjLtipUicative increase 
"-S1 
Select 
LrR<=0 
1 
rR >0 
x3 
"-S2 "-S3 
"-S2 or S3 
Select 
T>0 
rT=O ti 
<0 
P .= 99 0 .= 32 R :=2 
R 0 S1 READ S 
"-S4 if S2 cr S5 if $3 "-S6 if S2 or S7 if $3 "-S8 if S2 or $9 if S3 
"-S: or S5 or S6 or S7 or S8 or S9 
Figure 3-20.2x3-6 programs: Multiplicative Increase. 
Correct use 
a-Si: assert RF = SUM or PRODUCT 
': p parameters for required function 
[RF = SUM RF = PRODUCT 
func := SUM func := PRODUCT 
initvaL :=0 initval :=1 
"-S2 "-S2 
"-Z: assert parameters 'func' and 'initvaL' correctly set up 
Figure 3-21. Correct use of Integration. 
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A 
B 
ýt 
\I \C 
I 
D 
"A 
tual program 
Figure 3-22. Relationahip Between Program and Hierarchy. 
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caa vaS aý, aasig aa&asca& 
hierarchy to facilitate 
human understanding 
3.5. Increase in Quality & Capability 
3.5.1. Hierarchical Structuring of the Executable Program 
It is now feasible to describe and reason about useful programs. However 
such programs, still consisting of 0(109) executable instructions, are unlikely 
to fit into the RVNC's program store and therefore cannot be executed! For- 
tunately the same techniques that reduced the program's description and rea- 
soning requirement can be used to reduce its representation in the actual 
machine. It is one of the great strengths of the von Neumann computer that it 
is capable of both generating its own instruction sequence and executing it. 
If the two processes of Generation and Execution were distinct then inter- 
mediate storage for 109 instructions would still have to be found. As only one 
instruction at a time is executed, the Generation may proceed by outputting 
one instruction at a time. This interleaving of the two processes allows feed- 
back between them, increasing the generality of the Generation by delaying 
binding (see section 3.5.4). So perfectly are the Generation and Execution 
functions integrated in modern machines, that the distinction between them is 
sometimes not appreciated. 
The RVNC cannot generate its own instruction sequence. Its processing 
unit can only execute directly 'useful' operations. The RVNC must be modified 
somehow to allow it to trade time for space ie save program storage space by 
performing the extra workload of generating the program instruction sequence 
during the execution itself. What increase in machine complexity is required to 
implement run-time Generation? 
3.5.1.1. Hierarchical Reduction 
Hierarchically structuring the executable program can reduce its size in 
exactly the same way as its description is reduced ie by storing the definition 
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of a subsequence only once and expanding the higher level subsystems into the 
subsequence as required. The run-time Generation mechanism to achieve this 
is obviously the closed subroutine. 
If the program description is a functional hierarchy 'and the non- 
elementary functions are mapped onto subroutine calls in the executable pro- 
gram then the generated sequence of 'useful' executable instructions will be 
identical to the enumerated version and so a perfect correspondence between 
program description, proof and execution is maintained. 
To implement the subroutine mechanism let the RVNC now include a new 
instruction 'execute the named subsequence'. 
3.5.1.2. Integration 
When a set of program descriptions has been Integrated the execution of 
one particular program involves, at certain, points in the program, the Selec- 
tion of one subsequence from an enumerated set of subsequences according to 
some selection criterion. The RVNC may handle run-time resolution of Integra- 
tion alternatives by generalising the subroutine mechanism to 'execute one 
subsequence selected from an enumerated set of named subsequences accord- 
ing to a given selection criterion'. 
The run-time resolution of alternatives does not decrease the size of the 
executable program; the size is increased because now all the alternatives have 
to be stored in the executable program. However this increase is a small price 
to pay for the massive increase in generality and capability which comes from 
executing an integrated program capable of handling a multiplicity of alterna- 
tives and usually the size of an integrated program will be less than the total 
size of the sum of the individual alternatives (expressed as complete RVNC pro- 
grams) because of the elimination of identical subsections ie the commonali- 
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ties should outweigh the differences (see section 3.3.2). 
3.5.1.3. Induction 
The executable program size may. be further reduced by storing any 
Recursively defined subsequences just once and letting the subroutine 
mechanism handle the self-referential generation; this naturally generates the 
required sequence of instructions without the need for further modifications 
to the extended RVNC. Iteration can be regarded as a special case of Recursion 
because any Iteration may be re-expressed as a tail-recursion (see figure 3-13) 
in the executable program so eliminating the need for any special Iterative 
instructions in the RVNC. 
However there are practical drawbacks to such an approach. In general, 
an enumerative description could be generated from a recursive one by per- 
forming the various generative operations asynchronously in parallel, a pro- 
cess which requires, on completion of any operation, a search of the whole 
description to see if any recursive sub-descriptions are 'eligible' for generation. 
The conventional von Neumann machine exploits its sequential nature to 
reduce this complexity to the simple (recursive) subroutine call mechanism 
which eliminates the need for searches at run-time but requires a way (eg 
stack) to remember 'return addresses'. Such a mechanism is an optimisation. 
Iteration, when expressed as tail recursion, permits a further optimisation. 
Figure 3-23 illustrates a useful property of tail-recursion, namely that the 
recursive call is always the last instruction in the sequence so that on comple- 
tion of a given invocation the sequence is terminated and control passed back 
to the next highest level (figure 3-23a). This process forms a cascade of 
'returns' to the original invocation which can be optimised, as in figure 3-23b, 
by just retaining a record of the first invocation and throwing away the records 
for deeper invocations, thereby curing the problem of excessive storage use 
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when large numbers of 'iterations' (tail-recursions) are performed. In the con- 
ventional von Neumann machine Iteration permits a further optimisation 
whereby the storage and time costs incurred by the need to remember the first 
'return address' and perform repeated invocations are reduced by storing, at 
compile time not run-time, the 'return address' as part of the 'jump' instruc- 
tion which performs just that part of the general, recursive 'subroutine exit' 
instruction necessary for iteration to be achieved. 
Thus Hierarchy, Integration and Induction may be implemented on an RVNC 
machine extended by the two following instructions: 
1. execute a named subsequence (potentially optimised by forgetting second 
and succeeding 'return addresses' if tail-recursion); 
2. execute one subsequence from an enumerated set of subsequences ac- 
cording to a given selection criterion. 
Let an RVNC with such an extended instruction set be called a Generating von 
Neumann Computer, GVNC. A GVNC program is built exclusively from realisa- 
tions of the Hierarchy. Integration and Induction abstractions. If each use of 
each abstraction allows the valid use of the appropriate proof technique 
(func- 
tional composition for Hierarchy, enumerative reasoning producing (higher 
level) function for Integration and invariant assertion for Induction) then the 
GVNC program has the following advantages compared to its family of RVNC 
counterparts: 
1. its description is smaller: 
2. its proof/understandability is simpler: 
3. - its capability is greater. 
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These are the advantages claimed in section 3.2. Such a GVNC program retains 
a property in common with its RVNC family: 
4. it is a Structured Program. 
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Figure 3-23. Optimisation of Tail-Recursion. 
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3.5.2. Storage 
The above discussion related only to the generation of the instruction 
sequence at run-time. For Iteration to be considered as a special case of 
Recursion a second criterion must be met, namely that the data space of each 
invocation is identical ie no local variables. This condition is obviously fulfilled, 
as Generation only applies to the instruction sequence, because the whole of 
the data store is 'input' to each and every instruction and the whole of the 
data store is 'output' from each and every instruction. This has the effect of 
allowing communication between every pair of instructions making a program 
less nearly-decomposable. It would obviously be beneficial to restrict access to 
the data store thereby reducing enumerative reasoning because the system is 
nearer to being perfectly decomposable. A' good way to do this is to allow each 
subsystem to have some private storage which it may, if it chooses, allow its 
constituent subsystems to access. Such a scheme would allow intra-subsystem 
local variables and inter-subsystem communication via parameters, the whole 
scheme forming a storage hierarchy linked to the functional hierarchy. It is 
interesting to compare this scheme with Algol 60's storage allocation in which, 
via inherited global variables, lower level subsystems can interfere with their 
brothers', parent's, grandparent's etc data spaces. Such a scheme clearly 
reduces near decomposability. Global variables are a bad feature because they 
go against the 'empty world' descriptive principle in that a low level subsystem 
has access to a global variable without having to specify anything. The high 
level system has no control over its own data space. 
3.5.3. Other Hierarchies 
Hierarchies may control the generation of executable instructions and the 
allocation and protection of data storage. Hierarchies may be used to control 
the allocation of resources in general, to implement protection schemes and 
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filestore dictionaries. Widespread use of hierarchies in software design brings 
many advantages, including the conceptual integrity that arises from utilising 
a common mechanism for dissimilar functions. In any useful program it is 
likely that several different hierarchies will coexist harmoniously. Each can be 
thought of as a Projection (see section 2.4) of one aspect of the program. Such 
hierarchies are more closely linked with the actual function of the program 
than are the instruction sequence and storage allocation hierarchies. 
3.5.4. Binding Time 
One aspect of Generation that has so far been overlooked is Binding Time. 
This is the point in the Generation process when either a selection is actually 
made or a formal parameter is replaced by an actual value. Obviously all bind- 
ing affecting a given instruction must be completed before the execution of 
that instruction, but in general the later the binding the more general and 
powerful the program. If all binding is done, say, during compilation then the 
executable program will be the enumerated version ie large and inflexible, but 
fast because no generation or decisions are required. If all binding is left as 
late as possible then a small, flexible program results; the self-modifying inter- 
preted program is an example in which much generation and selection must 
take place in addition to 'useful' work. Thus there are tradeoffs involved in 
delaying or accelerating the point at which binding takes place, and it is impor- 
tant that the binding time of any given decision is clearly defined. 
3.5.5. Development 
One aspect of a program usually resolved by early binding is which version 
is to be generated. Large software systems particularly tend to exist in many 
different versions and a hierarchical structure can help with system develop- 
ment because in a functional hierarchy a given subsystem can be simply 
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replaced by a different version if no change is made to the actual function per- 
formed. This allows the simple and reliable replacement of one version by 
another. If a change is to be made to a system the distance `up and down' the 
hierarchy that the change penetrates indicates the seriousness of the change. 
Conversely hierarchical structuring tends to limit the effect of any one change 
as each subsystem has a limited effect on the total system. 
A hierarchically structured system seems to be an advantageous structure 
if an active development programme is envisaged. This is true too in the 
natural world where Evolution favours hierarchies. 73 
3.5.6. Dynamics 
Hierarchically structured executable programs share a second charac- 
teristic with more natural hierarchical systems in that their Dynamics are 
similar. In a perfectly decomposable system all activities would occur within 
the subsystems of a given level and no interactions would occur between them. 
In a nearly decomposable system, the more common type, most of the activity 
is within the subsystems but a small amount of inter-subsystem interaction 
occurs (side effects). The duration and frequency of activities tends to be pro- 
portional to Depth. Higher level subsystems act for longer periods but at lower 
frequencies (program runs for one hour, once per day) than lower level subsys- 
tems which act for shorter periods of time at higher frequencies (add instruc- 
tion runs for one microsecond, 1010 times per day). This means that the short 
term behaviour of a subsystem is independent of the other subsystems (add 
unit acts independently) and that the long term behaviour of a system depends 
on the aggregate behaviour of its subsystems (filing system affected by all user 
jobs over long periods of time). These observation are supported by the evi- 
dence from performance measurement (see section 7.6.2). 
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It might be said that being able to relate the static Generative Description 
to the actual dynamic behaviour of an executing program is a major program- 
ming skill. Understanding run-time behaviour is the motivation behind the 
concept of Animation (see section 2.3.2 and 7.6.3). However the preceding sec- 
tions should have convinced the reader that a logically correct program can be 
understood in its static form, for it is irrelevant how long each operation takes, 
so long as it is finite, and it is irrelevant how many times each loop is repeated, 
so long as it is repeated the correct number of times. 
An understanding of the dynamic behaviour is only important at a secon- 
dary level, when a logically correct program is optimised to improve its effi- 
ciency. If a program is built as a hierarchy of Sets and Sequences, and 
Hierarchical Reduction, Integration and Induction are used to reduce its 
description, to provide an understanding and a proof, and to generate the exe- 
cutable program, then this conceptual integrity ensures that the Dynamic 
Behaviour will be strongly related to the Static Description and be consequently 
much easier to visualise, animate and understand. 
3.6. Conclusion 
This beautiful unification of the Static Description and the Dynamic 
Behaviour has been achieved by starting from the simplest possible program 
structure, the pure sequence of instructions, applying a set of Abstractions to 
reduce the sequence to a Generative Description, and then enhancing the RVNC 
so that the GVNC could use the Generative Description directly to reproduce 
the original sequence, so in the end the simplicity is regained. At the heart of 
the matter is the Generative Description (figure 3-24) which is the most con- 
crete form of the program available to the programmer. This is the working 
form used for design, proof, generation, animation, manipulation and develop- 
ment. The technique for representing the Generative Description is a central 
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and vital programming tool. A new representational technique has been 
surreptitiously introduced during this chapter. Now it will be more fully 
developed as the second stage of Abstraction ie Representation is considered. 
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Figure 3-24. Enumeration and Generation. 
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CHAPTER 4. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: REPRESENTATION 
4.1 Informal Introduction to Dimensional Design 
4.2 Enumeration 
4.3 Generation 
4.4 Further Examples 
4.5 Multiple Hierarchies 
4.6 Postscript to Instruction Examples 
4.7 State 
4.8 Subsystems 
4.9 Generalisation 
4.10 Concluding Remarks on Representation 
OUTLINE 
The Software Crisis, Software Engineering and Software Life Cycle discus- 
sions lead to the identification of the small scale software engineering problem 
concerning the quality and tractability of the software design product. A set of 
programming abstractions were introduced as the basis for Dimensional 
Design. an attempt to solve the small scale problem. 
This chapter, Chapter 4, informally introduces the Dimensional Design 
representational technique which uses an analogy with the three spatial 
dimensions to represent the Hierarchy, Set and Sequence abstractions. The 
Enumerative and Generative use of Hierarchical Reduction, Integration and 
Induction are explicitly represented by special symbols. Dimensional Design 
thus attempts to enhance textual descriptions of programs by these percep- 
tual devices to make instances of the programming abstractions immediately 
visible. 
The ability of Dimensional Design to portray the key features of many 
aspects of software design is brought out in a wide range of examples, includ- 
ing instruction sequences, data structures, parallelism, design versions, step- 
wise refinement and input/output files. Some interesting lapses of generality 
and conceptual integrity amongst conventional programming techniques are 
highlighted. in passing. 
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These examples lead up to the observation that a Dimensional Design is, in 
the general case, a tree of symbols whose edges perceptually encode the rela- 
tionships between the nodal symbols. The chapter closes with the statement of 
several hypotheses about the advantages of this form of representation. The 
validity of these hypotheses is tested by the succeeding chapters which exam- 
ine the manipulability, tractability, practicality, axiomatisation and originality 
of Dimensional Design. 
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4. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: REPRESENTATION 
A computer program is a complex structure with millions of components. 
Fortunately this does not necessarily mean that a program is difficult to 
understand. How hard or easy it is to understand a program depends critically 
on how it is described. A modern programmer works almost exclusively with 
the description of his program, for the real executable binary program is so 
large, complex and obscure that only a desperate or foolhardy programmer 
ever manipulates or studies it directly. The major activities of a programmer, 
and of a maintenance programmer in particular, are the understanding and 
manipulation of the description of the executable program. The way a 
program's description is represented critically affects the ease, reliability and 
accuracy with which these two activities may be performed. Dijkstra19 illus- 
trates this point with an analogy about numbers. "The ease of manipulation 
with numbers is greatly dependent on the nomenclature we have chosen for 
them. It is much harder to establish that 
Twelve times a dozen =a gross 
Eleven plus twelve = twenty-three 
XLVII+IV=LI 
than it is to establish that 
12*12= 144 
11+12 = 23 
47+4= 51 
because the latter three answers can be generated by a simple set of rules that 
any eight year old can master". Notice that the left hand sides of the latter 
three equations are Generative Descriptions and that each number is itself a 
Generative Description, a hierarchy based on powers of ten. 
Before a program can be manipulated it must be understood. The previ- 
ous chapter demonstrated that understanding is facilitated by recognising 
commonly occurring features in a program which may be abstracted. It would 
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therefore seem sensible to represent the description of a program so that the 
relationship between the program and the abstractions is clearly indicated. In 
the author's opinion, modern representations of programs do not adequately 
express this relationship (see Chapter 8), so the author has invented a new 
representational technique, Dimensional Design, which attempts to represent, 
simply and explicitly, the abstract concepts used in programming. 
4.1. Informal Introduction to Dimensional Design 
The first and fundamental premise on which Dimensional Design is based 
is that a program is best described as a hierarchy of abstractions, and that 
this hierarchy is best represented by an explicit picture showing the exact 
relationships between the hierarchy's subsystems. 
The second premise is that, at any level of a program's descriptive hierar- 
chy, every non-elementary subsystem can be described as either a Set or a 
Sequence of lower level subsystems. 
The third premise is that every Set and Sequence can be described 
Enumeratively or Generatively and that Enumeration and Generation are 
abstractions which can be explicitly represented. 
The following discussion will show how Dimensional Design represents each 
of the abstractions mentioned in Chapter 3 by presenting a wide range of 
examples. 
4.2. Enumeration 
4.2.1. Subsystem 
For the purposes of this informal introduction only, a subsystem in a 
Dimensional Design is a linear string of characters. Characters such as 'new- 
line' may appear in the character strings so a subsystem may be any piece of 
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text. Common forms of elementary subsystem are the 'useful work' instruc- 
tions such as 
A. =B+C: 
WRITE (1,100) A, B, C 
Elementary subsystems will henceforth be called Elements or Atoms. The Null 
subsystem is represented by ". 
4.2.2. Sequence 
An ordered sequence of subsystems is represented as a vertical list of sub- 
systems with the first subsystem at the top. Each subsystem is connected to 
its successor by a vertical, downward directed arrow. An Enumerated Sequence 
is terminated by the earth symbol () which is synonymous with enumera- 
tion. A sequence of subsystems enclosed by the symbols (" ) is itself a sub- 
system. [Note: formally this construction depends on relation precedence - see 
Chapter 8: Axiomatisation]. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are examples of enumerated 
sequences. 
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Second element 
Last element 
T First 
Second 
element 
element 
Last element 
I 
Figure 4-1. Enumerated Sequence. 
R: = b mod 10 
Print (Char (R) ) 
1 
b: = b/10 
Sequence 
(order of 
succession) 
Figure 4-2. Enumerated Sequence of Instructions. 
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4.2.3. Set 
An ordered set of subsystems is represented as a horizontal list of subsys- 
tems with the first subsystem on the left. Each subsystem is connected to its 
successor by a horizontal, rightward directed arrow. An enumerated set is ter- 
minated by an enumeration symbol (I I. ). A set of subsystems enclosed by the 
symbols " and I I. is itself a subsystem. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 are examples of 
enumerated sets. 
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SET 
(order of enumeration) 
Figure 4-3. Enumerated Set. 
i-- Real part Imaginary part -+ 
Figure 4-4. Complex Number represented as Enumerated Set. 
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4.2.4. Hierarchy 
If subsystem B is hierarchically subservient to subsystem A then this rela- 
tionship is represented by joining A to B by an arrow. directed at B and orthogo- 
nal to both the Set and Sequence directions. Such a representation clearly 
requires a three-dimensional medium. Fortunately three dimensions can be 
projected onto two so the hierarchical relationship is expressed by a line at 45° 
to both the Set and Sequence lines (figure 4-5). If B is the lowest level of the 
hierarchy then the symbol /. is. used to indicate that B is an elementary sub- 
system ie the hierarchy has been enumerated down to its lowest level. The /. 
symbol is often omitted when a subsystem is obviously elementary. 
In any Dimensional Design the relation R governing the hierarchy must be 
specified. R must be constant, of course, throughout the hierarchy. The exam- 
ples in this section use R='What-How', the double relation, to create functional 
hierarchies. 
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N BB HIERARCHY 
(order of subordination) 
Figure 4-5. Hierarchy: B is subordinate to A. 
Increment record count 
RC: =RC+1 
Figure 4-6. 'What-How' Double Hierarchy. 
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4.2.5. The Three Dimensions 
The name Dimensional Design is derived from the technique of using the 
three orthogonal spatial dimensions to represent each of the three indepen- 
dent abstractions, Set. Sequence and Hierarchy. A Dimensional Design is a 
directed graph. Each node in the graph is a subsystem. Nodes are connected 
by edges representing the three abstraction relationships; because the edges 
representing these abstractions are orthogonally aligned, the orientation of 
each edge relative to the specified axes (figure 4-7) uniquely identifies which 
relationship exists between any two subsystems. All edges are directed edges. 
For each edge its direction must be parallel to one of the three axes and in the 
direction specified on that axis. No two edges may be directed at the same 
node, thus every Dimensional Design is a directed tree, a T(h)ree Dimensional 
Design. As the direction of any edge is implied by its orientation relative to the 
axes the arrow heads are usually omitted. 
The three concepts of Hierarchy, Set and Sequence may thus be used in 
combination to express complex ideas such as a multi-tasking program having 
a set of two tasks, running in parallel, where each task is a sequence of 
instructions (figure 4-8). In figure 4-8a the arrow heads have been included 
but they will usually be omitted in all following examples, eg figure 4-8b. Every 
directed edge must join two subsystems in a completely Enumerated Descrip- 
tion. An edge which does not join two subsystems implies that the program's 
description is not completely enumerated; this is the key to representing Gen- 
eration. 
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Figure 4-7. The Three Dimensions. 
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Figure 4-8.3-D Combination. 
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4.3. Generation 
4.3.1. Hierarchical Reduction 
The size of a description may be reduced by eliminating all but one of the 
detailed specifications of a common subsystem. This process is called 
Hierarchical Reduction, often shortened to H-Reduction. (See section 3.3.1. ) In 
figure 4-9 the second occurrence of subsystem B has had its lower levels elim- 
inated. This is shown by the directed edge leaving B not being connected to 
another subsystem, implying that the lower level subsystem must be generated 
to produce the Enumerated Description in figure 4-10. [Note: sometimes it is 
convenient to represent a missing subsystem explicitly so as to differentiate 
between a finite subsystem ( 0) and an infinite subsystem (® ). 
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Figure 4-9. Generative Hierarchy. 
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Figure 4-10. Two Enumerated Versions of Figure 4-9. 
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4.3.2. Integration 
Integration depends on a selection mechanism to choose, for example, one 
subsequence from a set of possible subsequences according to some criterion. 
Dimensional Design has a binary selection device which either makes or breaks 
a connection according to the value of a Boolean variable, see figure 4-11. If 
the Boolean is false then the possible connection is broken and a part of the 
Dimensional Design tree is 'pruned' ie is removed from the tree, thereby elim- 
inating one possibility. 
The selection device may be used in any dimension and its Boolean may be 
computed by a subsystem (see section 4.8). The exact point in the generation 
process when the selection is made is a function of Binding Time (see section 
3.5.4). The selection device must be used in conjunction with other concepts to 
implement Integration. For example, in figure 4-12 a set of programs is 
integrated and then one of them is regenerated assuming Trans=amend. 
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Figure 4-11. Sequential Conditional Selection Mechanism. 
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Figure 4-li. Integration & Selection Animated. 
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4.3.3. Induction 
4.3.3.1. Recursion 
Induction is the technique used to compress the description of common 
subsystems which occur in a regular order. The most powerful inductive tech- 
nique is Recursion which involves the self-referential definition of a subsystem 
and a generation mechanism similar to H-Reduction. (See sections 3.3.1 and 
4.3.1. ) 
H-Reduction and Recursion both imply a constant relationship between a 
system and its constituent subsystems so that the constituent subsystems can 
always be deduced from the unexpanded occurrence of the higher level subsys- 
tem (figure 4-13). In figure 4-13 the hierarchy relation, R, is R='is always 
expanded into', so B is always expanded into [C; D]. A sequential relation, Q, 
containing such a constant factor might be Q='is always followed by'. This , 
would allow H-Reduction to occur in the sequential dimension too. For exam- 
ple, figure 4-14 shows how an infinite sequence of [A; B]s might be expressed. 
Such strong sequential and set relations usually preclude the representation of 
useful sequence and sets for programming purposes; the axes in figure 4-15 
show the normal programming relations. This is why, so far, all sets and 
sequences have had to be fully enumerated; that is because the Set and 
Sequence programming relations are weak ie Enumerative whereas the Hierar- 
chy programming relation is strong ie Generative. Conventionally, H-Reduction 
and Recursion are usually exploited only in the Hierarchy dimension, so 
sequences and sets containing redundancy must exploit the Hierarchy dimen- 
sion if their descriptions are to be compressed. This is a pleasing result 
because it explains one reason why Hierarchy is such an important abstrac- 
tion. 
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Although H-Reduction and Recursion may both be represented by an edge 
which leads from one subsystem but not to another, it is reasonable to distin- 
guish between them as Recursion implies multiple generation (ie induction) 
and H-Reduction does not ie it implies enumeration. A H-Reduction edge can 
be represented as an edge with an open arrow head and Recursion by an edge 
having a solid arrow head. Although usually omitted the arrow head on an edge 
connecting a subsystem whose composition must be used in either H-Reductive 
or Recursive generation can be used to differentiate between the two classes of 
expansion (figure 4-16). 
Similarly it is unnecessary but often useful to emphasise that a subsystem 
has been removed by H-Reduction by explicitly replacing it by a symbol indicat- 
ing that the missing subsystem is finite, the a symbol, or infinite, the ® sym- 
bol. (Arrow heads and 'dangling edges' or 'missing subsystem' symbols are 
stylistic alternatives. The former is more indicative of removal by H-Reduction, 
the latter enables a Dimensional Design to remain a tree at all times which is 
useful when software tools are involved. ) 
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Generative Still generative 
(recursion) because infinitely 
recursive 
Figure 4-13. Reduction & Recursion. 
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.- C-D-C - 
T A 
y 
ob- 
gen 
implies C---D-C-D--C 
... etc 
A 
implies B I 
A 
A 
etc 
Set, N- 'is always placed before a' 
Sequence, Q- 'is always followed by a' 
Figure 4-14. Sequential & Set Reduction. 
enumerative B SET: N= 'A is placed before B 
M in this particular case' 
n 
Pi 
N. 
4ý C HIERARCHY: R= 'A is always 
implemented by C' 
D 
SEQUENCE: Q- 'A is followed by D 
in this particular case' 
Figure 4-15. Programming Axes. 
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A 
B\_ 
y 
C 
il 
Tree 
Tree Node ---- 
"""Ikm 
Tree --ý 
ý' 
Figure 4-16. Reduction & Recursion Edges. 
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4.3.3.2. Iteration 
Figure 4-17b shows the recursive description of an infinite number of 
sequential copies of the subsequence [A: B). The simple formulation of figure 
4-17a cannot be used because the Sequence relation is not strong enough ie 
not Generative (see figures 4-14 and 4-15). Tail recursions may be expressed 
as Iterations. This can be thought of, at the descriptive level, as the notational 
shorthand used to simplify figure 4-17c into 4-17d. At the generative level fig- 
ure 4-17d can be thought of as a repeated subsequence enclosed by the Itera- 
tive delimiters "# (The enumerated sequence delimiters " were introduced 
to heighten the contrast between enumeration and inductive generation. ) At 
the implementation level figure 4-17d can be thought of as representing the 
optimised form of implementing induction, stressing the choice of iteration 
over tail recursion. 
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Iteration Tailrecursion 
AA 
I 
BB 
lailrecursion 
enumerative generative 
generative 
enumerative 
(a) (b) 
Iterative Iterative 
AA 
B were *a Iterative 
Iterative 
generative generative 
enumerative enumerative 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4-17. Iteration & Recursion (infinite). 
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4.3.3.3. Finite Induction 
So far only infinite induction has been represented. Induction may be 
controlled by using the selection mechanism to generate, say, a sequence of 
the required length. Figure 4-17 and 4-18 contrast infinite and finite induc- 
tion. Figure 4-19 shows an informal use of the selection mechanism amidst a 
comparison of the representations of the abstractions discussed in this 
chapter. Further examples will now be presented to show how Dimensional 
Design clarifies some more complex programming concepts. 
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1: -1 l: al 
II 
Iteration(i) Tailrecursion(i) 
is n i<_ n 
A 
B 
i: ýi+1 i: =i+1 
Tailrecursion(i) 
IHJ 
Figure 4-18. Iteration & Recursion (finite). 
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4.4. Further Examples of Instruction Constructs 
4.4.1. Integration 
4.4.1.1. Enumerated Set 
Integration is the combination of the descriptions of several, related pro- 
grams. Dimensional Design represents Integration as a set of alternatives. As 
only one of the programs is actually executed. Generation involves the resolu- 
tion of various selection criteria. There are different ways to resolve selection 
criteria; sequential and parallel resolution are the primary operational 
methods and their representations are dependent on the semantics of their 
generative mechanisms. 
Figure 4-20 shows a set of alternatives. B1 and SZ are the ii" Boolean 
expression and associated sequence of instructions respectively. Suppose all 
the selection criteria are resolved instantaneously (ie before the execution of 
any non-selection statement, perhaps in parallel). Assume B2 and B4 are true, 
all other B;, are false. Then the result of resolving the integration shown in fig- 
ures 4-21 and 4-22, is that S2 and S4 will be executed (in parallel). This 
method of resolving integration requires the horizontal axis of the Dimensional 
Design to be labelled 'Set, to be executed in parallel'. The more familiar 
sequential testing of alternatives to produce only one executable sequence can 
be represented, using parallel execution as in figure 4-23. As this is the most 
prevalent Integration mechanism on conventional von Neumann machines, its 
representation can usefully be simplified by relabelling the horizontal axis as 
'Set of alternatives, search, left to right for first non-null alternative'. Thus 
figure 4-24 animates this other resolution mechanism. Contrast figures 4-23 
and 4-24. 
Use of a set of alternatives representation gives a far clearer picture of 
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the available options at any given point in a program. Figure 4-25a gives the 
more normal, operational view of sequential resolution. It is much more diffi- 
cult to understand than figure 4-25b. 
The sequential method of handling sets is based on a treewalking method 
of 'executing' a Dimensional Design, in which the subtrees are visited in the 
order 
1. Refinement 
2. Sequence 
3. Set 
(see precedence axioms in Chapter 6). This treewalking method gives the nor- 
mal sequential von Neumann machine semantics from a Dimensional Design 
and is discussed further in Chapter 5: Manipulation. 
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case 
5 
S5 
Figure 4-20. Parallel Case Statement. 
case 
SI S2 
I 
S3 S4 S5 
Figure 4-21. B2 and B4 true. 
case `S2 
S4 
Figure 4-22. S2 and S4 executed. 
SET, parallel 
resolution 
SEQUENCE 
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case 
ýB , r--}ý---ý -+B 
I 
BZ 3 
1 S2 
S3 
(a) Find First Alternative 
-iB3 -"B SET 
(parallel 
resolution) BB 
S4 S5 SEQUENCE 
case 
Pº detatched from 
root .. ignored 
81 
S3 S4 S5 
L 
------------ 
I 
(b) B2 and B4 true 
case 
S 2 
(c) Only S2 executed 
Figure 4-23. Sequential Testing by Parallel Resolution. 
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case 
SET 
(Sequential 
5 resolution) 
5 
SEQUENCE 
(a) Find First Alternative 
case r ----------- 
(---- Ignored because 
B2 found to be true 
345 
Sý S21 S3 S4 S5 
L-----------1 
(b) B2 and B4 true 
case 
S 2 
(c) Only S2 executed 
Figure 4-24. Sequential Testing by Sequential Resolution. 
l' 
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case 
se 
B5 
S5 
(a) Operational 
case 
(b) Logical 
Figure 4-25. Integration: Operational v Logical View. 
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4.4.1.2. Generated Set 
Figure 4-26a is an example of Integration showing an enumerated set of 
sequences. Such a set may be expressed inductively (figures 4-26 and 4-27). 
Old programming languages such as Fortran cannot represent the integration 
of an enumerated set of sequences, neither can sequences of Fortran instruc- 
tions be generated by recursion; the most powerful programming abstraction 
is not available. Modern programming languages such as Pascal can represent 
Integration as an enumerated set of sequences and they allow both the itera- 
tive and recursive description of those sequences. It is reasonable, therefore, 
to ask why do modern programming languages not allow the inductive descrip- 
tion of Integration? Such generality, such symmetry between the Set and 
Sequence dimensions, such conceptual integrity is highly desirable as the 
exploitation of Set Induction allows programs to be made smaller, simpler and 
easier to prove. For example, figure 4-28 is the inductive version of figure 4-29 
which is taken from the routine CHAR (see section 10.2.2), a function to con- 
vert the binary version of a decimal digit to its external character code. Look 
at figure 4-29. Can you spot the error it contains? This error highlights the 
difficulty of enumerative reasoning and the advantage of the inductive descrip- 
tion. 
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se 
B2 B3 B4 B5 
S1 S2 
3 S4 S5 
(a) Enumerated Set 
case (isl) 
case(i-1) -Ii" 
S. 
i 
1 
(b) Recursively Defined Set 
* 
S. 
i 
(c) Iteratively Defined Set 
Figure 4-26. Integration : Inductive Set. 
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case 
B, ABI 
SI case 
B2 -tB2 
S2 case 
B3 -vB3 
S3 case 
B4 'B4 
S4 case 
B5 -, B5 
S5 
(a) Enumerated Set 
case(i=1) 
1 
B. 
1 
: ase(i=1) 
(b) Recursively Defined Set 
Fire 4-27. Integration: Inductive Set. 
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4.4.2. Parallelism 
A special case of Integration is the non-selective combination of several 
subsystems which may be executed in parallel. Some modern programming 
languages can express such parallelism at either the statement or the process 
level. Hoare's Communicating Sequential Processes35 can express both. Figure 
4-30 shows a set of Communicating Sequential Processes whose parallel execu- 
tion will form a linear pipeline of filters, the Sieve of Eratosthenes. As in the 
previous examples, induction greatly reduces the description. Induction is 
used to describe 100 (SIEVE(1).. SIEVE(100)) out of the 102 (SIEVE(D) to 
SIEVE(101)) processes which can be executed in parallel. These processes com- 
municate values between themselves. The notation A! B means the value of B is 
sent to process A. The notation A? B means a value is to be received from pro- 
cess A and is to be referred to by the local name B. Communication is unbuf- 
fered and synchronised ie A: B! C must be matched by B: A? D. 
Figure 4-31 shows a set of Communicating Sequential Processed simulat- 
ing the parallel execution of mutually independent recursive invocations of a 
factorial function. This version of Gurd's factorial algorithm86 shows both pro- 
cess level and statement level parallelism. The processes executed in parallel 
are Fac(O) to Fac(27L°s-1). The statements executed in parallel are the refine- 
ment of 'Split into 2 subcomputations', shown as a non-selective integration. 
Figure 4-32 is a more conventional, truly recursive version of the doubly recur- 
sive splitting algorithm. showing the inductive specification of a binary tree of 
parallel subcomputations which is dynamically generated and destroyed. 
Dimensional Design can explicitly represent this hierarchically structured form 
of parallelism, easing the identification of the ancestral relationships between 
processes, statements and invocations. 
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4.4.3. Design Alternatives & Versions 
A kind of inverse Integration occurs when a designer is faced with different 
methods of implementing a subsystem and chooses one of them for use in the 
final design. Selecting a sorting technique is a typical example (figure 4-33). 
Such a design, though complete, fails to record the vital information as to 
which techniques were considered and why one was selected. During the 
development of a system the questions "Why is this subsystem implemented in 
this particular way and did the designer ever think of doing it this other way? " 
are often the hardest ones to answer and many man-hours are wasted trying 
to work out what was in the designer's mind at the time he made a particular 
decision. 
Organising the design as in figure 4-34 helps the designer to check that he 
has considered all the options and allows him to document his assumptions 
and decisions for the benefit of the development staff and himself at the point 
in the design document where such infarnatLon is most relevant. Such 
recording of design decisions does not imply a run-time overhead as the selec- 
tion can be made prior to compilation. 
During the development of a system the design of the input sorting sub- 
system may have to be changed. Suppose SORT-MERGE was chosen because of 
the large volume of input data. Suppose that during its life cycle the use of the 
system changes so that the volume of input data reduces and the SORT-MERGE 
solution becomes so unacceptably inefficient that the system is changed to use 
the in-core Quicksort. A new version of the system is produced. It is important 
to record this development history and to distinguish between versions. The 
complete "versions problem"31 is, as yet, unsolved but Dimensional Design can 
help the developers to document and generate different versions (figure 4-35). 
Planned variants can also be described (figure 4-36). 
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Sort contents of input file according to ..,. 
CALL SORT-MERGE (filename, key) 
Figure 4-33. Design Decision. 
Sort contents of input file according to .... 
Rejected Rejected Chosen 
because because because 
------------ 
BUBBLE QUICKSORT SORT-MERGE(filename, key) 
Figure 4-34. Design Alternatives & Decision. 
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Sort input file .... 
VERSION 1 
chosen 
because 
VERSION 2 
\chosen 
because 
ALTERNATIVE 
rejected 
because 
SORT-MERGE (---) 
N 
QUICKSORT; (---) 
Figure 4-35. Versions. 
BUBBLE 
Total system description (version) 
Standard version= Better -Iý" 
Model deluxe Features 
Fl 
- F2 
\F3 
- F4 
F Fº qýk % 
Figure 4-36. Planned Variants. 
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4.5. Multiple Hierarchies 
4.5.1. Step-wise Refinement 
The representation of a design created by the Step-wise Refinement (SWR) 
method80 can be regarded as a special case of the Design Alternatives problem. 
During the process of SWR a series of designs is produced in which each indivi- 
dual design is a successively more detailed version of its predecessor. This pro- 
cess continues until an executable program is produced. 
Conventionally only the final version of the program is kept - an example 
of the source code and the design product being one and the same document. 
During the development of such a program the maintenance programmer typi- 
cally wastes a great deal of effort in 'learning' the program by a process akin to 
recreating, in reverse order, the missing, more abstract versions of the pro- 
gram. 
By keeping the original series of design versions the program's design is 
more fully documented and the program is easier to learn and understand as 
the overall goals of the designer are now available to the maintenance pro- 
grammer. 
Figure 4-37 shows a rather simple example of a program produced by a 
three stage process of SWR represented in the same way as the design alterna- 
tives in the previous section. Such a representation is less than perfect for two 
reasons: 
1. the strong, parental relationship between the versions is not made clear: 
2. a genuine design alternative cannot be easily distinguished from an inter- 
mediate SWR version. 
Due to the Top-down element in the SWR method the strong. parental 
relationship between versions is a hierarchical relationship. Any given SWR 
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version can be regarded as the functional specification of its successor and as 
the implementation of its predecessor ie the SWR inter-version relation is a 
familiar 'What-How' double relationship. This connection between the versions 
may be explicitly represented via the 'What-How' dimension (figure 4-38) which 
solves the two problems inherent in figure 4-37. 
Figure 4-38 demonstrates two facets of design not previously encountered, 
namely: 
1. multiple 'how's for a single 'what'; 
2. complex abstractions treated as single entities. 
In all previous discussions a single function has always been either elementary 
or expressible in terms of lower functions. The expression of a design pro- 
duced by SWR introduces the concept of a single function (Solve) being 
expressed by a whole hierarchy of descriptions, each of which is a complete 
-Dimensional Design in itself. Up till now a set or sequehce of elementary func- 
tions has been abstractly expressed as a single higher level function. Now, in 
SWR, such sets and sequences are expressed in terms of other more abstract 
sets and sequences which implement a common higher level function. This 
means that, in general, level (n+l) of a SWR Dimensional Design cannot be 
Enumerated by Generating it from level n. This is because the representation 
of a SWR design is representing the actual design process rather than reducing 
the description of final design product itself. The production of level (n+l) 
from level n can only be achieved by genuine creative effort (understanding) 
on the part of the designer (maintainer). This is illustrated by observing that 
level 3 of the Solve design cannot be Generated from level 2. Level 3 is an 
equivalent program to level 2 but it includes more detail and a reorganisation 
of the computation to eliminate the redundant calculation of common subex- 
pressions. 
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The above discussion indicates that figure 4-38 is an inadequate Dimen- 
sional Design because: 
1. the relationship between SWR versions is not the strict functional 'What- 
How' relation. The 'diagonal' dimension is being used ambiguously; 
2. the diagram is required to show one sequence being the abstract 
representation of another but contains no mechanism to implement this 
new requirement 
and so figure 4-38 is actually incorrect. 
These problems are solved by introducing a further generalisation of 
Dimensional Design - the concept of a Dimensional Design being expressed as a 
hierarchy of Dimensional Designs, each of which may define its own indepen- 
dent set of axial relations. An individual Dimensional Design may be thought of 
as a cuboid with its spatial axes representing its own relations which are valid 
only within the volume of the cuboid. Analogous to the block(! ) structured 
language constructs. a compound Dimensional Design may consist of a tree of 
cuboids (nodes) connected by edges representing the three relations relevant 
to the compound Dimensional Design (figure 4-39). 
Figure 4-40 shows this generalisation being used to, correctly, represent a 
design which records both the design process (three SWR versions) and the 
design product (level 3). 
The excursion into Design Alternatives and the Step-wise Refinement 
method has been used to introduce the concept of a Dimensional Design 
expressable, recursively, as a nested hierarchy of Dimensional Designs. Treat- 
ing a Dimensional Design as an elementary subsystem or an abstraction now 
requires the designer to enclose the Dimensional Design in an explicit cuboid. 
It is clear that all elementary subsystems and abstractions may be so enclosed. 
Indeed, the lack of an enclosing cuboid is now seen to be merely a useful 
-216- 
shorthand. The cuboids are omitted unless they are really necessary, thereby 
removing from the Dimensional Design an enormous clutter of lines which 
impart no real extra information. The cuboids are only mandatory when defin- 
ing a sub-Dimensional Design eg when changing the axial relations or when 
step-wise refining a Dimensional Design, set or sequence rather than a simple 
functional specification. 
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4.5.2. Abstract Machines 
Refinement is roughly the inverse of Abstraction. Abstraction seeks to 
reduce an executable program to a compact, manageable description whilst 
Refinement tries to expand a skeletal description into an executable program. 
Abstraction uses the occurrence of multiple instances of identical subcom- 
ponents to reduce the size of a program's description. These are not a bounti- 
ful natural phenomenon but are the product of human design effort in identi- 
fying. creating and employing useful subsystems. 
In traditional programming, the subroutine is the most common way of 
specifying a useful subsystem. It is often advantageous to study a system 
purely in terms of its subroutine interactions. A 'subroutine call graph' is the 
traditional descriptive technique to aid this study (figure 4-41). A graph such 
as figure 4-41 immediately tells the maintenance programmer that he is in for 
a tough job working on program. A. Such complex interdependencies increase 
the effort needed to comprehend program A when contrasted with a more 
hierarchical, nearly decomposable alternative. The complexity of programs 
can be reduced by restricting the freedom of a given subroutine to call any 
other subroutine. Dijkstrat7 used a restrictive technique in the T. H. E. operat- 
ing system which was designed as a set of layered abstract machines. 
When using the abstract machine design approach a designer partitions 
his subroutines into sets. Each set is considered to be the instruction reper- 
toire of an abstract machine. An abstract machine may be implemented in 
terms of other lower abstract machine instructions. The lowest level abstract 
machine is the real machine. In this way a hierarchy of subroutine sets is 
created in which each subroutine can only call lower level subroutines or 
hardware instructions. Each abstract machine instruction is implemented 
independently of whichever higher routine might call it and without any 
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knowledge about how its lower level routines are implemented, thereby achiev- 
ing a 'What-How' separation and simplification. Figure 4-42 gives a model for a 
design expressed as layers of abstract machines and section 10.2.2 gives an 
actual example of such a program. Note that each abstract machine is a 
cuboid because the intra-cuboid axial relations are the conventional program- 
ming set used to describe the internal structure, in detail, of the individual 
subroutines whereas the overall relations reflect the layering of the abstract 
machine hierarchy. 
From the design viewpoint layering into abstract machines constrains the 
designer to produce a simpler structure. This constraint reduces the effort 
needed to understand and reason about the layered program. The nature and 
scope of the constraint and the contents of the individual layers are clearly 
shown in the Dimensional Designs of figures 4-42 and section 10.2.2. The 
description of a layered program is Generative. It differs from previous 
descriptions in that whenever a common code component is made into a sub- 
routine and the description reduced, the details of the subsystem are not 
recorded by leaving unreduced some arbitrary instance of the subsystem, but 
all instances are reduced and the details are placed in an abstract machine 
allowing the second layered hierarchy to be created. The RVNC executable pro- 
gram is produced or enumerated by expanding, generatively, the top level pro- 
gram to include the next lower abstract machine's implementation and then 
removing that machine from the hierarchy (figure 4-43). Contrast figures 4-42 
and 4-43 with the unconstrained description of Example Program 1 used in fig- 
ures 3-3,3-4 and 3-5 to introduce hierarchical reduction. 
It is important to realise that the organisation of a program into layers of 
abstract machines is an artificial descriptive organisation, not a physical one, 
derived from a design constraint. The executable program (if for an RVNC) is 
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still a linear sequence of instructions which contains no evidence of layering 
restrictions. 
It is interesting to consider Recursion, used so successfully in reducing 
descriptions, from the standpoint of subroutine calling hierarchies and 
abstract machine principles. Notice that the 'B2D' program in section 10.2.2 
contains recursion. Figure 4-44 is a simple example of the call graph of a 
recursive program. Figure 4-44 is not a hierarchy because of the loop in the 
graph. Parnas62 says "For those who argue that the hierarchical structuring 
proposed in this section prevents the use of recursive programming tech- 
niques, we remind them of the freedom available in choosing a decomposition 
into subprograms. If there exists a subset of the programs, which call each 
other recursively, we can view the group as a single program for this analysis 
and then consider the remaining structure to see if it is hierarchical. In look- 
ing for possible subsets of a system. we must either include or exclude this 
group of programs as a single program". This seems to imply that recursion is 
some odd programming technique rather that the most powerful of the formal 
reasoning tools. Figure 4-44 is probably, for most programmers, a model of 
the way control passes between routines ( in a non-hierarchical fashion here). 
Figure 4-44 is a Generative description and a poor description if recursion is 
not implemented by reentrancy but by, say, a set of Communicating Sequential 
Processes running in parallel. If the program implied by figure 4-44 is finite 
(infinite) then it can be remodelled as an RVNC (GVNC) program description 
which is a true, but redundant, hierarchy (figure 4-45) capable of being 
reduced in a similar manner to a Dimensional Design (figure 4-46). Figure 4-46 
is a Generative description of the call graph which makes the underlying enu- 
merable hierarchy easier to grasp than figure 4-44. A similar argument can be 
constructed for abstract machine designs which, by employing recursion to 
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reduce their descriptions, seem to invalidate the basic design rule. 
The above small digression has been taken so as to pose the unanswered 
question as to why recursion, call graphs and abstract machines fail to blend 
although recursion is such a natural tool in formal reasoning and descriptive 
reduction? 
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Figure 4-41. Call Graph. 
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Figure 4-42. Four Layers of Abstract Machines. 
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Figure 4-43. Partially Enumerated Figure 4-42. 
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Figure 4-44. Call Graph Showing Recursion (generative). 
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4.6. Postscript to Instruction Examples 
The reader has now been informally introduced to all the Dimensional 
Design techniques needed to represent the major programming abstractions of 
Set. Sequence and Hierarchy, together with the tools, such as H-Reduction, 
Integration and Induction, to simplify the description and understanding of 
programs. These concepts have been exclusively illustrated with examples 
describing sets and sequences of program instructions so as to concentrate on 
the representational techniques rather than the objects being described. In 
reality it is impossible and undesirable to consider a program's instructions 
without simultaneously considering the data operated on by the instructions. 
Fortunately the abstractions and their associated tools developed for instruc- 
tion representation are equally applicable to data descriptions. 
4.7. State 
4.7.1. Introduction 
A program for the RVNC consists of an ordered sequence of instructions 
which, during execution, operates on the data store, an ordered set of data, to 
perform a computation. The RVNC program is immutable. The RVNC data store 
is changed by the execution of each individual program instruction. The state 
of the computation at any given time describes the contents of the data store 
and the remaining instructions to be executed. The State of a computation 
and, in particular its data store, is therefore more difficult to describe than 
the program because the State varies with 'computational time'. 
Being a deterministic finite state machine the RVNC changes an initial 
state into a final state. This ability is of little real value unless the RVNC is con- 
nected to the 'outside world' in some way. Thus the State of an RVNC computa- 
tion is more accurately described as the contents of the internal data store 
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plus the (relevant) contents of the 'outside world' plus the remaining instruc- 
tions to be executed. Modern programming languages are able to fully (if not 
easily) describe the internal store and remaining instructions. They are weak 
at describing the connection to the 'outside world'. For most programming 
languages the 'outside world' is everything other than the internal data and 
instruction stores. Knowledge about the 'outside world' of files, peripherals, 
users etc has to be implicitly contained in the instruction sequence. Indeed 
the essence of programming is the mapping of 'outside world' concepts into the 
internal store and instruction sequence of the RVNC. This is not easy because 
the elements of the internal store are very primitive and the instruction reper- 
toires of most machines allow any single element to be treated ambiguously ie 
its type may vary with computational time. 
4.7.2. Data Structures 
The concept of data type is very important. The elements of the RVNC's 
store are an ordered set of uniform data type. The programmer structures 
this store implicitly, exactly the same as with the instruction sequence, by con- 
structing an artificial hierarchy to reduce the description of the data store to 
meaningful and manageable proportions. The concept of Type allows the pro- 
grammer to describe the varying contents of the store in more abstract, fixed 
terms. For example. to calculate the sum of two numbers the programmer 
Integrates vast numbers of programs of the form given in figure 4-47 to pro- 
duce figure 4-48. The actual values involved are a function of both the initial 
state and computational time, yet the data store organisation in terms of 'sum 
of two numbers' and 'integer' remains fixed. Instructions can be treated as 
functions whose ranges and domains are fixed. This facilitates formal reason- 
ing by greatly reducing enumerative reasoning because individual values are 
not treated separately but as members of a class of values or Type. This is 
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Abstraction at work again. Fortunately all the abstraction techniques used to 
describe instruction sequences can be employed in data descriptions. 
Hoare, 34 arguing in favour of improved data structuring techniques, sums 
up the similarity between data structuring and instruction structuring as fol- 
lows "In the case of a well-structured program, the overall pattern of the class 
of possible computations is so clearly revealed in the pattern of the program 
itself that it is possible to understand and prove the correctness of such a pro- 
gram without even thinking of the large class of potential computations 
involved. A type declaration should use similar clear patterns to define the 
structural properties of all possible data instances of that type. independent 
of their size or the component values involved". 
Sadly no widely used programming language has fully general type defini- 
tion facilities exploiting the structuring abstractions. Even Pascal cannot offer 
a fully inductive type definition let alone a logical treatment of files. 
Figure 4-49 illustrates the use of the abstractions Hierarchy, Set and 
Sequence to represent a data structure. Note the Hierarchy relation in figure 
4-49. It is of the familiar. What-How variety but now applied to the mapping of 
real world concepts into the internal data store of the RVNC. Figures 4-50 to 
4-52 show the use of Reduction, Integration and Induction for improving the 
descriptions of data structure types. Notice the similarity between types and 
grammars. "One remarkable feature of the structuring methods introduced 
here is that they make no mention of the reference or pointer, which are tradi- 
tionally regarded as the prime means of structuring data. In this respect, 
references seem similar to goto statements'-. 34 
Figure 4-52 shows how easily files can be represented. A sequential file 
(figure 4-52c) is, naturally, a sequence of items and is clearly different in 
structure to the random access file in figure 4-52d. Note that there is no 
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difference in representation between a random access file and a data structure 
held in main memory because, in this instance, only their logical structures 
are considered, not their physical storage media and organisation. 
A data type is not actual data, but is a form of artificial descriptive hierar- 
chy. In programming language terminology a datum is an instance of a type. 
In Dimensional Design terms, a datum is a type description which is completely 
refined so that the elementary subsystems are actual values rather than 
abstractions (figure 4-53). 
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Integration 
input 1,1 input 1,2 input 100,101 
Ans: =2 Ans: =3 Ans: =201 
Figure 4-47. 
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integer 
% 
\C 
Figure 4-48. 
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Figure 4-49. Simple Data Structure. 
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Sequence 
Date 
Day Month -- Year 
Int Int Int 
\1.. 
31 
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Cartesian Product: Date - day x month x year 
Pascal: 
Type Today, Receipt: Date 
with Today do i gin 
Receipt . day: =day; 
Receipt. month: -month; 
Receipt. year: -year; 
end ; 
{or} Receipt: =Today; 
Cobol: 
MOVE TODAY TO RECEIPT. 
Figure 4-50. Reduction. Contrast Pascal & Cobol. 
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Figure 4-51. Integration. 
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Figure 4-52. Induction. 
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Today 
Date 
Day Month Year 
int 
`int 
int 
1.. 31 1.. 12 1900.. 1999 
DESCRIPTION 
------------ 
\- 
-\-\ -------- 
ACTUAL 14 9 1949 
VALUES 
'Today' is of type Date and has value (14,9,1949) 
Figure 4-53. Instance of Type. 
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4.7.3. State Descriptions & Computational Histories 
A datum is an instance or refinement of a type. In a complementary 
fashion a type may be more abstractly described (figure 4-54). The various 
types, their actual instances and abstractions collectively form the description 
of the state of an RVNC's data store. As Dimensional Design can represent files 
as easily as any other data structure the state description can be widened to 
include those aspects of the state such as files which conventional descriptive 
techniques omit. The state of a computation is comprised of a set of parts 
including the contents of main memory and the associated files of input and 
output data, together with the instructions to operate on this data (figure 4- 
55). 
A computational history, the sequence of states produced during an exe- 
cution of a program, may be represented by a Dimensional Design. Figure 4-56 
crudely illustrates the action of a program which produces a serial output list- 
ing from a serial input file. 
If the actual data are unknown, but the state components are formally 
described then an 'abstract' computational history may be developed which 
resembles the 'execution' of a Predicate Transformer19 (figure 4-57). Note 
how, in figure 4-57, the direction of the sequential relationship has been 
reversed -a simple device which neatly emphasises the duality between the 
derivation of the weakest precondition from the transformation of the 
postcondition by the instruction and the transformation of an initial state into 
the final state by the instruction. 
The above discussion has briefly illustrated how the same techniques used 
to describe instruction sequences can be used to describe data, data types, 
files and states. Combination of the descriptions of instruction sequences and 
the states on which they operate enabled computational histories and proofs 
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to be similarly expressed. 
So far the discussion has tended to concentrate on the relationships 
between individual instructions (or data) and their more abstract descriptions. 
The individual elementary subsystems have been simply described by blocks of 
text. However these blocks of text are themselves a structured microcosm. 
This echoes Simon's observation73 (see section 3.2) that "it is somewhat 
arbitrary... what subsystems we take as elementary. Physics makes much use 
of the concept of the 'elementary particle' although particles have a discon- 
certing tendency not to remain elementary very long". Can one split the tex- 
tual. elementary subsystem? 
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Figure 4-54. Abstraction & Refinement of the type 'int'. 
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Figure 4-55. State Description. 
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Figure 4-56. Computational History. 
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Figure 4-57. Predicate Transformer. 
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4.8. Subsystems 
If a Dimensional Design uses statements from a high level programming 
language as its elementary subsystems then it is obvious that such statements 
could, if required, be split up into sets and sequences of components such as 
operators and operands. It will be no suprise to the reader to learn that 
Dimensional Design can express such a finer grain of detail and that Hierarchi- 
cal Reduction, Integration and Induction may be employed to reduce and sim- 
plify the resultant description. 
Figure 4-58 illustrates three of the many possible ways of splitting a pro- 
gramming language statement to reveal further levels of detail. Figure 4-58a 
shows an assignment statement to be a sequence of operators and operands 
and really just highlights the textual layout. Figure 4-58b is the same assign- 
ment statement but set in the context of its formal, syntactic, parse tree: it is 
clear that a syntax tree is an additional, artificial hierarchy. In contrast, fig- 
ure 4-58c shows the statement's semantic or evaluation tree: note how the 
assignment statement has been completely reorganised to bring out, very 
explicitly, the order of evaluation. Contrast this to the ordering implicitly 
recorded in the textual version which requires interpretation of bracketing and 
operator precedence rules by the reader. 
Figure 4-59 illustrates Hierarchical Reduction at work eliminating com- 
mon sub-expressions. The distinction between function names and definitions, 
formal and actual parameters is demonstrated in figure 4-60, which also shows 
that function definitions may be usefully enumerated within expressions. The 
Conditional Expression is a familiar statement-level use of Integration (figure 
4-61). 
Figure 4-62a is an example of a popular programming technique; in this 
case it is used to sum a vector. A little reflection will convince the reader that 
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the creator of figure 4-62a often only resorts to a sequential inductive con- 
struction because he wishes to avoid the tedium of enumerating figure 4-62b 
completely as he is denied, usually, the facility shown in figure 4-62c and 4-62d 
which allows a more natural expression of the computation. The use of induc- 
tion to produce a description of the computation rather than an operational 
procedure also facilitates optimisation as the computation would benefit from 
parallel evaluation, a technique proscribed by the sequential operations speci- 
fied in figure 4-62a. Figure 4-63 indicates that even straightforward English 
text has a wealth of hidden structure. 
Sentences, words, operators. operands, variables and constants are all 
fundamentally built up from sets and sequences of characters which are linked 
by many different relationships, hence the rich variation in the labellings on 
the axes in figures 4-58 to 4-63. In general, characters are examples of sym- 
bols whilst subsystems in Dimensional Design are really complex objects built 
up from inter-related symbols. 
It is the individual symbols which form the real 
elementary subsystems in Dimensional Design hierarchies. 
Recognition of the elementary nature of individual symbols concludes the 
above informal introduction to Dimensional Design and provides the founda- 
tion stone on which to build the generalisation and formalisation of the various 
concepts encapsulated by Dimensional Design. 
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P := ABC + 27 * XYZ ; 
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Figure 4-58. Three Ways to Split a Programming Language Statement. 
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Figure 4-59. Hierarchical Reduction. 
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Figure 4-60. Function Name, Definition, Formal & Actual Parameters. 
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Figure 4-61. Integration. 
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Figure 4-62. Induction. 
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Figure 4-63. Symbolic Description. 
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4.9. Generalisation 
From the binary digit, up through the predicate calculus. to today's pro- 
gramming languages, the symbolic description, restricted to textual forms, 
dominates the computing world. Little is seen or heard of purely perceptual 
descriptive techniques such as scale models, pictures or sounds. Sometimes, 
usually for creative or explanatory purposes (ie human(e) use), these two 
descriptive techniques are combined in a mutually reinforcing way. Von 
Neumann's59 use of the flowchart for design and exposition is one famous 
computing example of this symbiosis. Dimensional Design also attempts to 
enhance textual descriptions by perceptual devices. Whether or not this 
attempt has been successful is discussed in Chapter 7: Practical Experience 
but first it will be useful to state the assumptions and aspirations which 
motivated the attempt and then to follow on with a harder look at the manipu- 
lations and underlying axioms on which this particular symbiosis is based. 
4.9.1. Assumptions & Hypotheses 
Assumption-1: A Description is an organised collection of inter-related sym- 
bols. 
Implication-1: In a Description containing N symbols if every symbol is 
related to every other there are N2 relationships. This figure 
of N2 will be much higher if pairs of symbols are inter-related 
in more than one way. For example, a 1000 line computer 
program contains approximately 106 symbols(characters) and 
could contain 0(1010) relationships! 
Assumption-2: A Description can be represented as a graph in which the ver- 
tices represent individual symbols and the edges represent 
the relationships. 
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Definition-1: A Relationship Graph is the graph of a Description. 
Implication-2: A Description can always be represented as a 3-D embedding 
of its Relationship Graph in which no two edges cross. A Rela- 
tionship Graph cannot, in all cases, be embedded in a 2-D 
plane. 
Assumption-3: In general, the 3-D embedding of a Relationship Graph will be 
so cluttered, complex and obscured that it will be useless as a 
practical technique for representing a Description. 
Hypothesis-1: It is possible to produce 'projections' (ie formal transforma- 
tions) of the Relationship Graph so that certain aspects (rela- 
tionships) are explicit (ie immediately perceivable) whilst 
other aspects are rendered implicit (ie must be deduced by 
human interpretation). 
Hypothesis-2: It is easier to understand some particular aspect(s) of a sys- 
tern or object from a Description in which the relationships 
associated with the aspect(s) are explicitly (perceptually) 
represented rather than implicitly (textually) represented. 
Hypothesis-3: A good way to 'project' a Relationship Graph is to systemati- 
cally replace certain classes of edge by textually encoded 
equivalents so that it is still possible to deduce the, now, 
implicit relationships. 
Hypothesis-4: It is practical, during 'projection', to completely delete certain 
classes of edge without textual replacement so that informa- 
tion is lost from the Description. This technique is most valu- 
able when it removes irrelevant (to the task in hand) detail. 
Conversely, this technique is valid only if a restricted aspect of 
the Description is required which is roughly orthogonal to the 
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deleted aspect. The user of the Description may overcome 
such a deficiency by either learning about the missing aspect 
from another projection which does contain the requisite 
information, or by making assumptions about the missing 
aspect (hence the importance of conceptual integrity - see 
sections 2.3.3,2.4) or by returning to a study of the complete 
Description armed with a clearer understanding of a particu- 
lar aspect. 
Example-1: A good example of the above hypothesis is the conventional 
flowchart which 'projects' control flow relationships by retain- 
ing the control relationships as explicit edges of a graph 
whilst holding most other information in textual form in the 
vertices (boxes). Some aspects are often completely missing 
from such projections eg timing, paging behaviour etc. Note 
in passing that such projections are graphs drawn in 2-D 
planes and usually contain cycles. Edges often cross. 
Implication-3: In any projection of a Relationship Graph there are three 
classes of relationship: 
1. those which are explicit (perceptually represented); 
2. those which are implicit (textually represented); 
3. those which are missing (but were in original Descrip- 
tion). 
Definition-2: For any connected graph C, a Spanning Tree of C is a tree 
formed by repeatedly removing an edge from a circuit until 
there are no circuits left. The graph so formed will still be 
connected. 
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Hypothesis-5: A very good way to project a Relationship Graph is to remove 
or replace edges so that the resultant graph is a Spanning 
Tree. 
Implication-4: A Spanning Tree projection contains all the symbols present in 
the original Description. Any two symbols directly connected 
(ie by 1 edge) in the original Description are still connected in 
the Spanning Tree but not necessarily directly (ie by Z1 
edges). 
Implication-5: A Spanning Tree projection can be drawn as an embedding in a 
plane ie a 2-D drawing with no lines/edges crossing. (from 
Kuratowski's theorem, T12B79 ). 
Example-2: English text and programming languages are Spanning Trees 
in which almost all the relationships are implicit ie textually 
encoded. The only explicit, perceptually encoded relationships 
are the predecessor and successor relationships (by 'juxtapo- 
sition'). Such linear strings of symbols are the simplest form 
of Spanning Tree in which the user must perform a consider- 
able amount of work to deduce all the relationships for him- 
self. In an N symbol description contrast this one linear expli- 
cit relationship with the 0(N2) possible relationships to see 
how much deductive work could be necessary. 
Definition-3: A Relationship Tree is a Spanning Tree projection of a Rela- 
tionship Graph. 
Definition-4: An RT-diagram is a 2-D physical representation (drawing) of a 
Relationship Tree. 
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-entral Hypothesis A: 
Relationship Trees are an intellectually useful tool to describe systems and 
objects especially computer programs. They facilitate creative thinking, 
understanding and cognitive manipulation of such systems. (The Quality 
aspect of the small scale software engineering problem). 
Central Hypothesis B: 
Relationship Trees, when drawn as Dimensional Designs. are a practical 
means of describing systems and objects especially computer programs. 
They allow practical, simple and easy manipulation by both humans and 
machines (The Tractability aspect of the small scale software engineering 
problem). 
To substantiate the two Central Hypotheses will involve demonstrating that 
Relationship Trees can indeed: 
I. be successfully represented and manipulated physically ie drawn, stored 
etc (see Chapter 5: Manipulation)-. 
2. facilitate human understanding and creativity (see Chapter 3: Abstraction 
and Chapter 7: Practical Experience); 
3. be formally defined (see Chapter 6: Axiomatisation): 
4. be manipulated according to well formulated rules (see Chapter 6: 
Axiomatisation). 
4.10. Concluding Remarks on Representation 
Of the four stages to developing an abstraction (Abstraction. Representa- 
tion. Manipulation and Axiomatisation) Hoarels sees Representation as the 
choice of a set of symbols to stand for the abstraction: this may be used as a 
means of communication" The programming abstractions of Set, Sequence. 
Hierarchy. Enumeration, Generation. H-Reduction. Integration and Induction 
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have been identified as relationships between symbols and Dimensional Design 
has been developed to allow perceptual reinforcement of these abstractions 
within a textual description. The technique has been generalised to enable any 
given relationships to be highlighted. The motivation behind this attempt to 
increase the visibility and hence the understandability of these key abstrac- 
tions is to improve the communication of a program's design between the peo- 
ple working on it, especially between the designer and the 
maintainer/developer for whom the design document may well be the only 
channel of communication - and a one way channel at that. 
It has been shown in this Chapter and 85 that Dimensional Designs are a 
practical communication technique. Do these abstractions and their represen- 
tational techniques fulfil the requirement of the next phase in the develop- 
ment of an abstraction ie do they allow the manipulation of the representation 
to predict the effects of similar manipulations in the real world? This is the 
essence of what the designer wishes to be able to communicate to the machine, 
the maintainer and himself. 
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CHAPTER 5. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: MANIPULATION 
5.1 Drawing 
5.2 Four Quadrant Diagrams 
5.3 One Quadrant Diagrams 
OUTLINE 
The broad discussion of Software Engineering concluded by focusing on 
the small scale software engineering problem of quality and tractability which 
lead to the introduction of Dimensional Design as a way of representing eight 
programming abstractions. Following Hoare's strategy of abstraction, 
representation, manipulation and axiomatisation, Dimensional Design 
represented the programming abstractions as Relationship Trees which were 
perceptual enhancements of textual descriptions. 
This chapter discusses how Dimensional Designs may be manipulated, both 
physically and logically. The discussion concentrates on the physical and prac- 
tical process of actually drawing Dimensional Designs. Other manipulations are 
briefly considered - many having been discussed in other chapters. 
Succeeding chapters discuss manipulations more formally (axiomatisa- 
tion) and their use in actual practical software production. Finally, Dimen- 
sional Design is assessed relative to existing techniques. 
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5. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: MANIPULATION 
Hoare15 sees Manipulation as "the rules for transformation of the sym- 
bolic representations as a means of predicting the effect of similar manipula- 
tion of the real world". 
The manipulations which may be performed on Dimensional Designs fall 
into two categories. The first is the physical transformation category contain- 
ing those manipulations which may be performed independently of the 'mean- 
ing' of the Dimensional Design in the 'real world'. Such transformations 
include the reduction in size of a description by Hierarchical Reduction, 
Integration and Induction as well as the practical manipulations of drawing, 
formatting, copying, storing etc. 
The second category of manipulation contains the logical transformations 
which require of the manipulator a knowledge of the 'meaning' of the descrip- 
tion and its 'real world' counterpart. For example, the program fragment in 
figure 5-1a can only be validly manipulated (simplified) to become figure 5-lb 
if the symbols represent a conventional sequential computer program. 
In the 'real world' of computer programs the manipulator is interested in 
two things, the generation of instruction sequences and the execution of 
instruction sequences. The power of the von Neumann machine lies in its 
superb integration of these two manipulations. Dimensional Design can 
represent instruction sequences and Generation, Selection and Induction, the 
manipulations which create instruction sequences. As was indicated in section 
3.5.1.3, Generation, Selection and Induction are directly built into the GVNC and 
so manipulation of these descriptive techniques reflects directly the 'real 
world' version of creating instruction sequences. It is worth noting that res- 
tricting the design process to allow only these manipulations automatically 
ensures that the programs so produced are 'Structured Programs' and thus 
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enjoy the benefits described in section 3.2. 
The execution of instruction sequences can also be represented by Dimen- 
sional Designs (see computational histories and animation in Chapter 7). It is 
interesting to note that execution can be viewed as a technique which can be 
used to further reduce the size of a description (figure 5-2). This is akin to 
Reduction Semantics, 4 a thought not pursued further. 
Most of the rules for manipulating the representations of computer pro- 
grams such that the transformations of the symbolic representations (source 
code) predict the effects of similar manipulations of the real world (binary 
programs) are discussed in Chapter 7: Practical Experience when Dimensional 
Design, allied to modern programming's logical manipulations. is put to the 
practical test. 
Thus, to summarise, Dimensional Design manipulations can be categorised 
into: 
Physical Manipulations 
1. drawing, formatting. copying, storing etc: 
2. reducing size of description (meaning independent). 
Logical Manipulations 
3. simulating & predicting the real world: 
4. reducing size of description (meaning dependent). 
The first of these, the physical process of actually drawing a Dimensional 
Design will now be discussed. 
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Initialise 
A: =1 
B: =2 
C: =3 
A: =4 
Initialise 
N 
A: =4 1 
B: =2 
C: =3 
Figure 5-1. Simplification is a logical transformation. 
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A: =fact[x](3) 
x<-1 x>1 
1 x"fact(x-1) 
(a) Description with Actual Parameter 
A: -fact(3) 
3>1 
3"fact(2) 
> 
2-fact(l) 
lsl 
1 
Description Parameter Substituted and Inductive 
veneration Halted by Selection 
A: -f act (3) 
3-fact(2) 
2-fact(l) 
1 
(c) Pruning 
A: -3.2.1 
(d) Removal of Artificial Hierarchy 
A: =6 
(e) Evaluation 
Figure 5-2. Reduction by 'execution'. 
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5.1. Drawing 
If the Central Hypotheses (section 4.9.1) are to be substantiated then one 
of the first questions to be answered must be 'Can the abstract concept of a 
tree of inter-related symbols be practically represented on paper and drawn 
easily by both man and machine? ' 
In section 3.1: Informal Introduction, the simple Dimensional Designs intro- 
duced were 3-ary Relationship Trees. This admitted the use of the elegant lay- 
out technique of assigning each relationship type to one of three orthogonal 
spatial axes, allowing instances of the same type of relationship to be 
represented unambiguously by edges lying parallel to their associated axis. 
The 2-D projection of this 3-D layout technique was used extensively 
throughout the Informal Introduction. It depended on the unambiguous angu- 
lar differentiation of edges lying in the same plane (0°=Set, 45(=Refinement, 
90°=Sequence)- 
Unfortunately the 3-D representation is not directly capable of practical 
generalisation to an n-D space representing a Relationship Tree with n types of 
distinct relationships. However an alternative approach is possible. Implica- 
tion 5 indicates that a Relationship Tree can indeed be drawn on paper (a 2-D 
plane) in a readable fashion in which no two edges cross and edges are all sim- 
ply straight lines. In general, therefore, an n-ary Relationship Tree can be 
drawn as figure 5-3 which is an RT-diagram. 
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Figure 5-3. N-ary Relationship Tree-diagram. 
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5.2. Four Quadrant Diagrams 
Consider figure 5-4 which is a Relationship Tree-diagram with 12 distinct 
relationship types laid out radially so that every edge lies in one of four qua- 
drants with its origin at the root of the tree, the symbol W. As any finite sub- 
tree can be enclosed in a rectangle whose sides are parallel to the quadrant 
axes, let the subtrees B-Q be so enclosed thereby representing non-elementary 
subtrees of A. Figure 5-5 illustrates two possible algorithms for drawing an 
RT-diagram of figure 5-4. Figure 5-5a shows the 'constant angle' technique in 
which all edges representing the same relationship type are drawn parallel to 
each other at a constant angle to the axes. Although this algorithm has the 
advantage that 'fraternal' subtrees may be drawn independently of each other 
because they lie in independent sectors it has the major disadvantage that any 
single vertex and the edge connecting it to a 'filial' subtree cannot be drawn 
until after the size of the rectangle enclosing the filial subtree has been calcu- 
lated so that the subtree's position within the sector can be determined. This 
amounts to a postorder tree drawing algorithm in which subtrees are drawn 
before roots. Such an algorithm is expensive to automate and is impossibly 
complicated for manual use. 
It should also be noted that this 'radial' technique of tree drawing requires 
that the diagram 'grow' in all tour quadrants and that. given a finite paper size. 
the positions of the roots of trees (and subtrees) vary with respect to the 
boundaries of the paper. 
One great advantage of the constant angle technique is that it is a simple 
matter to identify the angular orientation of an edge with a specific relation- 
ship type. This is a simple and effective technique compared to those of, say. 
explicit labelling, colour coding or varying line styles. However all of these 
techniques are only really effective in representing a small number of relation- 
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ship types, for if 360 types were to be handled one could not distinguish 10 
differences in angular orientation. The success of the 3-D spatial layout pro- 
jected onto a 2-D plane is a special case of the successful use of the constant 
angle technique to represent a small 'vocabulary' of relationships perceptually 
(see Chapter 8: Assessment). 
The constant angle technique can be wasteful of paper in that large areas 
of 'white space' are required in the diagram. A saving can be achieved by using 
the 'variable angle' technique, see figure 5-5b. This technique draws 'fraternal' 
subtrees sequentially so that the ii" one to be drawn is aware of the amount of 
space occupied by its (i-1) brothers. This leads to more efficient use of the 
paper but only at the expense of losing the elegant, constant angle, edge mark- 
ing perceptual encoding. 
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Figure 5-4. Four Quadrant RT-diagram. 
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Figure 5-5. Drawing Algorithms - integers show order in 
which components actually drawn. 
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5.3. One Quadrant Diagrams 
There are significant practical advantages to be gained from drawing RT- 
diagrams so that they only 'grow' within one quadrant. Figure 5-3 can be 
redrawn to fit into one quadrant, the south-east in figure 5-6, by closing up fig- 
ure 5-3. rather like a lady's fan, around the root symbol. This can be done for 
all subtrees, too. 
The advantages of one quadrant RT-diagrams are that the root of any sub- 
tree can be in a fixed position relative to any enclosing rectangle (real or ima- 
ginary) and that the diagram is bounded on two sides, bounds which are deter- 
mined by the position of the root symbol and known in advance of drawing all 
edges and subtrees. The one quadrant diagram allows the variable angle draw- 
ing technique to become a preorder drawing algorithm. RT-diagrams can be 
drawn root first with each subordinate subtree drawn later. This procedure 
(outlined in figure 5-7) is cheap and simple to automate and very simple to use 
manually. 83.85 
However, the disadvantage of one quadrant diagrams is that they accentu- 
ate the problem of representing many different relationship types in one 
diagram because the restriction to one quadrant reduces the 'angular vocabu- 
lary' which may be used by the constant angle technique. The variable angle 
technique is no better off as compressing the RT-diagram makes edge marking 
more difficult. 
However a compromise solution is possible given a little sympathy on the 
part of the user. Consider, in figure 5-4. the subtree A, B. C, D, E. Let this sub- 
tree, the contents of the south-east quadrant, be enclosed in a rectangle (fig- 
ure 5-8a). Let the edges leading from the root symbol 'A' to the subtrees in the 
south-west quadrant be extended so that each subtree in the south-west qua- 
drant lies wholly outside a rectangular area which is defined by the area 
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formed by rotating the south-east enclosing rectangle about the north-south 
axis (figure 5-8b). Let the whole south-west quadrant be rotated about the 
north-south axis so that it is 'folded' under the south-east quadrant then the 
resultant diagram (figure 5-8c) can be thought of as being a 2-D projection of 
the folded quadrants (see figure 5-8e). If all the other quadrants are rotated 
into the south-west quadrant and then folded into the south-east (figure 5-8d) 
a complete, unambiguous and clear representation of the original tree is 
obtained, for if any edge is encountered which terminates at the boundary of 
an enclosing rectangle then the symbol to which it was originally connected 
may be simply identified as being that symbol which lies at the intersection of 
all the edges which terminate at that same rectangular boundary (see figure 
5-8e). 
Using this technique a practical diagram of a Relationship Tree may be 
constructed which has the following properties: 
1. Any number of instances and types of relationships can be represented. 
2. The position on the page (enclosing rectangle) of the root symbol of an 
RT-diagram (subtree) is always 'top-left' for south-east version. 
3. Edges and subtrees may be drawn without knowledge of the sizes of subse- 
quently drawn subtrees (preorder drawing). 
4. Edges are easier to mark as the enclosing rectangles can be used as scope 
delimiters to allow marking conventions to be re-used in different con- 
texts. 
5. The complete diagram is contained in one (south-east) quadrant. This 
means that the diagram has two fixed boundaries (south and east axes) 
and expands only rightwards (east) and downwards (south) in the same 
way as written text which is a very natural way for a human draughtsman 
to proceed. 
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Thus this folding or overlaying of quadrants technique allows an uncluttered 
representation of an n-ary tree where n is arbitrarily large. The final problems 
are the choice of layout algorithm and edge marking technique. 
The constant angle technique is the simplest way to mark edges. The 
number of meanings of the angular orientations can be 'overloaded' by using 
the enclosing rectangles to define the scopes of different sets of relationship 
types. However, the constant angle layout technique is not the best. For- 
tunately, in the special case where a maximum of three relationship types is 
used per enclosing rectangle the angles of the edges never vary when drawn by 
a variant of the variable angle algorithm (see figure 5-9 and 85 )" The restric- 
tion to three different relationships per rectangle does not limit the number of 
different relationships in total which may be portrayed as any number of 'over- 
lays' may be employed. 
Restricting the number of distinct relationships to three per enclosing 
rectangle has a second advantage. It allows the reintroduction of the percep- 
tual benefits of the 3-D spatial layout projected onto 2 dimensions idea. Figure 
5-10 illustrates how the planar representation of 'folded' quadrants can be 
augmented by adding perceptual clues to heighten the RT-diagram into the full 
2-D from 3-D cuboid technique introduced in section 4. l. lnformal Introduction. 
The full Dimensional Design representation is the cuboid version of RT- 
diagrams in which three further conventions are observed: 
1. Each outgoing edge from a symbol must represent a unique relationship 
type in the set of outgoing edges for that symbol. 
2. Dimensional Designs which are 'sparse' in that some enclosing cuboids 
contain no subtrees have these cuboids removed and the axes of indivi- 
dual cuboids are explicitly labelled. 
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3. Cuboids around and edges within subsystem textual descriptions are omit- 
ted if the Dimensional Design remains unambiguous to the reader. 
Convention I implies that a named set of symbols is represented by a 
'right-threading' technique (figure 5-11b) rather than a 'fan' (figure 5-11a). 
This cuts down a lot of clutter when representing large named sets or 
sequences. 
Convention 2 is illustrated by figure 5-12. This again helps to cut out 
redundant clutter and eases the problem of edge marking. 
Convention 3 saves cluttering up the RT-diagram with a lot of, from 
experience, unnecessarily pedantic cuboids (figure 5-13). This convention may 
only operate when 2 and only 2 relations (next character and next line) are 
used within a textual subsystem. By encoding these two relations as horizontal 
and vertical juxtaposition ie zero length edges, they can be easily differentiated 
-from the Set and Sequence relations which are always expressed by non-zero 
length edges. Thus Convention 3 actually extends the edge vocabulary from 
three to five (see Chapter 8: Assessment); even so, the cuboids around the lines 
of text are still strictly necessary in order to avoid ambiguity. 
If the above drawing techniques and conventions are employed, the Dimen- 
sional Designs may be physically manipulated, drawn, formatted, etc. with ease 
both manually and mechanically. Of the four types of manipulations intro- 
duced at the start of this chapter ie 
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Physical Manipulations 
1. drawing 
2. reducing size of description (meaning independent) 
Logical Manipulations 
3. predicting the real world 
4. reducing size of descriptions (meaning dependent) 
the above discussion has covered type 1. drawing. Type 4 was discussed in sec- 
tion 5.1 of this chapter. Type 3. the prediction of the real world, is discussed in 
Chapters 3.4 and 7 and is covered extensively in the literature as it encapsu- 
lates the essence of programming. The type 2. meaning independent, descrip- 
tion reducing manipulations were discussed informally in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Now they will be discussed rather more formally because. according to Hoare's 
strategy, once having intuitively recognised the relevant abstractions, found a 
convenient representation for them, experimentally manipulated them. then it 
is time to put them on a more formal basis for only when and if this final stage 
of axiomatisation is complete can the full power of the abstractions be 
employed with confidence. 
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Figure 5-6. Closing up into one quadrant. 
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Figure 5-7. Preorder, One Quadrant, Variable Angle Algorithm. 
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Figure 5-8. Quadrant Folding. 
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Figure 5-9. Basic Dimensional Design Layout Algorithm, 
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(c) 3-D Cuboid RT-diagram 
(d) Root-subtree connections 
Figure 5-10. Building up to the Cuboid Model. 
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Figure 5-11. Named Set. 
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(b) Simplified to 6-RT 
Figure 5-12. Sparse Subtrees. 
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CHAPTER 6. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: AXIOMATISATION 
6.1 Definitions 
6.2 Description Reduction (Meaning Independent) Axioms 
6.3 Description Reduction (Meaning Dependent ) Axioms 
6.4 Theorems 
6.5 From Theory to Practice 
OUTLINE 
In the wake of the Software Crisis and Software Engineering eight pro- 
gramming abstractions were abstracted, represented and manipulated to show 
they form an intuitively adequate basis for Dimensional Design to represent 
programs. In this chapter the final stage of abstraction, axiomatisation, is 
undertaken to specify the underlying rules which govern the construction and 
manipulation of Dimensional Design. Based on a set of definitions, axioms are 
given which specify the principles of Dimensional Design. Axioms are given to 
reduce the size of a description independent of its meaning, encapsulating the 
techniques of Hierarchical Reduction, Integration, Induction, Enumeration and 
Generation. Some theorems are illustrated whose proofs show the power of 
these abstractions in quantitative terms. 
This chapter does not attempt to produce a full, consistent Theory of 
Dimensional Design. but, perhaps, goes far enough to enable the succeeding 
chapter on the practical application of Dimensional Design to be more easily 
appreciated as it attacks the small scale software engineering problem of 
improving the quality and tractability of software design products. The penul- 
timate chapter compares Dimensional Design against existing techniques. 
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6. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: AXIOMATISATION 
Throughout Chapters 3-5 Dimensional Design has been used to represent 
and manipulate many facets of programs, but the underlying rules governing 
Dimensional Design have never been specified. This process of rigorous specifi- 
cation, axiomatisation, is the final step, according to Hoare's strategy, 15 
needed to complete the development of a new abstraction or technique. If suc- 
cessful, axiomatisation crystalises intuition into solid, consistent, well under- 
stood theory. If unsuccessful, axiomatisation pinpoints the weaknesses and 
gaps where intuition has made unjustifiable assumptions and omissions. The 
following discussion specifies the previously informally introduced principles of 
Dimensional Design and shows the way to a Theory of Dimensional Design. 
6.1. Definitions 
Given- i: SYMSET -a set of symbols 
Given-2: RELSET -a set of relationships, instances of which may hold 
between pairs of symbols from SYMSET. 
Definition-1: A Relationship Graph is the graph of a Description (as defined in 
Assumption-1, section 4.9.1) . 
Definition-2: For any connected graph G, the Spanning Tree of G is the tree 
formed by repeatedly removing an edge from a circuit until there 
are no circuits left. The graph so formed will still be connected. 
Definition-3: A Relationship Tree is a Spanning Tree projection of a Relation- 
ship Graph. 
Definition-4: An RT-diagram is a 2-D physical representation (drawing) of a 
Relationship Tree. 
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Definition-5: n= cardinality of REISET. 
Definition-6: An n-Relationship Tree (n-RT) is a directed n-ary tree in which 
every vertex is an instance of a symbol in SYMSET and every 
directed edge is an instance of a relationship in REISET ie every 
edge is 'marked' to show which relationship it represents. 
Definition-7: A Planar RT-diagram is an n-RT drawn in a 2-D plane by the One 
Quadrant. Enclosing Rectangle drawing algorithm. 
Definition-8: A 3-Dimensional Design is an n-RT drawn in a 2-D plane by the 
One Quadrant. Cuboid drawing algorithm. 
A natural way to express definitions 6,7, and 8 is by way of context free gram- 
mars which generate n-RTs, planar RT-diagrams and Dimensional Designs as 
preorder tree walks eg: 
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symbol = ('a' I 'b' I ...... 
I ...... 
) ie SYMSET 
edge = (relI I re12 I .... 
I 
...... 
) ie RELSET 
<null subtree> 
A= <nothing> 
n= <cardinality of RELSET> 
m= <number of relationships per enclosing rectangle> 
[] = <enclosing rectangle> 
nRT = symbol I(edge nRT I X) in 
PnRTd = symbol ([ PnRTd I(edge PnRTd IN) (m ] 
DD = (symbol I[ DD ]) (diagedge DD I X) # 
(vertedge DD 1 X) # 
(horzedge DD I A) # 
Definition-9: All relationship types in RELSET may be classified as being either 
Enumerative or Generative. An Enumerative Relationship 
between any two symbols 'a' and 'b' implies nothing about any 
other occurrences of these symbols either separately or as a 
pair. Enumerative relationships are indicated by the suffix 'e' eg 
'a rele b'. 
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Definition"10ý A Generative Relationship between two symbols 'a' and 'b' such 
that 'a relg b' implies that all instances of the symbol 'a' are 
related by 'rel9' to the subtree of which 'b' is the root. Genera- 
Live relationships are indicated by the suffix 'g' 
Definition-11: An Enumerated Description is an n-RT in which all the members 
of RELSET are Enumerative. 
Definition-12: A Generative Description is an n-RT in which at least one member 
of RELSET is Generative. 
Definition-13: All relationship types in REISET may also be classified as being 
either Real or Artificial. A Real Relationship between any two 
symbols 'a' and 'b' implies that the relationship holds in the 'real 
world' between the 'real things' that 'a' and 'b' represent. Real 
Relationships are indicated by the 'r' suffix. 
Definition-14'. An Artificial Relationship implies that the relationship between 
any two symbols is not present in the 'real world' but has been 
added to the description for some purpose such as H-Reduction 
or exposition etc. Artificial relationships are indicated by the 'a' 
suffix. 
Definition-15: In an n-RT. if there exists a symbol in SYMSET (say '"') and a rela- 
tionship in RELSET (say 'rel') then 'i Is the null symbol if. for any 
symbol 'a' 
arel"=-rela=a 
6.2. Description Reduction (Meaning Independent) Axioms 
The following axioms encapsulate the mechanisms used to reduce the size 
of descriptions. They do not rely on any property of the relationships in the 
description. only on whether the relation is enumerative or generative. ie type 
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2, see Chapter 5. All the following conventions and axioms are applicable to all 
three axes and so only one axis will be used to define each axiom. 
Let DDSYM =,., 0.0, C. ", true, false j where 
: end of subtree symbol 
* : iteration symbol 
Cl : any finite, non-recursive subtree which has been 
removed by H-reduction 
W: any infinite, recursive subtree which has been removed by H-reduction 
C: conditional symbol (see integration axioms) 
": null symbol 
true : Boolean for use in Selection 
false : Boolean for use in Selection 
Let SYMSET = DDSYM UI <description symbols> I 
Let RELSET = Irel 1, re12, -"- rein 
Let rel(1(9) be represented. in the axioms, as e or 9 to simulate cuboid edge 
marking. 
Let a. b, c be any elementary symbols from )<description symbols>ý or cuboids 
ie complete. enclosed Dimensional Designs. 
Let A. B. C be any subtrees, not necessarily cuboids. 
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Axiom 1: Special Terminal Symbols 
=-aý 
These symbols may only appear as terminal nodes in a Dimensional Design. 
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Axiom 2: Cuboid Edge Marking 
aBk 
Cv 
IV 
D 
re11 
E- 
j 
14 
For all edges lying in the volume defined by 
volume (cuboid)-Evolume (inner cuboids of B ,C ,D) 
then 
- _> rel 1 x. y, p 
\ _> rel2s, y, y 
=> rei 3s, y, p 
where 
z= air artificial or real relation 
y: e ig enumerative or generative relation 
p= <integer> precedence (see description dependent axioms) 
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The following axioms may be used to transform Enumerated (Generative) 
Dimensional Designs into Generative (Enumerated) Dimensional Designs as. in 
combination, they allow the following techniques to be used: 
Arfi f %ctal A rtif ictiat 
H-Addition --"f/-Removal 
Generative X-Reduction. - -"H-Expansion Enumerative 
Description Integration . -Selection Description 
Induction --. Deduction 
6.2.1. Artificial Hierarchy Addition & Removal 
Axiom 3 : Null Symbol Addition & Removal 
ý--Q =a- :a 
Axiom 4: Artificial H-Addition 
If 3B unth R£LSETB 
then B becomes a '=B and 
4a 
R£LS£TB becomes rel a, U R£LS£T9 
Axiom 5: Artificial H-Removal 
It 3C such that RELSETc. - RELSETB U Ta! a. 
then in C: Ya such that a re' 
a. Q 
aQeB becomes B and 
RELSETT becomes RELSET9 
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6.2.2. Hierarchical-Reduction & Expansion 
Axiom 6: Generative Relation 
a-B => Va, a => a-B 99 
Axiom 7: Generation 
If Va. a=> a-B 
e 
then Va, a-B becomes a-B 
e9 
Axiom 8: H-Reduction 
If `Va, a-B and 3n such instances 9 
then for (n-1) instances a9B becomes a 
and 1 instance remains unchanged 
Axiom 9: H-Expansion 
If 3 a-B 
9 
then 'Va ,a becomes a-B 9 
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Axiom 10 : Enumeration 
If '*a, a-B 
9 
then Va, a-B becomes a-B 
9e 
Axiom 11 : Enumerative Relation 
a -B B => 'Va. (a-> a -B) B) = false 
Axiom 12 : Redundant Recoding of Enumeration 
a-b-i 1= a-b e e; e 
Note: in conjunction with Axiom 1. this implies 
a--{ I. -b = a--4j- b=a 
(disconnection) 
Axiom 13 : Redundant Recoding of non-recursive H-Reduction 
If Va. a -> a-B and B is a finite subtree 9 
then a= a-c 
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Axiom 14 : Redundant Recoding of recursive H-Reduction 
If '*a, a => a-B and B is an infinite subtree 9 
then a= a--® 
6.2.3. Integration & Selection 
Axiom 15 : Integration 
AA Set of alternativesa, e)g 
A 
Iý 
BD and 
Bool TBool 
CCBD 
(1) i2) C 
where 'c' is the Conditional symbol and 'Bool' is a Boolean expression which 
gives the criterion which differentiates subtree (1) from subtree (2) and Set". Jg 
is a new, artificial relationship between the members of the set of alternative, 
selectable subtrees. 
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Axiom 16 : Selection 
C--true => " 
C-false => `!. 
eg a true B4 a" >B # a-9B 
eg a false B4a-. II. B -m+ a 
6.2.4. Induction & Deduction 
Recursive Induction 
see axiom 8: H-reduction 
and axiom 14 Redundant recoding of recursive H-reduction 
Recursive Deduction 
see axiom 9 H-expansion 
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Axiom 17 : Iterative Induction 
a 
b\ 
gb4 Ic 
D 
Axiom 18 : Iterative Deduction 
a 
I 
b* 
I \c 
D 
-0 
a I 
b 
c 
I\ 
D 
a 
I 
bb 
c 
I\ 
D 
Note: Axioms 17 and 18 are just special cases of recursion in which `*' saves the 
need to have 2 or more copies of a repeated component in the description. 
Only 1 is needed because the repetition is so simple and regular (tail recursion) 
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that '"' just means replace '"' by a copy of its parental node. The Generative 
relation will do the rest of the repetition (see section 3.5 13 Induction and fig- 
ure 4-14). Iteration is a very popular construct in programs and the following. 
strictly incorrect, shorthand is used in Dimensional Design/ROOTS (see Chapter 
7 Practical Experience): 
Convent %an 
a-b--c-" is shorthand for e-- --c -_. ee 
ie a set or sequence is defined enumeratively but is repeated generatively. 
6.3. Description Reduction (Meaning Dependent) Axioms 
The above description reducing axioms are independent of the meaning of 
the description they reduce. Thus many more axioms are needed to encapsu- 
late the complete meaning of a description so that its real world analogue can 
be understood. Some of these relationship dependent properties can also be 
used to further simplify descriptions. For example the well known mathemati- 
cal property of Associativity can remove a multiplicity of cuboids. see figure 6- 
1. 
A proliferation of bracketing cuboids can be further stemmed if the rela- 
tions involved can be given precedences. Figure 6-2 shows how the well known 
operator precedence can be used to reduce brackets (cuboids) in a one (three) 
dimensional description. 
Precedence is exploited by ROOTS to avoid the excessive use of cuboids. A 
ROOTS Dimensional Design is input to the ROOTS compiler by treewalking it to 
produce a linear string of symbols. The treewalking algorithm chooses the 
order of visiting subtrees according to their fraternal precedences. These pre- 
cedences of the programming abstraction are, in descending order. Refinement 
Hierarchy. Sequence and Set. The ROOTS compiler knows these precedences 
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and so can rebuild the original Dimensional Design 
from the linear form. 
Description dependent axioms are as rich and numerous as the properties 
of the real world they try to capture and obviously they cannot all be detailed 
here. The description independent axioms are of primary interest to Dimen- 
sional Design. 
The above description independent axioms and conventions are used 
below to illustrate, in figure 6-3, the deduction of a sequence of two 'B's from 
an inductive ie Generative description. Note the way the generative relation- 
ships are weakened to enumerative ones, the way an infinite subtree is discon- 
nected to terminate the induction and the artificial hierarchy is removed to 
leave the real description. 
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a b-c = 
Ja= 
a-b-c 
where - is associative and enumerative 
eg a+ (b+c) - (a+b) +c=a+b+c 
Figure 6-1. Exploiting Associativity. 
(((A**B): C)+D) = A**B=C+D 
A\ D 
B 
C 
where + (Prec. 3) 
(Prec. l) 
(Prec. 2) 
Figure 6-2. Exploiting Precedence. 
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R 
i=1""2 
B 
R 
ýý 
, 
ýo 
(a) Generative DD 
(b) Recursion to generate 
full description, 
then determine 
Selection Booleans. 
Enumeration (A10) 
has been used to 
divide DD into those 
'den' relations 
which can now be 
enumerative and 
those which must 
still be generative 
-34 1 -+9-, 
Rý 
B 
Rý 
B 
R 
1 
B 
B R 
(c) Selection (A16) 
(d) Disconnection 
remove infinite 
sub tree 
-343-4-4 
(e) Removal of null 
symbol (. ) by A3 
(f) Removal of Artificial 
Hierarchy 'den 
a, e by AS to leave 
Enumerated DD with 
all relations Real. 
Figure 6-3. 
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6.4. Theorems 
The above axioms may be used to reduce the sizes of descriptions. The 
concept of a n-Relationship Tree allows a quantitative approach to the scale of 
reduction possible. 
Definition-16: The Size of a Dimensional Design is the total number of vertices 
(symbols) contained in the equivalent n-Relationship Tree. Note: 
In a tree the number of vertices (symbols) is one more than the 
number of edges (relationships) ie 
v-Q+1 
In a forest of trees 
Ev -Ze +Eroots 
Definition-17: For the purpose of measuring the Size of a Dimensional Design 
the Size of a Conditional symbol is defined to be the size of the 
Boolean expression (itself a Dimensional Design ) used to deter- 
mine the polarity of the selection plus 1 for the Conditional sym- 
bol itself. 
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Theorem 1: H-Reduction 
Any forest of Dimensional Designs (DD1) which contains n, n i2, identical 
subtrees may be described by a transformation (by H-reduction) of DD 1 (DD2) 
such that Size (DD 2) <Size (DD 1) if an artificial hierarchy built from 
'denotes,,,, ' is introduced by applying axioms A4, A7 and A8. 
Given: AAA....... n of, n 92 whereA, B are subtrees 
of size SA, SB k. 1 
BBB 
Example: 
AAA by A4 aaa 
A BBB. 
AA\ 
III 
DD1 BBB 
by A7, A8 aa 
A 
B 
a 
Proof: 
Size of DD 1=n* (SA +SB ) 
Size of DD 2=(SA +SB)+-n* 1 
DD 1-DD2=n"(SA+SB)-(SA+SB)-n 
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=(n - t) " (SA +Sß)-n 
Now n 22 and SA. SB 2I 
Therefore in the worst case it =2. SA =SB -1 
DD 1-DD2=(2-1)"(1+1)-2 
=o 
for n >Z or SA or SB >I then DDl-DD2>0 
Hence DD 2SDD I 
Q. E. D. 
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Theorem 2: Integration 
Any forest of Dimensional Designs (DD 1) which contains n, n92, subtrees 
which only differ by one component subtree may be described by a transfor- 
mation (by integration) of DD 1 (DD2) such that Size (DD 2) <Size (DD 1) provided 
that a selection criterion to differentiate between individual trees exists such 
that the size of the selection mechanism is less than the total size of the com- 
mon components eliminated by using axioms A4 and A16 to build an additional, 
artificial hierarchy of Set4t 
Given: AAAA, B, C... subtrees of sizes SA, SB, SC 
CDn2Z 
BBB 
Given: c, d, e... Selection criteria to distinguish 
between trees ie c =>C, d =>D etc. 
Example: 
AAA by A15 A --+Se 
CDE 
IIcde rele 
BBB 
CDE 
B 
DD1 DD2 
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Proof 
Size of DD 1 =n" (SA -SB) -(SC *-SD -S£ ;. ) 
Size of DD 2=(z +n"y)+(SA +SB)+(SC +SD +SE +) +(Sc +Sd +Se +... ) 
where s -1 is the horizontal null symbol 
y =1 is the vertical null symbol 
DD 1-DD2=n"(SA+SB)+(SC+SD+SE" .. )- 
(n, l)-(SA+SB)-SC-SD+S£+)-(Sc+Sd+SQ+ ) 
DD1-DD2=(n-1)'(SA+SB)-(n+1)-(Sc+Sd. Se. ) 
Now (n -1) " (SA -SB) =size of total saving of eliminated common components 
and (n + 1) -(Sc -Sd }Se r .. ) "szze of selection mechanism 
therefore 
DD2<DDI it(n. +1)+(Sc-Sd-Se+ )<(n -1)"(SA+SB) 
Q. E. D. 
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Theorem 3: Iteration/tail recursion 
Any Dimensional Design (DD 1) which contains n, n 30, consecutive identical 
subtrees may be described by a transformation (induction) of DD1 (DD2) such 
that Size (DD 2)<Size (DD 1) if an induction criterion can be found which is 
smaller in size than the total size of the eliminated subtrees by using axioms 
A17 and A18 and convention A18C to build an additional artificial, generative 
hierarchy. 
Given 
Example: 
B 
B 
B 
by A3, A7, A8, A14 
i: =3 
R 
i Z0 
B 
B 
n of. n aO 
B 
by A17 
i: =3 
R 
i a0 
B 
Proof: 
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Size of DD I=n`SB 
Size of DD 2 =S1 +SR +SN +ST +SB +SIT 
where S) is size of initialisation 
SR =1 is size of common subtree name 
SN =1 is size of null symbol 
ST is size of test to terminate induction 
SIT =1 (iteration), =2 (recursion) is induction indicator 
DD 1-DD 2= (n *SB) - (S1 +1+1 +ST + SB +2) 
=(n -1) *SB -(SI +S7+4) 
now (n -1) *SB =total size of eliminated redundancy 
(SI +ST +4) =size of induction mechanism 
therefore 
DD 2<DD I if (SI +ST +4) <(se - i) *SB 
Q. E. D. 
Implication-8: 1f. in theorem 3. n »0 then DD 1-DD 2»0 ie induction is very 
powerful. 
implication-7: Theorem 3 can be generalised to handle full recursion. Obviously 
as a finite sized inductive description can describe infinite sized 
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'objects' then potentially DD 1-DD 2=oo 
Implication-8: Integration may be combined with Induction to give further 
reductions eg: 
BBB IF 
I 
ssý 
B i-1 i-2 i=3 
R 
B 
I R 
Implication-9: Theorems 1.2 and 3 each introduce an additional relationship 
specifically for reduction purposes. This increase in RELSET is 
not always necessary for it is often possible to use an existing 
member of RELSET as the generative relationship eg 'is refined 
into' can be strengthened to 'is always refined into'. This is an 
example of Shanley Integration42 - the implementation of two 
separate functions by one (shared) mechanism. 
6.5. From Theory to Practice 
The above definitions, axioms and theorems mark the end of the formal 
theory of Dimensional Design which has attempted to show that Dimensional 
Design can be 
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1. formally defined 
2. manipulated according to well formulated rules. 
Whilst by no means is the above a complete, consistent and thoroughly 
rigorous presentation of a formal theory it does perhaps provide a clear indi- 
cation of the existence of a fuller theory. 
The existence of a Theory of Dimensional Design satisfies the first two (of 
four) tests to substantiate the Central Hypotheses (see section 4.9.1: Cenerali- 
sation). The second two tests relate to physical representation and manipula- 
tion and to human creativity and understanding. These are the 'practical' 
tests, questioning whether Dimensional Design does indeed help in the design 
and production of better programs. 
Mention of the practicalities of programming perhaps evokes in the reader 
some remembrance of the discussion of the nature of the Software Crisis with 
which this thesis began. That discussion led to an examination of the Software 
Life Cycle and Software Engineering. From this it was clear that Maintenance 
(ie rectification and development) was a major problem and that one possible 
solution was to initially produce better quality, more tractable software design 
products, designed with maintenance in mind. It was clear that it is not yet 
known how to produce top quality individual programs let alone software sys- 
tems. 
Chapter 3 began by concentrating on this Small Scale problem of produc- 
ing the detailed design of individual programs. The modern ideas of Structured 
Programming and Correctness Proofs were examined and the following conclu- 
sions drawn: 
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Specification (eg assertion) => WHAT a program does 
Detailed Design (eg source code) => HOW a program does something 
Correctness Proof (eg predicate transformer) _> WHY a program does 
something 
The artificial model of computing, the Restricted Von Neumann Computer, was 
introduced to show that programming is essentially the act of describing com- 
plex instruction sequences and data. Abstraction was introduced as being the 
key tool needed to reduce the complexity of these descriptions. The concepts 
of Refinement Hierarchy, Set and Sequence were used in the programming con- 
text and Hierarchical Reduction. Integration, Induction, Enumeration and Gen- 
eration were seen as more general descriptive techniques. Dimensional Design 
was introduced as a way of representing these techniques more explicitly than 
conventional programming languages. Dimensional Design was then developed 
through Hoare's four stages of Abstraction culminating in the conclusion that 
Dimensional Design was a (potentially) formally based, general technique for 
perceptually enhancing textual descriptions. 
All this abstract discussion of a formally based design representation has 
to be related to the central problem of producing better -quality, more main- 
tainable individual programs; that is can, from the Theory of Dimensional 
Design, an improved, practical method of small scale software engineering be 
developed? Can Dimensional Design pass the acid test of practical use? 
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CHAPTER 7. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
7.1 Introduction 
7.2 Requirements Specification 
7.3 Overall Design 
7.4 Detailed Design 
7.5 Construction 
7.6 Testing 
7.7 Rectification & Development 
7.8 Summary 
OUTLINE 
Set, sequence, hierarchy, h-reduction, integration, induction, enumeration 
and generation have been abstracted, represented, manipulated and axioma- 
tised to produce the theory of Dimensional Design, but can it be applied to help 
in real software production? Chapter 2 described the various stages in the 
Software Life Cycle which is used to structure this chapter. At each life cycle 
stage Dimensional Design is examined to see if it can be applied advanta- 
geously. This chapter begins with details of real software projects already 
undertaken using Dimensional Design, an outline of the overall method they 
employed and the Dimensional Design specific software tools they utilised. One 
such set of tools, called Dimensional Design/ROOTS, is used to illustrate the 
application of Dimensional Design at each stage in the Software Life Cycle of 
the production of a non-trivial example program. Dimensional Design/ROOTS 
is used at the pencil and paper, drawing board, overall design stage. It pro- 
duces high quality, machine drawn, detailed design documentation which is 
always neat, up-to-date and tractable, thereby helping with one aspect of the 
small scale software engineering problem. Dimensional Design/ROOTS contains 
novel, experimental quality control tools to tackle the other aspect of the cen- 
tral problem. Rectification and Development are further aided by a run-time 
monitoring system which measures CPU time, animates and records execution 
and contains other more conventional debugging tools, all the results of which 
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are represented according to Dimensional Design principles to maintain con- 
ceptual integrity with the design. 
Alter summarising the practical experience gained with Dimensional 
Design the succeeding chapters compare it with existing techniques and make 
suggestions for future work. 
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7. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
7.1. Introduction 
Dimensional Design has been in practical use at the Science Research 
Council's Rutherford Laboratory since May 1975 and has been used in the con- 
struction of six major programs: 
1. FR80 SYSLOG68 
a program to log accounting data about user jobs. Hand coded in 
Assembler (8000 lines). 
2. FINGS20 
a graphics package coded in Forest (7,900 lines). 
3. FR80 DRIVER84 
a multi-tasking control system for a microfilm recorder. Coded in 
DRIL (30,000 lines). 
4. DFC48 
a program to draw Dimensional Designs on a variety of hard and soft 
copy devices. Coded in ROOTS (6,000 lines). 
5. ROOTS22 
a Fortran pre-processor and Dimensional Design software tool-kit. 
Coded in ROOTS (4,000 lines). 
6. MONITOR22 
a run-time monitoring package for ROOTS programs. Coded in ROOTS 
(3,000 lines). 
In addition to the above Rutherford Laboratory projects, Dimensional 
Design/ROOTS is currently being used by Dr. B. Gudmanson's image processing 
group at Linkoping University, Sweden. Prof. Lawson and A. Jonsson39 of 
Linkoping's Computer Systems department have produced an interactive 
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Dimensional Design editor. Dr M. Bertran's group at ENHER (a Spanish electri- 
city supply company) are using ROOTS in the production of a real-time process 
control system. 8 Dr. Bertran has also produced Dimensional Design support 
tools for his text transformation system. T. Povey of the Burroughs Corp. 
(ASDC) uses Dimensional Design in the production of commercial applications 
packages and has produced some Dimensional Design/Cobol software tools. 
Dimensional Design was created and developed during the design of FR80 
SYSLOG. It was decided that Step-wise Refinement and Structured Program- 
ming principles would be used for this project. Applying these techniques 
brought forth the problem that no suitable design representation existed. so 
Dimensional Design was invented. FR80 SYSLOG's final Dimensional Design was 
refined right down to the bit level as Assembler was the only available language. 
The Dimensional Design was 'tree-walked' into Assembler source code and the 
final program of 8.000 instructions has been running successfully. unmodified. 
since September 1975 
Following FR80 SYSLOG was a larger project which produced FR80 DRIVER. a 
multi-tasking microfilm graphics control program to run on a bare machine. 
From the start of this project It was clear that development and maintenance 
problems would be major considerations over a predicted 7 year life-cycle. 
Based on the success of FR80 SYSLOG it was decided to again use Dimensional 
Design but. this time, supported by new, project specific software tools to com- 
bat the problems of size. complexity and staff-turnover etc. The system imple- 
mentation language, compiler and Dimensional Design drawing tools were col- 
lectively called DRIL82 FR80 DRIVER, which has been running production jobs 
since June 1979, currently consists of 30.000 lines of DRIL source code and is 
represented by a dozen Dimensional Designs each of which contains the 
equivalent of 1.3.000 lines of source code As each drawing is around four feet 
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square it is impossible to reproduce real examples of Dimensional Designs in 
this thesis. However, all the remarks in this chapter about 'real' Dimensional 
Designs should be related to such large drawings as Dimensional Design was 
primarily invented to represent the logic of complex modules of real, produc- 
tion systems. Many of the techniques developed and lessons learnt on these 
two projects were described in three published papers83,85.3 - see section 
10.1: appendix. 
The success of the project specific Dimensional Design/DRIL implementa- 
tion tools led to the development of a more general purpose tool, FOREST, 21 
based on a Fortran pre-processor. Encouraging results with FOREST on a pro- 
duction project, FINGS, 20 led to the creation of an experimental comprehensive 
software engineering 'tool-kit' called ROOTS. 22 
In the following sections ROOTS will be used as a vehicle to show how the 
Dimensional Design technique can be used, in practice, to design and construct 
a working program. An attempt will be made to show, at each stage, 
1. What a programmer actually does. 
2. Which tools he employs. 
3. What conclusions can be drawn from actual practical applications experi- 
ence as well as this artificial example. 
It is regretable that the development of a 'production-sized' program can- 
not be illustrated but instead a small, highly artificial, contrived but non- 
trivial example, Binary-to-Decimal conversion, must be employed. Many of the 
issues in software construction are functions of size and such toy examples are 
not, unfortunately, accurately scaled-down models of real problems. Even so, 
the development of a 'production quality' Binary-to-Decimal example program 
will require a considerable range of skills, tools and hard work. The overall 
method which will be employed in the succeeding sections is as follows. 
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Suppose a program is being built from an extant specification. The initial. 
highly creative design work is done on the 'backs of envelopes'. Top-down or 
Step-wise refinement of the initial design sketches generates a proliferation of 
small Dimensional Designs. As the design ideas firm up this set of small. 
scrappy drawings is combined into a single. unified drawing on one large sheet 
of paper of up to say four feet square. A full sized draughtsman's drawing 
board is employed for this task. The equivalent of up to 4.000 lines of conven- 
tional source code can be expressed in one such drawing. For larger programs 
one drawing will probably represent one major module. 
Refinement of this design drawing continues until a complete program or 
module is derived ie when all the terminal nodes of the design tree structure 
are compilable source code. At this stage the Dimensional Design is encoded 
into one of the special languages such as DRIL or ROOTS which support 3-D 
hierarchical structuring. Coding is the process of reducing the logically 3-D 
and physically 2-D design into a 1-D machine readable form. This is simply 
achieved by 'tree-walking' the Dimensional Design, je going through the Dimen- 
sional Design tree in a particular order, encoding each line and symbol as it is 
'visited'. The DRIL and ROOTS compilers can, from this 1-D form, internally 
recreate the original 3-D design as they 'know' the encoding/ traversal algo- 
rithm which is based on the 'preorder traversal' grammar in Chapter 6. 
The machine readable version of the Dimensional Design is then compiled. 
The output from the compilation system is a binary program and. instead of 
the conventional source listing, a neat, well laid out Dimensional Design. Thus 
the visible output from the compiler is a logically exact, but physically neater, 
replica of the program's original design. Any subsequent changes and recompi- 
lations will produce new up-to-date Dimensional Designs too. Figure 7.1 illus- 
trates this circle from hand-drawn design to machine drawn documentation 
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which is a key step forward in producing accurate design documentation. 
Execution of a ROOTS-produced binary program produces the desired 
'results' plus an optional amount and variety of monitoring information about 
the program's run-time behaviour. Such items as CPU time and I/O time are 
logged, then used to augment the actual design documentation itself, for 
presentation, along with the 'results', to the programmer so that he may exam- 
ine, side by side, the program's static design, its internal dynamic behaviour 
and its external, required 'results'. Armed with comprehensive, accurate and 
up-to-date information the programmer is now in a strong position to pursue 
the successful development of the required program. 
The above method will now be applied to the development of the Binary- 
to-Decimal program to show the Practice of Dimensional Design. 
-363- 64 
Figure 7-1. Dimensional Design/ROOTS - Method & Tools. 
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7.2. Requirements Specification 
An informal specification of the Binary-to-Decimal conversion example 
program is: 
t. The program name is to be 'B2D'. 
2. The program is to implement both an iterative and a recursive method of 
converting signed binary integers (expressed as 2's complement bit 
strings) to their decimal equivalents (expressed as strings of decimal digit 
characters preceded by sign characters) 
3. The two conversion algorithms should be implemented so as to bring out. 
in a tutorial manner. their similarities and differences. 
4. The program's design and construction is to illustrate most of the 
features of the Dimensional Design technique and the ROOTS software tool 
kit 
No serious practical work has been done on the use of Dimensional Design 
techniques to represent Requirements Specifications. This is a potential field 
for future work as currently most specifications are both informal and textual. 
The above textual specification will therefore be used as the starting point for 
the overall design work. 
7.3. Overall Design 
The Overall Design phase is one of the most creative stages in the software 
life cycle. The software designer invents solutions and compares them against 
each other. After careful evaluation the chosen solution progresses to the 
Detailed Design stage. During the Overall Design phase the designer needs a 
representational technique with which to easily sketch out prospective solu- 
tions - real 'back of the envelope' stuff' Figure 7-2 is an attempt 
to illustrate 
the use of Dimensional Design to help in the Overall Design of the 
B2D program. 
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It shows how the designer has considered two possible solutions and which one 
he finally chose and why he chose it (see section 4.4.3: Design Alternatives), 
information of immense value to the maintenance team later on in the life 
cycle as well as, say, a design conference or walkthrough. Figure 7-2 shows the 
designer to have chosen the 'complicated' solution. With such a simple exam- 
ple program, Overall Design is rather a grandiose title for an activity which is, 
in this case, really Detailed Design. The benefit of using the same representa- 
tional technique for both design phases means that the division between the 
two stages can be removed to good effect. Contrast this unification with say 
the divisive effect of flowcharts (Overall) and source code (Detailed), a process 
which inevitable leads to the rapid obsolescence (and abandonment) of the 
Overall Design representation with a consequent loss of information to the 
design and development teams ( see references5 ). 
Figure 7-3 again tries to show the designer at work, this time sketching 
out the subroutine organisation. He decides to organise the subroutines as 
levels of abstract machines (see section 4.5.2) an idea supported explicitly by 
ROOTS (see section 10.2.2 and 10.2.7). 
During the Overall Design phase the main tools used by the designer to 
produce a Dimensional Design are paper, pencil and eraser(! ). If the design is 
large then he may use a draughtsman's drawing board. These tools have 
proved satisfactory on the projects described in section 7.1. Obviously one 
could imagine the use of an interactive computer graphics computer-aided 
design system at this 'sketching' stage. There is obviously a trade-off between 
the cost and sophistication of the design tools and the effort needed to design 
the required software. For the relatively small scale projects undertaken to 
date, pencil and paper have been the only economic tools and have worked 
extremely well. Indeed, one of the major attractions of Dimensional Design is 
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the ease of free-hand drawing compared to other representational techniques. 
This aspect and further management issues are discussed in . 
85 
Having produced an Overall Design the designer can now proceed to refine 
and expand his ideas - the Detailed Design stage. 
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Figure 7-3. Design of Subroutine Organisation. 
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2DR--BZDI 
7.4. Detailed Design 
It was argued earlier (section 2 4) that the final product of the Detailed 
Design phase of the Software Ute Cycle is the (compileble) source code pro- 
gram text. Conventionally. a source code program is a textual description with 
only one explicit relationship between individual symbols. that of juxtaposition 
ie a source code program is usually a machine readable 1-D linear string of 
symbols. Typically a source code program contains little or no design informa- 
tion ie information as to how or why sections of source code were created. At 
best programs contain only Informal comments One of the major objectives of 
Dimensional Design/ROOTS is to capture formal design information in the 
source code program by including more explicit relationships between symbols 
and by retaining the design hierarchy as an integral part of the source code. 
Chapters 3-6 showed how this could be done in theory This chapter is con- 
cerned with practical programming so Dimensional Designs will be used to 
represent the 'programming abstractions' of Sequence. Set and the 'What-How' 
hierarchy (Refinement) As is usually the case when one moves from the 
theoretical domain to the practical, one adopts certain simplifying assump- 
tions and conventions. Practical Dimensional Design uses the conventions 
given in section 5.3. For example, cubotds are not used to enclose lines of text 
and the default axes labels are: 
vertical Sequence, 
horizontal Stt,, 
diagonal Rtfxnrntnt, j4o 
These conventions serve to make a program's Detailed Dimensional Design look 
very similar to a conventional programming language in which only the key 
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relationships have been made explicit. In practice individual projects and sites 
have tended to make their own conventions, small changes and adaptations to 
the Dimensional Design notation (as laid down in Chapter 4) to suit their own 
particular needs - see references. 6.44 Adaptability would seem to be a strength 
and an advantage of such an essentially simple idea as Dimensional Design. 
Some of the conventions used in ROOTS are that Sets are expressed as sets 
of sequences of which the first element is always the null subsystem. This trick 
is used just because it gives a little extra clarity (see figure 7-4). 
It has been found in practice that in almost all cases enclosing cuboids 
can be omitted without confusing the meaning of the design whilst improving 
its visual clarity (cf 'lines of text' above). It has also been found that by far the 
most popular 'projections' involve the three relationships, get, Sequence and 
Refinement. Other projections such as Data Path Dimensional Design and 
Representation Down to the Operator Level (see section 4.8: Subsystems) have 
not been implemented in ROOTS because they are too rarely used. Neither has 
explicit Step-wise Refinement been implemented because, although in this 
thesis top-down design is used almost exclusively, it has been found best just 
to portray the final product of the Detailed Design activity in the experimental 
context of ROOTS. Figures 7-5 and 7-6 try to show the top-down evolutionary 
process of producing the detailed design of B2D. Of course in practice things 
never go so smoothly! The complete Detailed Design for B2D is given in section 
10.2.2. 
Section 10.2.2 gives the detailed design of the logic of B2D. Many other 
aspects of the design have been omitted. For instance, on a production quality 
project one might like to see proofs, performance prediction calculations, 
storage calculations, variable name cross reference listings etc. which are all 
part of the design product but are omitted as they are not directly relevant to 
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the Dimensional Design representational technique. However they will be con- 
sidered later in the chapter. 
During the Overall Design phases of projects Dimensional Designs have 
proved quick and easy to draw. They provide detailed, generative constructs (ie 
h-reduction, integration and induction) even at the most abstract level of 
design which is an advantage over some design notations. The explicit 
representation of hierarchies such as 'refinement' has proved of great help in 
creating clean designs. 
It has been easy to produce formal Detailed Designs from the Overall 
Design sketches via a draughtsman's drawing board because Dimensional 
Designs 
1. contain no complicated boxes or shapes. 
2. have 'statements' (textual subsystems) of any length which do not have to 
be shoe-horned into Procrustean fixed sized boxes, 
3. require few special symbols and rules, 
4. need no templates for drawing - only a pencil and ruler, 
5. their simple drawing/ formatting algorithm (see section 5.3) really is easy 
to use in practice, for example, contrast figures 7-5 and 7-6. 
Using one sheet of paper to hold the detailed design of a large module with 
a unified notation for both program and data structures has helped greatly to 
improve the quality of software design. Each sheet is an 'engineering drawing' 
containing the many macros, subroutines and data structures, necessary to 
implement a complex function such as a sophisticated device handler. 
Because of the explicit Refinement hierarchy. comprehension of the design is 
aided by individual 'statements' being typically, refined into less than 10 Sub- 
statements each (see section 7.5: Static Analysis). This is recursively true for 
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any depth in the hierarchy. 
The large single sheet approach to design enables the designer to view his 
design at any desired level of abstraction. He may investigate the tiniest detail 
or take a global view. This ability to see the global picture has enabled messy 
parts of a design to be spotted easily. A proliferation of nested 'if-then-else's is 
very easy to spot and turn into a 'case' statement. Experience has shown that 
good. clean designs actually look good, simple and clean when represented as 
Dimensional Designs. The global view also helps in deciding which pieces of 
logic to extract as macros and subroutines as similar shaped subtrees are 
often due to similar functions. The converse can also be true. In DRIVER two 
sections of code which were meant to be functionally identical (but which were 
not worth making into a subroutine) were seen to 
have slightly different 
shapes. Finding and fixing a bug in one made the two shapes identical. 
The global view afforded by the single sheet " design can be shared by 
several people simultaneously. especially if the sheet is held vertically. Discus- 
sions, design inspections and walkthroughs are greatly helped by this accessi- 
bility. Contrast this with, say, four people looking at the same program listing 
whilst keeping half a dozen fingers in it to mark the positions of the subrou- 
tines currently of interest to them. (However, there is no reason why a Dimen- 
sional Design should not be represented on several related sheets of A4! ). 
Dimensional Design makes programming/ design progress visible. 
Managers are now able to see, and appreciate, how an Overall Design has pro- 
gressed as they can see the expansion that has taken place during refinement 
to a more detailed design (see how figure 7-2 grows to 7-5 and 7-6). This helps 
to prevent the premature rush to produce code, code being, conventionally the 
only evidence of progress. Presentations to managers can now be by way of 
neat, possibly machine drawn, Dimensional Designs rather than, probably to 
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them, unreadable program listings. Dimensional Designs make it easier for a 
project leader to see how far there is still to go and they help him estimate the 
remaining amount of work to complete the refinement of a partial design. It is 
easier for him to see how to split up the work and for any individual program- 
mer to see where his bit' fits into the whole system as he can see the higher 
level structure above his bit'. 
With one representational technique now spanning the whole process from 
initial design right through to detailed coding and maintenance on different 
projects (eg DRIVER & FINGS) using different languages (DRIL & FOREST) Dimen- 
sional Design has simplified communication and discussion between projects 
and eased the transfer of staff from one project to another. 
As a large design progresses it must be periodically redrawn and tidied up. 
This can be tedious and time consuming. Thus large, partially refined designs 
are 'treewalked' into their target source code and compiled. A binary program 
cannot be produced but a neat machine drawn Dimensional Design can be. The 
large design is thereafter altered and expanded by editing a conventional 
source file (see figure 7-1); ideally a computer graphics terminal should 
replace the drawing board, source file and editor. 
Small changes do not now mean a lot of redrawing by hand, and different 
versions of the same design are easily created and stored. This means that 
real, accurate, up-to-date design drawings can be easily produced, copied and 
circulated amongst project members and managers. Such mechanised assis- 
tance marks the beginning of the Construction phase. 
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Figure 7-4. ROOTS Set Convention. 
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7.5. Construction 
7.5.1. Coding 
The Construction phase produces, from the detailed design, an executable 
binary program plus various pieces of documentation. The first stage of Con- 
struction is the transformation of the final detailed design into a machine 
readable form. (This will be unnecessary if CAD tools were used in the previous 
phases. ) For the B2D program the final design is a hand-drawn Dimensional 
Design. This must be encoded, by treewalking, into the ROOTS source language. 
The key point of this exercise is that the whole final design is encoded, not just 
the executable (terminal) leaves of the design tree. Full details of the ROOTS 
language are given in reference22 - see section 10.1.2). The main features of 
ROOTS, over and above its Fortran base, are designed to facilitate the encoding 
of Dimensional Designs and are outlined below. 
7.5.1.1. Artificial Hierarchy Addition/Removal 
To capture the expression of the What-How Refinement Hierarchy (the 
'diagonal' relation) ROOTS has a novel language feature known as the Scoped 
Comment. 83 Conventional comments only indicate the start of their 'influence' 
or scope but never the end of it. A simple marker (. EC) shows the boundary of 
a Scoped Comment's influence terminating the sequence of statements which 
is the 'How' of the comment's 'What' (see figure 7-7). 
ROOTS forces all Scoped Comments (. C and N) to be refined into compil- 
able source code statements unless use is made of the 'stub' concept. This is 
most useful during both the design phase (to get neat drawings) and during 
construction and testing if the system is built (in contrast to designed) accord- 
ing to the top-down method (see figure 7-7). 
A third ROOTS feature is the ability to turn on and off the portrayal of the 
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refinement of individual Scoped Comments during the drawing process. This 
allows the programmer to only have drawn in detail those particular aspects of 
the program in which he is currently interested. In this way potentially huge 
and unmanageable drawings can be reduced to a convenient size without losing 
any relevant information. 
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7.5.1.2. H-Reduction/Expansion 
ROOTS has three features to support H-reduction. They are macros, sub- 
routines and ADD files. 
The ROOTS tool kit includes the Kernighan and Plauger40 macroprocessor. 
This is a powerful and convenient way to provide H-reduction/expansion capa- 
bilities. It was adopted because a) it was good and b) given its availability it 
would have been a waste of effort to build a special ROOTS macro system (see 
use of 'define' in B2D source code - section 10.2.7). 
The basic subroutine mechanism in ROOTS is that of the underlying For- 
tran language. However the . 
LEVEL construct has been provided to allow 
designers to organise their subroutines into layers of abstract machines if they 
so wish (see section 4.5.2: Further Instruction Examples and figure 7-3). The 
. CALL statement has 
been enhanced to allow the subroutine's level as well as 
name to be specified. A recursive subroutine call may also be identified by 
. 
CALL(*). 
The third feature is the . ADD command which replaces itself with the con- 
tents of the file named as its argument. The H-expansion of the ADD state- 
ment may optionally be drawn out or not as required. 
7.5.1.3. Integration/Selection 
The ROOTS language has unified the syntax of the IF and CASE statements 
and requires a mandatory ELSE clause for which the OK, NULL and FAIL state- 
ments have been designed. For example note the difference in meaning (but 
not action) between the (theoretically redundant) ELSE clauses in the following 
examples: 
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C Check status 
. 
IF (STATUS. EQ. BAD) 
. THEN 
. FAIL(ex, 'bad status') 
. 
ELSE 
. 0K 
. ENDIF 
. EC ASSUMPTION 1: Status is ok to proceed 
.C Make sure value is positive variety 
. IF 
(VALUE. LT. O) THEN 
VALUE = VALUE " -1 
. ELSE 
. NULL 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
. ASSUMPTION 2: New value = ABS(old value) 
7.5.1.4. Induction/Deduction 
In addition to the traditional FOR and WHILE loop constructs, ROOTS has 
CYCLE which is a bounded, multiple termination, iteration construct especially 
designed for Safe Programming-3 An example is given below. (Note the 
hierarchically structured UNTIL-EXITIF construct). 
. CYCLE 
K=1, lenmax TILL (1) . DO 
. UNTIL 
(end of input) JE 
. EXITIF (BIN(J). EQ. terminator) . TOSITU(j) 
.C Convert Jth binary to decimal 
. 
IG stub 
J=J+1 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
. 0K 
. LIMIT 
. FAIL(ex, `loop bound exceeded') 
. ENDCY 
7.5.1.5. Proof 
ROOTS contains features to help with both the proofs of termination and 
correctness. Proof of termination is assisted by the CYCLE construct (see sec- 
tion 7.5.1.4 above) which is designed to be used with the Safe Programming 
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technique (3 - see section 10.1.3) in which termination is made simple to prove 
by bounding all loops. 
Proofs of correctness are aided by the ASSERTION (run time verification 
possible) and ASSUMPTION (no run time verification possible) statements which 
allow proof aspects to be included directly in the detailed design. The OK, NULL 
and FAIL constructs were also designed with correctness concerns in mind. A 
secondary feature is the absence of constructs in ROOTS which make proofs 
difficult (eg GOTOs). 
7.5.1.6. Run-time Monitoring 
The ROOTS language contains features to allow the programmer to control 
the ROOTS MONITOR, a sophisticated run-time support package which produces 
traces, snapshots, control flow histories and performance measurements (see 
sections 7.6 and 7.7). 
7.5.1.7. Inadequacies 
It should be born in mind that ROOTS is an experimental tool kit not a 
production system and as such it suffers from certain inadequacies. stemming 
mainly from the fact that it is essentially a Fortran pre-processor and not a 
specially constructed compiler. The main inadequacies over and above those 
common to all preprocessors are 
1. ROOTS (like Fortran) has little support for data structures (DRIL has 
more). 
2. ROOTS does not yet support the full cuboid Dimensional Design represen- 
tation. 
3. The subroutine level structuring mechanism is not general enough to hen- 
dle recursion (most Fortrans do not handle recursion). 
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Most of the above features mentioned in sections 7.5.1-6 above can be seen in 
the ROOTS source code version of B2D given in section 10.2.7 which is a 
machine readable version of the detailed design. 
7.5.2. Production of Documentation 
As soon as a machine readable version of the Detailed Design. is available it 
can be input to a variety of software tools which can produce further valuable 
design documentation such as cross reference indices etc. ROOTS produces 
two documents, by analysing the source code, which are relevant to the Dimen- 
sional Design technique. One is to do with Quality Control (see section 7.5.3) 
and the other is the neat, machine drawn version of the Detailed Design itself. 
The initial compilation produces a machine drawn Dimensional Design which 
should be logically identical to the hand-drawn version from which the ROOTS 
source code was derived. This direct, visual comparison enables the encoding 
process to be verified in a novel way (see figure 7-1). If at the stage of initial 
compilation the ROOTS source code is not 'compilable' because it contains 
stubs then the programmer is legitimately using the compiler as a CAD tool. 
From this point on in the Software Life Cycle any subsequent modification 
to the program which involves recompilation will automatically produce a new, 
right-up-to-date copy of the detailed design drawing which is a step forward 
towards solving the maintenance problem. If the maintenance is sloppy and 
changes the terminal parts of the design without appropriate amendments to 
the relevant design hierarchy, experience has shown that this degeneration 
quite quickly becomes (literally) visible in the Detailed Design drawing and can 
sometimes be detected from the Quality Control documents produced during 
compilation. 
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7.5.3. Quality Control 
Detailed designs, expressed as Dimensional Designs, have, to some extent, 
the following desirable properties: 
different different 
well -structured programs look well -structured to the reader's eye badly -structured badly -strutured 
whereas detailed designs expressed as conventional source code do not have 
these properties because large numbers of lines of source code all look rather 
similar (see Chapter 8 for further discussion). These highly visual properties of 
Dimensional Designs mean that sloppy maintenance becomes. quite literally, 
visible. However, a problem of scale arises. The maintainer of non-trivial pro- 
grams (and certainly the manager of several such maintainers) does not have 
the time to constantly keep visually inspecting all of the code for which he is 
responsible and so the question naturally arises "can this inspection be 
automated? ". 
Lord Kelvin once observed that "When you can measure what you are 
speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but 
when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and 
unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have 
scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever the 
matter may be". So, to automate the inspection of Dimensional Designs 
requires that a metric be defined which measures or captures what, at this 
stage, is just an intuitive feeling that the maintainer senses when he looks at a 
Dimensional Design. He is somehow unconsciously abstracting some property 
or properties by means of his overall vision of the diagram: this overall picture 
is a function of the logical structure of the program being represented. For 
example, experience has shown that a program having a 'poor' descriptive 
hierarchy (in the refinement sense) will be visually fairly 'flat'. Maintenance 
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work to 'improve' the quality of the design by adding explanatory, scoped com- 
ments will significantly increase the depth and variety of the program's tree 
structured Dimensional Design; long sequences of uncommented executable 
statements will become hierarchically structured sequences of scoped com- 
ments explaining the functions of the (now shorter in length but greater in 
number) sequences of executable statements (see figure 7-8). 
So a first attempt to measure the 'quality' of a program's explanatory 
refinement hierarchy might be to measure the lengths of sequences of execut- 
able statements (terminal nodes). This would be an adequate metric to dif- 
ferentiate figure 7-8a from 7-8b. A more general metric would include 
sequences of comments (non terminal nodes) as well. As there are many 
sequences in any given Dimensional Design it was decided to display the results 
of such sequence length measurements as a histogram. An example of such a 
histogram is figure 7-9 giving the lengths of sequences in the B2D example pro- 
gram. 
In fact many, many different histograms can be computed from a Dimen- 
sional Design because, as it is an n-ary tree, there are n degrees of symmetry 
in the set of possible histograms. Some can measure 'local' features such as 
the number of subsystems (ROOTS statements) per individual sequence (set, 
refinement etc). Some histograms can measure 'cumulative' features such as 
the total number of sequences (sets, refinements etc) which make up one, 
higher level subsystem, or 'global' features such as the depth (ie distance from 
the tree's root in a tree walk sense) at which a subsystem is located. 
The number of possible histograms is increased if it is decided to differen- 
tiate between, say, sequences whose descriptions are enumerated, iterated or 
abstracted. In ROOTS, these description reducing techniques can be used to 
define classes of source code statements, sequences, sets and refinements 
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thus 
STATEMENT 1. Action 1. Terminal ie unrefined leaf 
2. Conditional 2. Nonterminal ie refined leaf 
(ie part of condi- 
tional symbol) 
SEQUENCE 1-Enumerated 
2. Repeated ie iteratively generated 
3. Missing ie removed by H-reduction 
SET 1. Enumerated 
(Set induction & 
abstraction not yet 
implemented in 
ROOTS) 
REFINEMENT 1 Enumerated 
2-Recursive ie inductively generated 
3. Missing ie removed by H-reduction 
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The full set of possible 'feature measuring' histograms is large. For the 
simple (3+2)-ary trees which represent ROOTS programs there are over 175 
'local' feature histograms and over 30 'depth' feature histograms, all of which 
quantify some aspect of a Dimensional Design tree which can be interpreted as 
one component of overall quality (see figures 7-10 and 7-11). The concept 
behind 'depth' histograms is that the triple which uniquely identifies the posi- 
tion of any given node in a 3-ary tree shows how many statements must be 
'reasoned about' before being able to understand the given statement. For 
example suppose "A=B+C" is at position (refine=3, sequence=5, set=2) in a 
Dimensional Design then the programmer must go down through 3 levels of 
refinement, sort out 2 alternatives and 'do' 5 sequential instructions to under- 
stand the context and role of "A=B+C". This metric is related to the Reduction 
of Enumerative Reasoning (see section 3.4). 
To date only a subset of all possible histograms is generated by ROOTS and 
no extensive trials have been made of their use. However, even from the lim- 
ited experience gained so far it appears that certain histograms do seem to 
capture the intuitive feel that visual inspection gives, particularly when combi- 
nations of different histograms are interpreted collectively. For example when 
the local feature Number of Statements per Sequence histogram is taken 
together with the global feature Refinement Depth per Statement histogram 
they seem to give an insight as to how well structured is the 'What-How' expla- 
natory hierarchy. 
The Number of Statements per Sequence histogram reflects how many 
statements are needed to refine individual scoped comments. A good manage- 
ment technique is to develop an awareness for the expected distribution of this 
metric for 'good' programs and then ask for explanations of extreme deviation, 
eg "why do some comments require an exceptionally large number of state- 
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ments to implement? ". The answer is usually, but not always, that executable 
instructions have been added without amending the higher levels of the Dimen- 
sional Design ie changing the code but not the design. (The author's staff once 
found the author guilty of this crime by checking the histograms of a program 
being developed by the whole team. He had 'patched' the program late one 
night to cure a bug and meant to amend the design later - honestly! ). 
The Refinement Depth per Statement histogram shows the 'depth' of each 
statement in the explanatory 'What-How' hierarchy ie how many levels of 
refinement down does any statement occur. Figures 7.12 and 7-13 show the 
same program (B2D) with and without an explanatory hierarchy and their 
respective histograms. (Note in passing how B2D's Dimensional Design has 
been scaled down giving an overall view of its structure. ) The two histograms in 
combination seem to be a promising technique for spotting poorly maintained 
programs. If such histograms are recorded regularly throughout the life time 
of a program and compared, it seems. from limited experience, that the degen- 
eration of quality due to 'normal' maintenance work is reflected in the time 
sequence of histograms. When work is performed specifically to improve the 
deteriorated quality then this 'bringing back up to standard' seems to again 
be reflected in the changing shapes of the histograms which appear to 'ani- 
mate' Belady's Law of Increasing Unstructuredness (Entropy): "The entropy of a 
system increases with time unless specific work is executed to maintain or 
reduce it". 5 
Thus the histograms allow a manager to 
1. question deviations from expected norms 
2. watch for unhealthy trends 
by somehow abstracting useful properties related to program quality. How- 
ever. this line of research has not been pursued as far as is desirable and no 
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i 
substantial claims can be made for it but preliminary experience has shown 
that a maintenance programmer can gain much more from studying a set of 
histograms than he can from contemplating the results of calculating 'magic 
number' complexity measures such as McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity49 and 
the number of possible paths through the program (iteration! ) both of which 
have been implemented in ROOTS, or Halstead's Software Science approach29 
which has not been implemented in ROOTS. This is not too suprising as the set 
of histograms approach portrays much more information than 'magic 
numbers' ever can but histograms require 'interpretation' by the programmer 
which 'magic numbers' superficially do not. The power of the histogramming 
technique comes from three factors unique to Dimensional Design. One factor 
is that the histograms analyse a tree. The second factor is that this tree con- 
tains the explanatory 'What-How' hierarchy in an explicit form which is amen- 
able to analysis and the third factor is that the histograms are easy and cheap 
to compute. No conventional programming system has these properties. 
Still, 
all that can be said at this stage is that the histogramming technique 
is a 
promising avenue for future work. 
Histograms are not the only possible quality control techniques which may 
be used at this stage of Construction. For example, software tools may be used 
to check for likely portability problems (eg PFORT69 ) or to enforce project 
standards. ROOTS, for instance, forces all comments 
to be scoped and expli- 
citly refined into, eventually, executable code. As no original quality control 
work, other than the invention of the histogramming technique, has been 
undertaken the prototype ROOTS tool-kit has not yet been stocked with exist- 
ing quality control tools. Much more work is needed in this vital area, for the 
customer, designer and maintenance programmer alike all need effective ways 
to measure the quality of their software. 
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The quality control techniques discussed above only relate to the quality 
of the (static) detailed design or source code. Software must also execute 
correctly and efficiently and so sets of quality control techniques are needed to 
quantify these dynamic aspects too; but before this is possible the static 
source code/design must be turned into an executable binary program. 
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Figure 7-8. Program with & without explanatory hierarchy. 
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7.5.4. Production of the Binary Program 
The output from the ROOTS preprocessor is actually standard Fortran. 
This has to be passed through the conventional Fortran compilation system to 
produce an executable binary program. ROOTS is a Fortran based system 
because it has to fit in with the reality of existing programming practice at the 
Rutherford Laboratory where Fortran programming is standard. The benefits 
gained from using the Fortran route have far outweighed the disadvantages of 
developing a new compiler for yet another odd ball programming language. 
Options exist within the ROOTS preprocessor to allow the binary to be pro- 
duced with or without calls to the ROOTS run time monitoring system which 
has been built to aid rectification, development and testing. 
7.6. Testing 
Software may be tested at several different stages of its life cycle and for 
several different reasons. It was argued in section 2.3.6 that testing is only 
useful if it is undertaken as a scientific experiment performed on a system to 
test the validity of a hypothesis concerning that system. For example. a pro- 
gram might be tested to experimentally confirm that its performance is in 
accordance with the designer's predictions. Such testing cannot be exhaustive 
and so is only valid if it is related to an underlying theoretical model of perfor- 
mance which was derived as part of the detailed design activity. Such testing is 
a form of Quality Control. In contrast to the Quality Control of the Detailed 
Design (section 7.5.3) which related to the Static Analysis of the program's 
design description, such testing relates to the Dynamic run time behaviour of 
the program. Run time behaviour is a much less visible or tangible aspect of a 
program than its design and is consequently more difficult to understand, 
analyse and document. The ROOTS tool kit contains novel and sophisticated 
run time monitoring facilities which help the programmer to perform a 
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Dynamic Analysis of his program's execution time behaviour. 
7.6.1. Run Time Monitor 
It is a weakness of many programming language designs and implementa- 
tions that they provide no facilities for debugging and performance measure- 
ment. Discovering which sections of a program consume the most resources 
can be exceedingly laborious and hence is rarely undertaken. 
The ROOTS tool-kit provides its users with facilities to 
1. measure the CPU time and I/O time taken by nominated sections and 
statements, 
2. generate a hierarchically structured execution trace of nominated sec- 
tions and statements and 
3. monitor control and data flow in the program. 
At the language level this is achieved by including a formal monitoring specifi- 
cation section at the start of each ROOTS program which defines the type and 
scale of monitoring required, and then simply tagging those sections and state- 
ments throughout the program for which monitoring is required (see section 
10.2.6). 
It is a further weakness of most other conventional run time monitoring 
systems that the results produced are in the form of a sequential line printer 
listing; relating these results to the program itself can be exceedingly tedious. 
The ROOTS Monitor is closely integrated with the Dimensional Design support 
tools so that by feeding the output from the Monitor along with the machine 
readable Detailed Design (source code) into the Dimensional Design drawing 
program (see figure 7-1) a version of the Detailed Design can be produced 
which is augmented by performance data and run time snapshots (see example 
B2D in sections 10.2.4-5). This run time information is thereby placed at the 
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exact points in the design to which it relates. 
The run time execution traces generated by the Monitor are also 
presented to the programmer as Dimensional Designs (see B2D in section 
10.2.6). There are several mechanisms provided to control the style and 
volume of tracing. All of these Monitor facilities are more fully described in 22 
see section 10.1.2. 
7.6.2. Performance 
Compiling the complete Detailed Design rather than just its source code 
terminal statements provides ROOTS with a major advantage over conventional 
performance monitors because via ROOTS the designer can monitor his pro- 
gram throughout a whole range of levels of abstraction rather than at some 
fixed, small grain level such as the individual statement or subroutine or the 
machine's 'next binary machine code instruction' register! Typically, a pro- 
grammer looking for, say, a CPU bottleneck can monitor at a high level of 
abstraction to see where the majority of the time is spent. Armed with this 
knowledge the more detailed levels of the major consumer can now be moni- 
tored -a process which can continue recursively until the offending section is 
identified. At each stage little overhead is introduced because only a few key 
points are being monitored. Even then the ROOTS Monitor measures its own 
overheads for the programmer to take into account (see section 10.2.4). 
All monitoring activity is optional. that is the ROOTS compiler can be 
instructed to ignore the monitoring instructions and produce a 'production' 
version. This means that monitoring instructions can be left in the source 
code permanently which is a great advantage to the maintenance programmer 
as he can now 'inherit' the monitoring work of the original designers and 
developers. Also it enables periodic monitoring to be undertaken to check 
that, say, performance has not become degraded due to development activities, 
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and it allows 'useful' monitoring experiments to be saved so that if, say, a 
problem recurs, the previously successful monitoring instructions can be just 
turned on rather than laboriously reinvented. The ability to retain useful sets 
of monitoring instructions is another advantage of the ROOTS tool kit not com- 
monly found in today's programming systems. 
ROOTS currently measures CPU time, I/O time, execution frequency and 
depth of recursion. Many other parameters could be measured. As well as 
locating bottlenecks this sort of information is useful in giving the designer 
feedback about the overall dynamic behaviour of his program; performance 
measurement is an animation tool. 
7.8.3. Animation 
The ROOTS Monitor generates another 'animation' tool which can be 
directly displayed on the Static Detailed Design. Snapshots of the values of 
selected variables can be taken during execution, held in circular buffers and 
then displayed at appropriate positions on the detailed design so the program- 
mer can again obtain a 'feel' for the behaviour of his program (see B2D in sec- 
tion 10.2.3). Naurs7 used snapshots to prove the correctness of programs. He 
commented that "Our proof problem is one of relating a static description of a 
result to a dynamic description of a way to obtain the result. Basically there 
are two ways of bringing the two descriptions closer together, either we may try 
to make the static description more dynamic ... or we may try to make the 
dynamic description more static. Of these the second is clearly preferable 
because we have far more experience in manipulating static descriptions". 
Mastering the interdependence of the static description and dynamic execution 
is the essence of programming skill. Mills51 feels that the benefits of struc- 
tured programming are that "these ideas are powerful tools in mentally con- 
necting the static text of a program with the dynamic process it invokes in 
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execution" 
The ROOTS Monitor analyses the dynamic flow of control by two mechan- 
isms. The first is the traditional circular buffer containing the identities of the 
last few statements executed (see B2D in section 10.2.6.2). This technique is 
considerably overshadowed by the Trace facility in the Monitor which is a novel 
feature. 
The ROOTS Monitor produces a trace of the execution using exactly the 
same notation ( Dimensional Design ) as the Static detailed design. (see B2D in 
section 10.2.6.1). The Detailed Design of a program is a Generative description 
of the statements to be executed. A ROOTS Monitor trace represents the 
Enumerated description ie the actual statements executed. In doing this the 
Trace captures the 'animation' of the Generative process. By placing the static 
description alongside the dynamic description (see figure 7-1) the designer can 
obtain a very clear (mental and physical) picture of his program's behaviour. 
The complete Enumerated Description of a typical program would be a 
huge Trace. a totally impractical document to produce. The ROOTS Monitor 
therefore contains several features to control the volume of Trace output (see 
22 - section 10.1.2). Three such novel features are: 
1. Depth Control 
2. Pruning 
3. Repetition Filtering 
The Trace, being an Enumerative Dimensional Design, is a tree whose root is the 
program's name and whose leaves are the executed statements. Non-terminal 
nodes are the elements of the 'What-How' hierarchy. ROOTS exploits these 
non-terminal nodes (which are missing from conventional programs) by allow- 
ing the user to specify to what depth should the tree of the Trace be recorded 
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for any given section of the program. Thus the hierarchical structure of the 
design allows Tracing to occur at varying levels of detail/abstraction. 
A further refinement of the depth concept allows the user to specify that 
the Trace tree be 'grown' down to a certain depth, but upon successful comple- 
tion of a given section, that the tree be 'pruned back' to a lesser depth. This 
feature means that the overall progress of the computation can be recorded at 
a high (low) level of abstraction (detail) whilst if an error occurs, causing 
premature termination, the tree will not be pruned in that region and a much 
greater amount of detail is reported around the erroneous region. 
A third volume controlling feature is the Repetition Filter. By this means 
the programmer can specify a filtering function which will only allow Tracing of 
a subset of all the iterations around a loop. This considerably reduces the 
Trace volume whilst adequately 'animating' the iteration. For example, the 
programmer might, chose to trace the first five iterations 
(to check the algo- 
rithmic logic ie induction) and then only every 1000th thereafter to monitor the 
computational progress (to watch, say, convergence occur). 
[Note: in the 
current ROOTS Monitor Repetition Filters only work on iterations, but clearly 
the principle could be generalised to handle all forms of Induction. ) Most of the 
other monitoring features in ROOTS, such as snapshots, also carry 'iteration 
number' information which is of great value to the programmer in picturing 
run-time behaviour. 
The example program. B2D, was deliberately chosen to illustrate the `ani- 
mation' of recursion and iteration so that their similarities and differences 
could be clearly visualised (see section 10.2.6.1). Both iteration and recursion 
generate and execute a repeated pattern of instructions. "The recursive pro- 
cedure, however, forced upon us the recognition of the difference between its 
(static) text and its (dynamic) execution - its 'incarnation' as it has been 
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called. The procedure text is one thing; the set of local variables it operates on 
this time is quite another matter". 15 In a recursive procedure both instruc- 
tions and data storage are inductively generated. An iterative procedure usu- 
ally only generates instructions. As the generation of instructions is trivially 
easy in both cases (manipulation of the program counter) whilst the data 
storage management can be a complex business it is clear why recursion is 
sometimes erroneously labelled as less 'efficient' than iteration. 
The ROOTS Monitor was designed to allow programmers to obtain a picture 
of the way their programs behave. Such 'animation' should lead to a better 
understanding of their programs, should confirm that the designer's inten- 
tions have been realised in practice and should help to produce correct pro- 
grams. 
7.6.4. Correctness 
The most that the ROOTS Monitor can do is to trap obvious errors such as 
division by zero and check ASSERTIONS at run time for "program testing can be 
used to show the presence of bugs, but never to show their absence! ". 15 
7.6.5. Practical Experience 
The ROOTS Monitor has not yet been used in anger on a major project but 
it has produced encouraging results with small programs. lt was built as an 
experiment to evaluate some novel ideas and so far techniques exploiting the 
explicit structure of the Detailed Design to produce a hierarchical Trace with 
depth and pruning controls and repetition filters have proved successful. 
The results of monitoring the performance of even small programs have 
been illuminating and suprisingly counter-intuitive at times, emphasising the 
inadequacy of modern practice in not undertaking performance prediction 
work during the design stage and the inadequate feedback from modern 
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language implementations on the resource costs of their features (see section 
10.2.4) 
The hierarchically structured Trace has proved successful at animating 
the concepts of H-reduction/expansion, integration/selection and 
induction/ deduction by relating the Generative to the Enumerated Deserip- 
tions 
Finally the ROOTS tool kit, with its unification of the static and dynamic 
representational techniques, eases the programmer's burden by improving the 
Conceptual Integrity9 (see section 2.3.3) of his tools and strengthens his ability 
to tackle the major problem in Software Engineering, the maintenance task or 
more accurately, Rectification and Development. 
7.7. Rectification & Development 
Maintenance is a euphemism for the detection and correction of design 
errors. Rectification is the detection and correction of errors in the Detailed 
Design, ie the program does not conform to its Specification. Development 
takes place when the program is operating correctly but its users wish either 
to change its functional specification or have its efficiency improved. 
7.7.1. Rectification 
Rectification, ideally, should not be necessary. However even with correct- 
ness proofs, run-time checkable assertions and bounded loops, some faults are 
still likely to occur in practice. The Dimensional Design/ROOTS system helps 
programmers to detect errors in three ways. 
Firstly, the ROOTS Monitor animation features allow the programmer to 
see how the intended behaviour of the program differs from the actual 
behaviour (conventional debugging). All the features of Traces, Snapshots. 
Control Flow and Performance Measurement (see section 7.6) are at his 
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disposal. 
Secondly, the ROOTS system ensures that the programmer is trying to find 
an error in the actual design from which the erroneous program was con- 
structed by always producing a new design drawing with each compilation. 
(How many man-hours have been wasted by looking at the (slightly! ) out of 
date version of the listing, which by Murphy's Law, does not actually contain 
the sought after error! ). In addition, the retention of the complete, hierarchi- 
cally structured Detailed Design, in neat machine drawn form, is of great assis- 
tance at debugging time as the programmer needs to appreciate the overall 
design context when looking for bugs, wandering up and down the logic hierar- 
chy until finally descending upon the faulty part. Having the whole design 
available helps the maintenance programmer to see how the section under 
scrutiny interacts with sections written long ago (by people he probably never 
even met) and which he must now learn and understand. 
Thirdly, visual inspection or Static Analysis can hint at those parts of the 
program which are potential harbingers of bugs, namely those areas which 
appear scrappy as a result of poor design, bad maintenance or failure to 
amend design and code together. 
The correction of errors relies solely on the skill of the programmer. He 
must realise that every time he corrects an error by changing the source code 
he is in fact changing the design. There are a whole host of problems associ- 
ated with fault reporting, change control, the versions problem, getting feed- 
back about errors to the original designers etc for which ROOTS offers no assis- 
tance. 
7.7.2. Development 
The development of a correctly operating system occurs when its users 
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wish to change its functional capability or improve its efficiency. This implies 
possible changes to the program's Specification and Overall Design as well as 
the Detailed Design. Many years ago programmers were encouraged to write 
'efficient' programs. This usually involved 'tricky' practices. Then the pendu- 
lum swung in favour of correctness. However, writes Dijkstra15 "my refusal to 
regard efficiency considerations as the programmer's prime concern is not 
meant to imply that I disregard them. On the contrary, efficiency considera- 
tions are recognised as one of the main incentives to modify a logically correct 
program. My point, however, is that we can only afford to optimise (whatever 
that may be) provided that the program remains sufficiently manageable". 
ROOTS offers the programmer a good Monitor with which the success of 
various attempts to optimise a program can be measured. It is unfortunately 
all too common to see programmers 'optimising' their programs without any 
attempt at either analysing the performance of the existing version or measur- 
ing the change in performance of the newer versions. Knuth42 comments that 
"There is no doubt that the grail of efficiency leads to abuse. Programmers 
waste enormous amounts of time thinking about, or worrying about, the speed 
of non-critical parts of their programs, and these attempts at efficiency actu- 
ally have a strong negative impact when debugging and maintenance are con- 
sidered. We should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: 
premature optimisation is the root of all evil. 
Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%. A good 
programmer will not be lulled into complacency by such reasoning, he will be 
wise to look carefully at the critical code; but only after that code has been 
identified. It is often a mistake to make a priori judgements about what parts 
of a program are really critical, since the universal experience of programmers 
who have been using measurement tools has been that their intuitive guesses 
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fail. After working with such tools for seven years. I've become convinced that 
all compilers written from now on should be designed to provide all program- 
mers with feedback indicating what parts of their programs are costing the 
most; indeed, this feedback should be supplied automatically unless it has 
been specifically turned off". 
When development activity causes changes to the design of a program 
then ROOTS can help keep the documentation up to date and Dimensional 
Design can help the developer to see the implications of proposed changes. 
Dijkstra15 comments that As long as programs are regarded as linear strings 
of basic symbols of a programming language and, accordingly, program modifi- 
cation is treated as text manipulation on that level, then each program modifi- 
cation must be understood in the universe of all programs (right or wrong! ) 
that can be written in that programming language. No wonder that program 
modification is then a most risky operation! The basic symbol is too small and 
meaningless a unit in terms of which to describe this ... 
To rephrase the same 
argument: with the birth of Algol 60, syntax was discovered as a powerful 
means for expressing structure in a program text. (Syntax became so glorified 
that many workers in the field identified Computing Science with Syntactic 
analysW). It was slightly overlooked, however, that by expressing structure 
by 
syntax, this structure is only given very indirectly. is to be derived by means of 
a parsing algorithm to be applied to a linear sequence of symbols. 
This hurts if 
we realise that many a program modification leaves large portions of the 
structure unaffected, so that after painful re-parsing of the modified text 
the 
same structure re-emerges! I have a strong feeling that the adequacy 
of 
context-free methods for the representation of structure has long been grossly 
overestimated". Dijkstra then goes on to give a beautiful example of the 
inade- 
quacy of the indirect, syntactic approach in which two compensating errors 
In 
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a program (missing closing quote symbol followed by missing opening quote 
symbol) render the program syntactically correct but nonsensical. [Note that 
the visual two dimensional technique of Dimensional Design renders such 
errors immediately obvious. ] 
Both Rectification and Development boil down to redesign work, closing 
the loops in the program production process (see figure 7-1). 
7.8. Summary 
The dependence of Rectification and Development on a redesign cycle com- 
pletes the description of the practical use of Dimensional Design with a suitable 
reminder that the quality of software is critically dependent on the quality of 
its design. 
The theory of Dimensional Design, advanced in Chapters* 3-6, has been 
shown in this chapter to have been used successfully on several real projects. 
The B2D program and the ROOTS tool kit have been used to illustrate how 
Dimensional Design is used to produce a working, maintainable program. Fig- 
ure 7-1 outlined the various stages and tools involved in a program's design, 
construction and development. Subsequent sections showed how Dimensional 
Design was used to produce a Detailed Design which was captured, completely, 
by the ROOTS coding and compilation scheme, to enable automatic design 
document production, performance measurement and animation/debugging 
information, all presented in a single, common representational technique. 
In this way Dimensional Design/ROOTS has attempted to reduce (but not 
solve) the Software Crisis' major component, the maintenance problem, by 
firstly improving the initial design of individual programs and secondly by pro- 
viding the maintenance programmer with a complete Detailed Design together 
with a set of software tools to help him rectify and develop this design. How 
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well has Dimensional Design/ROOTS achieved its stated goals in comparison to 
existing techniques? 
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CHAPTER B. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: ASSESSMENT 
8.1 Introduction 
8.2 Existing Techniques 
8.3 Comparison: Dimensional Design v Existing Techniques 
8.4 Comparison: Dimensional Design v Nested Boxes 
8.5 Comparison: Dimensional Design v Stated Goals 
OUTLINE 
The small scale software engineering problem has been tackled by develop- 
ing a theory of Dimensional Design and then putting the theory into practice. 
The representational technique was the key feature of Dimensional Design. 
This chapter assesses Dimensional Design by first looking at existing tech- 
niques such as high level programming languages (an example of pure textual 
representation - or are they? ), traditional flowcharts (created to perceptually 
model induction), trees and nested boxes (perceptible 'structure' is now 
fashionable). Hybrids are introduced. They are textual * descriptions aug- 
mented by redundant, perceptual recoding of key features. All of these tech- 
niques use certain basic elements, their 'vocabularies', which may be quantita- 
tively compared against Dimensional Design. Nested boxes emerge as the most 
well developed competitor to Dimensional Design so a detailed comparison of 
the two is undertaken. Finally Dimensional Design is assessed against its 
stated goals - has it actually solved the small scale software engineering prob- 
lem? 
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8. DIMENSIONAL DESIGN: ASSESSMENT 
8.1. Introduction 
The assessment of the Dimensional Design technique hinges around the 
question 
"Has Dimensional Design achieved its stated goals; specifically, can it 
improve the initial quality and tractability of a software design and reduce 
the subsequent burden of rectification and development? " 
This question contains the implication that 'improvement' means improvement 
over existing techniques. The general state of Software Engineering was 
reviewed in Chapter 2 but after the decision to concentrate on the problems of 
producing individual programs (Small Scale Software Engineering) little has 
been said about existing small scale production techniques. It is therefore 
necessary to compare Dimensional Design with conventional practice before 
making an overall assessment. 
8.2. Existing Techniques 
8.2.1. The Major Types of Representational Techniques 
From the very beginning of modern computing in the 1940s there has 
been a consistent descriptive trend away from the definitive binary machine 
code program to more abstract and tractable formulations. The development 
of more humane representations of programs has proceeded in two major 
directions, the Textual and the Perceptual, driven mainly by the need to res- 
trict the generality of the von Neumann machine so that programmers can 
only produce intellectually manageable programs (see figure 8-1). Figures 8-2 
to 8-6 are examples of the major techniques currently used to express Detailed 
Designs. 
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MACHINE 
CODE PROGRAM 
(textual) 
ASSEMBLER 
(restrict) 
HIGH LEVEL 
LANGUAGES 
(perceptual) 
FLOWCHARTS 
(restrict) 
TREES NESTED BOXES 
(combine) 
HYBRIDS 
Figure 8-1. Development of Major Representational Techniques. 
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8.2.2. Textual v Perceptual Descriptions 
Of the examples shown in figures 8-2 to 8-6 four out of the five are 
'diagrams' or perceptual descriptions and only one, the high level language, is a 
textual description. The difference between a textual and a perceptual 
description is exemplified by comparing a map, which presents its information 
as an analogue encoding into 2-D space, with an annotated list of grid refer- 
ences. 
Commenting on the origins of these two techniques by contrasting 'sen- 
tences' (textual) and 'formulae' (perceptual) MacLennan47 observes "In origin, 
sentences are written encodings of spoken communication. Since the sounds 
of speech evolve sequentially in time, the framework in which sentences are 
constructed is naturally one dimensional, that one dimension corresponding to 
time. Therefore when sentences are read, the time sequence in which the 
words are presented to the eye approximates that in which the sounds would 
have reached the ear. This one dimension is used as the framework in which 
the information bearing units of the sentence, the words. are arranged. In 
most languages the written form of a word is a sequence of letters, which does 
not in itself contribute to the meaning of the sentence: rather, it is a phonetic 
encoding of the spoken form of the word. 
Formulas have a completely different origin since they were, from the 
beginning, a written language. Formulas are of a class with diagrams, and ulti- 
mately derive from pictures whereas sentences are meant to be read, either 
silently or aloud, formulas are meant to be studied, or shown to another. 
They are not readable, per se. In particular, there is only one correct order in 
which to read a sentence: in grasping a formula the eye may rove over the 
page, possibly visiting one part several times. Because of this. formulas can 
take advantage of the richer communication possibilities of a two dimensional 
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layout. 
The above discussion can be summarised as follows. All notations can be 
analysed into primitives and constructors. The application of the constructors 
to the primitives (according to the syntax rules of the notation) generates all 
the instances of that notation. For sentences, the basic constructor is the 
linear arrangement of the primitives, and the primitives are words, whose writ- 
ten forms encode their spoken forms. The constructor of formulas is the two 
dimensional spatial arrangement of their primitives, and the primitives are 
symbols, with no phonetic significance, chosen only for their distinctive shape 
and, possibly, a pictorial suggestion of their meaning. " 
"It is possible in principle to develop notations that are purely perceptual, 
like a scale model, but these are of no more practical interest than a purely 
(textual) notation would be, an unbroken stream of text without any typo- 
graphical aids to legibility whatsoever - no paragraphs, no capitals etc. Usable 
notations always contain both (textual) and perceptual elements" . 
25 Some- 
times the two types of descriptions are independently combined, as in figure 
8-7a, where the perceptual encodings (circles) describe the inter-relationships 
between the sets whilst the textual part describes the nature and contents of 
the individual sets. Sometimes the two types of description are not indepen- 
dent. Often the perceptual component is, strictly speaking, redundant because 
the information it conveys can be extracted from the textual component. 
Typographical layout and source code indentation are good examples of this 
combination which Fitter and Green25 call "redundant recoding", where the 
same information is presented both textually and perceptually. A description 
which is basically a textual description with certain aspects redundantly 
recoded perceptually will be called a Hybrid. 
"Redundant recoding occurs most naturally not so much in 'pure' 
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diagrammatic notations as in enhancements to essentially linear notations. 
When one particular type of information is highly relevant to the user's task, it 
is helpful to present at least the bare bones in a perceptually-coded form, 
meanwhile presenting the fully-clothed bones in a (textual) form for closer 
examination". 25 Thus if a programmer wishes to create a Projection (see sec- 
tion 2.4.1) of a certain aspect of a system it would seem likely that a redun- 
dantly recoded Hybrid can highlight the projected aspect whilst avoiding too 
great an overall information loss. 
The redundancy in a Hybrid description is cost-effective if the intellectual 
advantage of a given aspect being immediately obvious (perceivable) is greater 
than the effort needed to work out the aspect from its implicit representation 
by a purely textual description. By perceptual encoding "diagrams avoid the 
problems of 'hark-back' created by the sequential nature of (textual) codes" 
(eg Murphy's Law says the body of a subroutine is always on a different, 
unidentified microfiche to those of its callers), "but on the other hand 
(diagrams) have problems of their own, notably the need to introduce a voca- 
bulary of special symbols (eg flowchart box types) to enhance the small 
number of available perceptual codes". 25 
Perceptual encoding, therefore, has a limited Vocabulary. Illustrated so 
far have been the techniques of Insideness (Venn Diagram. Nested Boxes), Spa- 
tial Location (a map), Connectedness (ANSI Flowchart) and Indentation (source 
code program). The size of the perceptual vocabulary may be increased by 
varying the style of lines (dashed, thickened etc) and by colouring. (Note: 
non-graphic techniques such as sound are not considered here). Even so, the 
perceptual vocabulary is still small compared to the textual and symbolic 
vocabularies. Worse still, the Resolution of perceptual coding techniques is 
usually rather coarse - for example it would be no help at all to indent a source 
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code listing by millimetre steps! 
As the whole point of using a diagrammatic notation rather than a purely 
textual one is to make something perceptually obvious it is clear that the 
inherent possibilities and limitations of the description's medium greatly 
influence the success in attaining this goal. 
Given the limited vocabulary of perceptual encodings and their limited 
resolutions Fitter and Green25 suggest five principles to guide the designer of a 
Hybrid notation: 
1. The information that is encoded perceptually rather than textually should 
be relevant. 
2. Only important aspects should be perceptually and redundantly recoded. 
3. Notations should restrict the user to comprehensible forms. 
4. Notations should reveal the underlying structures/processes. 
5. Notations should be easily revisable and manipulatable. 
To these principles could be added that "different programs should be as per- 
ceptually different as possible-25 and that, by inference, a well (badly)- 
structured program should be seen to be well (badly)-structured. 
The above guidelines, together with the concepts of textual and perceptual 
encodings, vocabulary size and resolution provide a good background against 
which to examine the descriptive techniques currently used in programming. 
-443-4-`} 
(a) Perceptual - Venn Diagram 
CS n SE x{} CS c PR PR n SE x{I 
where CS = Computer Scientists 
PR - Programmers 
SE - Software Engineers 
(b) Textual - Set Theoretic 
Figure 8-7. Textual and Perceptual Encodings Independent. 
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8.2.3. High Level Programming Languages 
8.2.3.1. Abstraction 
Programming languages are the most common and well developed form of 
program representation. Their success is probably based on two factors. 
Firstly they are highly linear and symbolic, characteristics which match the 
sequential, symbol manipulating von Neumann machine. Secondly they have a 
small, crude vocabulary to match the crude input and output devices prevalent 
throughout all computer installations. 
With compilers to map programming languages directly into binary pro- 
grams, the high level language implicitly contains almost complete information 
about all aspects of a program. However much of this information is too impli- 
cit and cannot be extracted without massive intellectual effort or further 
machine processing (eg global data flow analysis). 
It is very easy to build restrictions into high level languages and modern 
examples tend to constrain the programmer to intellectually manageable con- 
trol constructs, although there are still many anomalies such as the lack of 
fully inductive features to describe all objects (eg data structures, case state- 
ments) and the lack of artificial hierarchy creation facilities such as the 
Scoped Comment. 
8.2.3.2. Representation 
High level languages. represented by pure textual strings. have only one 
explicit relation, that of character sequence. This is based on the neatly 
matching concepts of the time sequence of spoken, natural language and the 
execution sequence of machine code instructions. 
The vocabulary of textual descriptions is small, often only 64 characters, 
due to the primitive input/output devices of modern computers. The 
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vocabulary is effectively extended by representing objects by sequences of 
characters analogous to words in natural language. The resolution of this 
extended vocabulary is not always adequate and many errors are due to 
failures to resolve the differences between compound symbols eg 'SPAGHETTI' 
and 'SPAGHETTI'. Problems of resolution are increased when the same name is 
used in different parts of the program to mean different things ie context 
dependence. 
High level programming languages are not really languages; they are 
cosmetically disguised formulae. For example problems arise in some 
languages because subscripted names have to be linearly encoded in a manner 
identical to the application of a function to its arguments (see Sentences v 
Formulae above). The major fault with programming languages is that they are 
not designed to be constantly re-read and studied but only read once - and 
that the reader is assumed to be a compiler not a human being! Programming 
languages have suffered from the fact that "Any pidgin algebra can be dressed 
up as Pidgin English to please the generals"43 (Note: 'algebra' not 'language'). 
It is therefore left to the programmer to try to make his programs as readable 
(which really should be studiable ) as possible ie to make the best of a bad job. 
8.2.3.3. Manipulation 
High level language programs are easy to create, edit and store both-by 
hand and machine. (However machine editing tends to reduce Quality - see 
indentation. section 8.2.4). Languages generated by context free grammars are 
well suited to machine analysis for the production of executable code and cer- 
tain documentation-50 It is interesting to note that even the compilers for 
which the languages are designed(! ) tend to hold their internal representations 
as Hybrids, creating parse trees and symbol tables etc. 
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High level languages are amenable to quality control analysis but lament- 
ably no significant progress has been made in this direction. High level 
languages are not particularly good at representing performance data. debug- 
ging information or animations, although 71 has made good use of colour by 
making the colours of parts of the program text a function of their execution 
frequency. 
High level languages are good for the initial creation of small sections of 
programs but due to their very poor explanatory ability they are poor for large 
design exercises (see 'Columbus' system below). 
8.2.3.4. Axiomatisation 
Due to their symbolic or formula basis, high level languages are highly 
suitable for formal treatment. For example, Chomsky's work on syntax. Hoare 
and Strachey on semantics and the growing body of knowledge on specification. 
verification and proof techniques shows this aspect of programming languages 
to be a strength. 
8.2.4. The Origins of Hybrids 
Pure text, without typographical layout ie as input to a compiler, is 
unreadable. There has therefore grown up a set of conventions and techniques 
to try to alleviate this problem by producing textual hybrids. Conventions such 
as one statement per line and indentation are common. One statement per 
line in nonsensical with block structured or hierarchical languages and inden- 
tation is not a practical technique because of the 'increasing entropy' effect in 
which, due to repeated editing, the accuracy of the indentation degenerates till 
it is meaningless. A solution to this problem is Prettyprinting - using a 
software tool to reformat a textual program. Indentation schemes usually 
suffer from a lack of resolution. The narrow width of the lineprinter forces 
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'reorientation' of lower levels of the description to appear at the same physical 
indentation as higher levels due to the limited number of available, resolvable 
indentation positions being much less than the number of logical levels in the 
description. This need not be the case. Irons reports in 43 that "I have put 
together a program which uses some of these features and which has a stan- 
dard output which prints the program in an indented manner. If it runs off 
the right hand end of the page, it produces another page to go on the right, 
and so forth. While certainly there are some situations that occur when it 
would be a bit awkward to make the paper go around the room, I have found 
that in practice, by and large, it is true that this is a very profitable way of 
operating". 
In a large, indented program the problem arises of 'matching the columns' 
ie of trying to establish, by eye amidst a lot of 'white space', exactly which 
statements are aligned at any given indentation level. The common practice 
is 
for the programmer to draw, by hand, lines connecting statements at the same 
level. This process can be automated' 0,13.53 and the generalisations of such 
Hybrids, when combined with traditional flowcharting experience, will lead 
naturally to Nested Boxes and Dimensional Designs 
(see figure 8-1). 
8.2.5. Flowcharts 
8.2.5.1. Abstraction 
Traditional flowcharts are the product of the perceptual route to a more 
abstract and tractable representation for machine code programs (see figure 
8-1). They are, historically, the first of the popular representations59 and have 
been remarkably successful because they make clearly visible the flow of con- 
trol through a program and thus enable the programmer to imagine the ani- 
mation of his program's execution. Flowcharts perceptually represent flow of 
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control, points of decision and points of action on the state. Such 'control 
flow' flowcharts have been the primary creative vehicle for Detailed Design for 
many years. It is possible to produce flowcharts at varying levels of abstrac- 
tion but no totally satisfactory way has been found of relating and/or combin- 
ing them although promising attempts were made. 41 
Control flowcharts were developed from a numerical 
analysis/computational background. With the advent of 'data processing' an 
adaptation was introduced, the 'systems flowchart' which showed the flow of 
data (or files of data) through a suite of programs. No satisfactory way of 
combining these two projections has been found. 
8.2.5.2. Representation 
Flowcharts are two dimensional diagrams whose vocabulary includes 'con- 
nectedness' (implemented by directed arcs representing flow) and special box 
symbols portraying the concepts of decision, action, subroutine call, 
input/output operation and file media. The resolution of this 'box' vocabulary 
is generally good thanks to its small size and reasonably successful standardi- 
sation. Resolution of the flow lines is good locally but can be poor globally if 
the flow lines are a) long, b) split (by connector boxes) across page boundaries 
or c) closely interwoven into complex patterns - the so called spaghetti 
logic of 
bad programs. . 
Although flowcharts are perceptual diagrams with text enclosed in box 
symbols they are not usually true Hybrids (as defined above) because a) non- 
executable information, such as declarations, is missing and b) it is often 
impossible to squeeze enough text into the Procrustean fixed sized boxes, so 
abbreviations and abstractions are used. The true Hybrid alternative requires 
variable sized boxes which are then more difficult to draw by hand and 'size of 
box' and rectangular aspect ratio then become meaningless and confusing 
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perceptual encodings. The disadvantages of conventional flowcharts are many 
and well documented4 t. 3a, 85,56 and will not be catalogued here. 
8.2.5.3. Manipulation 
One of the attractions of flowcharts is that they are easy to draw during 
the 'back of the envelope' creative stage of design. However, flowcharts of even 
moderate size are extremely difficult to lay out and tedious to draw neatly and 
these facts, combined with the extreme difficulty and poor results of drawing 
and editing by machine, 1 have been a major cause of their decline in popular- 
ity. The drawing problem combined with the inability to directly model high 
level language control constructs85 has led to the virtual disappearance of con- 
ventional flowcharts from modern software engineering methods. 
Although on the wane flowcharts still have many advantages, including 
their expository value which aids design, debugging and understanding. They 
are also good at representing performance data and resource consumption. By 
changing the familiar rectangular 'action box' into a 2-D projection of a 3-D 
cuboid whose volume was proportional to resource consumption Stockenberg 
and van Dam74 were able to elegantly represent this vital aspect of a program's 
dynamic behaviour. 
8.2.5.4. Axiomatisation 
"A set of block or flow diagrams is a two-dimensional programming 
language ... As 
far as is known, a systematic theory of this language does not 
exist" wrote Bohm and Jacopini8 in a paper famous for its expository use of 
flowcharts in promulgating the use of 'provable' control constructs. Another 
paper, 59 less famous than it deserves and predating reference, 26 used 
flowcharts extensively to prove programs correct by the method of inductive 
reasoning; indeed flowcharts were introduced specifically to model induction. 
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Although it is fashionable to decry the use of flowcharts they have been 
and continue to be of immense practical benefit to practising programmers. 
Their inadequacies have led to the search for more restricted forms which are 
more in line with modern theory. Restriction to 'structured programming' 
control structures has led to the development of Nested Boxes and Tree 
representations. It remains to be seen whether these newer techniques will 
achieve comparable widespread popularity and practical usage. 
8.2.6. Trees 
8.2.6.1. Abstraction 
In order to improve over conventional flowcharts, modern represents- 
tional techniques seek to show two additional, but independent, concepts to 
control flow. The first is the complete restriction of control flow to 'provable 
constructs' and the second is the ability to include an artificial, explanatory 
hierarchy on top of the executable instructions. The restriction on control 
flow allows the use of the convention that iteration 'loop back' arcs and selec- 
tion 'communal join' arcs may be omitted thereby allowing a program's execut- 
able instructions to be expressed as a hierarchy; tree layouts and nested boxes 
are therefore natural candidates, being essentially isomorphs. 
8.2.6.2. Representation 
The advantage of being able to represent 'structured control flow' con- 
structs and explanatory hierarchies is gained only at the price of losing the 
beautiful perceptual encoding of dynamic control flow. In tree diagram tech- 
niques such as figure 8-4a24 and figure 8-4b''7 the flow of control now follows a 
complex 'tree-walk' path back and along the arcs of the tree. This is because it 
is now the static construction of the control constructs which is perceptually 
encoded rather than the dynamic flow aspect. However. the gains from good 
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control structure heavily outweigh the cost of the initial training needed to 
become familiar with tree-walking rather than tracing the flow of control. 
Ferstl's technique (figure 8-4a), being closer to the original flowchart con- 
cept, still suffers from the drawback of having to fit text into boxes or coping 
with variable sized boxes. Warnier's technique (figure 8-4b), being more of a 
hybrid, dispenses with boxes (as did some 'conventional' flowchart systems65 ) 
but runs into worse problems because it cannot now perceptually encode itera- 
tion and selection. These have to be indicated textually by the '(l , n)' iteration 
range and the '&' mutual exclusion operator. 
" There is also no explicit itera- 
tion termination mechanism indication so a simple While loop cannot be expli- 
citly represented (see figure 8-4b, "UNTIL"). 
8.2.8.3. Manipulation 
Both types of tree diagram are difficult to draw freehand because they 
both gröw. from the root, vertically upwards as well as downwards and hence 
lack the simplicity of the one quadrant drawing schemes (see section 5.3). 
There are no known reports in the literature which show that either of 
these techniques has been automated or used on major practical projects. 
Automated drawing should not be difficult to implement as tree layout algo- 
rithms exist. 
Similarly there are no known reports of their use to portray performance, 
debugging or animation information. However, G. Jackson36 has suggested a 
technique for teaching recursion which uses (hand drawn) tree diagrams as 
animations of recursive algorithms expressed originally as Nested Box 
diagrams. This is similar to, but slightly less elegant than, the Dimensional 
Design animation trace of the execution of the B2D example program (see sec- 
tion 10.2.6.1). 
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Clearly both Tree techniques are an improvement over the conventional 
flowchart in creating and explaining well-structured programs. They have 
obvious similarities to Dimensional Design and will be directly contrasted in 
section 8.3. 
8.2.6.4. Axiomatisation 
There is no known report of the axiornatisation of these Tree diagrams; 
however, it is clear that, as they are essentially Hybrids or projections of 
'structured programs'. the latter's theory applies. 
8.2.7. Nested Boxes 
8.2.7.1. Abstraction 
The Nested Boxes type of diagram (figure 8-5) is essentially equivalent to 
the Tree type and is used to restrict the control flow to structured' concepts. 
The nested boxes technique does not yet seem to have developed sufficiently to 
be able to represent an artificial, expository hierarchy but this can easily be 
incorporated by an extension to Nassi-Shniederman'sS8 Begin-End representa- 
tion (see figure 8-5). 
8.2.7.2. Representation 
Nested box diagrams have been used for many years. especially in connec- 
tion with the block structure of Algol 60. The Contour Block models of Johns- 
ton and Organick38.61 describe both the static structure and the execution's 
animation. 
The use of nested boxes to describe well-structured programs is reported 
in the well known paper by Nassi and ShniedermanS6 but this was predated by 
several papers: Anderson2 in particular describes a pure hybrid. nested box 
technique with full machine assistance including 2-D input and source code 
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production facilities. 
The basic vocabulary of the nested box diagram consists of several anno- 
tated rectangular symbols together with three spatial arrangements ie hor- 
izontal abutment (selection), vertical abutment (sequence) and enclosure or 
`insideness' (hierarchy). The Nassi-Shniederman technique56 cannot represent 
1. artificial hierarchy. 
2. arbitrary loop termination criteria, 
3. recursion. [Note: Nassi and Shniederman claim in 56 that "Recursion has a 
trivial representation". In fact they mean by this that an 'action' box just 
contains the name of a procedure which might or might not be recursively 
invoked. There is no explicit representation to distinguish between recur- 
sive and non-recursive calls; they rely on the implicit textual mechanism 
ie the reader! ]. 
Lindsey46 improves the Nassi-Shneiderman technique by adding an explicit 
iteration box symbol which is pictorially suggestive of iteration and incor- 
porates a loop termination criterion sub-box, but then he provides a directed 
arc mechanism for jumping out of his new loop construct! 
Frei27 reports on the building of an interactive Nested Box editor based on 
a colour graphics display terminal. This uses colour to help distinguish the 
'insideness' aspect of the diagrams. Frei's version of Nested Boxes cannot 
express any hierarchy other than control structure and the sizes of his 
diagrams are restricted by the system. This restriction on size appears in 
other work with Nested Boxes. It is claimed that 'understandable' diagrams 
must fit onto a single page; it is more likely that large Nested Box diagrams are 
very difficult to study because the large number of lines forming the many 
boxes tends to swamp the text and the level of insideness of any given box 
becomes difficult to resolve. 
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8.2.7.3. Manipulation 
Nested box diagrams are not particularly easy to draw freehand. Nested 
selection statements are especially difficult to draw because of their reducing 
size, asymmetric construction and triangular space for selection criteria. It 
would thus seem the natural step to provide a computer-aided nested box 
drawing system as Frei proposes. However, it is interesting to note that, in line 
with the experience with Dimensional Design on real projects. J. Witt81 found, 
from his experience on real projects, with a Nested Boxes interactive editor, 
that "although this interactive program proved to be highly successful in 
impressing visitors, it succeeded only moderately with the programmers. Pro- 
grammers found it much easier to draw their algorithms in Nassi-Shneiderman 
form on a sheet of paper and then to enter the program line by line using the 
standard file editor ... 
Normally the programmers would then run the 
COLUMBUS file (the linear encoding of the Nassi-Shneiderman diagram) 
through the program that produces the Nassi-Shneiderman charts on the line 
printer and check the printed output against their original hand drawn charts 
... As soon as they felt satisfied ... they would then have a language 
dependent 
preprocessor transform the COLUMBUS form of the program into the pure tar- 
get language. After possibly having removed syntactical errors, programmers 
would cease to look at the compilation listing from the compiler and do their 
debugging work exclusively by using the Nassi-Shneiderman chart". 
J. Witt's COLUMBUS system. 81 a pure Hybrid technique. is therefore identi- 
cal to the Dimensional Design/ROOTS philosophy - only the representational 
technique being different, denying the benefits of an artificial, explanatory 
hierarchy to Witt's programmers. The COLUMBUS system appears to exhibit the 
undesirable property that the maximum width of a machine drawn Nassi- 
Shneiderman chart is the width of a single sheet of line-printer paper. This 
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means that as successive boxes are nested inside each other the width of each 
new box is progressively reduced. This has the very undesirable effect of caus- 
ing the terminal statements in the innermost boxes to be cramped into very 
small boxes indeed, less than 10 characters wide, which reduces their legibility 
considerably and must presumably force an arbitrary restriction on the 
'amount' of logic in any given diagram which is not related to the structure of 
the program being represented. 
J. Witt uses the COLUMBUS machine readable representation of programs 
as the feedstock for a cross-reference listing tool but it appears that no one 
has used the Nested Box diagrams for any proof, performance or debugging 
tools, although Nassi and Shneiderman56 recognise that the animation of 
Nassi-Shneiderman charts would be very similar to the Algol 60 Contour Model 
of 38.61 which is the only known use of Nested Boxes for animation purposes. 
8.2.7.4. Axiomatisation 
There is no known report on the axiomatisation of Nested Box diagrams: 
however, it is clear that as they are, in theory, projections and, in practice, 
Hybrids of 'structured' high level language programs that the latter's theory 
applies. 
8.2.8. Postscript on Hybrids 
The widespread popularity of, traditional flowcharts over machine code 
languages was based on their superior ability to represent flow of control. With 
the development of increasingly abstract concepts, such as block structuring, 
data structures and data typing, which the traditional flowchart could not por- 
tray, and aggravated by inadequate input/output devices, the high level 
language gained its current supremacy. The movement towards hierarchically 
structured, formally based programming abstractions has made feasible the 
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development of Hybrid representational techniques which enchance the defini- 
tive. implicit descriptive powers of the textual high level language by redun- 
dant. perceptual encodings of such major aspects as control structure and 
descriptive hierarchies. Automated Hybrid programming methods have already 
been successfully used on real projects and it is likely that their use will spread 
as the improvements in the cost, performance and capabilities of input/output 
devices continues to widen their potential user population. 
As with any new area of development. Hybrid program representation is 
currently undergoing an initial exploratory phase during which many rival can- 
didates are proposed and are being submitted to the evolutionary process of 
natural selection. Dimensional Design is one of this set of Hybrid competitors. 
How does it rate against its rival? 
8.3. Comparison: Dimensional Design v Existing Techniques 
8.3.1. Introduction 
The only true indication that Dimensional Design surpasses its rivals would 
be for it to be put into widespread use and see if it won popular support. This 
evaluation technique is not feasible within the realms of this thesis (but a start 
has been made - see section 7.1). A smaller version of the global trial would be 
to instigate carefully monitored, psychologically based field trials to measure 
programmer productivity and project success rate; again not an economically 
viable experiment. So, rather than generate an intuitive list of unsupportable 
advantages, a simpler, more direct, quantitative approach will be adopted. 
8.3.2. Basic Vocabulary 
The vocabularies of all the representations reviewed in this chapter are 
made up of three classes: 
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1. Plain text 
2. Special symbols 
3. Spatial orientation 
In theory each of the representational techniques may use the same set of spe- 
cial symbols and the same plain text and text itself is really just a string of well 
known symbols. The major differences in technique come from the varying 
usage of spatial orientation over a 2-D surface. Figure 8-8 shows that Dimen- 
sional Design has the largest spatial vocabulary and therefore, in principle, the 
largest overall vocabulary -a major factor in expressive power. 
Given the many acknowledged deficiencies of traditional flowcharts and 
considering high level languages to be just special cases of Hybrids (in which 
perceptual redundant encoding is limited to typographical layout techniques) 
the comparison will now be focussed on the two Hybrid techniques which 
already claim successful practical field trials - Nested Boxes81 and Dimensional 
Design ie the two techniques with the richest spatial vocabularies. 
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Technique Example Size 
Basic Spatial 
Vocabulary 
High level parbeg a: =3, b: -4 Textual succession 
language aý read; 
O is unrelated to any 
programming abstraction 
Flowchart 1) Connection 
Tree 1) Horizontal connection 
2) Vertical connection 
Nested 1) Horizontal abutment 
Box 
IEI 
2) Vertical abutment 
3) Insideness 
Dimensional 1) Horizontal connection 
Design 
2) Vertical connection 
3) Insideness 
4) Diagonal connection 
Figure 8-8. Basic Spatial Vocabulary. 
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8.4. Comparison: Dimensional Design v Nested Boxes 
8.4.1. Spatial Vocabulary 
The major difference between these two techniques is in the interconnec- 
tion of symbols by either abutment (Nested Boxes) or edges (Dimensional 
Design). The disadvantage of abutment is that it tends to constrain symbols to 
be rectangular. Edge connection places no such constraints on symbol shape. 
A further advantage of using edges to connect symbols is that the edges may 
be marked, thus allowing a richer overall vocabulary (see figure 8-9). The use 
of three types of edge (horizontal, vertical. diagonal) also gives Dimensional 
Design its advantage in basic spatial vocabulary (the abutment of hexagons is 
unlikely to prove popular). 
Both techniques use insideness or enclosure. Dimensional Design uses a 
simple enclosure (inside or not) vocabulary but Nested Boxes use enclosure in 
a more complex way; the exact position within the enclosing box, specifically 
which side is common to both inner and outer boxes, increases the Nested 
Box's spatial vocabulary (see figure 8-9) but requires greater resolution capa- 
bility on the part of the reader. 
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8.4.2. Symbol Vocabulary 
Both symbol vocabularies have been kept small and simple. Nested Boxes 
suffers rather from the meaningless wide variation in box sizes. 
8.4.3. Descriptive Technique 
The spatial and symbol vocabularies are used to illustrate two distinct 
concepts, concepts too often confused (see Chapter 3) namely: 
1. the abstractions required to be represented (control flow, parallelism etc). 
2. the techniques used to reduce the size of the description itself (integra- 
tion. induction etc). 
Figure 8-9 compares the description-reducing features of both techniques. It 
can be concluded from figure 8-9 that the edge connection scheme has many 
advantages over the abutment scheme. Primarily edge connection allows the 
expression of all the description reducing techniques in their full generality for 
all three directions of edge connection. The Nested Box scheme precludes this 
generality and fails to express perceptually several vital descriptive techniques 
such as recursion and the distinction between enumerative and generative 
relations ie abutments. 
8.4.4. Extended Vocabulary 
Both techniques could extend their vocabularies by 
I. increasing the number of symbols and box shapes, 
2. increasing the number of relations per quadrant to >3 (DD), 
3. going to a full 4 quadrant diagram, giving 2 12 relations (DD), 
4. varying the line styles, 
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5. colouring text, boxes, edges etc, 
6. varying the size of text, symbols etc, 
7. varying the lengths of lines, boxes, edges etc, 
but such additional complications are unlikely to improve the representation 
of the basic description reducing techniques. They are more likely to be of 
advantage in representing special features such as performance information. 
8.4.5. Resolution 
The resolution of features in the Nested Box technique is poorer than in 
Dimensional Design because 
1. the 'common side' spatial enclosure technique used to make special com- 
pound symbols is not too clear in non-trivial diagrams, 
2. non-trivial diagrams are cluttered. Text is obscured by the multitude of 
lines making up the boxes, 
I variable sized boxes cause text to be 'crushed' into small boxes and 'lost' 
within large boxes. Box sizes are often more a function of neighbouring 
boxes rather than the volume of text they hold. 
The resolution of Dimensional Design features is better because: 
1. the three edge orientations (horizontal, diagonal, vertical) are easily dif- 
ferentiated independently of diagram size. 
2. one box type representing simple bracketing by enclosure is easier to 
resolve than the multiplicity of `common side' constructions which con- 
fuse bracketing with generative techniques like induction. 
3. the enclosing boxes are infrequently used (often not at all) and so the 
Dimensional Design tree is much less cluttered than a nested box 
equivalent. 
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4. the text is not constrained to fit into boxes. and boxes whose size is deter- 
mined by its neighbours at that. Dimensional Design text subsystems are 
independent of each other and may therefore be laid out better than in 
nested boxes. 
5. there are no arbitrary limitations of the size of a Dimensional Design. 
Large Nested Box diagrams suffer dreadfully from the variable box size 
problem. 
8.4.8. Abstractions 
The conventional Nassi-Shneiderman nested box diagram can only 
represent two of the normal programming abstractions, set (of alternatives) 
and sequence (of execution), as against the three, set, sequence and refine- 
rnent, of Dimensional Design. Even if Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams were 
extended to include an artificial hierarchy mechanism the Dimensional Design 
technique would still be preferable because all three abstractions may be 
represented without the use of enclosing boxes thereby producing a simple, 
uncluttered diagram. 
Both techniques can use enclosing boxes to allow the expression of any 
number of relations (see Chapter 5) but the advantage will always be with 
Dimensional Design because of its greater ability to represent the full range of 
enumerative and generative descriptive techniques. For example. Dimensional 
Design may be used down to the individual character level ie text, normally 
represented as strings. may be represented as Dimensional Designs allowing, 
say, the use of induction to shorten a description and refinement to allow the 
body of a function to be expanded in an arithmetic expression which applies 
the function. Such fine grain textual description is impossible with Nested 
Boxes in general. 
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It must be said that (deliberately) neither technique can describe non 
hierarchical abstractions explicitly. 
8.4.7. Drawing Algorithms 
A major advantage of Dimensional Design is its simple, efficient drawing 
algorithm (see section 5.3). By contrast, algorithms for drawing Nested Boxes 
are more complex because of the 'context-dependent' box size/matching prob- 
lem in which the drawing of each box is not an independent operation but can 
only be achieved with considerable knowledge of its neighbours. This manifests 
itself in the actual diagrams as the unfortunate mismatch between the size of 
a box and the amount of text it contains (see figure 8-10). 
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8.4.8. Summary 
The richer spatial vocabulary, the edge interconnection technique and the 
better resolution give Dimensional Design the edge over Nested Boxes because 
1. Dimensional Design can represent the full set of enumerative and genera- 
tive descriptive techniques for all relations equally. 
2. Dimensional Designs are less cluttered and so easier to study. 
3. Dimensional Design has the better drawing and layout algorithm. 
4. Dimensional Design has the better textual subsystem layout. It can be 
applied down to the character level. 
5. Dimensional Design is amenable to analysis for Quality Control purposes. 
6. Dimensional Design is suitable for animation and execution traces. Nested 
Boxes are unsuitable for such large diagrams. 
The strengths and weaknesses found in both systems arise because they 
are both Hybrids and therefore cannot show more information than is impli- 
citly encoded in the source code version of the Detailed Design. Both represen- 
tational techniques are capable of practical application and although Dimen- 
sional Design wins the simple analytical test of descriptive power, only time will 
tell whether either will gain widespread acceptance. 
8.5. Comparison: Dimensional Design v Stated Goals 
It is not enough to suggest that Dimensional Design is the best of the 
examined representational techniques, for such supremacy was not the major 
goal set way back in Chapter 2's discussion of the Software Crisis. Indeed, a 
more immediate objective was set in Chapter 3, namely the substantiation of 
the so-called Central Hypotheses which, briefly restated, contend that 
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A: Dimensional Design facilitates creative thought and reasoning about pro- 
grams (QUALITY). 
B: Dimensional Design is a practical technique ie Dimensional Designs can be 
simply drawn and manipulated by both men and machines (TRACTABIL- 
ITY). 
These hypotheses, said Chapter 3, could be substantiated by satisfying four cri- 
teria. given here as questions together with their answers. 
1. Can Dimensional Design be formally defined? 
YES - see grammar in section 6.1 
2. Can Dimensional Designs be manipulated according to well formulated 
rules? 
YES - see axioms in section 6.2 
3. Can Dimensional Designs be simply drawn and manipulated by both men 
and machines? 
YES - see drawing algorithm in section 5.3 
YES - see software tools in sections 7.4-7 
YES - see practical experience in section 7.1 
4. Do Dimensional Designs facilitate human understanding and creation of 
programs? 
YES - Dimensional Design Hybrids are the best representation for 
hierarchies and description reducing techniques, see section 8.3 
YES - Hierarchical structuring and description reducing techniques 
reduce the burden of enumerative reasoning, see section 3.4 
It is therefore suggested that the Central Hypotheses have been substan- 
tiated. They may be rephrased by saying the Dimensional Design is a good way 
to represent the design product of programming. 
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The way is now clear to consider the major, overall goal set in Chapter 2 ie 
to reduce the prohibitively high cost of software development and specifically 
the disproportionate expense of rectification and development. Section 2.5 
focussed the problem down to the creation of individual programs and asked if 
successful software engineering techniques could be developed to solve this 
smaller scale problem so as to reduce the workload of the maintenance pro- 
grammers. The questions posed in section 2.5 can now be answered. 
1. Can a better design product be produced initially? 
YES - The Central Hypotheses contend that Dimensional Design can 
produce better program designs. 
2. Can the design be prevented from becoming obsolete through mainte- 
nance changes to the program? 
YES - By making the design part of the program. see Chapter 3. 
3. Can the maintenance programmer maintain the design as well as the 
code? 
YES - Proper software tools operating on the combined design plus 
code Dimensional Design help him do this. Tools like Quality Control 
help managers to check this is being done, see Chapter 7 
4. Can the maintenance workload be reduced? 
YES - Better initial design plus the availability of an up-to-date 
detailed design plus Quality Control, performance measurement, 
debugging and animation tools plus improved conceptual integrity all 
reduce the workload, see Chapter 7 
It is therefore suggested that the Dimensional Design/ROOTS approach to 
program construction reduces the Rectification and Development workload 
and that the combination of good design techniques with software tools which 
support the conceptual integrity of the design philosophy makes Dimensional 
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Design/ROOTS a promising, prototype small scale software engineering facility. 
Amidst such euphoria it should be remembered that these conclusions are 
only tentative as the techniques are not in widespread use and that no quanti- 
tative evidence of significant cost savings on real projects has been produced. 
The techniques themselves are only a subset of a software engineer's full 
toolkit, helping with only a subset of the known problems. 
Dimensional Design, being only a Hybrid, can only help a programmer to 
understand and manipulate the detailed design's source code, which is still 
usually control flow orientated. There is no way to formally check the 'good- 
ness' of the artificial explanatory design hierarchy's textual content as it is 
purely informal but at least its overall structure can be checked. The current 
developments in better specification and verification techniques might solve 
this problem. 
Even so, any detailed design still represents the ftnplementafton of a solu- 
tion and not the principle of solution. For example, the cooling and lubrica- 
tion systems of automobile engines may be represented as being independent. 
However, they are not, especially in air cooled engines; they are an example of 
the Integration of functions (specifically Shanley Integration42 ) to produce a 
more efficient design. Such integration is currently deliberately avoided in 
many software design methods because the extra complexity cannot be han- 
dled with current techniques, with a subsequent loss in efficiency. Where it is 
employed, such integration is often implicitly represented and therefore is 
error-prone. Hierarchical design methods cannot handle such subtleties. 
It is therefore worth remarking that merely improving the description or 
representation of an object does not, and cannot, improve the object itself. 
There is still much work to be done before the Software Crisis is overcome. 
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CHAPTER 9. FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Qualitative Ideas 
9.2 Quantitative Ideas 
OUTLINE 
Previous chapters have proposed a theory of Dimensional Design and 
reported on its practical application but the small scale software engineering 
problem remains unsolved. This chapter suggests two sets of ideas for further 
work. The first set is qualitative in nature, being extensions to the work 
described in previous chapters. The second set of ideas is based on the prem- 
ise that the effective solution to the Software Crisis requires mastery of quanti- 
tative techniques. 
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9. FUTURE WORK 
9.1. Qualitative Ideas 
Dimensional Design has clearly not solved the software crisis, but has it 
opened up any promising avenues for investigation or posed any vital ques- 
tions? Further work could be undertaken on 
1. an investigation into the benefits of retaining hierarchical structuring in 
the executable binary program itself (a suggestion due to Prof. Lawson). 
2. the design of a '3-dimensional' programming language, containing the full 
generality of enumerative and generative techniques for all aspects of 
code and data specification: its implementation by a purpose built com- 
piler and support tools. 
3. an investigation into the limitations and inadequacies of the hierarchical 
approach to software design as highlighted by the Shanley Integration 
example in section 8.5. 
4. the construction of better tools to support software design such as an 
interactive Dimensional Design editor or the creation of a true data 
base/projection system (see section 2.4). 
5. an investigation into further techniques to increase the vocabulary and 
resolution of perceptual encoding techniques for Hybrid descriptions by 
means of say colour, genuine dynamic (as opposed to static) animation 
and full 3-D displays. 
6. the production of a complete, consistent theory of Dimensional Design. 
9.2. Quantitative Ideas 
The above suggestion are, perhaps, evolutionary rather than revolutionary 
opportunities. They are all essentially qualitative in nature which evokes 
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memories of Knuth's words (superficially on Structured Programming) that 
"there has been far too much emphasis on GOTO elimination instead of the 
really important issues: people have a natural tendency to set up an easily 
understood quantitative goal like the abolition of jumps, instead of working 
directly for a qualitative goal like good program structure. In a similar way, 
many people have set up "zero population growth" as a goal to be achieved, 
when they really desire living conditions that are much harder to quantify". 42 
Knuth's observation contains a corollary. Humanity is such that if an 
easily understandable metric can be found which captures the essence of the 
fundamental, qualitative goal (eg 'run the company well' could be replaced by 
'make a 30% profit each year') then the closer the metric is to containing the 
whole of the qualitative goal the greater the likelyhood of successfully achiev- 
ing the desired goal. (Note: the metric is a means to an end (goal). Any metric 
is unlikely to capture 1004% of the goal and therefore if the means(metric) is 
made an end(goal) in itself then something vital is going to be lost eg profit 
becomes more important than people). 
Aspiring software engineers know which qualitative goals to seek - this 
thesis is full of them - but they have not yet found the required metrics which 
will enable project managers and customers to easily and accurately monitor 
the progress and quality of software projects. Any revolutionary solution to 
the software crisis is more likely to come from a quantitative approach to 
software design. Effective metrics are a prerequisite of widespread acceptance. 
Further work is required to produce reliable, accurate and acceptable meas- 
urement systems for such things as 
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Creative productivity 
Creative quality 
people 
& methods 
project management 
Understandability 
Maintainability 
Correctness 
Efficiency 
software 
designs & 
products 
The measurement of the creative productivity and skill of certain grades 
of worker using certain methods of practice will no doubt be the most difficult 
and contentious quantitative exercise but it is vital and must be done using the 
most respectable of scientific methods. The number of lines of code produced 
per man-day is clearly an inadequate metric but it is still regularly used to 
forecast delivery dates and measure progress. 
Understandability and maintainability again both border on the psycho- 
logical domain but perhaps the 'histogram' approach to quality control of sec- 
tion 7.5.3 indicates that simple, uncontroversial metrics may be possible. 
Correctness and efficiency are perhaps the least controversial, probably 
because some acceptable metrics already exist, and they are therefore the 
most likely candidates for short term success. It is criminal that the scientific 
calculation of performance estimates is not a widespread practice and that 
easy-to-use performance and resource monitoring systems are not generally 
available. 
When a comprehensive set of measurement techniques, applicable 
throughout the whole software life cycle, has been developed allowing software 
engineers to compare predicted estimates with actual progress and products, 
then and only then, will the software crisis be solvable. What is required is the 
development of techniques to support a software production method which 
includes 
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1. Mathematically based design techniques 
2. Formal proofs of correctness of the designs 
3. Performance prediction by formal analyses of the designs 
4. Actual performance monitoring: comparison with predicted values. 
Can such a design and production method be developed? Well, all tour tech- 
niques were used in the 1940s by von Neumann et also No wonder it is called 
re-search. 23 
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CHAPTER 10. APPENDICES 
10.1 Published Papers 
10.2 The 'B2D' Example Program 
OUTLINE 
Section 10.1 appends four papers published during the project. 
Section 10.2 appends the large example program, B2D, which performs 
Binary to Decimal conversion. Examples of the design stage. both hand- and 
machine-drawn are given together with compilation, static quality analysis and 
dynamic performance measurement, debugging information and animation. 
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10. APPENDICES 
10.1. Published Papers 
10.1.1. "The Design and Construction of Hierarchically Structured 
Software". 85 
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The design -and construction of hierarchically 
structured software 
R. W. Witty, Senior Scientific Officer 
Atlas Computing Division, 
Rutherford Laboratory, 
England, OXII OCX. 
Abstract 
The paper describes the principles of, the software tools for and 
the experience gained with a methodology which allows a single, 
automated represertational technique to be used throughout the design, 
construction and maintenance of hierarchically structured software. 
The methodology is based on Dimensional Flowcharting which is a 
graphical technique to represent Sequence, Parallelism and Refinement 
- the three major structural features of hierarchically structured 
software. Examples are given showing how Dimensional Flowcharting 
represents the strui: ture and content of programs, data structures, 
file-organisations, grammars and documentation. 
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t. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper Section ] briefly outlines the theory of 
Dimensional Flowcharting, Section 2 briefly outlines the associated 
software tools and Section 3 gives details of the experience gained 
in practice. 
1.1 Concepts of Dimensional Flowcharting 
Bierasch cally. struLetured_. softwart has three major structural.. 
features - Sequence, Parallelism and Refinement. Dimensional Flow- 
charting-111 is a graphical technique to display these three features. 
To create hierarchically structured software by the Step-wise 
Refinement method [21 a specification is broken down or refined into a 
sequence of instructions. Each instruction may itself be further 
refined. Figure 1 shows how in conventional Step-wise Refinement there 
is no way of showing which instructions are derived from which 
- ---slyecif icaations-whereas the- Dimensional Flowchart'- of Figure 2 the 
relationship is obvious. Refinement is denoted by a diagonal line 
connecting a specification to its refinement ie to a sequence of 
instructions. (Note that design by Step-wise Refinement is used 
throughout this paper but any design methodology which creates 
hierarchically structured software may equally well use Dimensionai 
Flowcharting as its representational technique. ) 
A sequence of instructions is represented as a vertically ordered 
list which is executed from top to bottom. If a sequence is to be 
executed only once then it is called a Single Sequence and is indicated 
by the 'l' (earthed) symbol which can be omitted for brevity (Figure 
2). If a sequence is to be executed one or more times then it is 
called a Repeated Sequence and is indicated by the 'J' (repeated) 
symbol which cannot be omitted (Figure 4). 
Figures 3 and 4 show an infinitely repeated sequence. Dimensional 
Flowcharting represents a Conditional Statement by the 'C' (conditional) 
symbol which, unless the specified condition is met, causes the 
execution of the sequence to be terminated and the next sequential 
instruction to be executed. The next-sequential instruction is the 
one following the specification of the terminated sequence, see 
Figure 4. Reaching an 'earthed' symbol causes termination of the 
sequence. 
In general, any'specification-may be broken down into one or more 
sequences of instructions, with each sequence being executed in 
parallel (Figure 6). A specification which is refined into several 
parallel sequences terminates if and when all its constituent 
sequences terminate. 
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SOLVE QUADRATIC EQUATION 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
CUTE ROOTS BY FORMULA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
REA (A) 
READ (B) 
COMPUTE ROOTS BY FORMULA 
PRINT (A,, B, C) 
PRINT (POSROOT, NEGROOT) 
level I- specification 
level 2- refinement of level I 
level 3- refinement of 2 level 2 
instructions 
Figure I. Step-wise Refinement 
QUADRATIC EQUATION 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
(A) 
Aza (C) 
COQ) UTE ROOTS BY FORMUILA 
I OUTPUT RESULTS 
'RINT (A, B, C) 
PR INT (POSROOT NEGROOT) 
Figure 2. Dimensional Flowchart of Figure 1 
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cogent SOLVE MANY QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 
repeat 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
COMPUTE ROOTS BY FORMULA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
endrepeat 
Figure 3. An infinitely repeated sequence 
SOLVE MANY QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
(MUTE ROOTS BY FORMULA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
1- 
Figur.. 4. Dimensional 
flowchart 
of infinitely repeated sequence 
OLVE MANY QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 
while not and of input file 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
COMPUTE 
ROOTS BY FORMULA 
OUTPUT 
RESULTS 
Next instruction after loop terminates 
Figure 5. Finite Repeated Sequence 
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tch operating system 
tartup 
ess workload 
IIIpý 
hutdown 
t spooling kun user jobs 
Figure 6. Parallelism 
t spooling 
Figures 1-6 show that hierarchically structured software can be 
represented by tree diagrams in which the three major structural 
features of such software are represented by lines in particular 
directions (Figure 7). Each feature may be thought e, f as a dimension 
of the structures, hence the name Dimensional Flowcharting. Dimas-' 
sional Flowchart drawings are thus 2-D projections of : 3-D tree 
structures. 
Parallelism 
Refinement 
Sequanc- 
Figure 7. The 3 dimensions of Dimensional Flowcharts 
Now that all the concepts of Dimensional Flowcharting have been 
introduced some examples are presented. 
1.2 Examples of Dimensional Flowcharting 
Figures 8-12 show how Dimensional Flowcharting directly models 
high level language control structures such as Dahi's loop, 
If-Then-Else, Case and Dijkstra's Guarded Commands [3]. Note the use 
of parallelism to represent alternatives. 
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Figure 13 is a development of Figures 1 and 2 showing how 
'compute roots by formula' is refined into the well known formula for 
solving quadratic equations. Note the mutually exclusive Boolean 
expressions used in the IF statement. 
Data structures as well as algorithms may equally well be 
represented by Dimensional techniques. Note the obvious lack of 
parallelism in the totally sequential tape file of Figure 14, which 
shows a file of 51 blocks each containing 99 records. Figure 15 
outlines three popular file organisations. Contrast their 
parallelism. 
Dimensional Flowcharts, being tree structures, may be described 
by context free grammars (Figure 16). Such grammars can themselves be 
represented by Dimensional techniques (Figure 17). (Note that the 
grammar in Figure 16 uses the extended BNF notation of the Tree-Meta 
system C4) in which 'empty' is the null symbol which is always 
recognised, '/' is the alternate symbol and '$' is read as 'zero or 
more of'. ) 
Any hierarchical structure with three structural features or.. 
dimensions can be represented by the Dimensional technique. Figure 18 
is the structure of this paper. Note how the diagrams are to be read 
in parallel with the descriptive text. 
The above examples conclude the outline of the theory of 
Dimensional Flowcharting. More details can be found in reference C1]. 
Now is Dimensional Flowcharting used in practice to help design and 
maintain real software? 
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P 1 '0 
nstruction-i 
while condition true 
Instruction-2 
Next instruction after loop terminates 
Tars 8. Dahl loop 
booleaa true 
Y 
Cboolean false 
Instruction-I truction-2 
Next instruction after either instruction-I or instruction-2. 
pie 9" If-Than-Elsa 
case-1 
tion-I 
case-2 case-n not (case-1 or case-2... I 
or cams-n) 
cation-2 action-n 
Iefault 
action 
instruction after case 
Figure 10. Casa statement 
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Gua ded alternative 
uard-I true 
action-I 
Guarded loop 
while guard 
Instruction 
Hierarchically structured software 
guard-n true not (guard-1... or guard-n) 
action-n rror 
Figure It. Guarded alternative 
is true 
Figure 12. Guarded loop 
SOLVE CuAORAIIC EQUATION 
INPUT OA1A 
IC*01A, 
flAOISD 
REAOIC' 
Hpurt loots S. FORMULA 
It SCR III INAM1<0 ESCRININANT. "Q 
PRIMTC44111AGIMARY ROOTSs P GSa00T. "c"8"SONT. 6"i-i,. A. C  iq. A 
'Ofa00T. "N[GROOT. "0 
4 EG9O0T. -I-I-SORT44.0-4. A 
UTPUT RESULTS 
ºN1NTýýý 
ºRINiISI 
/"I"IIc3 
"SINT, 
ºOSI00T+ 
ýRINTS$5GR00iý 
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Figure 13. Quadratic equation program 
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Figure 14. Tap. file structure 
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Sequential file 
Record- I 
I Record-2 
Record-n 
4r- 
Indexed Sequential file 
index- I 
records 
r 
II 
Ir 12 
4 R Im - 
Access file 
FAY-. 
I 
index-i 
records 
I 
R i2 
L 
in 
Key-! Key-u 
Record-2 Record-n 
Figure 15. File organisations 
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STATEMENT - (ACTION / CONDITION) (REFINMIM /" emPtY) 
REFINEMENT - SEQUENCE $(SEQUENCE) 
SEQUENCE _$ (STATEMENT) 
Figure 16. Grammar to generate Dimensional Flowcharts 
STA It HEM 
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b Figure 17Dimensional representation of gra=mar in figure 1_ 
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STRUCTURE Of THIS KAPER 
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Figure 18. Dimensional representation of this paper's structure 
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2. PRACTICAL USAGE OF DIMENSIONAL FLOWCUPM7. NG 
2.1 Outline of Methodology 
This section outlines how Dimensional Flowcharting is used in 
practice by the author and his colleagues. Suppose a new program is 
to be built from a specification. The initial design work is done 
using Dimensional Flowcharts hand drawn on the 'backs of envelopes 
Step-wise Refinement of the. initial design sketches causes a prolifer- 
ation of small Dimensional Flowcharts as the work progresses. As the 
design firms up the set of small, scappy drawings is combined into a 
single, unified drawing on one large sheet of paper up to four feet 
square. A full sized draftsman's drawing board is employed on this 
task. Programs of between 500-2000 lines can be expressed in one such 
drawing. For larger systems one drawing represents one major module 
such as a device handler. 
Refinement of this design drawing continues until a complete 
program is derived ie when all the terminal nodes of the tree structure 
are compilable source code. At this stage the Dimensional Flowchart 
is coded up into one of two special languages. DSIL t53 and FOREST 167, 
which support 3-D hierarchical structuring. Coding is the process of 
reducing a 3-D structure to a 1-D machine readable form. This is 
achieved by 'tree-walking' the Dimensional Flowchart is going through 
the flowchart in a particular order encoding each line and statement 
as it is 'visited'. The DRIL and FOREST compilers can internally 
recreate the Dimensional Flowchart as they 'know' the ordering 
alaorit which is based on the grammar in Figure 16. 
The machine readable source code version of the Dimensional 
Flowchart is then compiled. The output from the compilation system is 
a binary program and, instead of the conventional source listing, a 
neat, well laid out Dimensional Flowchart. Thus the visible output 
from the compiler is an exact, but neater, replica of the program's 
design. Figure 19 illustrates this circle from hand-drawn design to 
machine-drawn documentation. 
2.2 Software Tools for Dmeasionsl Flovchartiag 
Figure 20 illustrates the software tools currently associated 
with Dimensional Flowcharting. Dimensional Flowcharts may be encoded 
into one of two languages, DRIL and FOREST. FOREST is a 'Structured 
FORTRAN' and DRIL is a 'Structured Assembler (Figures 21 and 22). 
Both languages essentially provide modern well disciplined control 
constructs. Both support hierarchical structuring by means of Scoped 
Comments [1] which allow Refinement, the third dimension, to be 
expressed in a linear fashion. The DRIL compiler is produced via 
the Tree-Meta compiler-compiler t4] and the FOREST compiler is written 
in itself. Each of these two compilers has twin code generators. One 
code generator produces Assembler (or FORTRAN) and the other produces 
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Design sketches 
375 
Hand-drawn design/ 
machine drawn documenta- 
tion 
Encode by treewalk 
Source code in machine 
readable forth 
Compile 
Binary program 
Figure 19. outline of use of Dimensional Flowcharting 
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a common linear machine readable Dimensional Flowchart language which 
is input to a drawing program. The Dimensional Flowchart drawing 
program is outlined in Figures 23-25 which show the input language 
syntax, the formatting algorithm and an example input file. 
Output from the drawing program can be produced on a lineprinter 
and a storage tube for a 'quick look', or the output can be directed 
to an PR80 Microfilm Recorder which produces top quality flowcharts on 
microfilm, microfiche and photographic paper. Several of the diagrams 
in this paper were produced on the FR$0 using the above software tools. 
2.3 Future Developments 
The tools described in section 2.2 form a batch compilation 
system. To change an existing program the programmer must edit the 
machine readable version in the conventional manner. It is intended, 
when time and effort permit, to build an interactive refresh graphics 
Dimensional Flowchart editor so that the designer and programmer may 
both interact exclusively with the gra"? hical 3-D form of flowchart, 
in other words to replace the draftsman's drawing board and the linear 
source code by interactive computer graphics. As a first step in this direction the current drawing program has the facility to 'turn-off' 
the refinement of any given instruction so that drawings may be 
produced which have selected refinements missed out. This enables 
large programs to be drawn on small pieces of paper on which only 
srnlwrt. d features are refined in detail. 
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DESIGN 
Figure 20. Dimensional Flowcharting Software Tools 
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Figure 21. Design of Teletype printing routine 
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. PRO3 TTY3D? 
. 'CA. E 2ePQ` 
"ROUTII\ E TO PRINT STRING ON TTY" 
"STRING POINTED TO BY TBUFF" 
"'STRI(113 TERMINATED BY > WHICH IS NOT PRINTED OUT "" 
"ONE CHAR PER i-JIORRVI 
"Ih1JALID CHARS PRINTED AS OUESTiON MARK "' 
' TTYOUr, xx ! ROUTINE ENTRY POINT' 
"LOOP THRU THE B FFFR., MAX 73 50 NOT OFF END OF LIN ." 
J4AXLCOP MAX73 := 73 . ITER-5 
. LOOP 
"GET BYTE" 
LP. C I TBLFF' 
D BYTE' 
. TERM EOSTR . IFr BYTE . Efl UTSIGN ENDE 
. TERM TMNY IFF . DOPE MAX73 . TIr'ES ENDE 
"PRINT BYTE" 
"CHECK VALID CHAS'" 
-I;: ' "I i'1UALI D CHAI" \ Cr4Y7E . CGT (177)] . Ot? [BYTE LT 0ý 3f 
. THEN 
"CHAt'nE TO ,' EMSTION AMA K ,. 
UC '". ARK' 
DAC 13YTE" 
4 
ELSE 
*OK 
. Etý`L I 
"PRINT ON TTY" 
LAC 3YTF" 
" TLS' 
i 
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"SUSPEND UNRIL I/O FINIS C' 
T' 
" JMP . -1 " 
'. STEP POINTER' 
" 15 Z TBLFF" 
-RFPEAT 
. SIT WSTR . CAUSES *OK ENDS 
. SIT TIr9NY . CAUSES " JMS TOCU' G" . E! DS 
. EMJL 
9 imp I TTYOLrr / EXIT TO CALLER' 
**L, OCAL STO? AiE" 
'BYTE, 
`GTSIGN, *ASCII/-), / 
' Q(21< s .AC1I /QUEST I On ºwpa K/ ' I, 
" L06AL RFFFRENCF: S" 
t"TBUF'F' - POY rrr S TO START OF STRI N3 ,C 4ANAED dY THIS ROUTINE" 
t1 )LM - PRI! vTS ERROR MESSASE, LINE TOO LOAG" 
0 
I, 
. ENDP TTYOLrr 
Figure 22. DRIL source coding of Teletype printing routine 
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Machine readable flowchart - scalefactor statement 
statement - (action/condition) (refinement/. empty) 
action - singlequote text. singlequote 
condition - query text query 
refinement - sequence $(sequence) 
sequence = '\' $(statement) ('*'/'#') 
Figure 23. Syntax of machine readable Dimensional Flowchart 
DRAY GIRENSIONAL FIUWCMART 
1` 
GRAY STATEMENT 
DRAW ACTION OR CONUITIONAL 
SINGLE QUOTE UUERV 
DRAY TEXT UPTO NEXT SINGLE QUOTE DRAW fk Lº UMIü NEXT UULRT 
DRAW SFMICINCUL AN CUN0IIIU14 $TMYYL %AUUNU ILAI 
ORAN REFINEMENT IF THERE IS ANY 
wsILE 
NEXT CHAR 1$ BACKSLASH 
ORAN NORIZ LINE FROM START OF PREV SEO JU', T PAST ITS RIGHT EDGE 
EXCEPT FIRST TINE VM/N DRAW DIAGONAL RCFINFMENT LINE 
DRAY 
ANY NUMBER OF STASEMEMTS IE A SEQUENCE 
ýYNILE 
NEXT CHAR IS EITHER SINGLE OUOrF OR OULNV 
DRAW VERTICAL LINE FROM BOTTOM Or PREVIOUS STAIEMENT TO JUST PAST 
BOTTOM OF ITS REFINEMENT 
DRAY STATEMENT 
GRAY TERMINATOR 
NCzT CHAR IS Ng AT CHAO. IS 
DRAW REPEATED SEQUENCE SYMBOL DRAY SINGLE SEOUENCEIEARTMEU+ STMBCA. 
Figure 24, Algorithm to draw Dimensional Flowcharts 
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1599 
I SOLVE QUADRATIC FOUAT I')r" 
' I1"P(TT DATA' 
'OFAO(A)' 
' QFAD(B)' 
'QEACCC)' 
" 
' Cfl "R. rTE WY)TS BY FORMULA' 
'IF' 
3DF IMI""ahT<a7 
" (H*8-"4*A*C) <p. ' 
a 
' PRDrrc-«(IMPG I? 'AOY ROr. TS)' 
' P0C-P( ': Rn'7T : -Q' 
I 
? DESC' I MI MAºý T >: G 
' C8*B-4*A*C) »A' 
s 
'POSROf7! '2sC-R+SCýp, T(H*8ýu +C))/2*A' 
't' 3RO)Ti=C-ý3-SQRT(B*9-4*A*C))/2*A' 
00 
'rX j1'PU't RESULTS' 
'PRINT (A) 
'KI*n'(B)' 
'PRIPT(C), 
"PRINT(POSpcrr)" 
'PRINT(N, iq rT)' 
0 
0 
Pi re 25. Example of machine readable Dimensional 
Flowchart 
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3. EXPERIENCE WITH DD NSIONAL FLOWCHARTING 
3.1 Histo 
Dimensional Flowcharting has been in use since May 1975 and has been used to produce three major programs. These are FR80 SYSLOGE71, a program to log accounting data about user jobs, hand 
coded in Assembler, FINGS[8], a graphics package, coded in FOREST, and FRSO DRIVERC91, a. multi-tasking control System for a microfilm recorder, 
coded in DRIL. 
Dimensional Flowcharting was developed during the design of FR80 SYSLOG. It was decided to use Step-wise Refinement and Structured 
Progra ing principles for this program. Applying these techniques 
during the design stage brought forth the problem of representation. 
Conventional flowcharts were used initially but were found to have the 
following disadvantages. 
1. They cannot be drawn naturally and easily; programing 
languages are often easier to use because they follow the 
normal lexical directions of written English and do not need 
special symbols and boxes. 
2. They do not conveniently represent modern high-level 1aell- 
disciplined control constructs. 
3. They do not clearly distinguish between Sequence and 
Parallelism. 
4. They fail to show how a final, detailed design has been 
achieved through Step-wise Refinement. 
5. They do not r_present data structures. 
6. They are difficult to store and manipulate in a computer 
and are difficult to draw on a plotter. 
Design representation by a very high level language was tried 
next. This was more successful as it overcame objections 1,2 and 5 
but objections 3,4 and 6 remained. - Why did these three objections 
remain? Programming languages are essentially linear strings of symbols 
designed as much for machine consumption as human. They are one 
dimensional. Programmers work two dimensions into their-programs by 
placing one statement per line (the Sequence dimension) and by 
indenting sequences to simulate a second dimension, Refinement. This 
is an ad-hoc,. informal technique which is limited, as is so much of 
programming language design, by the Procrustean limitations of the 80 
column card and the 132 column lineprinter. Indentation is usually halted after only a few levels by the inadequate width of the input 
and output media. Most programming languages do not adequately support Refinement or hierarchical structuring. Their major structuring 
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mechanism is the subroutine, a mechanism for saving instruction storage 
within a computer rather than a mechanism for representing logical 
decomposition. Thus well structured programs can incur unnecessary 
subroutine overheads. This illustrates a point learnt from experience, 
namely that every program has a Logic Design (the algorithmic solution) 
and a Physical Construction Design (the . source code program) analogous 
to the hardware engineer's Logic Diagram and Wiring Diagram or Chip 
Mask (see reference C13)" Subroutines are a Physical Construction 
mechanism whereas Refinement is a Logic Design feature. 
It was from this background that Dimensional Flowcharting was 
developed to overcome objections 3,4 and 6, particularly 4. FR80 SYSLOG was eventually designed using Dimensional Flowcharting, the 
design being refined right down to the bit level as Assembler was then the only available language. The design was 'treewalkad' into Assembler and the finished program of 8,000 executable instructions has been successfully running unmodified since September 1975. Based 
on the success of FR20 STSLOG it gras decided to construct the DRIL 
compiler and flowchart drawing program to take some of the hard work 
out of drawing and coding: - A FORTRAN-bared equivalent, FOREST, was 
also undertaken, mainly for the development of a new graphics package called FINGS. DRIL has been used to build the multi-tasking control system FR80 DRIVER. This program currently contains over 20,000 lines 
of DRIL. It is represented on 10 Dimensional Flowcharts each of which 
contains 1,000-3,000 lines of coda. As each drawing is around four feet 
square it is impossible to reproduce real examples of Dimensional Fc hzrts in this paper. All the remarks in this paper about Dimensional Flowcharts should be related to such large drawings of 2,000 lines of code as Dimensional Flowcharting was primarily invented to represent the logic of large complex modules. 
3.2 Design 
During the initial design phase of a project Dimensional Flow'- 
charts have proved quick and easy to draw. They provide detailed 
control constructs even at the most abstract level of design which is 
an advantage over some design notations. The explicit representation 
of Refinement has been of great help in creating clean designs. 
It has been easy to produce formal designs from the design 
sketches via a draftsman's drawing board because Dimensional 
Blosrcharts contain no boxes, have statements of any length, require 
few special symbols, need no templates to draw - only pencil and 
ruler and their simple formatting algorithm really is easy to use. 
Using one sheet of paper to bold the design of a large module with a 
unified notation for both program and data structures has helped 
greatly to improve the quality of software design. Each sheet is an 'engineering drawing' containing many macros, subroutines and data 
structures, amounting to around the 2,000 lines of code necessary to 
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implement a complex function like a sophisticated device handler. 
Because of the explicit Refinement comprehension is aided by individual 
statements generally being refined into less than 10 statements each. This is recursively true for any level of the hierarchy. 
The large single sheet approach to design enables the designer to 
view his design at any desired level of abstraction. He may 
investigate the tiniest detail or take a global view. The global view 
has enabled messy parts of a design to be spotted easily. A prolifera- 
tion of nested If-Then-Elses_is very easy to-spot and turn into a- 
Case statement. Experience has shown that good, clean designs actually 
look good, simple and clean when represented as Dimensional Flowcharts. 
The global view also helps in deciding which pieces of logic to extract 
as macros and subroutines as similar shapes are a due to similar 
functions. The converse is also true. In DRIVER two sections of code 
which were meant to be functionally identical (but which were not 
worth making into a subroutine) were seen to have slightly different 
shapes. Finding and fixing a bug in one made the two shapes identical. 
The global view afforded by the single sheet design can be shared 
by several people simultaneously. Discussions, design inspections 
and walkthroughs are helped by this accessability. Contrast this with 
say four people looking at the same program listing whilst keeping 
half a dozen fingers in it to mark the set of subroutines currently 
of interest. 
As a large design progresses it must be periodically redrawn. 
This can be tedious and time-consuming. Thus large, partially refined 
designs are 'treewalked' into their target source code and compiled. 
A binary program cannot be produced but a neat machine drawn flowchart 
can be. The large design is thereafter altered and expanded by 
editing a conventional source file; ideally a computer graphics 
terminal should replace the drawing board, source file and editor - 
see section 2.3. Small changes do not now mean a lot of redrawing 
by hand, and different versions of the same design are easily created 
and stored. This means that neat, accurate, up-to-date design 
drawings can be easily copied and circulated amongst project members 
and managers. 
3.3 Mane; 
Dimensional Flowcharting makes programming progress visible. 
Managers are now able to see, and appreciate, how an initial design 
has progressed as they can see the expansion that has taken place 
during refinement. This helps to prevent the premature rush towards 
coding as the only evidence of progress. Presentations to managers 
can now be by way of neat machine drawn flowcharts rather than 
probably, to them, unreadable program listings. Dimensional Flow- 
charts make it easier for a project leader to see how far there is 
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still to go and help him estimate the amount of work to completely 
refine a partial design. It is easier for him to see how to split up 
the work and for any individual programmer to see where 'his bit' 
fits into the whole system as he can see the higher level structure 
above 'his bit'. 
one representational technique now spans the whole process from 
initial design right through to detailed coding and maintenance. The 
same representational technique is used by the author and his 
colleagues in the design and coding of programs in different languages 
and on different projects (DRIVER and FINGS). This unity simplifies 
communication and discussion between projects and helps in the easy 
transfer of staff from one project to another. 
3.4 Coding and Testing 
Coding of a completely refined design is almost a mechanical 
process as all the executable instructions are contained in the design. Indeed, if the design itself has been b'ild in the machine (section 3.2). 
then no coding stage is necessary. A major help in checking the coding 
of a design is the fact that the 'compilation listing' is actually a 
Dimensional Flowchart which should be exactly the same as the hand drawn version which was encoded. Many coding and punching errors have been quickly spotted by noticing differences in the shapes of these 
two documents (figure 19). Any design represented as a Dimensional 
Flowchart cannot be coded up into anything also but a hierarchically 
structured program which conforms to th3 principles of Structured 
programming. 
Having Dimensional Flowcharts around at testing time is a great help as the prograi®er needs to appreciate the overall design when 
looking for bugs, wandering up and down the logic hierarchy until ! ascending onto the fault part. Ha. ing the whole design available helps the tester to see how the section under test interacts with 
sections he constructed a long time ago and has by now forgotten the details of, or interacts with a section that someone also built which he must now learn about. Dimensional Flowcharting naturally encourages Top-down Testing. 
3.5 Maintenance 
Typically the maintenance programmer has little or none of the 
original program design to work from. What little he has is usually 
out of date in that many small changes have probably been made since 
the documentation was issued. Often it is these small changes which 
cause the bugs. Dimensionally Flowcharted programs which contain the design as an integral part of the program help to overcome this problem 
as every time a change is made to an executable instruction the logic 
0 
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hierarchy above it should also be corrected, as any changes to the 
terminal nodes of the hierarchical structure imply that the design 
has been altered. This is even more important if the program under- 
goes development rather than correction. Crude fixes, development 
patches and bad maintenance tend to be easily spotted as they cause 
aberrations in the shape of the Dimensional Flowchart. 
3.6 Other users of Dimensional Flowcharting 
Several people outside the author's organisation have also been 
using Dimensional Flowcharting. In general their experience has been 
similar to the author's, with one exception. They have tended to make 
small changes, developments and adaptions to the notation in section I 
to suit their own particular problems, eg adding a variation of the 
conditional statement representation to explicitly indicate semaphores. 
Adaptability is perhaps a strength in any representational technique. 
3.7 Summary of the advantages of Dimensional Flowcharting 
1. They are quick and easy to draw by hand, typewriter or computer 
because of their simple formatting algorithm, their lack of boxes, 
templates and special symbols. 
' 2. They are easily stored and manipulated by computer. 
3. They are easy to encode by the treewalking method. 
4. They are programming language independent. 
5. They model high level language control and data structures. 
6. The technique is easy to adapt and extend. 
7. They explicitly show Sequence, Parallelism and Refinement. 
8. They encourage and facilitate well-structured program design and 
well-disciplined code. They facilitate design by Step-wise 
Refinement. 
9. They facilitate design discussions and walk throughs. 
10. They help the maintenance programmer by facilitating the learning 
and understanding of a program's design by retaining the 
hierarchical design as an integral part of the program. 
11. They allow management to monitor the progress during the design 
stage. They allow prograuners to appreciate where their work 
fits into the overall scheme. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Dimensional Flowcharts help the designer to produce hierarchically 
structured software, they help the programmer to produce well- 
disciplined code, they help the manager to monitor progress and they 
help the maintenance programmer to understand the finished product. 
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ROOTS is an extended FORTRAN language which is translated into pure FORTRAN 
by a preprocessor. The language was designed for use in the context of a 
design methodology which allows a single, automated representational 
technique to be used throughout the design, construction and maintenance of 
hierarchically structured software [1]. Section 2 below contains an 
outline description of this methodology. 
ROOTS can however be used outside this context as an extended FORTRAN 
providing enhanced control structures, but the authors suggest that the 
reader pays some attention to section 2 and the possible benefits of using the software tools to the full. 
Y, 
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ROOTS also provides performance monitoring, control and data flow tracing 
facilities which are integrated into the representational technique 
described below. These facilities can be used with existing FORTRAN 
programs, though this does require some effort and the results are not as 
easy to display as are the results when used with a true ROOTS program. 
2 THE DESIGN OF HIERARCHICALLY STRUCTURED SOFTWARE 
2.1 Ronre«ntatien of hý.. ý±. ". +r. ý.. ý>>., _. d ... f*w&re 
One technique for the creation of hierarchically structured sofrtware is 
the Step-Wise Refinement method [2] in which a specification is broken 
down or refined into a sequence of instructions. Each instruction may 
itself be further refined. Such software has three major structural features, sequence, parallelism and refinement. Dimensional Flowcharting [1] is an automated graphical, technique to represent these three features. 
Figure 1 shows how in conventional Step-Wise Refinement there is no way of 
showing which instructions are derived from which specifications whereas in the Dimensional Flowchart of figure 2 the relationship is obvious. Refinement is denoted by a diagonal line connecting a specification to its 
refinement, ie to a sequence of instructions. 
A sequence of instructins is represented as a vertically ordered list 
which. Is exectued from top to bottom. If a sequence is to be executed only once then it is called a single sequence and is indicated by the earthed symbol which is usually omitted for brevity. If a sequence is to be executed one or more times then it is called a Repeated Sequence and is indicated by the "' symbol which cannot be omitted. 
Conditional statements are represented by the 'C' (conditional) symbol 
which, unless the specified condition is met, causes execution of the 
sequence to be terminated and the next (higher level) sequential 
instruction to be executed. The next sequential instruction is the one following the specification of the terminated sequence, see figure 3. Reaching an 'earthed' symbol causes termination of the sequence. 
In general, any specification may be broken down into one or more 
sequences of instructions, with each sequence being executed in parallel (figure 4). A specification which is refined into several pararallel ;, 
sequences terminates if and when all its constituent sequences terminate",: ' 
Figures 2-4 show that hierarchically structured software can be 
represented by tree diagrams in which the three major structural features.,,, -, 
of such software are represented by lines in perpendicular directions. 
(Figure 5). Dimensional flowchart drawings are 2-D projections of thUUS, 
3-D tree structures. 
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SOLVE QUAD& IIC EQUATION 
C 4TE ROOTS BY FORIMA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
VCArD (A) 
BEAD (8) 
READ' (C) 
tMCUTE BOOTS BY YO wLA. 
PRflI (A, B, C) 
PR T (POSRGOT, BEGRCOT) 
level I- specification 
1mal 2- raf iaement of Ievel 1 
Tavel 3- refinement of 2 level. 2 
iaatr=tions 
Pignra 1. Staa-wise Refinement 
LVE QffADU=C EQUATION 
gtpUT CDEFFIC=1TS 
(A) 
C$) 
(C) 
CMnM=- ROOTS 3T FOE SMA, 
I OUTPUT RESVL35 
INT (A', 3, C) 
(POSROOTvEGZCOT) 
4 
Figure 2. Dim sicnal Flowchart of Figure 1 7i 
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Figures 6-8 show how certain ROOTS constructs are represented as 
flowcharts. The direction labelled 'parallelism' in figure 5 is used also 
to represent the selection of alternatives (see the IF and EPILOG 
examples). 
2.2 Qutline of design methndntm.,. 
Suppose a new program is to be built from scratch. The initial design 
work is done with flowcharts hand drawn on the 'backs of envelopes'. The 
step-wise refinement method of the initial design sketches causes a 
proliferation of all drawings which are combined into larger drawings as 
the work progresses and the design firma up. Refinement of the design drawing continues until a complete program is derived, is when all the terminal nodes of the tree structure are ccmpilable source code. At this 
stage the flowchart is coded up into ROOTS. This is done by 'tree-walking' the flowchart, Le going through the flowchart in a 
particular order encoding each line and statement as it is 'visited'. The 
technique is easily acquired by studying the example of the ROOTS source 
of a program and the corresponding flowchart given later in this paper. 
The machine readable source code is then presented to the ROOTS 
preprocessor. The output from the preprocessor is an equivalent FORTRAN program and an encoded form of the program which may be fed into a second 
software tool (the DFC generating program) which generates a dimensional flowchart on one of a variety of output devices. Output devices currently 
available include Tektronix storage tubes and the Benson 1302 pen plotter. 
The output from the preprocessor is thus an exact, but neater, replica of the program's design. This is a major help in checking the coding of a 
design as the flowchart should be exactly the same as the hand drawn 
version encoded. 
Flowcharts have also been found to be a major aid to program testing as they help the programmer to appreciate the overall design when looking for bugs. As mentioned above and discussed in more detail below, prograM 
execution traces can be obtained in the same representation and prob performance data can be displayed on the tlowhcart representing the static 
program structure. 
They are a help to the maintenance programmer as they facilitate the learning and understanding of a program's design by retaining the 
hierarchical design as an integral part of the program. 
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3 ROOTS -A STRUCTURED FORTRAN LANGUAGE 
The remainder of this paper describes the run-time monitoring facilities 
provided by the ROOTS preprocessor, which gives a flavour for the control 
structures provided in ROOTS and the appearance of ROOTS programs. The 
remaining sections describe. the. language in"detail and the mechanics of 
running ROOTS programs and of flowchart generation. 
4 RUN-TIME MONITORING 
It is a weakness of many language implementations that they provide no 
facilities for debugging and performance measurement in programs. 
Discovering which sections of a program consume the most resources can be 
exceedingly laborious and hence is rarely undertaken. 
The ROOTS translator aims to provide users with facilities to measure the 
CPU time and 10 time taken by nominated statements in the program, to 
generate an execution trace of nominated sections of the program and to 
monitor control and data flow in the program. At the language level, this 
is achieved by inserting monitoring statements at the start of the program 
which define the type of monitoring required, acid then tagging those 
statements in the program for which monitoring is desired. 
It is a further weakness of most run-time monitoring systems that the 
results produced are in the form of a sequential line printer listing and 
relating the results to the program can be exceedingly tedious. The ROOTS 
monitoring system is closely linked to the DFC system and by feeding the 
output from the monitoring system along with the flowchart code generated 
by the ROOTS translator into the DFC program static performance data and 
snap-shots of data will be displayed on the flowchart, as will be seen in 
figure 9. 
The run-time execution trace generated by the monitor is also in the form 
of input data for the DFC program and this also is intended to be 
represented as a flowchart, see for example figure 10. There are several 
mechanisms provided to limit the volume of tracing output generated. 
The facilities provided are best described by way of examples and for this 
the program below will be considered. The program converts binary 
representations of integers to character string representations of their 
decimal values by iterative and recursive algorithms. This is used to 
illustrate the point that the monitoring system is capable of handling 
recursion. Recursion is permitted as an option in the PRIME FORTRAN 
system. 
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. PROG 
. MONITOR SNAPS, PERFORMANCE, HISTORY, CONTROL 
. TRACE 
. T1: DEP(20,9), 
DET(3) , RF(1) ET 
. T2: DEP(0,0), DET(10) RT 
. T3: DEP(4,4), DET(3) ET 
. ENDTRACE 
. SNkP-SHOT 
. S31: DET(20), FORMIT(200), SIZE(80) ESS 
. SS2: DET(25), FORMAT(210), SIZE(80) ESS 
. SS3: DET(25), FORMAT(220), SIZE(80) ESS ENDSNAP 
. FILTERS 
. BF1: 
(MOD(IT(N), 2). EQ. O) 
. ®F 
. ENDFILTERS 
. ENDMONITOR 
. MASTER C DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER IN, EX , NUM ,J, R INTEGER BIN(100) 
INTEGER PAGE(30,100) 
INTEGER ISTRNG(80) 
. EC 
. T1: BEGIN C INITIALISE 
.C I/O CHANNELS IN: 1 
EX :1 
. EC 
.P ARSEP 
.C CLEAR OUTPUT PAGE BUFFER TO SPACES 
. FOR J: 1,30 . DO 
. FOR R: 1 , 100 DO PAGE(J, X) 
. ERDFR 
. ENDFR 
. EC 
. EC 
.C READ INPUT DATA INTO ARRAY BIN READ(IN, 100)NUM, (BIN(J), Js1, NUM) 
.C FORCE LAST DATUM TO BE 9999 TO ENSURE TERMINATION BIN(NUM) = 9999 
. EC 
. EC 
.C CONVERT 
INPUT SET OF BIN NUMB TO DEC IN PAGE BUFFER 
Js1 
. T1: CYCLE K21,100 TILL(l) DO 
. SS2: NU M, 
(BIN(J1), Jlsl, NUM) 
528 -- 
210 FORMAT('MEASURE OF SET', I4, lX, 'MEMBERS', 100(I10, lX)) 
. EXITIF(BIN(J). EQ. 9999). TOSITU(1) 
. T1: C CONVERT JTH BIN TO DEC 2 WAYS, ONE PER COL 
. T1: CALL (1) B2DI(BIN(J), PAGE, J, 1) 
. PARSEP 
. T1: CALL (1) B2DR(BIN(J), PAGE, J, 30/2+1) 
. EC J=J+1 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
. ASSUMPTION INPUT 9999 FOUND 
. OK LIMIT 
. FAIL(EX, '9999 NOT FOUND & PAGE FULL') 
. ENDCY 
. EC 
.C OUTPUT CONTENTS OF PAGE BUFFER WRITE(EX, 110)(BIN(K), (PAGE(J, K), J=1,30), K=1, NUM) 
. EC 
. STOP 
.C I/O FORMATS 100 FORMAT(I10) 
110 FORMAT(I10,2X, 30 Al) 
. EC 
. ENDM 
. LEVEL 1 
. SUBROUTINE B2DR(BINARY, PAGE, LINE, START) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(30,100), LINE, START 
EC 
.C LOCALS INTEGER HCP, BIN 
. EC 
.C FUNCTIONS 
. IG NONE 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C OUTPUT SIGN & MAGNITUDE OF BINARY 
.C OUTPUT SIGN OF 
BINARY 
. IF(BINARY. LT. O). THEN 
. CALL(3) PRINT('-', PAGE, LINE, START) 
. ELSE 
. CALL(3) PRINT('+', PAGE, LINE, START) 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
. PARSEP 
.C OUTPUT MAGNITUDE IN DECIMAL CHARSFROM MO BIN = IABS(BINARY) 
MCP = START+1 
. T1: CALL 
(2) PB2DR(BIN, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
DECIMAL CHARSFROM MOST SIG DIGIT TO LEAST 
7, 
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. EC 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE B2DI(BINARY, PAGE, LINE, START) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(30,100), LINE, START 
. EC 
.C LOCALS INTEGER NCP, BIN, I, REM 
. EC 
.C FUNCTIONS INTEGER DIGITS 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C OUTPUT SIGN & MAGNITUDE OF BINARY 
.C OUTPUT SIGN OF BINARY 
. IF(BINARY. LT. O). THEN 
. CALL(3) PRINT('-', PAGE, LINE, START) 
. ELSE 
. CALL(S) PRINT('+', pAGE, LINE, START) 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
. PARSEP 
.C OUTPUT MAGNITUDE IN DECIMAL CHARSFAOM LEAST SIG DIGIT 
TO MOST 
BIN s IABS(BINARY) 
NCP 2 START+DIGITS(BIN) 
. CALL(2) PB2DI(BIN, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
. EC 
. RETURN 
. END 
. ENDLEV 
. LEVEL 2 
. SUBROUTINE PB2DR(BINAR!, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(30,100), LINE, NCP 
. EC 
.C LOCALS INTEGER LSTDIG, BIN, ISTRNG(80), CHR 
. EC 
.C FUNCTIONS INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. T1: BEGIN 
. IF(BINART. 
GE. 10). TßEN 
BIN s BINARY/10 
. T1: . 
CALL (0) PB2DR(BIN, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ELSE 
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NULL 
. ENDIF 
.C DETATCH LEAST SIG DIGIT LSTDIG = MOD(BINARY, 10) 
. EC 
.C PRINT LEAST SIG DIGIT CHR = CHAR(LSTDIG) 
. SS1: CHR, LINE, NCP 
. CALL(3) PRINT(CHR, PAGE, LINE, NCP) NCP = NCP+1 
EC 
200 FORMAT('CHARACTER', 1X, Al, 1X, 'LINE', I4,1X, 'COLUMN', I4) 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE PB2DI(BINARY, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(30,100), LINE, NCP 
EC 
.C LOCALS INTEGER LSTDIG, J, BIN, ISTRNG(80), CHR 
. EC 
.C FUNCTIONS INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN BIN = BINARY 
. T2: CYCLE J=1,30 . TILL(1) DO 
.C DETATCH JTH LEAST SIG DIGIT LSTDIG = MOD(BIN, 10) 
BIN = BIN/10 
. EC 
. T3: C PRINT JTH 
LEAST SIG DIGIT 
CHR it CHAR(LSTDIG) 
. SS1: CHR, LINE, NCP 
. T2: . CALL(3) PRINT(CHR, PAGE, LINE, NCP) NCP = NCP-1 
" EC 
. EXITIF(BIN. EQ. O). TOSITU(1) 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
. OK 
. LIMIT 
. FAIL(1, 'PB2DI LOOP GUARD ERROR') 
. ENDCY 200 FORMAT('CHARACTER' 
. RETURN 
. END 
. ENDLEV 
. LEVEL 3 
91X, A1,1X, 'LINE', I4,1X, 'COLUMN', I4) 
. SUBROUTINE PRINT(CHCODE, PAGE, LINE, WIDPOS) 
Y/ 
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.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS 
INTEGER CRCODE, PAGE(30,100), LINE, WIDPOS 
. EC 
. EC 
. T2: BEGIN 
. T2: PAGE(WIDPOS, 
LINE) : CECODE 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION 
CHAR(INT) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER INT 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
. IF(INT. EQ. O). 
THEN 
CHAR a '0' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 1). THEN CHAR s '1' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 2). THEN CHAR : '2' 
. ELIF 
(INT . EQ . 3) . THEN CHAR _ '3' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 4). THEN CHAR = '4' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 5). THEN CHAR _ '5' 
. ELI7 (INT. EQ. 6). THEN CHAR= '6' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 7). THEN CHAR : 'T' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 8). THEN CHAR : '8' 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 9). THEN CHAR s '9' 
. ELSE 
. FAIL(1, 'FUNC CHAR PARAM NOT DIGIT') 
. ENDIF 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION DIGITS(POSINT) 
.C DECLARATIONS 
.C PARAMETERS INTEGER POSINT 
. EC 
.C FUNCTIONS INTEGER DIGTSR 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
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. IF(POSINT. GE. 10). THEN DIGITS = 1+DIGTSR(POSINT/10) 
. ELSE DIGITS =1 
. ENDIF 
. RETURN 
. END 
. ENDLEU 
. LEVEL 4 INTEGER FUNCTION DIGTSR(INT) 
INTEGER INT, DIGITS 
. BEGIN DIGTSR = DIGITS(INT) 
. RETURN 
-. 
. END 
. ENDLEU 
. ENDP 
The type of run-time monitoring required is requested by the inclusion of a 
. MONITOR section at the head of the program as shown below. 
. MONITOR PERFORMANCE, 
HISTORX, CONTROL, SNAPS 
TRACE 
. T1: DEP(20,7), 
DET(3), RF(1) . ET 
. T2: DEP(0,0), 
DET(10), RF(1) ET 
. ENDTRACE 
. SNAP-SHOT 
. SS1: DET(20), FORMAT(200), SIZE(80) 
. SS2: DET(25), FORMAT(210), 
SIZE(80) 
. ENDSNAP 
. FILTERS 
. BF1: 
(MOD(IT(N), 2). EQ. O) EBF 
, ENDFILTERS 
. ENDMONITOR 
. ESS 
. ESS 
The monitoring categories required are specified by the keywords following 
. MONITOR. 
The statement above represents all available monitoring 
categories. TRACE-ENDTRACE, SNAP-SHOT - ENDSNAP and FILTERS - ENDFILTERS 
are optional sections which control the details of monitoring. 
4.1 Tragirr 
The most general form of trace statement possible 
number following T is the tracing level being 
in the program are tagged for monitoring, the 
level, which indexes a set of tracing parameters 
Tracing parameters are set as follows: 
is indicated above. The 
defined. When statements 
tag includes a tracing 
defined in TRACE. 
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Detail level DET(<number>) 
Pruning data DEP(<number>, <number>) 
Repetition filter RF(<number>) 
The association of a level of detail with each statement tagged for 
tracing provides a mechanism whereby the user may select at run-time a 
subset of these statements to be actually traced. The user specifies at 
run-time a level of detail, and only those statements with 
detail & , run-time detail 
will appear in the tracing output. 
The specification of a repetition filter is a method for selecting the 
iterations of a loop to be traced. The filter to be associated with a 
particular tracing level is defined by an index into the set of filters (specified in the FILTERS section). Thus in the example above, the 
filter 
(MOD(IT(N), 2). EQ. O) 
is associated with tracing level 1. Statements are only traced when the 
value of the associated filter is TRUE. (and some other conditions are 
satisfied). Associated with each loop in the program is an iteration 
counter, assigned the value zero before the loop is entered and 
incremented by one at the start of each iteration of the loop. The 
function IT(N) is a function of type INTEGER*4 provided by the monitor 
which returns the current value of the iteration counter. _ 
Thus the 
repetition filter above will cause all odd numbered iterations not to be 
traced. 
Note that any routine in which IT(N) is invoked must include a 
declaration: 
INTEGER; 4 IT 
this is NOT included automatically by the translator. Failure to include, 
such a declaration will lead to spurious results (the filter will always 
return the value 0). 
The pruning data specified by DEP allow the user to control the depth to 
which the trace is allowed to grow and how much of the trace is to be 
retained as levels of refinement are terminated. a"' 
The motivation behind this is that it the execution of a refinement 
terminates unexpectedly (for example a FAIL statement is executed or the 
condition specified in a . ASSERTION statement yields the value . 
FALSE. ) 
one can have a very detailed execution trace to work from. If the 
execution is successful, one is not in general interested in the detail of 
the execution so this can be discarded from the trace. 
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Consider the section of code: 
. T3: C PRINT JTH LEAST SIG DIGIT 
. T2: CALL PRINT(CHAR(LSTDIG), PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
. SUBROUTINE PRINT(CHCODE, PAGE, LINE, 
WIDPOS) 
. T2: BEGIN 
. T2: PAGE(WIDPOS, LINE) = CHCODE 
. RETURN 
. END 
Execution of this code will produce the trace 
01"f ? JTM 6LUT ! t6 alai? 
tOd10 
tla Cl01 3 6: M It COUßt 4 
, ZILL13) NItIRtO#. #F4ß, L;, 'W. NCt) 
! gain MpR 
%Sum 
IACVleLCO*. 
L: )ti) a Olt: tt0ä 
Depths of refinement are indicated at the head of each refinement in the 
text <number>=RD, thus the statment 'BEGIN. PRINT' is at refinement depth 
9. Suppose the statment 
.C PRINT JTH LEAST 
SIG DIGIT 
is tagged with the tag . T3 where tracing level 3 is defined by: 
. T3= DEP(2,1), DET(3) "ET 
The first parameter specified in DEP (DOWN) is the number of refinements 
of the current refinement which are to be traced. This value is used to 
calculate a new value of the maximum depth of refinement to be traced 
(MDRT), which is given by: 
MDRT = MAX( RT, MDRT + DOWN) 
Thus in this example, since the value of DOWN associated with tracing 
level 2 is zero, the statements CALL PRINT and BEGIN PRINT would be 
traced, but the refinements of BEGIN PRINT would not. 
The second parameter specified in DEP (UP) is the number of refinements of 
the current refinement to be saved. This value is used when a refinement 
terminates to decide whether the refinement should be saved in the tracing 
buffer or discarded. The maximum depth of refinement to be saved (AARS) 
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is calculated as for MDRT, ie: 
MDRS = MAX (MDRS , MDRS + UP) 
Thus in this example, if IHRS has the value 7 when the statement PRINT JTH 
LEAST SIG DIGIT is obeyed, the new value calculated will be 8. Thus on 
termination of all refinements with depths greater than 8, any statements 
traced will be discarded. The above example will appear as: 
.t Muff In. 6Wf tic atcl r 
t7ý 
1 
t)OMMClý1 7 Li1K i =ANW ". 
. GLw37 M11M1! OOIý(. ý. iN[. MCrý 
4.2 Snan-mhots 
The SNAP-SHOT section specifies how current data values are to be recorded 
in the tracing buffers and the circular snap-shot butters. The parameter 
specified by DET is the level of detail which controls whether anything 
will be recorded in the buffer. FORMAT specifies the label of a FORMAT 
statement which will be used as a template for writing the data values 
into the tracing buffer. SIZE specifies how many characters of the string 
produced by writing the values into a buffer according'to FORMAT are to be 
saved. Snap-shots are invoked by a program_siatement of the form: 
. 33<number>: <name li3t> 
for example: 
. 531: I, J, K 
<number> is an index into the set of snap-shot definitions in . SNAP-SHOT. Thu., With the snap-Shot definitions given earlier, 80 characters of the 
string produced by writing the values of I, J, K, into a buffer according 
to FORMAT statement 200 will be recorded in the tracing buffer if the 
detail level specified at run-time is greater than 20. Statement 200 
might be: 
200 FORMAT('VALUES OF I, J, K', 2X, 3(I6,2X)) 
Every routine producing Snap-shots should include the declaration of an 
array: 
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INTEGER ISTRNG(<r>) 
where the dimension <n> is large enough to hold the number of characters 
specified by the SIZE parameter of the . SS statement defining the 
snap-shot. Thus for a maximum SIZE of 80 characters, the array should be 
dimensioned at 40, as 2 characters are stored per word. 
The run-time monitor will produce an output file containing 3nap-3hot 
information in the format: 
STATEMENT NUMBER 1 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP=SNOT' 
-2 ( 1)MEASURE OF SET 3 MEMBERS -123 5436 
9999 
-1 ( 2)MEASURE OF SET 3 MEMBERS -123 5436 
9999 
0( 3)MEASURE OF SET 3 MEMBERS -123 5436 
9999 
STATEMENT NUMBER 2 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-6 ( 1)CHARACTER 1 LINE 
1 COLUMN 17 
_5 ( 1)CHARACTER 2 LINE 1 
COLUMN 18 
_4 ( 1)CHARACTER 3 LINE 1 COLUMN 19 
.. 3 ( 2)CAARACTER 5 LINE 2 COLUMN 17 
-2 ( 2)CHARACTER 4 LINE 2 COLUMN 18 
_1 ( 2)CBARACTER 3 LINE 2 COLUMN 19 
0( 2)CHARACTER 6 LINE 2 COLUMN 20 
STATEMENT NUMBER 3 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
,b( 1)CHARACTER 3 LINE 1 COLUMN 
4 
.5( 2)CHARACTER 2 LINE 1 COLUMN 3 
_4 ( 3)CHARACTER 1 LINE 1 COLUMN 2 
_3 ( 1)CHARACTER 
6 LINE 2 COLUMN 5 
-2 ( 2)CHARACTER 3 LINE 2 COLUMN 
4 
-1 ( 3)CHARACTER 4 LINE 2 COLUMN 3 
0( 4)CHARACTER 5 LINE 2 COLUMN 2 
ENTRY records the position of the snap-shot in the circular snap-shot 
buffers (least recent first). The value of the current iteration counter 
is recorded with each entry which is of value in tying up snap-shots and 
program execution. 
If HISTORY tracing is invoked, snap-shots will also appear in the history 
trace file and will be displayed in context if a flowchart is drawn of 
this data. The mechanics of this operation are discussed in section 14 on 
running the flowchart generation program. 
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4.3 Traein¢ Modes 
The tracing mechanism operates in one of two modes, either dumping 
information to the tracing file as it is generated (history buffer) or by 
maintaining a circular buffer of information and dumping the buffer when 
the monitor is terminated. The latter mode is useful during later stages 
of debugging as it produces significantly less output than the history 
buffer, typically giving an execution trace of the last 100 statements 
executed. Tracing mode is selected at run-time. 
Tracing mode can also be changed dynamically at execution time by 
including atatementa 
. HISTORICAL TRACE 
. CIRCULAR TRACE 
in the ROOTS source code. Execution of these statements snitches the 
trace mode to history buffer or circular buffer respectively. Examples of 
traces generated in each mode are appended (see figures 11 and 12). 
Statements HISTORICAL TRACE or CIRCULAR TRACE were inserted after the 
statement: 
J= J+1 
in the main loop of the example program. 
4.4 Centrol Traeinlr 
If CONTROL monitoring is requested, the file produced, by the monitoring 
package will. contain information of the form y 
CIRCULAR CONTROL BUFFER 
EJMC. ORDER STMT. NO. ITERATION 
-98 3 1 
-97 4 
-96 5 1 
-95 6 1 
-94 24 1 
-93 25 1 
-92 15 1 
-91 16 1 
-90 17 1 
-89 18 1 
-88 19 1 
-87 24 1 
-86 25 1 
-85 20 1 
-84 17 2 
-83 18 2 
-82 19 2 
-81 24 2 
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-80 25 2 
-79 20 2 
-78 17 3 
-77 18 3 
-76 19 3 
-75 24 3 
-7u 25 3 
-73 20 3 
-72 21 1 
-71 22 1 
-70 7 1 
-69 8 1 
-68 24 . 1 
-67 25 1 
-66 12 1 
-65 13 1 
-64 14 1 
-63 13 1 
-62 14 1 
-61 13 1 
-60 24 1 
-59 25 1 
-58 24 1 
-57 25 1 
-56 24 1 
_S5 25 1 
-54 4 2 
-53 5 2 
-52 6 2 
-51 24 2 
-50 25 2 
-49 15 2 
-48 16 2 J; 7 17 1 
-46 18 1 
-45 19 1 
-44 24 1 
-43 25 1 
-42 20 1 
-41 17 2 
-40 18 2 
-39 19 2 
-38 24 2 
-37 25 2 
-36 20 2 
-35 17 3 
-3u 18 it 3 
-33 19 3 
-32 24 3 
-31 25 3 
-30 20 3 
-29 17 4 
-28 18 4 
11 
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-27 19 4 
-26 24 4 
-25 25 4 
-24 20 4 
-23 21 2 
-22 22 2 
-21 72 
-20 82 
-19 24 2 
-18 25 2 
-17 12 2 
-16 13 2 
-15 14 2 
-14 13 2 
-13 14 2 
-12 13 2 
-11 14 2 
-10 13 2 
-9 24 2 
-8 25 2 
-T 24 2 
-6 25 2 
-5 24 2 
-4 25 2 
-3 24 2 
-2 25 2 
-1 91 
0 10 1 
The monitoring package stores the statement numbers and associated 
iteration counter of the last 100 statments, executed by the program. Statement numbers can be ascertained from the flowchart of the program. Numbers used to identify performance, control and snap-shot data are given in parentheses after each tagged statement, for example: 
CONVERT JTH BIN TO DEC 2 WAYS, ONE PER COL (PF NO 3 CL NO 3) 
The performance (PF NO) identifier of this statement is 3, the control 
statement number (Q. NO) is also 3. 
4.5 Performance Measurement 
If PERFORMANCE monitoring i3 requested, the file produced by the 
monitoring package will contain information of the form: 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR # 
STMNO CPU-TIME I0-TIME FREQUENCY MAX. REC. DEP CURR. REC. DEP 
1 855 1110 
2 799 1110 
3 793 1110 
4 780 1210 
7W 
-- 5, +U 
5 409 0 2 1 0 6 407 0 2 1 0 
7 363 1 2 1 0 8 360 1 2 1 0 
9 3 0 1 1 0 10 0 0 1 1 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 
12 332 1 2 1 0 
13 326 1 7 4 0 
14 189 1 5 3 0 15 359 0 2 1 0 
16 347 0 2 1 0 
17 322 0 7 1 0 
18 199 0 7 1 0 
19 43 0 7 1 0 
20 3 0 7 1 0 
21 6 0 2 1 0 
22 0 0 2- 1 0 
23 0 0 0 0 0 
24 58 0 18 1 0 
25 10 0 18 1 0 
Statement numbers can be related to statements as discussed above. PRIME 
routines CTIM$A and DTIM$A (see PRIME Manual for descriptions of these) 
are used to measure the cpu times and io times used by statements. CPU 
times and 10 times are recorded in units of 1/100th of a second. Consider 
the program fragment: 
MINT JTM LEAST ! IG OIGIT i 
l so 110. ill 
(in am) 
PF YO 14 Q. Iq 1tt 
äw 
. CwAtu IG! iMr-, aoT 
I; MMIMt100 MGt. 6J! RNCrr 
0 
Pc! 0. No 11) 
aw 
s /lCº.. 1 
I tI NO 20 `7. AID 20) 
ýIT17I$LM. W. O ). TD3i? W t1 
" 
The execution time for the statement PRINT JTH LEAST SIG DIGIT will be 
given by the difference in CPU time used at the start of the statement 
. EXITIF(BIN. EQ. O). TOSITU(l) 
and the CPU time used at the point before the statement 
7i 
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PRINT JTH LEAST SIG DIGIT 
As far as possible resources used by subroutine calls to the monitor are 
subtracted from the CPU-TIME figures reported, but some proportion of the 
monitor overheads will be used, because some instructions must be executed 
before CPU time monitoring can be turned off. Thus the figures reported 
should be treated with some caution and fine grain effects should be 
ignored. 
Monitor overhead is measured by the monitor and is printed out at the and 
of the program run (see attached example). 
The column headed FREQUENCY records the execution frequencies of the 
statements monitored. MAX. REC. DEP reports the maximum depth of recursion 
of the statement and CURR. REC. DEP records the depth of recursion of the 
statement when monitoring terminated. 
In general performance monitoring information will be displayed as a 
flowchart of the program under consideration, in preference to direct 
examination of the file produced by the monitor. The technique for doing 
this is described in the section on running the flowchart generation 
program. Bizarre results can be produced if statements tagged for tracing 
are not included on the flowchart drawn (je are tagged to be abstracted). 
5 GENERAL LAYOUT FEATURES OF ROOTS PROGRAMS 
All reserved words in ROOTS are proceeded by the symbol '. '. ROOTS source 
text must start in or after column 7 and must not go beyond column 72 of the line. FORTRAN source may be intermingled with ROOTS constructs as desired, but only 'pure' FORTRAN source may be continued to a second or 
subsequent line. 
It the FORTRAN code generated by a ROOTS statement exceeds 72 characters, it will be automatically continued to the next line. This should cause no 
problems. 
ROOTS reserved words may not contain embedded spaces. Thus: 
.1 F(. TRUE. ). T HEN 
is illegal. 
The ROOTS preprocessor generates labels in the range 20000 - 29999. 
Variable names PCT<n> where <n> is in the range 0001 to 9999 are generated 
by the preprocssor in the translation of the CYCLE statement and hence 
should not be used in the source fed to the preprocessor. 
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6 NOTATION 
We introduce the notation : 
<be> 
to mean any valid FORTRAN boolean expression, and: 
<13> 
to be any sequence of FORTRAN or ROOTS statements. 
<text> 
-is any sequence of characters such as would appear in a FORTRAN comment 
statement, 
<lines of text> 
is any number of lines of <text>. 
7 SELECTION STATEMENTS 
7.1 . IF-. TEEN-. ELIF-. ELSE 
The syntax is: 4 
7, 
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. IF(<be>). THEN IF(. NOT. (<be>))G0T020000 
<is> <is> 
GOTO 20001 
. ELIF(<be>). 
THEN 20000 IF(. NOT. (<be>))GOTO 20002 
<ls> <1s> 
GOTO 20001 
. ELIF(<be>). THEN 20002 IF(. NOT. (<be>))GOTO 20003 
<is> <ls> 
Go4ro 20001 
. ELSE 20003 CONTINUE 
<is> <is> 
. ENDIF 20001 CONTINUE 
and generates the code shown. The ELSE clause is mandatory. The 
statement may contain any number (including zero) of ELIF clauses. 
Further syntatic restriction, are: 
(i) TEEN must appear at the and of a line 
(ii) 
. IF-. TEEN must appear on one line, -continuation lines are not 
allowed. 
(iii) ELSE and EKDIF must appear alone on separate lines. 
The conditionals are evaluated serially until one is TRUE, the associated <ls> is obeyed and control passes to the end of the statement. 
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7.2 SWITCH 
In the syntax below <int> is an INTEGER variable, and <no> is the number 
of cases in the statement. The syntax and code generated are: 
E. G. <no of cases>=3 
. SWITCH(<int>, <nc>) 
IF(<int>. LT. 1. OR. <int>. GT. <nc>)GOTO 20004 
GOTO(20001,20002,20003), <int> 
20001 CONTINUE 
<is> <ls> 
GOTO 20005 
. CASE(2) 20002 CONTINUE 
<is> <ls> 
GOTO 20005 
. CASE(3) 
20003 CONTINUE 
<1s> <is> 
GOTO 20005 
. OUT-OF-RANGE 
20004 CONTINUE 
<1$> <ls> 
GOTO 20005 
. ENDSW 
20005 CONTINUE- 
The . OUT-OF-RANGE statement 
is mandatory. 
,e 
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8 ITERATION STATEMENTS 
8.1 LOOPS 
The language contains three loop statements, . FOR-. ENDFR is a simple 
iteration statement akin to the FORTRAN DO statement. CYCLE is a general 
Zahn loop construct, . WHILE will be familiar from ALGOL. 
8.1.1 . WHILE-. ENDWH 
The syntax and code generated afire: 
. WHILE(<be>). DO 20000 IF(. 
NOT. (<be>))GOTO 20001 
<Is> <1s> 
GOTO 20000 
. ENDWH 20001 CONTINUE 
Note that WHILE (<be>) and . ENDWH must occupy single lines. 
8.1.2 . FOR-.! NDFR 
The syntax of this statement 13: 
. FOR Is N1, N2, N3 DO 
<13> 
. ENDFB 
8.1.3 . CYCLE-. ENDCX 
DO 20000 1s N1, N2, N3 
<13> 
20000 CONTINUE 
All reserved words with the exception of UNTIL in this statement are 
mandatory. In line with the Syntax of IF and SWITCH statements, LIMIT 
must be the last clause of the epilog before . ENDCY. 
The UNTIL construct has been introduced to provide a mechanism for 
representing the statements of which EXITIF is a refinement. 
For 
example: 
. UNTIL(End of file). IE 
. UNTIL(Top 
bit set). I! 
. EXITIF(REPLY. 
LT. O).? 0SITU(2) 
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ý,; 
In the description below, <ns> is the number of distinct exits from the 
loop, ie. the number of SITU clauses to follow. 
. CYCLE IsN1, N2, N3 . TILL(<n3>). DO 
<is> 
UNTIL(<text>). IE 
. EXITIF(<be>). TOSITU(1) 
<ls> 
. EYITIF(<be>). TOSITU(2) 
<13) 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
<is) 
. SITU(2) 
<13) 
. LIMIT 
<is> 
. ENDCT 
e. g. <ns>=2 
DO 20000 I= N1, N2, N3 
<is> 
ASSIGN 20003 TO KT0001 
IF(<be>) GOTO 20002 
" <is> 
ASSIGN 20004 TO KT0001 
IF(<be>) GOTO 20002 
<13> 
20000 CONTINUE 
ASSIGN 20005 TO KT0001 
20002 CONTINE 
GOTO KT0001 
20003 CONTINUE 
<is> 
GOTO 20001 
20004 CONTINUE' 
<is> 
GOTO 20001 
20005 CONTINUE 
<is> 
20001 CONTINUE 
7/ 
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9 REFINEMENT STATEMENTS 
9.1 Refinement 
A refinement is introduced by either the statement 
.C <text> 
or the statements 
<lines of text> 
. EN 
and is terminated by the statement 
. EC 
For example: 
.C ADVANCE OUTPUT BUFFER POINTER OBUFPR s OBUFPR 
. EC 
Parallel 3equence3 may be represented by the sgntau: 
.C or N .... . II: <1s> 
. PARSEP <la> 
CC 
Any number of PARSEP ... <la> items are allowed. 
9.2 . 0K and . NULL 
These statements have been found to be extremely useful in the I. anguagO 
DRIL. The code generated by both will be CONTINUE. 
9.3 FAIL 
The syntax of this statement and code generated are: 
. 
FAIL(<channel number>, '<mes3&ge>') 
{iBITE(<ohannel number>, <label>) 
<label> FORMAT('<message)') 
IF(. TAUE. )STOP 
-- 548 -- 
The last line is necessarily contorted to get round the problem of 'no path to statement' in the PRIME FORTRAN compiler. 
10 SUBPROGRAM STATEMENTS 
ROOTS recognises the statements 
. BLOCK DATA 
. SUBROUTINE 
. FUNCTION 
. INTEGER FUNCTION 
. INTEGER*4 FUNCTION 
. REJIG. FUNCTION 
. DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 
. LOGICAL FUNCTION 
. COMPLEX FUNCTION 
. s? oP 
. END 
Rote that single spaces must appear in these statements where shown above. 
The code generated by STOP is: 
IF(. TRUE. )STOP or 
To facilitate program monitoring ROOTS recognises statements of the form:. 
. C&LIL . 
Two forms of the statement are allowed: 
. CALL <name)(<argument list>) 
is the addition of a period (. ) to the front of a FORTRAN CALL statement. 
The second form allows the insertion of the routine level after CALL: 
. CALL(<level>)<name)(<argument li3t>) 
Recursive calls are denoted by the symbol te' in place of <level>. 
The notion of subroutine level comes from a consideration of can graphs, a 
routine at level n can be called by routines at all levels m-ýn and may can 
routines at all levels k Zn. 
There is a need to delimit the MASTER segment (in 1900 terminology) of a 
program and hence we introduce: 
-- 549 -- 
. MASTER 
. II1DM 
It is also useful to iaiow where the code of a routine begins and hence we 
introduce 
. BEGIN 
The Statements 
. PROG <text string> 
. ENDP 
delimit the entire source. 
To facilitate the representation of the level concept in flowcharts, the 
statements: 
. LEVEL. <number> 
. SETSEP 
. ENDLEU 
are introduced. The structure of a ROOTS program is then represented by 
the syntax: 
. PROG 
. MASTER 
. ENDM 
. LEVEL 1 
. SUBROUTINE 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE 
. END 
. ENDLEU 
. LEVEL2 
-- 550 -- 
H 
. ENDLEV 
. ENDP 
11 INPUT DIRECTION STATEMENTS 
11.1 ADD 
It is a frequent source of annoyance that many software tools do not have 
an equivalent of the $INSERT Facility of the PRIME FORTRAN compiler. 
ROOTS has such a facility which will increase the utility of tools such as 
PFORT for investigation of the intermediate FORTRAN code generated by 
ROOTS. 
The construct is: 
. ADD <filename> adds 
the text in <filename> and generates 
a flowchart of the entire source text, 
unless preceded by an edit tag (see below). 
. ADD can be nested to a 
finite depth. 
i 
12 MONITOR STATEMENTS 
4 
12.1 MONITOR 
Monitoring levels are defined by statements enclosed by the reserved 
words: 
. MONITOR 
. ENDMONITOR 
Trace, filter and snap-shot levels are defined within this section: 
. MONITOR 
. TRACE 
. T1: DEP(20,7), DET(3) , RF(1) ET 
. T2: DEP(0,0), DET(10), RF(1) ET 
. ENDTRACE 
. SNAP-SHOT 
. SS1: DET(20), FORMAT(200), SIZE(80) 
ESS 
. SS2: DET(25), FORMAT(210), SIZE(80) . ESS 
-- 551 -- 
. ENDSNAP 
. FILTERS 
. BF1: 
(MOD(IT(N), 2). EQ. O) EBF 
. ENDFILTERS 
. ENDMONITOR 
Statements to be monitored are tagged a3 tollowa: 
.T <level): <statement> 
where <level> indexes a tracing level defined in the TRACE section of the 
MONITOR statement. 
Snap shots are produced by the statement: 
. 3S <index>: <lint of variables) 
and <index> refers to a snap shot set up in the SNAP-SHOT section of the 
MONITOR statement. 
To invoke monitoring, the . MONITOR 3tat. ent must be followed by keywords (in any order) indicating the monitoring categories required. The most 
general form is : 
. MONITOR PERFORMANCE, HISTORT, CONTROL, SNAPS 
12.2 ASSUMPTION 
The syntax of this statement is: 
. ASSUMPTION <number>: (<text>) 
/ 
the code generated is as for a comment statement. 
12.3 ASSERTION 
The Syntax of this Statement i3: 
. ASSERTION <number>: (<be)) 
If the statement is =tagged by a monitoring tag (eg . T1: 
) the code 
generated is as for a comment statement. 
If the statement is tagged, for example: 
. T1: ASSERTION 1: 
(N. GT. M) 
then the code generated is: 
-- 552 -- 
IF(<be>) GOTO 20000 
STOP <number> 
20000 CONTINUE 
13 EDITING STATEMENTS 
It is often the case that one does not wish to produce the entire flowchart 
of a program, merely the sections of current interest. An editing 
mechanism is defined within the syntax. 
ROOTS statements may be tagged to indicate that the refinement of the 
statement is not to be drawn by tagging them with K <number>: for 
example: 
. SWITCH 
(NUM, 3) 
.g1: . CASE(l) 
.K2: . CASE(2) 
Each tag g <number> may take the value REF (refined) meaning draw the 
sequence, or ABS (abstracted) meaning omit the sequence. Values are 
assigned within the EDIT statement which must appear after the . PROG 
statement and before the tags defined are used. The maximum number of tags 
that may be defined is 20. The syntax of the statement is: 
. EDFT 
.R <number>: 
(REF or ABS) . E8 
A <number>: (REF or ABS) EK 
. ENDEDIT 
For example, if E1 and K2 are defined as REF, the 
program fragment above would be drawn as: 
CASE 
NUMB 1 WM-2 
If however 1(1 is defined as ABS, the fragment will 
be drawn as: 
-- 553 -- 
CASE 
NUM-2 
14 COMPLETE EXAMPLES 
14.1 Running the_ Prýeren... n.. 
Thi3 section describes the operation of the ROOTS preproco33or. 
ROOTS 13 invoked by the macro command: 
$ROOTS <input file>, <code file>, <flowchart file>, <options> 
where: 
<input file> is the name of the file containing' ROOTS soucre 
<code tile> is the name of a file into which the FORTRAN code 
generated by the preprocessor will be written 
<flowchart file> is the name of a file into which the code to 
drive the flowchart generation program will be written 
<options> specify whether FORTRAN and/or flowchart code is to be produced 
FORTRAN code is generated by specifying the boolean FORT. Flowchart code is generated by 3pecifyinS the boolean FLOW. 
Default names of 
C-<input file> 
F-<input file> 
are provided for <code file> and <flowchart tile> respectively. 
Thu3, for example if a ROOTS program is contained in file SOURCE, 
FORTRAN and flowchart code can be generated by the command: 
-- 554 -- 
$ROOTS SOURCE,  FORT FLOW 
The FORTRAN code will be written in file C-SOURCE, 
the flowcharting code in file F-SOURCE. 
See the terminal dialogue below (commands typed by user underlined, 
text following a '[' 
is an explanatory comment). 
OK, 
OK, I SOURCE 
OK, 0 C-SOURCE 32 
OK, 0 F-SOURCE 42 
OK, SEG PROGRAM>ft00TSTRANS 
GO 
FOREST V 2.2 
DO YOU WANT FLOWCHART CODE (YIN) 
I 
DO YOU WANT FORTRAN CODE (I/N) 
I 
MAIN 
B2DR 
B2DI 
PB2DR 
PB2DI 
PRINT 
CHAR 
DIGITS 
DIGTSR 
*** OK gis 
*44* STOP 
ox, CO TTY 
14.2 Tnvnnatton of the run-time monitor 
Run-time monitoring code is inserted in the FORTRAN code generated by the 
ROOTS preprocessor by the insertion of a MONITOR statement as described 
above. The FORTRAN code should be compiled in the normal way, but when 
the program is loaded, commands: 
LO PROGRAM>B_ROOTSMON 
LI VFLIB 
LI VAPPLB 
-- 555 -- 
I- 
should be included. To continue the example above: 
OK, £TN C-SOURCE -DTMM (-DYNM is used because source contains [ recursive routines 
GO 
0000 ERRORS ((. MAIN. >FTN-REV15.21 
0000 ERRORS [<B2DR >FTH-REV15.21 
0000 ERRORS (<B2DI >FTN-REV15.21 
0000 ERRORS C<PB2DR >FTH-REV15.21 
0000 ERRORS [<PB2DI >FTN-REV15.2] 
0000 ERRORS (<PRM >FTN-REV15.21 
0000 ERRORS (<CRAR >rTN-REV15.2] 
0000 ERRORS [<DIGITS>FTN-REV15.2) 
0000 ERRORS [<DIGTSR>FTN-REVI5.2] 
01, = 
GO 
# VLOAD #C-SOURCE 
$ L_d H C-WURCE 
$ LC +P ROGRA» B_R00TS1 N 
$ LIA 
LI y APPS 
$ LL 
LOAD CCMPLETE 
$ SL 
$Q 
When the program is run, a dialogue will be initiated by the run-timt 
monitor as shown below: 
Olt, SEC #C-SOURCE 
GO 
BUFFER TYPE(1: RIST, 2=CIRC) 
1 
PLEASE INPUT CHANNEL NO FOR OUTPUT 
it 
PLEASE INPUT PERFORMANCE FILENAME 
SQURCE_P 
PLEASE INPUT CONTROL PATHS FILENAME 
SOUR -C 
PLEASE INPUT SNAP-SHOT FILENAME 
SOURCE-S 
PLEASE INPUT TRACE FILENAME 
SOURCE-1 
TRACE ACTIVE? (T OR F) 
I[ TRACE is suppressed by replying F 
PLEASE INPUT LEVEL OF DETAIL OF TRACE 
3, C sets level of detail for this run 
PLEASE INPUT KkXIMUM REFINEMENT TRACED 
556 -- 
22 [refinements deeper than this are not traced 
PLEASE INPUT LENGTH OF STATEMENT 
IN CHARACTERS REQUIRED IN TRACE 
[the first 80 characters of each statement 
[ traced are recorded in the buffer 
3. C remaining input typed is data for program 
-1 
j6. 
1 
-123 -123 -123 
5436 +5436 +5436 
9999 
[ output belog is summary of resources 
[ used by monitor itself 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR FOR MONITORING SUBROUTINE 
TOTAL CPU-TIME= 980 
TOTAL I/O-TIME =2 
FREQUENCI: 995 
"*; * STOP 
OK, 
1$. 3 Production of Fl"eh"te from rin-time output 
This section describes, by way of the above example' the production of 
flowcharts from the flowchart code tilts produced by the ROOTS 
preprocessor and the run-time monitor. 
The example below shows the commands necessary to display the run-time 
performance and snap-shot data on a flowchart of the program source. The 
detailed description of the parameters to the flowchart program is 
deterred to a later section. 
The flowchart generation program is invoked by the command: 
gG PROGRAM>#RQOTSFLOW 
0 
The user is then asked to specify those parameters for this task which '- 
differ from the default parameters set up by the flowchart generation 
program, as shown below: 
OK, SEG PROGRAM >fROOTSFLOW 
GO 
DIMENSIONAL FLOWCHARTING PROGRAM, VERSION RECURS 7.0 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
T. 
-- 557 -- 
PARAM WANTED DEFAULT INPUT I PARAM WANTED DEFAULT INPUT 
ACTDEL It 11 FRAME WIDTH 6000 14 
CONDEL ?21 FRAME HEIGHT 6000 15 
REFHEG 131 CHAR WIDTH 6 16 
ABSBEG 41 CHAR HEIGHT 4 17 
PARBEG =51 SPACING 2 18 
REFEND 6t DIAG 8 19 
RPTEND 7! DTB 3 20 
PAREND #81 D1ILP 40 21 
Dim "91 DEVICE PLOT 22 
NOTDYN - 10 1 TRACE LEVEL 0 23 
FOREST T 11 1 DYNAMIC INFO F 24 
STMCUT 25 12 1 GRID WANTED F 25 
FRMSIZ 100 13 1 DIVISIONS 10 26 
INFILE INFOFC 27 
DYNFIL DYNFO 28 
QUTFIL FLOWIT 29 
DEBUG DEBUG 30 
SNPFIL SNAPS 31 
PLTFIL BPLOTTER 32 
SNPSHT F 33 1 NO OF DYNAMS 2 34 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
I'. 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
12. , WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -I4- 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) 'Al-. 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
2a 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- P-50t1RCE C the flowchart code from ROOTS 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (I OR N) -A1- 
SL 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
.1 WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
2$. 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32AI- 
SOURCF-p I run-time performance file 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) _A1- 
Do YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
I 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
31 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD 7 -32A1- 
___ E-S C run-time snap-stzotS file 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
-- 558 -- 
I 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
2.1 [ flag to display performance data 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -L1- 
T 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
. 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
33 [ flag to display snap-shots 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -L1- 
T 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -A1- 
8 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) - 
Al-i 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
3L 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- 
P-SOURCE [ file to contain plotter code 
C for Benson 1302 - default output device 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
I. 
PARAM WANTED DEFAULT INPUT I ? ARAM WANTED DEFAULT INPUT 
NN-MNM--N 
ACTDEL 
--M-NN- M--Ný-N 
1 
M-------N-N- 
FRAME WIDTH 
-N------- 
6000 
Y-M- 
14 
CONDEL ? 21 FRAME HEIGHT. 15000 15 
REFBEG 1 31 CHAR WIDTH 6 16 
ABSEEG 41 CHAR HEIGHT 4 17 
PARBEG = 51 SPACING 2 18 
REFEND # 61 DIAG 8 . 19 
RPTEND 0 71 DTB 3 20 
PAREND # 81 DMLP 40 21 
DRWDYN + 91 DEVICE PLOT 22 
NOTDYN - 10 1 TRACE LEVEL 0 23 
FOREST T 11 1 DYNAMIC INFO T 24 
STMCUT 100 12 1 GRID WANTED F 25 
FRMSIZ 100 13 1 DIVISIONS 10 26 
INFILE F-SOURCE 27 
DYNFIL SOURCE-P 28 
OUTFIT. FLOWIT 29 
DEBUG DEBUG 30 
SNPFIL SOURCE-S 31 
PLTFIL P-SOURCE 32 
SNPSHT T 33 1 NO OF DYNAMS 2 34 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
N. 
O. K. 
"ADVANCE FRAMES 0"- 
DO YOU WANT THE HISTOGRAMS ? (Y OR N -Al-) 
-- 559 -- 
THE 
TOTAL CPU TIME USED 87 THIS PROGRAM = 1872 
THE TOTAL I/O TIME USED 87 THIS PROGRAM s 106 
IN HUNDREDTHS OF A SECOND 
THE NUMBER OF RECORDS READ WAS : 354 
THE CHAR POSH ON THE RECORD WAS : 27 
THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS WAS 42714"- 
4440 STOP 
oc, 
The output from the flowchart may be sent to the Benson plotter by the 
command 
PLOT P-SOURCE 
The next example describes the commands necessary to plot the run-time 
trace of the program as a flowchart on the Benson plotter. 
OK, SEG PRpGRAr! > AflOTSTLOW 
GO 
DIMENSIONAL FLOWCSAATING PROGRAM, VERSION RECURS 7.0 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PLRAiET R? (I OR N) -A1- Z, - 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
WEIT DO YOU WANT TO QSE INSTEAD ? -14- 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAME1HRS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (I OR N) -A 1- Z 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
2Z 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32y1- SoURCE-T [ trace file produced by monitor 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMMRS? (Y OR N) -A 1- 
ä 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) - Al-i 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32Al- 
p_. qn1jRfT_TRj, CE C plotter code output file 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -A1- 
A 
-- 560 -- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
i 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
1( it is imperative this parameter be changed 
( the program will fail illegal dyn-char if this 
( is omitted 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -I4- 
1 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -A1- 
0 YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
O. K. 
"ADVANCE FRAMES 0"- 
"ADVANCE FRAMES 1"- 
DO YOU WANT THE HISTOGRAMS? (Y OR N -Al-) 
IL 
"THE TOTAL CPU TIME USED BY THIS PROGRAM = 2292 
THE TOTAL I/O TIME USED BY THIS PROGRAM = 15 
IN HUNDREDTHS OF A SECOND 
THE NUMBER OF RECORDS READ WAS : 465 
THE CHAR POSN ON THE RECORD WAS : 13 
THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS WAS 56146"- 
**** STOP 
OK, 
15 THE FLOWCHART GENERATION PROGRAM 
R 
This section gives a complete description of the program for drawing 
Dimensional Flowcharts. The program is used to draw a dimensional 
flowchart on the TEKTRONIX 4010 and 4014, the line-printer, the Benson 1302 
plotter or the FR80 microfilm recorder. The input file contains 
flowcharting code as generated by the FORTRAN preprocesaer FOREST. 
The program may be loaded by: 
SEG PROGRAM>t00TSFLOW 
The program then asks the user if he wishes to see the parameter table. If 
the answer 'Y' is given to this question, the current parameter table will 
be displayed. Parameters may be changed as shown below. After each 
parameter change the user is given the opportunity to display the current 
parameter table. 
1' 
-- 561 -- 
Parameters may be changed as follows (the characters in brackets indicate 
the format of the response): 
OK, SEG PROGRAM> &OOTSYLOW 
GO 
DIMENSIONAL FLOVCSARTING PROGRAM, VERSION RECURS 7.0 
DO IOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (7 OR K) -Al- 
. 
PARAM WANTED DEFAULT INPUT I PAW WANTED DEFAULT INPUT 
ACTDEL t FRAME WIDTH 6000 14 
CONDEL ? 21 FRAME HEIGHT 6000 15 
REFBEG 1 3- I. CHAR WIDTH ' 6 16 
ABSBEG e 41 CHAR HEIGHT 4 17 
PARBEG 51 SPACING 2 18 
REFEND 61 DZAO 8 19 
RPTEND " 71 DTB 3 20 
PARS # 81 DM LP 40 21 
DR DTN ; 91 DEVICE PLOT 22 
NOTDYN - 10 1 TRACE LEVEL 0 23. 
FOREST T 11 1 DYNAMIC INFO F 24 
STMCZTT 25 12 1 GRID WANTED F 25 FRMSIZ 100 13 1 DIVISIONS 10 26 
INFILE INFOFC 27 
DYNFIL DYNFO 28 
OUTFIL FLOWIT 29 
DEBUG DEBUG 30 
SNPFIL SNAPS 31 
PLTFIL BPLOTTER 32 SNPSHT F 33 1 NO OF DYNAMS 2 34 DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMEM? (Y OR N), 1. 
WRICK DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
2'L 
WHAT DO YOU 
TFSTxn 
WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- 
Once all the parameters are co t, type 'N' to the question 'DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANT OF THESE? ' The flowchart will then be drawn in vertical strips for the appropriate device. Each of these strips is made up of a number of frames. 
The program automatically collects data about the frequency of use of various flowcharting constructs such as the number of characters per 
statement and the number of statements per refinement. These histograms give 
a clue to the complexity of the program and areas of poor structure. When the program has completed the flowchart, or an error has occurred, the 
question 
'DO YOU WANT THE HISTOGRAMS? ' 
-- 562 -- 
is asked. If the histograms are required they will be written to the output 
file. 
16 PARAMETER VALUES 
16-1 E 
( 1) 
xplanation of p 
'ACTDEL' 
arameter table 
- Action statement delimiter. 
( 2) 'CONDEL' - Conditional statement delimiter. 
( 3) 'REFBEG' - Beginning of refined sequence. 
( 4) 'ABSBEG' - Beginning of abstracted sequence. 
( 5) 'PARBEG' - Beginning of parallel sequence. 
( 6) 'REFEND' - Refined sequence terminator. 
( 7) 'RPTEND' - Repeated sequence terminator. 
( 8) 'PABEND' - Parallel sequence terminator. 
( 9) 'DRWDYN' - Dynamics information is required. 
(10) 'NOTDYN' - Dynamics information is not required. 
(11) 'FOREST'* - The above parameters are FOREST by default. 
For DRIL input this is set to false and all 
parameters are automatically set to their 
DRIL equivalents. 
(12) 'STMCUT " - Number of characters appearing for each 
statement . This should be given some large 
value , say 100 , if all the code is wanted. The shortened code lines produce a general 
outline of the structure of the flowchart. 
(13) 'FRMSIZie - The coordinate system in which the grid 
will be drawn. This parameter has no effect 
on the size of the flowchart, but determines 
the scale of the grid i. e. the first frame 
will have top left-hand corner (0,0) and 
bottom right-hand corner (FRMSIZ, FRMSIZ). 
This means that large flowcharts need not 
have excessive scales. 
(14) 'FRAME WIDTH' - Width of one output frame on selected device. 
(15) 'FRAME HEIGHT' - Height of one frame. 
(16) 'CHAR WIDTH' - Width of one output character. 
(17) 'CHAR HEIGHT' - Height of half a character. 
(18) 'SPACING' - Width of inter-character spacing. 
(19) 'DIAL' - Length of diagonal refinement line. 
(20) 'DTB' - Length of vertical line between consecutive 
statements. 
(21) 'DMLP' - Gap between parallel sequences. 
(22) 'DEVICE'** - Device on which flowchart is to be drawn. 
On inputting this parameter number 
the following list is given showing which 
value to input: 
X/ 
-- 563 -- 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? (I1) 
DEVICE INPUT 
TEK 4010 1 
TEE 4014 2 
FR80 3 
L. P. 4 
HEN PLOTTER 5 
(23) 'TRACE LEVEL'* - The depth of trace desired for the program e. g. 
O: None. 
10: ft3ic outline i. e. coordinates of frame. 
20: Entry to and exit from the recursive 
spbrogtines which draw the sequences. 
30sIntormation about each sequence 
i. e. refined or parallel, abatracted, 
intersecting or windowed out, 
repeated or earthed, 
sequence number and sequence table. 
40zStatement level i. e. action or 
conditional. 
502Statement details. 
80=Lines. - diagonal, vertical and horizontal. 
902Next non-blank character on input, 
statistics updating. 100sEvery character from input file, 
coordinates for writing text. 
120: The function MAI, each 
line of input. 
The tracing information will be written into 
the debug file whioh'may then be passed 
through this program to produce a 3-d trace. (24) 'DYNAMIC INFO' - This must be set to true it 
run-time performance analysis is wanted. (25) 'GRID WANTED "- It is possible to draw a grid 
around the flowchart by setting this value 
to true. 
(26) 'DIVISIONS, * - Number of divisions in the grid for each frame. 
(27) 'INFILE'" - Input file containing flowcharting code. 
The filename may be up to 32 characters long, and may include treenames. (28) 'DYNFIL' - File for performance information 
as produced by the monitor 
The tile will not be opened unless no. 24 
is set to true. 
(29) 'OUTFIL'ee - File in which flowchart for the line-printer 
and the histograms for all devices (if required) 
will appear. 
(30) 'DEBUG" - The debug file will contain the last piece 
of input and any error message produced. 
It will also hold the tracing output. 
(31) 'SNAPS" - File containing snap-shot 
Values output by the monitor 
-- 564 -- 
(32) 'PLTFIL'" 
(33) 'SNPSHT'" 
(34) 'NO OF DYNAMS' 
f- may be changed 
ie - most often changed 
0 
R 
ri 
-- 565 -- 
- File for plotter orders if 
output device is Benson plotter (5) 
- Set to true if snap-shots are to 
be displayed on the flowchart 
- Set to 1 if drawing flowchart 
of runtime execution trace generated by monitor., 
1)DEFAULT SIZE 
i. e. STMCt1T=25, FRMSIZ=100, DIVISIONS=10 
10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80. 
TEST PROGRAM 1 
1' 
MASTER SEGMENT 
DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER IA(10) 
DATA IA/3,4,6,1,3,7, S, 2, $' 
REPLACE 5 ELEMENTS 
JITH THEIR FACTORIALS 
CALL REPLCE(IA) 
vRITE (1,10) IA 
10 FORMAT('ARRAY=', 10( 
S TOP 
. iNO 
SUBROUTINE REPLCE(ARRAY) 
DECLARATIONS 
I 
INTEGER ARRAYC10), I, J, FAC 
CALCULATE FACTORIAL OF Ft 
; IVE ELEMENTS IN 
LOOP 
LOOP BODY 
IF 
ARRAY. 
(ARRAY(I). GT. 1) ELSE 
FIND FACTORIAL FOR EL£MEN ARRAY(I)s1 
FACTal 
KaARRAY(I) 
LOOP 
LOOP 80DY 
ýml, 
x 
FACTsFACT*,! 
I 
EPILOG 
14UL L 
,ý 
-- 566 -- 
2) STMCLI'P_ 100. FRWT7_2SQ . D1VIST0NS_25 
30.40.50.60.7d. 80.90.100.110.120.130.140.150.160.170.180.140.200.210.22 
TEST PROGRAM 1 
MASTER SEGMENT 
1 
DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER : A(10) 
DATA IA/3,4,6,1,3,7.5,2,8,9/ 
REPLACE 5 ELEMENTS 
WITH THEIR FACTORIALS 
i CALL REPLCE(IA) 
WRITE(1,10)IA 
10 FORMAT('ARRAY: ', 10(I6, ', ')) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE REPLCE(ARRAY) 
"1 DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER ARRAY(1'3), I, J, FACT, K 
CALCULATE FACTORIAL OF FIRST 
FIVE ELEMENTS IN 
1 
LOOP 
LOOP BODY 
If 
APRAY. 
i 
CARRAY(I). GT. 1) ELSE 
FIND FACTORIAL FOR ELEMENT I ARRAY(I)al 
) 
FACT=1 
K=ARRAY(I) 
LOOP 
LOOP BODY 
ýJ31, 
FACTsFACT*J 
i 
EPILOG 
1 
NULL 
P, 
... 567 -- 
17 ACTION ACCORDING TO DEVICE 
17.1 Tektronix 4010 AND 4014 
To draw a flowchart on the TEKTRONIX devices, first select the correct 
device number in the parameter table (NO. 22 -1 for TEK 4010 and 2 for TEE 
4014). Other parameters which may need changing are the grid deeision, since 
this will be necessary to help with foeussing, and the statement cut off 
length. 
The frames will be drawn starting. with the top-left-hand. corner and then 
moving down the flowchart to the bottom. If the flowchart is wider than the 
screen a number of these vertical strips will be drawn. The pause after 
the first frame is drawn will always be longer than any other since the 
program must process the whole code at this time. 
After each frame there is a choice of three possible alternatives: (i) To go on to the next frame in the sequence - type 'Y' to the 
question 'DO YOU WANT TO GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME? '. 
(ii) To break - type 'N' to the first question and then '8' to the 
question: 'YOU CAN EITHER BREAX(B). OR FOCUS ON A SEQUENCE(F)' 
(iii) To focus - type 'N' to the first and 'F' to the second 
question. Focussing means redrawing one frame from a user specified 
point. This point may be anywhere within the limits of he flowchart and 
need not necessarily be inside the frame which has just been drawn-The x- 
and y-coordinates of the desired point are input in the scale of the 
selected grid. It is possible to focus on any number of points and still 
return to the original position by typing 'Y' to the Question 'DO YOU WANT 
TO GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME? '. 
, 
ape 
-- 568 -- 
tea. 30.40.50. ' 60,70.80.90.100.110.120.130.140.150.160_ 170_ 
TEST PROGRAM I 
MASTER SEGMENT 
DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER LACIO) 
QATA ZA/3,4,, 6,1,3,7,5,2,8,9/ 
REPLACE 5 ELEMENTS 
WITH THEIR FACTORIALS 
1 
CALL REPLCECIA) 
WRITE(1,10)IA 
10 FORMAT('ARRAYs', 10(I6, ', ')) 
STOP 
AND 
SUBROUTINE REPLCECARRAY) 
1 
DECLARATIONS 
INTEGER ARRAY(10), I, J, FACT, K 
CALCULATE FACTORIAL OF FIRST ý 
FIVE ELEMENTS IN ARRAY. 
LOOP 
LOOP BODY 
IF 
(ARRAY(I). GT. 1) LSE 
FIND FACTORIAL FOR ELEMENT I ARRAY(I)a1 
FACT s1 
KsARRAY(I) 
LOOP 
LOOP BOGY 
"ýJ-I 
K 
FACT=FACT*J 
L 
EPILOG 
NULL 
-- 569 -- 
ji 
DO YOU WISH TO GO ON TO THE NEXT FRAME? (Y OR N -A1-) I 
YOU CAN EITHER BREAK(B), OR FOCUS ON A SEQUENCE(F)(-A1-) E 
PLEASE TYPE X-COORDINATE, MAX RIGHT: 126 (-I12-) Q 
PLEASE TYPE Y-COORDINATE, MAX BOTTOM: 250 (-112-) Al 
-- 570 -- 
SUBROUTINE RE LC. E. (ARRAY) 
DECLARATIONS 
1 
INTEGER ARRAY(10), I, J, FACT, K 
CALCULATE FACTORIAL OF FIRST 
FIVE ELEMENTS IN 
LOOP 
\1 
LOOP 800Y 
ARRAY. 
ARRAY(. I). GT. 1) ELSE 
FIND FACTORIAL FOR ELEMENT I ARRAY(Z)=1 
FACT=1 
K=ARRAY(I) 
LOOP 
LOOP BODY 
FACT-FACT*J 
EPILOG 
MULL 
ARRAY(I)sFACT 
E°ILOG 
NULL 
RETURN 
AND jr" 
-- 571 -- 
When the flowchart has been drawn, or the user has broken in(by 
typing 'B'), the program asks 'DO YOU WANT THE HISTOGRAMS? '. If the 
response 13 'I' the histograms will be written to the output file. 
To produce output for the FR80 choose device number 3 (parameter 
NO. 22), decide on the statement out off (which is usually enough to give 
the whole code, since the FR80 output is smaller)-It is also possible to 
draw a grid around the flowchart by setting parameter NO. 25 to true. 
During the program run the number of frames being drawn is written 
to the screen(i. e. 'ADVANCE FR&4ES 0')to give an indication of how long 
the program is taking , and the size of the finished flowchart. 
These 
numbers start at zero, the largest number advanced showing how long the 
flowchart will be, and the number of times this figure returns to zero 
saying how many strips will have been drawn. 
When the program has finished and asked whether the histograms are 
required, the FR80 output will be found in the file FR80JB. Thi3 must be 
sent accross to the FR80 via the IHM 360/195. 
E. G. RASP 
GO 
REV 15.02. C0 
INIT DONE 
MEND FR80JB 
>Ql 
It the flowchart is wider than one Strip, the FR80 hard copy, whicb 
appears in a continuous Strip, should be out along the out lines and joined together. 
The device number 
advance frames similar to 
to the output file, must be 
17.4 flennen eletter 
for the line-printer is 4. The program will 
the FR80 and the flowchart, which will be written 
spooled with the FORTRAN control option. 
The device number for the Benson 1302 plotter is 5. The program will 
advance frames similar to the FB80. To plot the output on the Benson, 
issue the command: 
PLOT <PLTPZL> 
-- 572 -- 
ERROR MESSAGES 
ERR = (13) SEE PRIME USER NOTE 13- Error in opening file. 
IERR =0O. R. 
1 Illegal unit 
2 Illegal file name 
3 Illegal key 
u File does not exist 
5 File protected 
6 File in use 
7 File exists 
8 File directory full 
9 Disc full 
99 Unusual error 
ERR-N0. (I3)IN CLOSING INPUT FILE, SEE PRIME USER NOTE 13 
ERROR IN CLOSING I/O FILES 
IERR=00. E. 
1 Illegal unit 
10 Unit not open 
99 Unusual error 
ERR-IN RDLIN$, N0. =(13) ACTREC2(I8)- Error in reading in a 
line of input. 
ERR-GET NON BLANK CHARACTER (Al)- Null line in input. 
ERR-E. O. F. REACHED IN READCH- End of file has been reached. 
Could be due to mismatched ! 's and #'s. 
11 
ERR-BAD STATMT DELIM (Al)- illegal character at beginning of 
statement. 
ERR-IN SKIP SEQUENCE (A1)(14)- This character is neither 
a refinement controller or statement delimiter. 
ERR-BAD DYN CHAR=(A1)- Illegal character after statement 
i e. not DRWDYN or NOTDYN. 
ERR-MAX CHARS PER STATMT (Al)- More then 999 characters 
in one statement. 
ERR-BAD 1ST CHAR IN DYN DATA REC- Dynamics information does 
not begin with a left bracket. 
ERA-BAD SEQ TERM IN WINDOW(A1)(I8)- Sequence terminator is 
neither REFEND, PAREND or RPTEND. 
ERR-MA. X STMTS PER SEQ- More than 100 statements in one sequence. 
ERR-MAX SEQS PER REF- More than 100 sequences in one refinement. 
ERR-SEQUENCE TABLE OVERFLOW- More than 750 sequences. 
ERR-MORE THAN 5 DIGITS IN NO. - Scale on grid has grown too 
large. Redraw flowchart with smaller FRMSIZ or without grid. 
-- 573 -- 
.3 
simulate recursion a stack is used in calling the subroutines which 
w the sequences. These may not recurse to a depth of more than 200. If 
happens the following messages will be given: 
-STACK OFLO IN CALLING DWSEQN 
B-STACK OFLO IN CALLING DSEQN 
-STACK OFLO IN CALLING COMPND 
0.4 
'e following error messages arise-in the event of ah internal error being '4%tected by the program. Occurrence of such error messages should be "ported 
to the authors of this program, after careful checking of the 
' put data to the program. 1 RR-MISTERIOUS ERROR IN READCH 
kRR-CH OVER PAGE ARRAY BOUND(15I8) OtRR-MYSTERIOUS ERROR IN DSTATM 
%RR-CBSIZE 
t'RR-HISTGM LOOP GUARD 
BRR-F'LNAME CONTAINS 34 CHARS NON-BLANK 
A common error, which is not detected by the program, but which results 
the bottom of the flowchart being lost, is caused by mismatched I's and 
,. In this case the input data has indicated that the rest of the 
chart continues over the leftmost boundary. However, once the flowchart 
gone beyond this limit the program will stop. 
REFERENCES 
R WWitty, 'The design and construction of hierarchically structured 
software', 'Pragmatic Programming and Sensible Software', ONLINE 
Conference 1978. 
N Wirth, 'Program Development by Step-Wise Refinement', CACM, Vol 7 No 
5, Sept/Oct (1977). 
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Figure 11 - Example of Circular Trace 
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FIGURE 12 - EXAMPLE OF CIRCULAR TRACE CHANGED TO HISTORICAL TRACE 
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FIGURE 13 - EXAMPLE OF HISTORICAL TRACE CHANGED TO CIRCULAR TRACE 
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SAFE PROGRAMMING 
T. ANDERSON and R. W. WITTY 
Safe specifications and programs are advocated as a simple way of enhancing the 
reliability of software. The behaviour of a safe program can be more easily certified as being 
correct with respect to its safe specification, which implies guaranteed termination. This 
paper describes the theory of safe programming, demonstrates the building of a safe 
program and summarises the experience gained from practical applications of safe 
programming. 
Key Words: Bounded repetition. Correctness, Reliability, Termination. 
Introduction 
The provision of a certification of the correctness of a program is intended to 
increase confidence that the behaviour of the executed program will conform to 
what is required of the program. Such a certification should consist of: 
(a) a specification of the intended behaviour of the program, and 
(b) an argument to show that, when executed, the program will always meet this 
specification. 
The argument often breaks down into two parts; one part to show that all 
executions of the program terminate and the other to show that on termination 
the required results have been obtained. To be convinced that the program is 
indeed correct it is necessary to be satisfied that the specification is appropriate 
and that the argument (usually called a proof) is valid. Unfortunately, current 
experience indicates that correctness proofs constructed for even quite short 
programs can be lengthy, complex and (as demonstrated by Gerhard and 
Yelowitz [5] and Anderson [1]) invalid. For a proof to be of real value it should 
be clearer and simpler than the associated program. 
To illustrate the above remarks a conventional proof of correctness will be 
presented for a small program. Then, in contrast, the specification will be altered 
to what is termed a safe specification, a safe program constructed, and a short, 
clear proof of safeness given. The practical application of safe programming is 
then discussed. 
Received July 29,1977. Revised October 31,1977. 
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A Correct Program. 
Consider the following specification: 
Using only integer arithmetic, find the largest integer i less than or equal to the 
square root of a given non-negative integer constant n (find i- LVni). That is, 
given n0 find i such that 
(i=9n) A ((i+l)2>n) . 
The following solution is based on the Newton-Raphson root finding method. 
SOLUTIONI: 
be& 
i :_ 1(n+1)/21 {initial value}; 
while i2 >n do 
beg 
i :- L(n+i2)/(2)J {next estimate}; 
end; 
end SOLUTIONI; 
A proof of correctness can be given as: 
PROOF OF TERMINATION. On entry to the loop body i1 >n which together with 
i>0 implies that i> L(n + i2)/2f j. The assignment i: _ [(n + i2)/2i1 at each iteration 
ensures tnat the value of i must strictly decrease, and as it is always non-negative, 
only a bounded number of iterations can therefore occur. 
PROOF OF CORRECT BEHAVIOUR. 
1. After initialisation, (i+ 1)2 >n since (L(n + 1)/21 + 1)2 > n. 
2. For any positive i, (L(n + i2)/2i J+ 1)2 >n and so (i + 1)2 >n after each. 
assignment in the body of the loop. 
3. Thus(i+ 1)2 >n always, and after termination i2 ;Sn also (from the while, test). 
The above proof is very informal, and some simple lemmas on integers have 
been omitted. However, it fails to inspire a great deal of confidence. If a proof is to 
be of real value it should be clearer and easier to understand than the associated 
program. For just as a simple program is more likely to be correct than a complex 
program, so a simple proof is more likely to be valid than a complex proof. 
Adequate Programs. 
Proof guided program design methodologies, as advocated by Dijkstra [3,4], 
help to create simpler proofs. A variation of these techniques is possible; instead 
of attempting to prove the correctness of a program with respect to its original 
specification, some weaker criterion of acceptable behaviour is selected. That is, if 
the original specification is denoted by P then a specification Q is chosen such 
that: 
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(a) any program which conforms to P will also conform to Q, and 
(b) Q prescribes an acceptable behaviour of the program. 
The program is then designed and constructed in an attempt to conform to P, 
but so as to facilitate the provision of a much simpler proof of correctness with 
respect to Q than would be possible using P. Such a proof will be termed a proof 
that the program is adequate. 
Safe Progr. n s. 
In the context of software reliability a special case of adequacy, termed safeness, 
is relevant. As a weaker specification for a program intended to satisfy P, take Q 
to be Pv "error", meaning that the program should either behave as was 
originally intended or should terminate with an explicit indication of the reason 
for failure. A proof of adequacy for this particular form of Q will be termed a proof 
that the program is safe. 
Ideally, "a program should be designed so that its proof of safeness can be 
substantially simpler than a corresponding correctness proof. One way of 
achieving this objective is shown in the following solution to the largest square 
root problem introduced above. 
Safe specification: 
Given n0 find i such that 
((i2 ý n) A ((i + 1)2 > n)) v "error" 
Program: 
SOLUTION2: 
begin 
i :- L(n+1)/2J {initial value}; 
iteration-counter :=0; 
while (i2 > n) and iteration_counter < iteration_limit do 
begin 
i := 1(n+i2)/(2i)j {next estimate}; 
iteration-counter :- iteration-counter+l; 
end; 
{safety check 1} 
if iteration-counter > iteration_limit then error("loop limit"); 
{safety check 2} 
if not ((i2 $ n) and ((i + 1)2 > n)) then error("wrong. answer"); 
end SOLUTION2; 
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PROOF OF SAFENESS. Termination: Guaranteed by testing of iteration-counter. 
Adequacy: After termination either an error will have been detected or a correct 
answer will have been calculated since an explicit test of correctness is included. 
The simple nature of this proof leaves little opportunity for error which justifies 
a high level of confidence in the safeness of the program. 
Note that the proof does not depend on the particular expressions used as 
"initial value" and "next estimate", or on the value of the iteration limit (as yet 
unspecified). However, the requirement that the program be designed to also 
conform to the original specification demands that appropriate expressions are 
chosen (the proof of termination for SOLUTIONI suggests L(n+1)/21 as the 
iteration-limit). Except for this requirement, the program below would be an 
acceptable solution since it is safe for all specifications P. 
begin error("wrong answer"); end; 
An argument for safeness can be made independent of any assumptions about the 
input to a program, since any necessary assumptions can be checked at run time. Hence, safe behaviour can be guaranteed even with invalid input data, whereas 
correctness proofs conventionally assume valid input. 
More generally, the adoption of a safe programming specification enables a 
programmer to introduce redundancy into a program specifically as a means of 
simplifying the proof of -the program with respect to that specification. 
Redundancy included in a program for this purpose will often be in the form of 
assert statements (eg Algol-W[9]); a proof of safeness can rely on all such 
assertions holding when the program is executed since otherwise a failure 
indication would be generated. 
It should be noted that an over stringent or otherwise ill-chosen assertion may 
generate a failure indication when the same program without the assertion would 
have executed correctly. Such an occurrence is indicative of a lack of 
understanding on the part of the programmer and, in practice, rectification of 
such an occurrence always leads to a deeper understanding of the program's 
specification and a more reliable program. The consequences of an over stringent 
assertion may be contrasted favourably with those resulting from the failure of a 
weak (or non-existent) assertion to detect an erroneous execution of the program. 
By augmenting a safe program with routines which take corrective action in the 
event of an erroneous situation being detected, a significant enhancement of the 
reliability of the program can be obtained. The recovery block notation described 
by Randell [8] can be used to achieve this augmentation without increasing the 
complexity of the program. Anderson [1] has elaborated on these points. 
Bounded Repetition. 
The above program is atypical in that the explicit testing of the results of a 
program is rarely feasible in practice. However, it seems perfectly feasible to 
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eliminate the need for a proof of termination simply by programming in languages 
which ensure that all programs must halt, thereby greatly simplifying the overall 
proof. 
Such languages do not provide explicit control transfer and impose constraints 
on all iterative and recursive facilities. Consequently they cannot be used to 
program all of the recursive (computable) functions, and are known as sub- 
recursive languages. The work of Constable and Borodin [2] indicates that such 
languages can provide all of the functions actually used in computing and this 
seems to be borne out in practice (see below). Indeed, these restrictions are an 
advantage of the subrecursive languages. 
An iterative facility provided by many languages can be denoted by: 
repeat S possibly forever 
where S denotes a statement list which may or may not include conditional exits. 
S is repeatedly executed until an exit is taken whereupon the construct is 
terminated. The while loop is a typical example of this type of iteration. 
Consider two special cases of the construct. 
repeat S forever 
S contains no exits and is repeated infinitely. This special case is rarely needed, 
and would deserve careful consideration if it were. 
repast S exactly n times 
Here n denotes a non-negative integer value; S contains no exits and is executed 
precisely n times. This special case is frequently needed. Its termination is 
guaranteed. 
The main criticism of the more powerful possibly forever construct is that it 
permits infinite repetition when in all probability the programmer did not intend 
this to occur. By analogy with the two special cases above an alternative version is 
suggested which prevents infinite repetition. 
repeat S upto n times 
S contains one or more conditional exits and is executed at most n times, the 
construct being terminated earlier if an exit is taken. 
A sub-recursive language only provides bounded iteration constructs. 
repest S upte n times (S contains one or more exits) 
repeat S exactly n, times (S contains no exits) 
If potentially infinite iteration is to be included in a programming language 
then a separate construct should be specially provided. 
Recursive constructs may be constrained in a similar manner to the iterative 
constructs discussed above. 
Luckham and Suzuki have reported [6] on work related to the proposals of this 
section. They advocate the use of repetition counters as a means of formally 
establishing termination within a weak logic of programs. 
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Experience with Adequate Programs, 
An attempt has been made to demonstrate the possibility of writing a practical 
piece of software so as . to obtain a simple proof of adequacy, by a postgraduate 
student at Newcastle University (M. S. Reynolds). A file system was implemented 
with specification P: "All user commands to the file system are correctly 
processed". A proof of adequacy was provided for the specification Q: "All user 
commands to the file system are either correctly processed, or if not, the user is 
sent a warning message and the integrity of all previously filed data is 
maintained". By means of isolating those routines which actually modified the file 
structures, and incorporating run time checks to verify their actions, a reasonably 
simple proof of Q was obtained. A large portion of the software. could be ignored 
completely when establishing adequacy, a considerable benefit. Another 
encouraging feature of this experiment was that throughout the debugging phase, 
when the program was patently not correct, its behaviour was, however, always 
adequate. 
Experience with Safe Programs, 
The Rutherford Laboratory has a small, primitive mini-computer (used to 
control a graphics system) whose only software tools are an assembler, a loader 
and a debugging tool which allows the eximination and alteration of the contents 
of absolute memory addresses. The machine has no supervisor program, no 
memory partitioning or protection hardware and no printer. A major difficulty in 
programming this machine is that erroneous programs generally overwrite 
themselves, thereby making debugging extremely difficult. It was. therefore decided 
to construct all new software according to the principles of safe programming. 
Several programs have been constructed including a multi-tasking system. The 
first program was built from 8000 lines of hand coded assembler statements and 
has never failed. It has been in constant use since September 1975 logging details 
about the resources consumed by the users of the graphics system. The multi- 
tasking program to actually control the graphics system was built by cross- 
compiling over 20,000 lines of a simple systems implementation language which 
included multiple exit loops based on Zahn's construct [10]. These proved a 
success as they eliminated the need to follow each loop by additional, redundant 
tests to determine which of the possible exit conditions actually terminated the 
loop (see below). 
None of the safe programs written so far has overwritten itself or failed to 
terminate, even during development when bugs were obviously present. The need 
to place a bound on each loop proved beneficial rather than restrictive. The very 
act of determining the loop limit caught errors at the design stage. It was 
surprising how small most of the loop bounds were in practice, and how most 
loops had natural bounds anyway. For example, in the multi-tasking program 
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there is a routine which reads characters from a terminal until a carriage return 
character is encountered. This could have been coded as: 
I :-0; 
loop 
I 
BUFFER(1) :- readnextehar(teletype); 
repeat Balm 
BUFFER(I) eq CarriageReturn; 
eadloop; _ 
Simple, elegant, efficient and lethal because the inputting of too many 
characters before the carriage return could have caused overwriting of the 
memory area after the end of the buffer. The natural loop limit here was the 
number of characters making up a line on the terminal, 72 on an ordinary 
teletype, which led to an easy proof of safeness. This gave rise to the version: 
I :=0; 
loop 
I :- 1+1; 
BUFFER (I) :- readnexrchar(teletype); 
terminate gotline if BUFFER(I) eq CarriageReturn; 
terminate snag if done 72 times; 
repeat 
situation gotline causes OK; 
situation snag causes error("tine too long"); 
endloop; 
which utilises the form of Zahn loop contained in the systems implementation 
language mentioned above. The run time overheads associated with bounded 
repetition proved negligible as the if done <limit> times" construct allowed very 
compact and efficient code to be generated. An extra add and test instruction per 
loop was a small price to pay for the increased reliability. 
Meissner [7] has reported favourably on bounded loops and has suggested a 
template from which bounded loops may be constructed in FORTRAN. 
Using Meissner's template, the above example would lead to the following 
FORTRAN solution: 
1=0 
DO 7 J- 1,72 
I-I+1 
BUFFER(I) - READCH(TTY) 
IF (BUFFER(1). EQ. CRET) GOTO 8 
7 CONTINUE 
CALL ERROR("LINE TOO LONG") 
8 CONTINUE 
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The knowledge that a program will terminate safely whatever its input has 
greatly increased confidence in the programs; it has saved hours of 
debugging 
time and has increased enormously the programmers' peace of mind. 
Condnsion. 
Safeness directed program design and construction really works. 
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Dimensional Flowcharting 
ROBERT W. WITTY 
Ada Computihrg Division, Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OXll OQ Y, England 
SUMMARY 
By introducing the idea of axes Dimensional Flowcharting clarifies the representation of 
sequential and parallel operations. Step-Wise Refinement is added to give an improved 
method of representing and understanding the design of software. Many of the disadvantages 
of conventional Sowchardng are removed. The dimensionality concept is carried through to 
the construction of working programs and a dimaasional programming language is 
described. 
UT rooms Structured progn=miag Flowcharting Language design 
BACKGROUND 
Introduced here is a flowcharting technique which helps the software designer to use the 
Step-Wise Refinement (SWR) method" and which helps the programmer to produce well 
disciplined, sequential code. The technique forms the cornerstone of a method of con- 
structing software' which has been successfully used to design and document a working 
system. 3 During the initial design of the system, conventional flowcharts were produced at 
successive levels of detail using the SWR method. This work showed that conventional 
flowcharts have some disadvantages. 
1. They cannot be drawn 'naturally'; programming languages are often easier to use 
because they follow the normal lexical directions of English. 
2. They do not conveniently represent modem high-level language control flow con- 
structs. 
3. They do not clearly represent parallelism because sequential actions can spread out in 
any direction. 
4. They are difficult to convert into a machine-readable form. 
5. They are difficult to format when drawn on a plotting device. 
6. They fail to show how a final, detailed design has been achieved through Step-Wise 
Refinement. 
To cope with these problems a variant of flowcharting, Dimensional Flowcharting, has been 
developed. 
DIMENSIONAL FLOWCHARTING 
Consider the CASE statement in Figure 1. This is a well disciplined construct having one 
entry point and one exit point. It shows how the conventional direction of sequential 
control is from the top to the bottom of a flowchart. It also reveals that the executable code 
Received 24 April 1976 
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blocks El, E_, E. exist as parallel alternatives, although only one is executed to the exclusion 
of the others. This is the selective CASE statement, the most common form. In a generalized 
CASE statement, whose semantics are that each and every true case is executed, the paral- 
lelism is more obvious. 4 From this example one can postulate that the `dimensions' of the 
flowchart are Sequential Control Flow (SCF) and parallel execution (P) (Figure 2). 
0 
P 
SCF 
Figure 2.2-D Ax er-Sequential Control Flow and Parallelism 
Sequential statements 
To produce well disciplined, sequential programs the flow of control must always 
be top 
to bottom (SCF increasing); branch instructions are forbidden. Every program must 
be a 
sequence of statements having only one entry point and one exit point, such as IF-THEN- 
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SCF 
STATEMENT-1 
STATEMEKT-2 
STATEMEn-M 
Figure 3. Srquential statements representation 
INPUT DATA 
PERFORM COMPUTATION 
ON DATA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
(a) 
INPUT DATA 
PERFORM COMPUTATION 
ON DATA 
OUTPUT 
RESULTS 
(b) 
Figure 4. Contrasting sepresenratio, u of sequential statements, (a) dimensional, (b) conventional 
555 
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ELSE, CASE and LOOP. Hence in Dimensional Flowcharting a sequence of statements is 
shown as in Figure 3. Any statement represents either program source text or an informal 
description of an action depending on the level of abstraction the of statement. There is 
no need to draw a box around a statement (see Figures 4 and 13(a)). 
CASE 
In Dimensional Flowcharting the CASE statement is drawn as in Figure 5. The selection 
is controlled by the Conditional statement (Figure 6). Its semantics are that if <Boolean 
expression> is true then control passes on down the vertical line. If <Boolean expression> 
is false then control is prevented from continuing down the vertical branch. This is a general 
mechanism which is used in other constructs (see LOOP). 
PREVIOUS 
CASE. 
STATEMENT 
BOOLEXP-N 
ACTION-ft 
NEXT STATEMENT 
Fwº" s. n CASE Stagy 
4BOOLEAN EXPRESSION > 
Figtr. 6. CoNditional staument 
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Returning specifically to the CASE statement, its action is that if one or more vertical 
branches have true <Boolexp-i>s then the corresponding <action-i)s are executed. Control 
only passes to the statement after the CASE when all of these have finished execution. 
This shows the parallel dimension of the flowchart to its full advantage as control can be 
imagined to instantaneously flow along a horizontal line and down into each vertical line 
as though an infinite number of parallel processors were available to execute the statement. 
If all vertical branches are blocked by false <Boolexp-i>s then the whole statement is 
terminated and control passes to the next sequential statement. 
The simple Boolean blocking statement described above is good enough to represent purely 
serial algorithms (if the Boolean expressions are always mutually exclusive) or Dijkstra's 
guarded commands. 1° If a designer were to use this flowcharting method for constructing 
real parallel algorithms it is likely that he would add his own synchronization devices. The 
main point being made here is that the rigorous use of the two-dimensional page elegantly 
represents parallel code and sequential ordering. 
Using the above scheme, IF-THEN-ELSE is drawn as in Figure 7. IF-THEN-ELSE is 
a simple CASE statement, the cases being '<Bool> is true' and `<Bool> is false'. Note that 
because of the explicit parallelism the <then code> and <else code> blocks must both be 
`conditionally executed'. 
PREVIOUS 
I F, 
STATEMENT 
0T BOOL 
CHEN CODE > <ELSE CODE > 
NEXT STATEMENT 
Figure 7. Dimensional IF-THEN-ELSE 
This forces the programmer to consider fully all the implications of the <else code> 
operating on the (usually) large set of possibilities <not Bool>, and is put forward as an 
advantage of the 'parallel' way of thinking. 
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Obviously, for normal, serial programming languages, the flowchart will be encoded 
using the conventional `jump to (else code> if Boolean is false' technique. 
LOOP 
Figure 8(b) shows the Dimensional Flowcharting representations of a loop. Loops are 
repeated infinitely unless the loop body contains one or more UNTIL(WHILE) statements, 
one of which causes the loop to terminate when its Boolean expression is true (false). The UNTIL and WHILE constructs are simple adaptations of the Conditional Statement. 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
Si 
BOOLEAN 
T 
SZ 
NEXT STATEMENT 
(a) 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
LOOP 
Sl 
YI HILE csoot. EAN > 
S2 
NEXT STATEMENT 
(b) 
Figwt 8. Conbasti reprmxt om of Da/hIs loop, ` (a) conventional, (6) dig . nsional 
To help differentiate between a sequence of statements which is repeated (loop body) 
and one which is not it is sometimes useful to use the symbols `*' and `7' which indicate 
repetition and completion respectively. Figures 9-13 and 16 illustrate their use. However, 
they can be omitted if the statement keyword (LOOP, CASE) is well defined. 
Z aims construct 
In a reliable program all finite-by-design loops must be shown to terminate. A Termination Statement which specifically limits the number of iterations performed is a simple way to 
guarantee termination; with sensible repetition maxima this is also a valuable error checking 
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PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
I 
IF 
Si 
mocr STATEMENT 
10T BOOL-1 
OOP 
SZ 
WHILE Boos-2 
S3 
S4 
_L_ 
Figwe 9. Repetition (") and completion (=) symbols 
37 
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OOP 
GET BYTE 
UITIL BYTE -º>º 
PRINT BYTE 
STEP BYTE-STRING POINTER 
Figure 10. Print a lins of tsxi on a teletype LOOP 
.. *ýý 
GET BYTE 
UNTILBYTE 
TERM IF 73RD ITERATION 
I 
PRINT BYTE 
STEP BYTE-STRING POINTER 
CASE 
BYTE TERMINATED BECAUSE 73RD 
ITERATION 
OK ERROR 
Figure 11. A r. liabl. loop 
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ZAHN 
LOOP 
GET BYTE 
UNTIL 
TERM 
BYTE s 1%' 
IF 73RD ITERATION 
PRINT BYTE 
I 
STEP BYTE-STRING POINTER 
E>1 73RD ITER. 
OK ERROR 
Figur. 12(a). Zahn loop representation of a reliable loop 
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REVIOUS STATEMENT 
SELECT 
CASE-1 IF 800L-I 
CASE-2 III BOOL-2 
CASE-N-IF BOOL-N 
DEFAULT 
ALTER ATIVES 
1CASE-I case-2 
ACTION-1 ýioN 2 
-199 
CASE-N DEFAULT 
EFAULT 
+CTION-N ACTION 
NEXT STATEMENT 
Fiswr 12(b). D1 mmüm4i repreuntaiion of Zahn Sdcctive CASE 
3'tcit«nmt 
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mechanism. If the routine in Figure 10 is only supposed to print out one line of text ter- 
minated by a'>' on a 72-character teletype then Figure 11 is a more reliable design. It is, 
though, inefficient and tedious to follow each loop with a CASE statement to determine the 
exact cause of termination, something already known within the loop body. 
The Zahn loops-' is a construction in which a CASE statement is an integral part of the 
loop, forming an epilogue. The flowcharting symbol `*' may now define both the end of 
the loop body and the start of the epilogue CASE statement as in Figure 12(a). The Zahn 
loop greatly simplifies the design of reliable loops and is easily compiled into efficient 
machine code (see Figures 25-27). 
INPUT DATA 
PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
INPUT DATA 
40 PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA 
OUTPUT DATA 
Figswe 13(a). Alternative representations of statements 
Zahn's construct may be applied to a block of statements which is not repeated and which 
consists entirely of conditional statements (Figure 12(b)). This gives a good representation 
of the conventional selective case statement, the serial nature of the selection mechanism 
contrasting well with the parallel nature of the alternative actions. 
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WHILE aooL 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
DO 
LIST OF STATEMENTS 
COMPRISING LOOP 80DY 
NE)CT STATEMENT 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
800L 
LIST OF STATEMENTS 
COMPRISING LOOP BODY 
NEXT STATEMENT 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
I 
REPEAT 
LIST OF STATEMENTS 
COMPRISING LOOP 
BODY 
UNTIL BOOL 
NEXT STATEMENT 
PREVIOUS STATEMENT 
LIST OP STATEMENTS 
COMPRISING' LOOP 
BODY 
0T BOOL 
NEXT STATEMENT 
Figure 13(b). Repetition ry 1 ansm beyword contrast 
CONVENTIONAL AND 2-D FLOWCHARTS CONTRASTED 
The preceding variety of representations (Figures 1-13) shows that Dimensional Flow- 
charting is flexible and adaptable. The diagrammatic forms of sequences, LOOPS and 
CASES (the basic programming constructs) are easy to use and understand because Dimensional Flowcharting models high-level language control constructs and their disci- 
piined control flown, whereas conventional flowcharting models require lower level 
operations. This. point is illustrated by contrasting Figure 8(a) with Figure 8(b). In 
Figure 8(b) the disciplined sequential control flow is mandatory, and the repetition of a 
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loop body (Si; S2) a flow charting primitive. In Figure 8(a) the loop has to be synthesized 
from the 'Boolean' and the 'Soto' primitives of conventional flowcharting causing the 
reader the unnecessary task of establishing firstly that the flowchart is indeed modelling a 
loop and not, say, an IF-THEN-ELSE, secondly exactly which statements comprise the 
loop body and thirdly whether or not the sequential discipline is maintained overall. It is 
this inadequately low level of primitives that causes some programmers to prefer designing 
by means of a high-level programming language rather than conventional flowcharting. 
So far, Dimensional Flowcharting has used two dimensions, SCF and P, to represent 
alternative choices, parallel code and the sequential control flow discipline which will help 
the programmer to code and document his program. First though the program must be 
designed. Step-Wise Refinement can generate well disciplined programs. How can Dimen- 
sional Flowcharting help the software designer to use SWR? 
STEP-WISE REFINEMENT 
A property of SWR is that the most up-to-date design is expressed in terms of the lowest 
level reached so far. This means that, at worst, the derivations of large parts of the design 
are 'lost' as they are refined or, at best, can only be deduced from a study of separate flow- 
charts of the various intermediate stages (Figure 17). Is there a unified method of repre- 
sentation which will preserve what amounts to a. record of the designer's thoughts? 
yes, these separate stages of refinement can be connected if the flowchart is given a third 
dimension, called the Refinement (R) (see Figure 14). Using this new dimension, the 
example given in Figure 17 now becomes Figure 18. 
(P) PARALLELISM 
'INEMENT 
SC F 
SEQUENTIAL 
CONTROL 
FLOW 
Figur. 14.3-D axes 
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BASIC CONSTRUCTS 
SINGLE STATEMENT OF ACTION 
1 COMPOSITION OR REFINEMENT 
STATEMENT 
" 
STATEMENT 
SELECTION 
SE ! "L ECT FROM ALTERNATIVES 
ALT-1 ALT-2 ALT-N 
ACTION-1 ACTION-? ACTION-N 
-+.;. - 
4- 4- 
REPETITION 
REPEAT LOOPBODY 
SEQUENCE OF STATEMENTS 
MUST CONTAIN TERMINATION 
STATEMENT IF FINITE LOOP 
Fis is. Berk dimensional flowchart tg consinuts 
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The SWR proceeds as follows: the initial problem specification `solve quadratic equa- 
tion' is broken down into the four steps `input' to `stop'. This second level, a flowchart in 
its own right, is an elaboration of the statement to which it is connected by a line in the 
Refinement dimension. Each level 2 statement is then separately elaborated to its level 3 
version, generating three more flowcharts which are connected to their parents by their 
Refinement links. This process of refinement continues until a workable, detailed design is 
achieved (or is not, for design is an iterative process). With such three-dimensional (3-D) 
flowcharts the SWR design always exists as a whole, even when incompletely elaborated, 
not as the separate versions of Figure 17. 
OL-1 
2 
OOL-2 
3 
NEXT STATEMENT 
Figure 16. Figure 9 redrawn without keywords 
A practical note 
If one imagines that Figure 18 is someone else's flowchart then one can now study the 
program's design at any desired level of abstraction; one may study the design at varying 
stages of refinement as the area of interest changes, digging deeper down into the details of, 
say, `input data' to see exactly what happens. Having once understood the action of the 
input phase one need never again go deeper than the `input data' level to recall the pro- 
gram's action at this point. 
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SOLVE QUADRATIC EQUATION 
I LEVEL 1 
INPUT DATA 
PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA 
LEVEL 2 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
STOP 
READ (A) 
READ(S) 
READ (C) 
it DISCRIM. < O then PRINTCH ('IMAGINARY ROOTS') 
POSROOT: -NEGR00T: - 0 
'i!! POSROOT: -(-9+ 
19-1-4AC)/2A 
NEGR00T: "(-S- B -4AC)/2A 
PRINT(A) 
PRINT(B) 
PRINT(C) 
PRINT(POSROOT) 
PRINT(NEGROOT) 
STOP 
Figure 17. Step-Wise Rtfinsmext 
UVEL 3 
If the reader copies Figure 18 and folds it as directed he will have a flowchart of levels 1 
and 2 of Figure 13. He may now refine any of the level 2 statements by unfolding the paper beneath that statement, revealing the elaborated version. This process may be nested to any 
number of levels and is of practical significce. 3-D flowcharts of real systemä are several feet long. By folding they are reduced to a convenient, workable size; only the specific area 
of interest need be unfolded or refined, to whatever depth is necessary, whilst the overall 
context is always visible at a higher level of abstraction. A practical corollary to the folding technique occurs during the actual design process 
when there is insufficient room to refine a statement. The flowchart may be expanded at the 
point of refinement by the `cut and paste' insertion of the additional material; this often forms a natural point to fold the flowchart. Experience has shown these techniques to be 
helpful in both the designing and the learning situations. 
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SOLVE QUADRATIC EQUATION 
INPUT DATA 
READ (A) 
READ (B) 
READ (C) 
PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA 
IF 
cDISCRIM<O 
qISCRIM>O 
PRINTCH i'IMAGINARY ROOTS') 
SROOT: ýO 
NEGROOT=(-$-A'-ý4AC)/ZA 
NEGROOT: ýO 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
PRINT (A) 
PRINT (B) 
PRINT (C) 
PRINT (POSROOT) 
PRINT (NEGR00T) 
STOP 
r 
t- 
r 
4- 
46. 
L 
Ir 
t 
U 
Figure 18.3"D fowchast of Figure 17. Fold so that all the arrows point to the bottom of the page 
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BASIC FLOWCHARTING CONSTRUCTS 
The basic flowcharting constructs of Composition, Selection and Iteration will now be 
re-examined in the light of the three dimensions, SCF, P and R, and the principle of Step- 
Wise Refinement. Figure 15 shows these basic constructs in their Dimensional form. A 
series of sequential statements is recognized by following the SCF axis. The refinement of a 
compound statement into such a serial sequence is found by proceeding from the compound 
statement along the Refinement axis. 
The Selection construct selects from one or more `alternatives' whose exact specifications 
are found in the refinement of 'alternatives'. This explains why the Refinement line is used 
in the CASE statement representation in Figure 5. Note that `alternatives' is implied by the 
keyword `CASE'. 
Similarly the basic concept of Iteration is that a `loop body' is repeated. The exact 
specification of the `loop body' is a Refinement, so Figures 8 and 15 use the Refinement 
dimension when representing a loop body. Again `loop body' is implied by the word 
`LOOP'. 
`REPEAT', `CASE', `LOOP', 'SELECT' and 'IF' are keyword statements which are 
refined. They aid understanding but are strictly redundant in that the operators ',;, . 
are all that is necessary to represent selection, repetition and completion respectively. Figure 16(a) is Figure 9 redrawn without the use of keyword statements, which are replaced by a null keyword or node marker. If used the keywords can allow `*' and '-F to be included for clarity or omitted, i. e. implied. 
FLOWCHART SYNTAX AND AUTOMATED DRAFTING 
The process of Refinement is the ALGOL-like discipline that every program is a single 
(compound) statement which is recursively split up into a sequence of statements. A direct 
begin 
comment SOLVE QUADRATIC EQUATION; 
comment INPUT DATA; 
READ(A); 
READ(B); 
READ(C); 
comment PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA; 
if (B*B -4*A*C) <O 
then begin 
PRINTCH('IMAGINA Y ROOTS'); 
POSROOT: - NEGROOT: = 0; 
and 
else begin 
POSROOT: _ (- B+ SQRT(B*B - 4*A*C))/2*A; NEGROOT: - (- B- SQRT(B*B -4*A*C))/2*A; 
end; 
comment OUTPUT RESULTS ; PRINT(A) ; 
PRINT(B); 
PRINT(C) ; 
PRINT (POSROOT); 
PRINT (NEGROOT); 
comment STOP; 
end; 
Figure 19. Lbwrized comments 
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benefit of introducing such a discipline into the design methodology is that a context-free 
grammar can be defined which will generate 3-D flowcharts. This property means a flow- 
chart can be shown to conform to the design methodology and to project standards which 
can be built into the grammar. This process can be automated by inputting a machine- 
readable version of the flowchart to a syntax analyser. It can be shown from the grammar 
that a flowchart is a tree. A simple tree-walk will produce a linear machine-readable version 
if the various straight lines and flowcharting symbols are encoded as unique identifiers. 
Such a tree-walk is similar to unparsing. s 
SOLVE QUADRATIC EQUATION: 
begin 
INPUT DATA. 
begin 
READ(A); 
READ(B); 
READ(c; 
end; 
PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA: 
begin 
if (B*B -4"A"C) <0 
then begin 
PRINTCH('IMAGINARY ROOTS'); 
POSROOT: - NEGROOT: -0; 
and 
eise begin 
POSROOT: _ (- B+ SQRT(B*B -4*A*C))/2* A; 
NEGROOT: _ (- B- SQRT(B *B -4*A*C))/2*A; 
end; 
end; 
OUTPUT RESULTS: 
begin 
PRINT(A); 
PRINT(B); 
PRINT(C); 
PRINT (POSROOT); 
PRINT (NEGROOT); 
end; 
STOP: 
end; 
Figure 20. Hierarchically commented source Program 
This human process is quick and easy, and the output matches the original drawing 
(Figure 21). The linear tree walk can then be input to a syntax analyzer, such as is created 
by the TREE-iMETAs compiler-compiler program in Figure 22, for validation' and a 
straightforward recursive graphical algorithm can be constructed to produce high quality 
output on a plotting device by exploiting the grammar rules to 
draw the flowchart left to 
right, and top to bottom, which makes the formatting very easy (it is `context-free'). The 
ease with which drafting may be automated is another advantage of Dimensional Flow- 
charting. 
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"SOLVE QUADRATIC JA. TIdr" 
"INPUT DATA" 
READW" 
111"W. 1 
~F; M(O1f 
N 
"PERFORM COMPUTATION ON DATA" 
"IF" 
N 
? DESCRIM <0? 
"PRINTCli(`IMAGINARY ROOTS')" 
"POSROOT: 00" 
"NEGROOT: 00" 
? DISCRIM40? 
"POSROOT: -(-B+SQRT(B*B'k*AC))/ZEA" 
"NEGROOT: -(-B-SQRT(B*B 4 ARC))/2*A" 
4 
"OUTPUT RESULTS" 
"PRINT(A)" 
"PRINT(E)" 
"PRINT(C)" 
"PRINT (POSROOT)" 
"PRINT (NEGR00T)" 
I 
"STOP" 
the 
FiZsrs 21. Machine-ratcdabls version of 3-D flowchart. Notes: 
(1) nt represents horizontal 
line, P 
dbnsnsý: (2) \ represents angled lieu, the R dimension; (3) ;# seprounts 
the symbol (4) ti al 
lines, 
the SCF dhns uion, are implied by the juxtaposition of statements 
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'META DIMFLOWCHAR7 
DIMFLOWCHART ý NAME '\' FLOWC ; 
FLOWC = SERIAL $ (SERIAL) '#' ; 
SERIAL s STATEMENT (REFINE / sEMPTY) $ (PARALLEL) ) 
REFINE a '" FLOWC; 
PARALLEL 0 '9' FLOWC; 
STATEMENT = ACTION / CONDITIONAL 
ACTION m TEXT '"' ; 
CONDITIONAL' '? ' BOOLEAN EXPRESSION OR TEXT '? ' ; 
'END 
Figwe 22. Tree-Meta syntax analyser definition for recognu neg machine-readable 3-D flowcharts. Notes on Tree-Meta: (I) $() - zero or more of; (2) 'string' - string must appear in input; (3) /- alternative; 
(4) ; -- Tree Meta rule torminator; (. 3) `. EMPTY' - the null symbol, always recognized 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
Tackling a problem by creating a 3-D flowchart via SWR produces a logical solution not a 
working program. This result is analogous to the hardware engineers' Logic Diagram. 
Actually constructing a program from the logical solution introduces a new set of practical 
problems which vary with the peculiarities of particular source languages, compilers and 
machines. Considerations such as addressing mechanisms, core sizes, macros and pro- 
cedures being defined before being called, and separate compilation for individual sub- 
routines cause a working source program to vary considerably from the neat order of the 
abstract logical solution. 
The second phase problem of implementing a logical solution in terms of an actual 
programming language should itself be tackled using the 3-D SWR method. 2 This leads to 
a neater source code program, the 3-D flowchart of which is an `engineering drawing' or 
map of the way the source code is physically constructed (see Figure 23). This division into 
Logical Solution (Logic Diagram) and executable source code (Physical Construction) is 
exactly analogous to the way hardware engineers must produce circuit board, component 
and wiring layouts to implement their Logic Diagrams, and the two drawings used together 
are as invaluable when working on a large piece of software as they are for hardware. 
Linearized comments 
If one regards the higher levels of abstraction in a 3-D flowchart as comments about the lowest level, the code, then this hierarchy of comments may be linearized and incorporated 
into the source code text, whence the correspondence between the flowchart and the source 
code will be exact in the refinement sense (see Figures 18 and 19). 
Use of the Logic Design flowchart in conjuction with the Physical Construction flow- 
chart and the source text, with its linearized SWR comments, greatly simplifies the problem 
of relating the physical program code to its logical design and action. 
Scoped comments 
Comparison of Figures 18 and 19 highlights a weakness of conventional comment state- 
ments, namely their undefined scope. In a large program it is always clear at what point a 
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LOGICAL 
ROBERT W. WITTY 
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM 
INITIALISATION 
SOME LOGIC 
ALL SUBROUTINE A 
DEFINITION OF A 
SOME LOGIC 
CALL SUBROUTINE C 
DEFINE C 
SOME LOGIC 
some LOGIC 
4- 
SOME LOGIC 
(GLLL 
SUBROUTINE B 
"1- DEFINITION OF B 
SOME LOGIC 
CALL. SUBROUTINE C 
u" 
LOGIC 
SUBROUTINE A 
SOME LOGIC 
CALL SUBROUTINE C 
LOGIC 
RESULTS 
SOME LOGIC 
LL SUBROUTINE B 
Ffgw o 23. Siwsplifi d Logic Diagram 
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comment's relevance begins, but is not always as clear where its relevance ends. This is 
because, conceptually, the Refinement dimension is `lost' when a 3-D flowchart is trans- 
formed into a 1-D text string. (Note that the P dimension is similarly lost. ) If the source 
PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION OF LOGICAL SOLUTION 
COMPILER PARAMETERS 
I 
MACRO DEFINITIONS 
I STATIC STORAGE ALLOCATION 
I 
SUBROUTINE DEFINITIONS 
SUBROUTINE 3 
CODE FOR 8 
SUBROUTINE C 
CODE FOR C 
SUBROUTINE A 
CODE FOR A 
MAIN CODE BODY 
INITIALISATION 
ETC 
1ALCUL lo m 
Erc 
OUTPUT` 
. EM 
ERROR HANDLERS 
II 
LINK-EDIT OR CONSOLIDATION PARMIETERs 
Figure 24. Simplified Physical Construction 
38 
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language is block-structured then it is possible to map a 3-D flowchart so as to preserve the R dimension as in Figure 17. (Note that if the ALGOL symbols 'begin' and 'end' are 
replaced by the symbols '\'and then the pictorial resemblance between flowchart and 
source code is excellent. ) 
Figures 21 and 22 outline a general system for automating the drawing of 3-D flowcharts; 
note the similarity between Figure 20, the ALGOL version and Figure 21, the flowchart 
tree walk (`begin' -'\' and 'end' _ '#% the SCF and R dimensions are exactly the same, 
only the P dimensions differ, though it is easy to see that they are equivalent. The ALGOL 
version contains all the necessary information to regenerate the 3-D flowchart which created it, and it would be a simple task to build an automatic 3-D flowchart generator for Algol 60 
programs constructed by the hierarchically commented compound statement technique. The comment-code hierarchy of Figure 20 is only made possible through a programming trick exploiting ALGOL's block structure. To build comment-code hierarchies in non- block structured languages the syntax of comment statements must be slightly enhanced to include some equivalents of the '\' and '#' in Figure 20 to allow Scoped Comments to be a proper language component, not an optional programming trick (see Figure 24). If a program is written in a language with scoped comments, in such a way that some of the scoped comments do not yet have their refinements, their actual source code, attached, then such a program, though incomplete and uncompilable, can be checked to see that it 
conforms to the syntax of the language and a 3-D flowchart of it produced if the unrefined 
comments are regarded as refinement stubs standing in lieu of actual code. Such a system 
would allow the evolving design of a program to be held as a simple machine-readable file. The software designer can now use the 3-D flowcharting technique on paper to evolve his ideas. A simple tree-walk of this paper design will enable him to produce, at intervals, 
an incomplete program using scoped comments and refinement stubs from which the language flowchart generator will produce for him a neat copy of his original flowchart, the Logic Diagram. The Physical Construction may be similarly designed and produced. When the refinement of the Logic Diagram is complete and the design's Physical Con- 
struction actually works then the flow chart generator will be able to produce two neat, 
accurate flowcharts for documentation purposes. Thereafter, should the program be 
changed, it is a painless task for the maintenance programmer to produce new, up-to-date flowcharts. If the flowcharts are drawn on say, microfiche, then they can be kept to form a valuable but compact history of the program's development. Such a system is being developed by the author to help construct assembler programs for a PDP-15-like machine. The first programs to be designed using 3-D flowcharts$ were hand-coded into 10,000 
assembler statements using 'templates' to hand-compile the control constructs from their 3"D representations, 
The success of this approach has prompted the current development of software tools to automatically generate 3-D flowcharts and assembler code from a single, simple source language, which includes Scoped Comments, IF-THEN-ELSE, Zahn loops, Zahn case 
statements and assembler statements, to help with the design and construction of a larger 
software project. Figures 25-27 are an example. This 3-D programming language enables the Physical Construction map to be auto- 
matically produced from the source code program. If the logical solution is also expressed in terms of the 3-D language then it is a simple matter to maintain both versions so that the 
maintenance programmer has up-to-date copies of both the Logic Diagram (3-D source 
and flowchart) and the Physical Construction (3-D source and flowchart) to help him. How many maintenance programmers have to build their own personal versions of the 
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LOOP THROUGH BUFFER, PRINTING BYTES, MAX 73 TIMES 
OOP 
GET BYTE 
UNTIL BYTE '>" 
TERM IF 73RD ITERATION 
PRINT BYTE 
CHECK VALID CHARACTER 
IF IN 
INVALID CHAR ( VALID CHAR 
ENGE TO 
? OK 
4- 
PRINT ON TELETYPE 
SUSPEND UNTIL I-0 FINISHED 
I 
3RD ITERATION 
OK ERROR 
T 
"ý 
EXIT TO CALLING ROUTINE 
Figure 2J. Logic Diagram of tslstype prmting rout"*, coded in Figure 26 
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. FROG TTY3D 
"ROUTINE TO PRINT STRING ON TTY" 
"STRING POINTED TO BY TBUFF' 
"STRING TEPMINATED BY > WHICH IS NOT PRINTED OUT " 
"JNE 0(AR PER WORD" 
"INVALID O-AP. S PRINTED AS ?" 
ITfOUTa CC / ROUTINE ENTRY POINT' 
"LOOP T. PU THE BUFFER MAX 73 SO NOT OFF END OF LINE' 
. MAX. AOP MAX73 sa 73 .I TERS 
. LOOP 
. WITH . TEEMS EOSTR, 7r4« . ENDW 
"GET BYTE. 
" LAC I TBUFF " 
" DAC BYTE` 
S 
" TEAM MSIR "I FF BYTE "F GTSI GV " EN IDE 
. TE}34 TMNY . IFF . DONE MAX73 . TIMES . ENDE 
'? RINT BYTE" 
"CHECK VALID O R"" 
"IF "INVALID CHAR" \ CBM "(iT (177)3 OR 
[BYTE *LT 03 ! 
-THEN 
'. CHANGE TO ? '" 
" LAC OMARV 
" DAC BYTE' 
"aK 
"Fi4DI 
i 
"PRINT ON Tri- 
" LAC EYTE" 
0 
" avo iNTIL I/O FINISHED" 
T. 
" ,, . -i. " 
! 
incosporati ScOd 
Figws 26. Tslstyps printing souti s, as sxampls of a acro-asumblSr program 
Commend, comment-cods hierarchy and Sequential Control 
Flow disciptins 
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"STEP POINTER" 
" ISZ TBUFF" 
NOp, 
i 
. TIMT 
*SIT EOSTR . CAUSES 93( . ENDS 
. SIT 144Y . CAUSES ' JIS TO1NG' . ENDS 
. ENEL 
S 
S 
JMP I. TTYOUT /EXIT TO CALLER" 
'UCAL $ ORAGV' 
, 91,. fFý 0" 
' GTS1 GN, *ASCII/>/ 
`f1Mlät, . ASCII/? / 
I 
-GLWAL M7EMCF-T' 
"TBUFF - POINTS M. START OF STRING, OJANGED BY THIS ROUTINE" 
"TOOLNG - PRINTS ERROR MES: AGEi LINE TOO LONG" 
0 
" 
. ENS TTY'OUT 
Figure 26 (corm) 
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U /08J: DRIL TTY3D OBJECT TTY3D 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
4/ 
S/ 
6/ 
7/::::.::::::.:::..... I::::: ":::::::: i::::::: t: t::: I 
8/ 
9/ 
1U / DRIL MACRO DEFINITIONS 
11 / 
12 . INSERT ROS)DRIL MACROS 
13 / 
14 / END OF DRIL MACROS 
1S / 
16 / 
17 
18 / 
19 / 
20 / 21 / 
2z / 23 / 
24 
25 / 
26 / 
28 / BEGIN USER CODE 
29 
30 / 
31 /ROUTINE TO PRINT STRING 4N TTY 
32 /STRING PnINTED TO BY TBUFF 
33 /STRING TERMINATED BY > WHICH IS NOT PRINTED OUT 
34 /ONE CHAR PER WORD 
35 /INVALID CHARS PRINTED AS 7 
36 / 
37 TTYOUT, XX / ROUTINE ENTRY POINT 
38 / 
39 /LOOP THRU THE BUFFER, MAX 73 So may OFF END OF LINE 
40 / 
41 / 
42 / 
43 / SET LOOP LIMIT COUNTER VARIABLE 
44 LAC (73. ) 
45 TCA' 
46 DAC *MAX73 
47 / 
;8/ 
49 / START LOOP 
50 L81, 
51 / WITH EXITS EOSTR, TMNY 
S2 / 
33 /GET BYTE 
S4 / 
55 LAC I Td0FF 
S6 OAC BYTE 
Figure 27. Assembles cods produced froren 
Fifa. 26 
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57 / 
58 / 
59 / 
bU / EXIT? 
61 SKPEQ BYTE, GTSIGN 
62 SKP / SKP IF FALSE 
63 JMP EOSTR / EXIT EOSTR 
64 / 
/ 65 
66 / 
67 / 
68 / EXIT? 
69 / STEP + TEST LOOP LIMIT'COUNTER, (AND EXIT? ) 
70 ISZ MAX73 
71 SKP / SKP IF FALSE 
72 imp TMNY / EXIT TMNY 
73 / 
74 / 
75 /PRINT BYTE 
76 / 
7? /CMECX VALID CHAR 
78 / 
79 / 
9U. / 
Al / IF 
A2 /INVALID CHAR 
A3 SKPGT. BYTE, (177). 
84 SKP / FALSE - TRY NEXT 
A5 imp L82+1 / TRUE 
, $6 
SKPLT BYTEI(0. ) 
A7 LB2. / L82+1 IF TRUE 
A8 imp L83 / JMP IF FALSE 
A9 / THEN 
9U /CHANGE TO ? 
91 / 
92 LAC QMARK 
03 DAC BYTE 
04 JNP L84 
as / ELSE 
06 L83, 
o? / OK, NULL STATEMENT' 
98 L84, 
0.9 / END OF IF 
IOU / 
111 / 
1O /PRINT ON TTY 
103 / 
104. LAC BYTE 
105 TLS 
106 / 
107 /SUSPEND UNTIL I/O FINISHED 
108 / 
1n9 TSF 
IIU JMP . 01 111 / 
11t /STEP POINTER 
113 / 
Figure 27 (cont. ) 
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114 ISZ TBUFF 
115 NOP 
116 / 
117 / 
"118 / 
119 / REPEAT L00P 
11.0 JMP L81 
121 / 
122 / 
123 / SITUATION EOSTR 
124 EOSTR, 
1?. 5 / OK, NULL STATEMENT 
126 JMP LOS / LEAVE SLOCK, LOOP 
127 / 
128 / 
17.9 / SITUATION TMNY 
130 'MNY, 
131 JMS TOOLNG 
131 We / END OF RLOCK, LOOP 
133 / ENO LOOP 
134 / 
135 / 
136 JMP I TTYOUT / EXIT TO CALLER 
137 / 
138 / 
139 / 
140 /LOCAL STORAGE 
141 / 
141 BYTE, 0 
14.5 GTSIGN, ASCII/>/ 
144 GKRK, . ASCII/7/ 
145 / 
146 / 
147 /GLOBAL REFERENCES 
148 / 
149 /TBUFF POINTS TO START OF STRING, CHANGED BY THIS ROUTINE 
150 /TOG1NG PRINTS ERROR MESSAGE, LINE TOO LONG 
151 / 
152 / 
153 / 
154 / 
155 / 
156 CONSTANTS VARIABLES 
157 / 
1S8 / 
159 / END USER CODE 
160 / 
161 / 
162 / 
163 / 
164 / END OF PROG TTYOUT 
165 / 
166 / 
167 START 
Fieren 27 (cart. ) 
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missing Logic Diagram and Physical Construction by tedious 'bottom-up' readings of the 
source code? Not an easy job when the program is an operating system written in assembler. 
Is it possible to design a programming language which will express the top down logical 
solution, unobscured by physical considerations but including them, so that the Logic 
Diagram and the Physical Construction may be produced from a single source program? 
SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES OF DIMENSIONAL FLOWCHARTING 
1. Quick and easy to draw, by hand or machine, because drawn left to right, top to 
bottom, i. e. naturally. 
2. Grammar ensures flowcharts are well formed. 
3. Grammar provides a mechanism for enforcing project standards. 
4. Easy to convert to machine-readable form via simple 'tree-walk' method. 
5. Grammar makes automatic drafting very easy. 
6. Statements may be any length. 
7. Statements are not constrained to fit into boxes. 
8. No need for templates. 
9. Few special symbols. 
10. Adaptable to any source code and machine. 
11. Easy to introduce new features such as control constructs and synchronization devices. 
Models high-level language constructs. 
12. Shows inherent parallelism which is often not obvious from the source code. 
13. 'Automatically' ensures well disciplined program design. Cluttered logic is prevented. 
14. Encourages and facilitates SWR design. - 
15. Makes it easy for a third party to understand how the design arrived at because SWR 
explicit. 
16. One flowchart shows all three dimensions at once, making it possible (and easy) to 
visualize the whole program at varying levels of abstraction, especially if the flowchart 
is folded according to its refinement. 
17. When both the logical design and the physical construction diagrams are drawn as 
large size 'engineering drawings' and when all the levels of abstraction are 'linearized' 
into the source code as comments, or a 3-D programming language is used, then these 
documents work in unison to greatly improve and speed the understanding of the 
program by a third party (and the designer himself). 
CONCLUSION 
Dimensional flowcharts are easy to draw by hand or machine and their syntax can be 
checked automatically. They help the designer to proceed via the Step-Wise Refinement 
Method, they help the programmer to produce weil disciplined code and. they help the 
maintenance programmer to understand the finished product. 
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10.2. The 'B2D' Example Program 
10.2.1. Hand Drawn Detailed Design 
- see sample marked 'Hand Drawn B2D' 
in wallet attached to rear cover. 
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34 
10.2.2. Machine Drawn Detailed Design 
- see plotter output marked 
'DESN' 
in wallet attached to rear cover. 
-035- 36 
10.2.3. Static Analysis - Quality Control Histograms 
-637-.: 3g 
CHARS. PER STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 39 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH= 100 
39 < 1!: **: *****t, º*#***, º**, º******#**+r****#***,. 
20 1- 2! ******************** 
23 3- 4! ****: ***t**********, º*** 
30 5- 6! ******, r****w*: ***: *****: ****, r* 
T 7- 8! **+ý**** 
34 9- 10! ****************t***************** 
25 11- 12! ************************ý 
8 13- 14! ******** 
3 15- 16! *** 
8 17- 18! ******** 
7 19- 20! ******* 
6 21- 22! ****** 
3 23- 24! *** 
3 25- 26! *** 
5 27- 28! ***** 
11 29- 30! *********** 
8 31- 32! ******** 
6 33- 34! ****** 
0 35- 36! 
5 37- 38! ***** 
3 39- 40! *** 
2 41- 42! ** 
3 43- 44! *** 
5 45- 46! ***** 
0 47- 48! 
0 49- 50! 
2 51- 52! ** 
0 53- 54! 
0 55- 56! 
0 57- 58! 
0 59- 60! 
2 61- 62! ** 
1 63- 64! * 
0 65- 66! 
0 67- 68! 
0 69- 70! 
0 71- 72! 
0 73- 74! 
0 75- 76! 
0 77- 78! 
0 79- 80! 
0 81- 82! 
0 83- 84! 
0 85- 86! 
0 87- 88 ! 
0 89- 90! 
0 91- 92! 
0 93- 94! 
0 95- 96! 
0 97- 98! 
0 99- 100! 
0 > 100! 
TOTAL CHARS. PER STATEMENT = 3606 
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CHARS. PER ACTION STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 39 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH= 100 
39 < 1!:: ******: ******: ****: *: *****. ********** 
20 1- 2! **************: ***** 
17 3- 4! *: "; e*****, ºs****: * 
28 5_ 6! **************************** 
5 7- 8! ***** 
24 9- 10! *********s************** 
21 11- 12! ********************* 
4 13- 14! **** 
3 15- 16! *** 
7 1T- 18! ******* 
7 19- 20! ******* 
6 21- 22! ****** 
3 23- 24! *** 
3 25- 26! *** 
5 27- 28! ***** 
10 29- 30! ********** 
8 31- 32! ******** 
5 33- 34! ***** 
0 35- 36! 
5 37- 38! ***** 
3 39- 40! *** 
2 41- 42! ** 
3 43- 44! *** 
5 45- 46! ***** 
0 47- 48! 
0 49- 50! 
2 51- 52! ** 
0 53- 54! 
0 55- 56! 
0 57- 58! 
0 59- 60! 
2 61- 62! ** 
1 63- 64! * 
0 65- 66! 
0 67- 68! 
0 69- 70! 
0 71- 72! 
0 73- 74! 
0 75- 76! 
0 77- 78! 
0 79- 80! 
a 81- 82! 
0 83- 84! 
0 85- 86! 
0 87- 88! 
0 89- 90! 
0 91- 92! 
0 93- 94! 
0 95- 96! 
0 97- 98! 
0 99- 100! 
0 > 100! 
TOTAL ACTION CHARS. = 3278 
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CHARS. PER CONDITIONAL STATEMENT 
0 
0 
6 
2 
2 
10 
4 
4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TOTAL 
BIGGEST VAL= 10 SCALED BY= 
< 1! 
1- 2! 
3- 4! ****, rýr 
5- 6! ** 
7- 8! ** 
9- 10! ********** 
11- 12! **** 
13- 14! **** 
15- 16! 
17- 18! * 
19- 20! 
21- 22! 
23- 24! 
25- 26! 
27- 28! 
29- 30! * 
31- 32! 
33- 34! * 
35- 36! 
37- 38! 
39- 40! 
41- 42! 
43- 44! 
45- 46! 
47- 48! 
49- 50! 
51- 52! 
53- 54! 
55- 56! 
57- 58! 
59- 60! 
61- 62! 
63- 64! 
65- 66! 
67- 68! 
69- 70! 
71- 72! 
73- 74! 
75- 76! 
77- 78! 
79- 80! 
81- 82! 
83- 84! 
85- 86! 
87- 88! 
89- 90! 
91- 92! 
93- 94! 
95- 96! 
97- 98! 
99- 100! 
> 100! 
CONDIT IONAL CHARS. = 328 
1 WIDTH= 100 
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STATEMENTS PER SEQUENCE 
BIGGEST VAL= 37 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH= 100 
0<1! 
37 1! "#.: #*ýt*t****. r*. if*t***sý#**w*t*** 
31 2! #r*ýýs*ý*ýýý#ýtwwwtsti#*t**** 
35 3!: ***********. **r*****ý**f****ý****t 
5 4! ***** 
5 5! ***** 
2 6! ** 
1 T! * 
0 8! 
0 9! 
0 10 
0 11! 
0 12! 
0 13 ! 
0 14! 
0 15! 
0 16! 
0 17! 
0 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
0 21! 
0 22! 
0 23! 
0 24! 
0 25 ! 
0 26! 
0 27! 
0 28! 
0 29 ! 
0 30! 
0 31! 
0 32! 
0 33 ! 
0 34 ! 
0 35! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
0 38! 
0 39! 
0 40! 
0> 40! 
TOTAL STATEMENTS = 269 
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ACTION STATEMENTS PER SEQUENCE 
BIGGEST VAL= 56 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH= 100 
p<1! 
37 1 ! "*, "; "": ts: siýsý*t". ", º: tt+rt*, r.: ".: f:, º. 
56 2! *********sus: ýss*t: is*, rf, r, ºf, rt***********************ý. 
14 3! ssssss s,.,., ºs: ss 
3 4lýy" 
3 St: rr 
2 6! ** 
1 7!! * 
0 8! 
p 9! 
0 10! 
p 11! 
0 12! 
0 13! 
p 14! 
0 15! 
p 16! 
0 17! 
0 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
0 21! 
a 22! 
0 23! 
0 24! 
0 25! 
0 26! 
0 27! 
0 281 
Q 29! 
0 30! 
0 311 
Q 32! 
0 331 
p 34! 
Q 35! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
0 38! 
39! 
Q 40! 
a> 40! 
TOTAL ACTION STATEMENTS = 237 
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CC. 'JDSTIONAL STATE"ENTS BEP SEQUENCE 
_IýGEST VAL= 87 SCALED Bra 1 WIDTH: 100 
i7 C 1!.......................................... 
1! ........................... 
Z'.. 
a' 
S, 
a" 
I 11! 
12! 
13! 
14! 
I 15! 
? lE! 
. T! 
o 18! 
0 1?! 
2 
o 21! 
1 22! 
7 23! 
24! 
3 25! 
24 
3 27! 
<a! 
20. 
3ý 
3 31! 
32! 
33' 
TS. 
1 37' 
38' 
39! 
3 40! 
41' 
TOTAL CONDITICNAL STATEMENTS = 31 
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SEQUENCES PER REFINEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 175 SCALED BY. WIDTH= 2 
175 < 1l"arrrrs. rsrsrsss... ºr.. r. "...... "rº..... ro. "w. ºrrrassrwrr.. "rrrrrssrrrr"ºsrr. 
yr. a"rr 
82 1! "sw""s""srss"rrrrsre.............. *...... 
10 2! rr".. 
1 3! r 
04 
S! 
9 5! 
0 7! 
p 8! 
p 10! 
1 11! " 
0 12! 
p 13! 
p 14! 
15! 
p 16! 
0 17! 
a 18! 
19! 
0 20! 
21! 
0 22' 
0 23! 
0 24! 
0 25! 
p 26! 
0 27! 
0 28! 
0 29! 
0 30! 
0 31! 
p 32! 
0 33! 
0 34! 
p 35! 
0 36, 
0 37! 
0 38! 
0 39! 
0 40! 
0J 40! 
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UN$CALCO 
BIUCST VALs 170 SCALED IV' 1 Y1DTNs 100 
C 1! º ............................... ............. ......... º........................... ý................ 
1l............................................................................. º.. º. 
Z!.......... 
3!. 
ft 
5t 
0! 
7! 
a 
101 
111" 
12! 
13! 
i3! 
16! 
171 
11! 
19! 
" 20! 
21! 
221 
23! 
24! 
271 
21,! 
271 
21! 
2! t 
31! 
311 
321 
33? 
341 
ist 
3'! 
37! 
30! 
3! 1 
"0t 
> "0! 
SCOU[NCES " 116 
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EARTMEO SEQUENCES PER REFINEMENT 
1 79 
78 
Ic 
U 
7 
0 
0 
U 
U 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
Q 
3IGGEST VAL= 179 SCALED 9r= 2 WIDTH= 100 
C 1! wsssssºsr ssºssswr srsrrrrsrrýrrwrr rrrºrrrrwrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrsrrrwrrrwrrwrr rwswrrrrýrrrrrrrý" 
1! rrwrrwrsrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrr 
2!..... 
3! " 
4, 
5! 
7! 
af 
10! 
11! " 
12! 
13! 
14! 
15! 
16' 
17! 
18! 
19! 
2J! 
21 
22! 
23! 
24! 
25! 
26! 
27' 
28! 
29! 
30! 
31! 
32! 
33! 
34! 
35! 
36! 
37! 
38! 
39! 
40! 
40! 
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........ UNSC*LED 
D208LST 
C 
CA'IHC 
YALa 177 SCAT. D OYs 1 WIDTH 100 
. "...... "". ""ý), 1! " ..... ..... ..................... *. e". "................ .............................. 
1! "..... ".. ...... "..... ".. ""........ "... ".. ".... ". "... "....... ". ". ".. ".. "...... 2!......... " 
3!. 
s! 
5! 
6! 
4! 
10! 
11! " 
12! 
13! 
34! ' 
13! 
16! 
17! 
18! 
1!! 
20! 
21? 
22! 
231 
24! 
25! 
26! 
27! 
2a! 
2+! 
30! 
31! 
32! 
33! 
36 
35! 
36! 
37! 
38! 
34! 
40! 
40! 
SCOUENCL3 2 112 
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REPEATED SEQUENCES PER REFINEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 265 SCALED BY= 3 YIDTH' 100 
265 C 1lrrr ............... rrrrrrr rrrrr..... rrrrrrr................ rrrrrsrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrr 
f 1! " 
0 2! 
0 3! 
0 4! 
3 s! 
0 5! 
0 7! 
0 8! 
9! 
Q 10! 
0 11! 
0 12! 
13! 
0 14! 
0 15! 
0 16! 
0 17! 
3 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
3 21! 
22! 
23 ! 
0 24 ! 
0 25! 
0 26 ! 
0 27! 
0 28! 
3 29! 
0 30! 
0 31! 
0 32! 
Q 33! 
0 34! 
3 35! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
3 38! 
0 39! 
0 40! 
0> "0! 
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-. ...... 
Uy3CºLC0 
s55 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
0 
a 
a a 
a 
a 
0 a 
a 
0 
C 
a 
0 
0 
COTAL 
BIGGEST 
t 
VALs 265 SCALED BY 1 VIDTN" 100 
1!............................ ........................................................................ )). 
1r... " 
2! 
S! 
6 
7! 
at 
10! 
I1! 
12! 
13! 
14! 
15! 
16! 
17! 
IB! 
1!! 
20! 
21! 
22? 
23! 
24! 
2:! 
261 
27! 
2e! 
20 
30! 
31! 
32! 
33! 
34! 
3S! 
36! 
371 
36! 
30! 
401 
"0! 
REPEATED SEQUENCES 
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MISSED OUT SEQUENCES PER REFINEMENT 
269 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
BIGGEST VAL= 269 SCALED 9Yz 3 WIDTH- 100 
C 1!.. r. srr. rr.... r. rr... rrr. rrrrrrrrrr. rr. rr. r........ rrrrrrrrrrr. rrrrr. rrrrrrrýr rrrHýýý 
1! 
2! 
3! 
4! 
_ 
5! 
6! 
7! 
8! 
9! 
10! 
11! 
12! 
13! 
14! 
15! 
16! 
17! 
18! 
19! 
20! 
21! 
22! 
23! 
24! 
251 
261 
27! 
28! 
29! 
30! 
31! 
32! 
33! 
34 ! 
35! 
36! 
37! 
38! 
39! 
40! 
> 40! 
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'ý... UNSCALED 
t114CST 
vAl= 261 SCALED Ore 1 WIDTH= 100 
I!....... º... ºººrººººººººrº. ºººººººººººwºº. º. ººº. º...... ºººº. ºº. º. ºººººººººººººººº"ººýºººýºº. ºººº. º.. 
if 
2! 
3! 
" 
sc 
6! 
It 
If 
10t 
11! 
12! 
13! 
14' 
101 
16! 
17! 
Ia! 
1!! 
201 
21! 
22! 
23! 
2. t 
25! 
261 
27t 
28! 
291 
30! 
3!! 
32! 
33! 
3"! 
35! 
361 
37! 
3e! 
3s! 
"0! 
fa! 
HISSED our SCIUCNCts =0 
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GEPTN OF REFINEMENT i3ER STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 8o 3CALEO er: i MOTH= 100 
1<i! " 
6 1lrwºrºw 
20 2! ý"ýr. w. wºwº. "r"r. w. w 
3S 3! "ºwr. ºwwsw. wrw. wºwºwºº"r. rºr"w. wºr. 
s4 4! "". w. """"w"w".. """"r. r. w"º. ºº*"trº. "s"s"s. ssºº"ssssº a 
$0 3l"r"wýw. w. r. w. º. w. w. " aºs" aw"wsr. w... wºr"a"rrwºr. r"r. r"º. w"º. rºº"wºr"rº"".... ""+ 
34 6! ""w"wºr"s". "srw"w"r. w"w"ººw"wºrºw". "º"w. wºr"w"r""". "" 
16 7! *rww"w ºr. w. r"w. w 
0 9! 
0 10! 
0 Li! 
p 12! 
0 13! 
0 14! 
p 1S! 
0 161 
p 17! 
p 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
0 21! 
0 22! 
0 23' 
0 24! 
0 29! 
p 26! 
0 27! 
0 28! 
0 29! 
p 30! 
0 31! 
0 32! 
Q 33! 
Q 34! 
0 35 ! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
0 38 ! 
p 39! 
0 40! 
0) 40! 
TOTAL RCFINCMCNTS : 94 
TOTAL STATE! CNTS = 269 
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DEPTH OF REFINEMENT PER TERMINAL STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VALs 68 SCALED 8Y= 1 WIDTH= 100 
0t1! 
1 1! r 
8 2!.. rwrrrr 
16 3! rrrºreºrr.. º"r"º 
23 a! rs. ºrr. º""rr+º. "rrsrrrw 
68 5! """ººr a. rr. "r... rrr. r"rs"rsrº. wrrrººr. ºrrssºrrrrssrrrwrrrrr"".. ". "r 
43 6! rºr+ºr. rrr. rrrrrrrrrsrºrrs. rrºrºsrrtrºVrrrrr 
13 T! rs: s..:. r. "r. 
3 8! *** 
0 9! 
0 10! 
0 11! 
0 12! 
0 13! 
0 14! 
0 15! 
0 16! 
0 174 
0 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
0 21! 
0 22! 
0 23! 
0 24 ! 
0 25! 
0 26! 
0 2T! 
0 28! 
0 29! 
0 30! 
0 31! 
0 32! 
C 33! 
0 34! 
0 35! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
0 38! 
0 39! 
0 401 
o 40! 
TOTAL TERMINAL STATMTS. = 175 
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DEPTH OF REFINEMENT PER NON-TERMINAL STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 31 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH= 100 
1<1! * 
5 1! *t*: * 
12 21************ 
19 3! *ý#*, **#**ýýº#**** 
31 qt*f***t*ý, r***t****, rw*****#**t, r, º# 
12 5! +r+ ý******** 
11 5! #": t*** *** 
3 7! *** 
0 8! 
0 9! 
0 10! 
0 11! 
0 12! 
0 13! 
0 14! 
0 15! 
0 16! 
0 17! 
0 18! 
0 19! 
0 20! 
0 21! 
0 22! 
0 23! 
0 24! 
0 25! 
0 26! 
0 27! 
0 28! 
0 29! 
0 30! 
0 31! 
0 32! 
0 33! 
0 34! 
0 35 ! 
0 36! 
0 37! 
0 38 ! 
0 39! 
0 40! 
0) 40! 
TOTAL NON-TERMINAL STMTS"= 94 
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PATHS PER STATENENT 
9I0GEST VALs 268 SCALED Sys 3 YIDTN: 100 
0<1! 
268 1- 789! r... ý. a ................................................ . ýý. ý.. ýý.. ýý............. ý.... " 
0 790- 1578! 
0 1579- 2367! 
0 2368- 3156! 
0 3157- 3945! 
0 3946- 
_4734! 
0 "735- 5523! 
0 5524- 6312! 
0 6313- 7101! 
0 T102- 7890! 
0 7891- 8679! 
D 8680- 9468! 
0 9469-10257! 
0 10258-11046! 
0 11047-11835! 
0 11836-12624! 
0 12625-13413! 
0 13414-14202! 
0 14203-14991! 
0 14992-15780! 
0 15781-16569! 
0 16570-17358! 
0 17359-18147! 
0 18148-18936! 
0 18937-197251 
0 19726-20524! 
0 20515-21303? 
0 21304-22092! 
0 22093-22581' 
0 22882-23670! 
0 23671-24459! 
0 24460-25248! 
0 25249-26037! 
0 26038-26826! 
0 26827-27615! 
0 27616-28404! 
0 28405-291931 
0 29194-29982! 
0 29983-30771! 
1 >30771! " 
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........... UnnCALSO 
0163CST V&L  2 64 SCALZD Sys 1 g: OTM. too 
0t1! 
264 "r. rr. rr... rrrr. r. rrrrrrr........ rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. rrw rrv. rrrrý.. H ýrrr w ....................... 0 770- ISM 
0 4770- 2367! 
0 23sß- 3151! 
e 3191- 3043! 
0 3! N- . 13"1 
e "735- 5! 231 
0 S52"- 4312! 
0 "313- 1101' 
0 7102- 71901 
0 1001- 667,91 
0 8640.0444! 
.0 9469-10297! 0 10159-110461 
0 11047-1113! 1 
S 11$34-1242.! 
0 12023-13.13? 
0 1141. -1.232! 
0 1.203-1. "11? 
3 1412-1! 7401 
a lssei-! door 
9 16570-1739$1 
0 17»1-ul"7! 
0 10141-11031! 
0 1Hr-1129 } 
3 14724-2031"! 
0 20015-21303! 
0 2130. -22012! 
0 22103-22011! 
0 22112-23470! 
0 23471-2.. 9!! 
0 2.. 40-27241! 
Q ts2.. -2o037t 
0 24031-2N2it 
0 24527-271{13! 
e 27414-22.04! 
e2 1413-2 01 0 3' 
a zns. -10+11 r 0 24053-38771! 
1 )30771! - 
1071L r*TMS . 104320 
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ATHS PER SEQUENCE 
BIGGEST VAS= 115 SCALED BY= 2 WIDTH= 100 
0<1! 
115 1- 789!; w*tt*ts, e*!:: **ýtft***t*strý*r*ttss, ºw, ttf*r*, rw*r*, r**, º:: *, r, tw 
0 790- 1578! 
0 1579- 2367! 
0 2368- 3156! 
0 3157- 3945! 
0 3946- 4734! 
0 4735- 5523! 
0 5524- 6312! 
0 6313- 7101! 
0 7102- 7890! 
0 7891- 8679! 
0 8680- 9468! 
0 9469-10257! 
0 10258-11046! 
0 11047-11835! 
0 11836-12624! 
0 12625-13413! 
0 13414-14202! 
0 14203-14991! 
0 14992-15780! 
0 15781-16569! 
0 16570-17358! 
0 17359-18147! 
0 18148-18936! 
0 18937-19725! 
0 19726-20514! 
0 20515-21303' 
0 21304-22092! 
0 22093-22881! 
0 22882-23670! 
0 23671-24459! 
0 24460-25248! 
0 25249-26037! 
0 26038-26826! 
0 26827-27615 ! 
0 27616-28404! 
0 28405-29193! 
0 29194-29982! 
0 29983-30771! 
1 >30771! * 
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".......... UNSCALED 
3I66EST WAL= 115 SCALED Sts 1 WIDTHS 100 
0c1! 
115 1" 789! ". """""""" """""""""""""""""""""""" """""". """""""". """"""""w"""""""". """"""... """""""""""". 0 790- 1578! 
0 1579- 2367! 
0 2368- 3156! 
a 3157- 3945! 
0 3946- 4734! 
O 4735- 5523! 
0 5524- 6312! 
0 6313- 7101! 
0 7102- 7890! 
0 7891- 8679! 
0 8680- 9468" 
0 9469-1. ^257! 
C 10259-11046! 
0 11047-11635! 
0 11836-12624! 
0 12625-13413! 
0 13414-14202! 
0 14203-14991! 
0 1'499 2-1 978 0 
0 15781-16569! 
0 16570-37358! 
0 17359-18147! 
0 18108-18936! 
0 18937-19725! 
0 19726-20514! 
0 20515-21303! 
0 21304-22092! 
0 22093-22881! 
0 22882-23670! 
0 23671-24459! 
0 24460-25248! 
0 25249-26037! 
0 26038.26826! 
0 26827-27635! 
0 27616.28404! 
0 28405-29193! 
0 29194-29982! 
0 29983-30771! 
1 >30771! " 
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CUM. CYCLOMATIC PER STATEMENT 
BIGGEST VAL= 227 SCALED BY= 3 WIDTH= 100 
227 G 1! ff"fffflf"t1f*t"rtffff"ffff"tffff"f""""ffrffl"""r"fwf""ffff"*""ff""""""""*" 
6 1- 2! "" 
22 3- 4! ""rrfst 
5 5- 6! " 
3 7- 8! f 
1 9- 10! " 
3 11- 12! 
0 13- 14! 
0 15- 16! 
0 I7- 18! 
0 19- 20! 
3 21- 22! * 
0 23- 24! 
0 25- 26! 
0 27- 28! 
1 29- 30! * 
0 31- 32! 
0 33- 34! 
0 35- 36! 
0 37- 38! 
0 39- 40! 
0 41- 42! 
0 43- 44! 
0 45- 46! 
0 47- 48! 
0 49- 50! 
0 51- 52! 
1 53- 54! * 
0 55- 56! 
0 57- 58! 
3 59- 60! 
0 61- 62! 
0 63- 64! 
0 65- 66! 
0 57- 68! 
0 69- 70! 
0 71- 72! 
0 73- 74! 
0 75- 76! 
0 77- 78! 
0 79- 80! 
0 81- 82! 
0 83- 84! 
0 85- 86! 
0 87- 88! 
0 89- 90! 
0 91- 92! 
0 93- 94! 
0 95- 96! 
0 97- 98! 
0 99- 100! 
0> 100! 
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.... ".... UNSCALE3 
SI06CST V6Ls 227 SCALED BY* 1 WIOTM= 100 
:7C1! -rrrrrºsrºr rrrrrrrr. r. ýrrºrrºrrrrºrr.. rrrr. rrrrrr. rwº........ rrrr... rrrr... rrr. rr. rrrrrrrr rrrrrºrrr r)ý) 6 1- 2! ºrrrrr 
32 3" t. 5eºr... r. rrrrº.. rrrrrrf 
ý- - 6lýrrrr 
3 7- 8}. rr 
1 a- 15!. 
11- 12! 
13- 1.! 
Is- 16! 
17- la! 
3 19- 201 
21- 22! "r. 
3 23- 24` 
25- 26' 
27- 23! 
29- 30! " 
31- 32! 
7 33- 341 
3s- 36! 
37- 33! 
39- f0! 
1 f1- 42! 
"S- '6! 
"7- f3! 
"9" 30' 
51- 92! 
53- W- 
35- 56! 
i7- S8! 
s9- 60! 
61- 62! 
3 6'_- 64' 
65- 66! 
3 67" 68! 
69- 70! 
71- 72! 
73- 7a! 
74- 761 
»- 781 
79- 00! 
3 81- all 
83- 86! 
8s- 86! 
87- 86 
89" 90' 
91- 92! 
93- 94! 
95- 96! 
97- 981- 
99- 1001 
> 1001 
=C CYCL3WATIC + 54 
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CUM. CYCLOMATIC PER SEQUENCE 
BIGGEST VAL= 54 SCALED BY= 1 WIDTH=. 100 
54 C 1! **++*t: **ttt:: t****t*ttttttsttttttttttttttwttttttttttt 
30 1- 2! *************ttttt*******tt*** 
20 3- 4! **ttttt**ttt: t*strtt 
6 5- 6! ****** 
2 7- 8! ** 
0 9- 10! 
0 11- 12! 
0 13- 14! 
0 15- 16! 
0 17- 18! 
0 19- 20! 
3 21- 22! *** 
0 23- 24! 
0 25- 26! 
0 27- 28! 
0 29- 30! 
0 31- 32! 
0 33- 34 ! 
0 35- 36 ! 
0 37- 38! 
0 39- 40! 
0 41- 42! 
0 43- 44! 
0 45- 46! 
0 47- 48! 
0 49- 50! 
0 51- 52! 
1 53- 54! * 
0 55- 56! 
0 57- 58! 
0 59- 60! 
0 61- 62! 
0 63- 64! 
0 65- 66! 
0 67- 68! 
0 69- 70! 
0 71- 72! 
0 73- 74! 
0 75- 76! 
0 77- 78! 
0 79- 80! 
0 81- 82! 
0 83- 84! 
0 85- 86! 
0 87- 88! 
0 89- 90! 
0 91- 92! 
0 93- 94! 
0 95- 96! 
0 97- 98! 
0 99- 100! 
0 > 100! 
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CYCLOMATIC PER STATEMENT 
2 53 
8 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
a 
BIGGEST VAL= 253 SCALED 9Y= 3 WIDTH 100 
1- 2! -- 
3- 4!. º 
S- 6! 
7- 8! 
9- 10! 
11- 12! 
13- 14! 
15- 16! 
17- 18! 
19- 20! 
21- 22! - 
23- 24! 
25- 26! 
27- 28! 
29- 30! 
31- 32! 
33- 34! 
35- 36! 
37- 38! 
39- 40! 
41- 42! 
43- 44! 
45- 46! 
47- 48! 
49- 50! 
51- 52! 
53- 54! 
55- 56! 
57- 58! 
59- 60! 
61- 62! 
63- 64! 
65- 66! 
57- 68! 
69- 70! 
71- 72! 
73- 74! 
75- 76! 
77- 78! 
79- 80! 
81- 82! 
93- 84! 
BS- 96! 
B7- 88! 
89- 90! 
91- 92! 
93- 94! 
95- 96! 
97- 98! 
99- 100! 
> 100! 
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........... UN3CALCO 
$IOOEST VAL  293 SCHIED Sys 1 VIOTMs 100 
253 C 1!. ".. "".. """.. """"". "... ". ".. """. "r""""r"""". ". "". ".. """. """".. """"""... """".. ". """""""". """"""""". " a 1.21 ........ 
T 3- 41. "". ". " 
0 5- 61 
Q 7- 6! 
0 4- iQ! 
3 It- 12! 
0 13- 14! 
0 IS- 16! 
Q 3T- 10! 
0 if- 26! 
1 21- 221- 
a 23- 24? 
o 2s- 26! 
0 27- 2e1 
a 24- 30! 
a 31- 32! 
0 33- 3O! 
a 35- 361 
o 37- 30! 
o 39- 40! 
0 41- 42! 
o "3- 44! 
o 45. "6! 
0 f7- "e! 
Q . s- SO! 
a SI- s2! 
53- 54! 
o 55- ss! 
0 37- SO! 
Q ss- 60! 
0 61- 62! 
0 63- 64! 
63- 66 
0 . 67- 
64 ! 
Q 69- 70? 
a 71- 72! 
0 73- 74! 
a 7! - 761 
0 77" 791 
0 7! - so! 
0 61- 621 
a 03- N! 
Q es- e6! 
o e7- ee! 
o $4- $3! 
o ! 1- 42! 
0 ! 3- 9.! 
0 91- 96! 
o 97- get 
0 $4- 100! 
o> 100! 
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CTCLOMATIC PER SEQUENCE 
BIGGEST VAL= 87 SCALED 8Y= 1 WIDTH= 100 
87 < 1! ºººººººººººººº*sºººººººaººeºº*ººººººsºº. ºººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººººrººººººººf 
29 1- 2lºººººººººººººººtººººººººººººº 
0 3- 
0 5- 6! 
p 7- 8! 
0 9- 10! 
0 11- 12! 
0 13- 14! 
0 15- 16! 
0 17- 18! 
0 19- 20! 
0 21- 22! 
0 23- 24! 
0 25- 26! 
0 27- 28! 
0 2°- 30! 
0 31- 32! 
0 33- 34! 
0 35- 36! 
0 37- 38! 
0 39- "0! 
0 41- 42! 
0 83- 44 
p 45- 46! 
p 47- 48! 
0 49- 50! 
0 51- 52! 
0 53- 54! 
0 55- 56! 
0 57- 58! 
0 59- 60! 
0 61- 62! 
0 63- 64! 
0 65- 66! 
0 67- 68! 
0 69- 70! 
0 71- 72! 
C 73- 74! 
0 75- 76! 
0 77- 78r 
0 79- 80! 
0 81- 82! 
0 83- 84! 
c 85- 86! 
0 87- Sal 
0 89- 90! 
0 91- 92! 
0 93- 94! 
0 95- 96! 
0 97- 98! 
0 99- 100! 
0> 100! 
-665- -419 
10.2.4. Dynamic Analysis - Performance 
Two different sets of performance data are given. The first shows the con- 
sumption of resources at the highest level of abstraction (PERF-B). The second 
is the same as the first but with the additional measurement points inside the 
PB2DR and PB2DI routines which are the key subroutines (PERF-A). 
10.2.4.1. PERF-B 
1. Note how easy it is to see which aspects of the program consume CPU 
time. 
2. Note how in this run the recursive conversion is actually faster than the 
iterative one? Why? 
3. Note how the frequency counters (FRQ) differentiate those statements 
executed once or many times. 
4. Note from the MONITOR's self-monitoring in PERF-B-MON that the MONITOR 
itself is a dominant user of resources. This is because the B2D program is 
a toy example. 
- please refer to the Dimensional Design 
marked 'PERF-B' in the wallet attached 
to the rear cover. 
-667-4S 
t###s##t#t#*t#*t*t#: tt***ttt#+tt#tt#t#*es###*t*#tf###t#i#tt#####t##*t#ttý 
t*#*##################tt#########tt#t###########t#t#######t#tt#tt#*t*tttý 
t*##t#t*t*ttý 
GSIN21 PERF-8-PF ********t***ý 
t#t#t#t#*ttt* 
t#t#tttt#t#t####ty#*t#t#####*t###t##ttt##*########tt####i###t###t###**#tt 
t#t*###t#ttt#t#tt*#*týtt#t##tt#t#t#tt#####t#t#####**#*t###ttttttt#w*ttttt 
SPOOLED AT 18: 06 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRIG 02 OCT 1981 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
STMNO CPU-TIME IO-TIME FREQUENCY 
1 171 1 1 
2 3 0 1 
3 3 0 1 
4 12 0 1 
5 11 0 1 
6 99 0 1 
7 99 0 1 
8 83 0 100 
9 15 0 100 
10 24 0 100 
11 55 1 1 
12 55 1 1 
MAX. REC. OEP 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
CURR. REC. OE? 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-669- 
rit**t#i*ti*t#***ii*tittti*stssssi#*#st*iirt*ý#####t#i##**###t#tt*r##i*tfsti 
riii**##*iti*i##1#i#tt*#*#tt*i####it*###t##i#####f######tit##i#**tt#t#t*i*tr 
GSIN21 PERF-B-MON ##*i***i##i*###+ 
i##s#*#i###it*it##*i#tfit*#it#ttt######tt#t*#i#######tt####t#tfttt#t*t###tti 
ýtr#t**tt*tttittttt*ti*t#t*r*#**i##ft###t###tttst*s*#f#i#fi#st##f#####f##t#i 
SPOOLED AT 18: 07 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
OK" OPEN. PERF-DATA 21 
OK* OPEN PERF-B-OUTP 32 
OK* SEG #PERF-B 
SUFFER TYPE(1=HIST92=CIRC) 
1 
'LEASE IN°UT CHANNEL NO FOR OUTPUT 
11 
PLEASE INPUT PERFORMANCE FILENAME 
°ERF-B-PF 
PLEASE INPUT CONTROL PATHS FILENAME 
DERF-B-CP 
PLEASE INPUT SNAP-SHOT FILENAME 
'ERF-B-SS 
PLEASE INPUT TRACE FILENAME 
'ERF-S-TR 
TRACE ACTIVE? (T OR F) 
r 
7 
'ERFORMANCE MONITOR FOR MONITORING SUBROUTINE 
TOTAL CPU-TIME= '92 
TOTAL I/O-TIME= 9 
FREQUENCY= 620 
**** STOP 
3K" CLOSE PERF-DATA 
OK" CLOSE PERF-B-OUTP 
3K" SLIST PE RF-B-PF 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
STMNO CPU-TIME IO-TIME FREQUENCY MAX. REC. DEP CURR. REC. DEP 
1 171 1 1 1 0 
23 0 1 1 0 
33 0 1 1 0 
4 12 0 1 1 0 
5 11 0 1 1 0 
6 99 0 1 1 0 
7 99 0 1 1 0 
8 83 0 100 1 0 
9 15 0 100 1 0 
10 24 0 100 1 0 
11 `5 1 1 1 0 
12 55 1 1 1 0 
; K9 COMO -E 
f 
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10.2.4.2. PERF-A 
1. Note the difference in frequencies between PB2DR and PB2DI. This is 
because PB2DR is being called recursively. 
2. Note the difference in MXR between PB2DR and PB2DI. MXR is the Max- 
imum Depth of Recursion reached during execution. Clearly PB2DI is not 
called recursively whereas PB2DR reaches a recursive depth of 5 showing 
that the greatest number of digits in any one input number is 5 (see 
PERF-DATA listing). 
3. The large difference in CPU consumption is due to the invocation of PB2DR 
being. monitored 498 times whereas the iterative PB2DI is only monitored 
100 times. PERF-B shows the 'proper' comparison between the two algo- 
rithms. This increased MONITOR overhead is shown by its self-monitoring 
output. Contrast the MONITOR resource consumption and frequency of 
invocation between PERF-A-MON and PERF-B-MON. 
- please refer to the Dimensional Design 
marked 'PERF-A' in the wallet attached 
to the rear cover. 
-671-12 
rrttrrtrrttrtarrrartrrrrsarrrrtrrttrrrrrrrrrasrttartraarrarrxrraxxrrxasxtaataý 
rtrarrarararrtrra*rtrrratarraaattttrx*atrattararaaraaataraararrtrrarttrxtrxat" 
ý rarxratrxar*rtrrr, 
GSIN21 PERF-A-PF rsaaaatryraxarrrr, 
raxrraarxraxrarirr 
r*raraaarsrrr: rsarrrtrrraaaarratttttaarsrtrxaaastrrrtaaarttaraarraarxatxxaaat, 
aarrrrrrr: rarrýrrrarr: t rrraarrartrasrrrrratarxtsrastarxaatarrrrrtrarrarr*aarr, 
SPOOLED AT 18: 07 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRI+ 02 OCT 1981 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
STMNO CPU-TIME 10-TIME FREQUENCY MAX. REC. OEP CURR. REC. OEP 
1 330 2 1 1 0 
2 3 0 1 1 0 
3 3 0 1 1 0 
4 13 0 1 1 0 
5 13 0 1 1 0 
6' 260 0 1 1 0 
7 259 0 1 1 0 
8 242 0 100 1 a 
9 137 0 100 1 0 
10 59 0 100 1 0 
11 54 2 1 1 0 
12 54 2 1 1 0 
13 111 0 498 5 0 
14 19 0 100 1 a 
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rttt+wstt#+w+wttr#+t#+t#t##t+#ttttwwtttttt++t#ttt#++#t#ttt##+t+t+++#tr#++++++rs 
r+#*ws#+##tt#tr++#*+#*#+#t#++t+++##+t#++wtr+: #t#tt+ww*++t+#+r##+t+#+#*t####t##f' 
#r*ttt##tt+i ###+r*t 
GSIN21 PERF-A-MON r*r*#+*++*+++*#+#*" 
#+#*##tr###*#s#r#*t 
"t*+r#t+++#t+wt+t#*#tt#t*tt##tt+#t#++t+#: tttt: t*###*+t##r##t#######rtrr#####*ý+ 
r+##t++tws+s#s+: tt##tt#tttt#ttttttttttt##ttr#tr#r##r#tt#*#trt##*#+tr+*###t#t##" 
SPOOLED AT 18: 07 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
OK* OPEN PERF-DATA 21 
OK" OPEN PERF-A-OUTP 32 
OKf SEG #PERF-A 
BUFFER TYPE(1=HIST, 2=CIRC) 
1 
PLEASE INPUT CHANNEL NO FOR OUTPUT 
11 
PLEASE INPUT PERFORMANCE FILENAME 
DERF-A-PF 
PLEASE INPUT CONTROL PATHS FILENAME 
PERF-A-CP 
PLEASE INPUT SNAP-SHOT FILENAME 
aERF-A-SS 
PLEASE INPUT TRACE FILENAME 
PERF-A-TR 
TRACE ACTIVE? (T OR F) 
F 
6 
7 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR FOR MONITORING SUBROUTINE 
TOTAL CPU-TIME= 193 
TOTAL I/O-TIME= 8 
FREQUENCY= 1816 
**** STOP 
OK. CLOSE PERF-DATA 
OK. CLOSE PERF-A-OUTP 
OK" SLIST PERF-A-PF 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
STMNO CPU-TIME IO-TIME FREQUENCY 'MAX. REC. DEP CURR. REC. DEP 
1 330 2 1 1 0 
230 1 1 0 
330 1 1 0 
4 13 0 1 1 0 
5 13 0 1 1 0 
6 260 0 1 1 0 
7 259 0 1 1 0 
8 242 0 100 1 0 
9 137 0 100 1 0 
10 59 0 100 1 0 
11 54 2 1 1 0 
12 54 2 1 1 0 
13 111 0 498 5 0 
14 19 0 100 1 C 
DK# COMO -E 
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trry+tr+stt+t+++yt+++y+t+t++++t+++++++tty+syt+++t++r+sts+tt++tsrtysts++s+tr+ 
++++++t+ts++t++++trrtyytryrtrttttt++tt+t+yt++++++t+t+tt+t++stttstt+t+tt++s+x 
s+yy+yrts+++++t+ 
GSIN21 RUNPLOT-PERF-A-MON s++s+tt++st+t++t 
trrrrrr++trt+tr+ 
trs++r+s+rrs+yrrr+ytsrt+rrryr+rrrr+r++r+++ty++syytrr++: +tyyry+rr+rr++t+tttty 
sysssrrts+rtrtr+t+rry+++rrtrst++sr+++t++rrtsyyttrrrs++y++t+t+++tt+rttt+trs++ 
SPOOLED AT 18: 08 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
OKr SEG NSINO2>. DFC>. VER8>#DFC-8.2 
DIMENSIONAL FLOWCHARTING PROGRAM* VERSION RECURS 8.1 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
N 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
12 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -14- 
999 
00 YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -A1- 
N 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
WHICH 00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
27 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- 
F-pe rf -a 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
N 
00 YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
WHICH 00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
28 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- 
pe rf -a -PF 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
N 
00 YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -Al- 
Y 
WHICH 00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
32 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -32A1- 
perf-a-PLOT 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -Al- 
N 
-675- 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
WHICH DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ? (12) 
24 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO USE INSTEAD ? -L1- 
T 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE PARAMETERS? (Y OR N) -A1- 
Y 
PARAM WANTED 
------------ 
DEFAULT INPUT ! 
---------------------- 
PARAM WANTED 
---- 
DEFAULT 
--- - 
INPUT 
------ 
ACTDEL "1! 
----------- 
FRAME WIDTH 
- ----- 
6000 14 
CONDEL '. 2! FRAME HEIGHT 6000 15 
REFBEG 3! CHAR WIDTH 6 16 
ABSBEG 4! CHAR HEIGHT 4 17 
PARBEG =5! SPACING 2 18 
REFEND 6! DIAG 8 19 
RPTEND *7! DTB 3 20 
PAREND 8! OMLP 40 21 
ORWOYN +9! DEVICE PLOT 22 
NOTDYN - 10 ! TRACE LEVEL 0 23 
FOREST T 11 ! DYNAMIC INFO T 24 
STMCUT 999 12 ! GRID WANTED F 25 
FRMSIZ 100 13 ! DIVISIONS 10 26 
INFILE F-perf-a 27 
DYNFIL perf -a-PF 28 
OUTF IL FLOW IT 29 
DEBUG DEBUG 30 
SNPFIL SNAPS 31 
PLTFIL perf-a-PLOT - 
32 
SNPSHT F 33 ! NO OF DYNAMS 2 34 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE A PARAMETER? (Y OR N) -A1- 
N 
O. K. 
ADVANCE FRA MES 01- 
00 YOU WANT THE HISTOGRAMS? (Y OR N -Al-) 
Unit not open. Cominput. (Input from terminal. ) 
N 
"THE TOTAL CPU TIME USED BY THIS PROGRAM = 867 
THE TOTAL I/O TIME USED BY THIS PROGRAM = 27 
IN HUNDREDTHS OF A SECOND 
THE NUMBER OF RECORDS READ WAS : 353 
THE CHAR POSN ON THE RECORD WAS : 68 
THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS WAS : 425930- 
**** STOP 
OK" COMO -E 
"*ssti: i: ts*t*st*sstýf#ýy*srýý*ii*yýs*yrsr***ý*it*isityirwr*yrwwsswýtr*s*w+ 
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e*flrlfaýsrsslssri#flrs###! #! #! i!! r#i! #r#*#! t! #! #! ##! #f###*#tili#i!! ii####tit 
11l1rr#1#ifr!!! *#irrlrr#tif!! #ltillrr!! r#i#*ti! *! #! #! i! #! #*ii#**#i*i**#*#*t#! 
*##!! *! #*! #t#r#** 
GSIN21 PERF-A-CP 
s#r! rlrrrrslrrýirilrrliai: i#a: a*ri*! *r*i#it*#*i*i#**!!! t! #*! *! *#!! #! *f#! #i#*iý 
#sr*rstrrissrrirlýtrifs!!!! #*rriffi#r*i*! s#*liif*ifiif##**1si##tisiffssiii#i#. 
SPOOLED AT 18: 08 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 03 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
CONTROL BUFFER EMPTY 
srrrrtrttssstststttrettttstttttttt+rt*ttttttttstt*ttttt**ttt3tttttttttts*rtt* 
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"a srrrsss*rrrrrr*rsrrss ssssrrasssssssrrsrsrrssarrrrrrssrrrarrrrrrsrrrrrrsrrrar 
"srsarr: *rssrarrsrrasra+rsrsrrsrrsrrrrrsrrrrrrrrrtrarrrrarrrrrsrrrsrrrrarrtrrr 
GSIN21 PERF-A-SS 
fflfffffffff iffflf 
fffffffl ff*f fff f ff 
"ffffffffiffff1f f" 
. a. arrýsasrssrssrrºsararasrassasassºarrrrararrrrrrarr. rrrrrrraarrarrrrrrararr" 
r. rasrrsrraýaýaaaaaarsssarrarasrarrsºrsaararararasrarrraaaarraaýaºrrarrrººrra" 
SPOOLED AT 18: 08 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
THERE ARE NO SNAP-SHOTS 
*rrsryrrsrsrsrrsrsrsrrrrrrsrrssrýrsssrrrrrrsrssrsrýrrrsrsrsrrrrrsrrrý*srýrrwr" 
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srsxrtxtttttttttttatattrxtwtaxttxxtxxt: tttttttxttxtxtttxttttttttxatxtrxttý 
"trsrttrttatxtttttxttttrttxtxtxttrtttxttttxttxtttxtttttttxxxxxxxxxtttttxa* 
GSIN21 PERF-DATA 
liti!!!!!!!!! A 
tlttt!! f !!!! t* 
*i! ltsr! #! tt*. 
fftsrrfrtftftxtrftrstrttx: *tsrxxxttttrxrxtxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxwxxxxxxxxrxrxxx* 
ssxsrssr*rxsrxxxrfttt*rr*tfttftxxftrftrsxtfttxrrt*x*trretf*xxx*xtxx*xxfrf" 
SPOOLED AT 18: 08 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
101 
-345 
-12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12545 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
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12345 
: 2345 
: 2345 
2345 
: 2345 
2345 
2345 
: 2345 
12345 
12345 
2345 
: 2345 
: 2345 
12345 
; 2345 
12345 
: 2345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
2345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
2345 
. 2345 
: 2345 
1999 
. rrssssssssrrrrsrrrrrrr rrsrs srrwrrrwwrsrwsrrrw wwwrrMww sw rwwrrrrrrrrr rrwrrr" 
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rrsrsrrr*r#rrrsrr*rrttrrrrrrrrsrrrrrrrrr*rttrrrrrr##rr#rrr#trrr#r*r##t*# 
fsr*rrrrrrs*rrrrrr*trrrrr*rrrrr*rrrr#rrr*rrrrr#r##ttr#rr#####rr#rr###rtt 
#r#r#*#r#rr" 
GSIN21 PERF-A-OUTP "rrrrr*rr*r 
rrrrrr#rrrr# 
:r srrr*rrrºrrr#rrrrrrrrr#r#rrirrrrrr#trrrrr##rrrrr#rr#rrrrrrtr#r###rrrrr 
rrrrrsrrrsrsrrrrsrrrs#; rr#rrrrrrrrr*r'rtrrrrrrrrr*tr*rrr#rrrrrrrrrr*trrrr 
SPOOLED AT 18: 09 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRIf 02 OCT 1981 
Original Recursive Iterative 
-345 -345 -345 
-12345 -12345 -12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
f2345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 "12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
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12345 "12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 '12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 '12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 '12345 +12345 
12345 '12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 "12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 412345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 "12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
12345 +12345 +12345 
9999 
rr+ssart+sr*+searrr*r rrr++rf*sfrffrata*rsasstrtsfrtrttrtttttttrttttttASr 
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10.2.5. Dynamic Analysis - Debugging 
1. Three snap-shots are shown. 
2. The first is in the main loop in the MASTER routine. It shows the input 
data. Note the indication of each snap-shot's position in the circular 
buffer. Entry 0 is the most recent. 
3. The second and third snap-shots are in LEVEL 2 routines PB2DR and PB2DI 
and show which digit has been extracted from the binary number. These 
snap-shots should be related to the input data listed in SNAP-DATA. 
4. Note how the extraction of each digit in PB2DR is the mirror of PB2DI's 
sequence -a nice illustration of recursion versus iteration. 
5. Note the difference in iteration numbers. The iteration number in each 
snap-shot is the 'innermost' one therefore PB2DI's iteration number 
relates to its internal loop. It shows that the input data had (3,4,1,2) 
digits in each number. The iteration number in PB2DR's snap-shot can be 
seen to be the currently active iteration outside of PB2DR ie the major 
loop in the MASTER segment. Note how the length of the input numbers 
can still be computed from ( (1,1,1)=3, (2.2,2,2)=4, (3)=1, (4,4)=2 ). 
6. Only iteration numbers are shown in snap-shots. In a production version 
of the MONITOR the recursion numbers would also be shown making this 
inductive concept fully general. 
- please refer to the Dimensional Design 
marked 'SNAP' in the wallet attached to 
the rear cover. 
-b33-'g 
t:: xtxt*x*xtttxx*rtxxx*txx*rxxrxxxxrxr'txtxt*txxxxtxxxxtttt*xx****xttrtrtxtrx 
xtxrxxxtrxxrrrxtrxxtxxxxx*rxxrrxxxrxxxttxxxrt*x*xt**xxxx*xtxxxxxxtxtx*t*xrx* 
ttxxt*t**r*x***t 
GSIN21 SNAP-SS **************** 
xxr************x 
rrrrrrrrr*rrrr*rr*rrtrrt*x: xtxxxtttxtxxxxxttxxtttxxxxtxttxttxxxtttx**tttxx*x 
x*xtxttxrtt*xxtxx***xsxxxtxxt*xxxxxtrxttxxtxtx*xt#xxtxtxrxxttrttxxxrxxxtrx*r 
SPOOLED AT 18: 09 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI+ 02 OCT 1981 
STATEMENT NUMBER 1 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-3 ( 1) -123 is lth of 5 
-2 ( 2) 4321 is 2th of 5 
-1 3) 0 is 3th of 5 
0 ( 4) -32 is 4th of 5 
STATEMENT NUMBER 2 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-9 C 1) char i line 1 column 2 
-g c 1) char 2 line 1 column 3 
-7 ( 1) char 3 line 1 column 4 
-6 ( 2) char 4 Line 2 column 2 
-5 C 2) char 3 line 2 column 3 
-4 2) char 2 line 2 column 4 
-3 ( 2) char 1 Line 2 column 5 
-2 ( 3) char Q Line 3 column 2 
-1 c 4) char 3 Line 4 column 2 
0 C 4) char 2 line 4 column 3 
STATEMENT NUMBER 3 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-9 ( 1) char 3 Line 1 column 30 
-8 ( 2) char 2 Line 1 column 29 
-7 C 3) ' char 1 Line 1 column 28 
-6 C 1) char 1 Line 2 column 30 
-9 C 2) char 2 Line 2 column 29 
-4 C 3) char 3 Line 2 column 28 
-3 ( 4) char 4 line 2 column 27 
-2 ( 1) char 0 Line 3 column 30 
-1 C 1) char 2 line 4 column 30 
0 C 2) char 3 Line 4 column 29 
raý*tiý*rýrtý**#*t*twtýit*ýrttt#rtt*tttr*ýr*wftr*+wt#ti#ý**ý**týtý*sw****#tr 
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srr*trr##itriit: lRitiiR tRiii#ltiiiitttt#ittittililiittt##Riiitt##tt#lti#iRR#i 
*#i########rr#tr##tirtririiiii#*itiii#titri##i#ti###iii#ttir#itiRiRt#iir#rR#r 
GSIN21 SNAP-DATA i***: ***r*******t 
r##rrrii#iriRt#Ri 
;r ttr#####irritri*##ri#r#ii#s#itr#ri#it##tt#i##ir#ttiir: #r#*rititiirrtRiR! #it 
*rt#i##tt#t! #i#it##i#ri i#*tritiitt#tR##irr##t###titi#ii#Rt#t#*iti#t*iiilRRt#i 
SPOOLED AT 18: 09 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI* 02 OCT 1981 
5 
-123 
#4321 
3 
-32 
9999 
** w* **s* "1 **s*r*stttt**tt**t: ***tt*+*ss** t# *s*t*t***t#t**s*st*xstww*ttt****r*, 
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tttit#tit#tttiiti#tt#ii#t#ii=i+=+#i#i=ti==#*ir#ii=i++=t==i#t####s*i##+#tf 
##i##t+###it=#=i*i#t#=#is#*#r####ttttt*tttt*titiit#rt##=ri####=i+i#r#r#rý 
GSIN21 SNAP-OUTP ===#=s++rrr+* 
si#ii#t##+#r+ 
tti#s=t#it##ttiiti#ittiii#ittititt#i#ttiit#i#it#t###tttt#tit#tt##i#ttttt* 
ii#iit=#t#######i##tt#*ttttii#ttitt#tttt#i##sr##trr+#rrtr#i#i=#r=#tt####* 
SPOOLED AT 18: 09 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
Original Recursive Iterative 
-123 -123 -123 
4321 +4321 +4321 
0 +0 +0 
-32 -32 -32 
9999 
#ittit+tttttwttttttttwwttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttitttt*tttttttt*w 
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i#; iYiYYYY#i#ii#itlYii#; YYiiY#Y#;; tt#Y#i! Y! #YYiti; *lY; i#t##ti! #Y;; l;!! i!;!!!! 
Y#; #; Y; iYi#tYit##YYYiY*Y; Y YtY#Y#iYY! #Y#YYY! #! #! i;! #!! #Y!!! liY; ti#YYiYYtYtY*!! 
GSIN21 SNAP-MON ***************** 
Y##Y*#iiY#Y#it*! i 
Y#*##ti; ##! i#iY#*ttYYY#*! #YYY#Y##t#! #Y#! ##i#i#YYtYl; YitlY#!!; Y#! #i*ii**liiAt; 
###Y#; *i###ttYt#*#ttiY#YYi i#! #i#t; iY#t#;; tY#Y#; #ii;; YYi!!! YY*ii!! i*; iii!!!!!! 
SPOOLED AT 18: 10 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
OK" OPEN snap-DATA 21 
OK 9 OPEN snap-OUTP 32 
OK" SEG snap 
BUFFER TYPE(1=HIST, 2 =CIRC) 
I 
PLEASE INPUT CHANNEL NO FOR OUTPUT 
11 
PLEASE INPUT PERFORMANCE FILENAME 
snap-PF 
PLEASE INPUT CONTROL PATHS FILENAME 
snap-CP 
PLEASE INPUT SNAP-SHOT FILENAME 
snap-SS 
PLEASE INPUT TRACE FILENAME 
snap-TR 
TRACE ACTIVE? (T OR F) 
T 
PLEASE INPUT LEVEL OF DETAIL OF TRACE 
30 
PLEASE INPUT MAXIMUM REFINEMENT TRACED 
20 
PLEASE INPUT LENGTH OF STATEMENT 
IN CHARACTERS REQUIRED IN TRACE 
80 
6 
7 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR FOR MONITORING SUBROUTINE 
TOTAL CPU-TIME= 718 
TOTAL I/O-TIME= 14 
FREQUENCY= 1142 
**** STOP 
OK" CLOSE snap-DATA 
OK" CLOSE snap-OUTP 
OK9 SLIST snap-SS 
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STATEMENT NUMBER 1 
ENTRY ITERATION ANO SNAP-SHOT 
-3 C 1) -123 is ith of 5 
-2 ( 2) 4321 is 2th of 5 
-1 ( 3) 0 is 3th of 5 
0 C 4) -32 is 4th of 5 
STATEMENT NUMBER 2 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-9 C 1) char 1 Line 1 column 2 
-8 l 1) char 2 line 1 column 3 
-7 C 1) char 3 line 1 column 4 
-6 t 2) char 4 Line 2 column 2 
-5 t 2) char 3 Line 2 column 3 
-4 t 2) char 2 Line 2 column 4 
-3 c 2) char 1 Line 
2 Column 5 
-2 ( 3) char 0 Line 3 column 2 
-1 l 4) char 3 line 4 column 2 
0 c 4) char 2 line 4 column 3 
STATEMENT NUMBER 3 
ENTRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-9 ( 1) char 3 Line 1 column 30 
-8 ( 2) char 2 line 1 column 29 
-7 ( 3) char 1 Line 1 column 28 
-6 ( 1) char 1 Line 2 column 30 
-5 ( 2) char 2 Line 2 column 29 
-4 ( 3) char 3 line 2 column 28 
-3 4) char 4 Line 2 column 27 
-2 ( 1) char 0 Line 3 column 30 
-1 1) char 2 Line 4 column 30 
0 ( 2) char 3 Line 4 column 29 
OK 9 COMO -E 
at*t3aa+rratataat*a*ia*ar*rtrti*+atrraaaarasrariiartratrraaaa+rrrtarrr*rai 
-689- qO 
10.2.6. Dynamic Analysis - Animation 
Two approaches to animation are given. 
1. A comprehensive animation of the program's execution given itself as a 
Dimensional Design. 
2. A simple, cheap way of relating the path of control flow to the static 
Dimensional Design. 
10.2.6.1. Trace 
1. Note how the Trace shows the (psuedo) parallel execution of the recursive 
and iterative algorithms. 
2. Note how the different shapes show the different nature of the algorithms. 
3. The B2DR trace shows clearly how recursive algorithms descend and then 
ascend. 
4. The B2DI trace shows clearly the iterative nature of the algorithm. Con- 
trast the depths of refinement reached by B2DR and B2DI and the itera- 
tion numbers of the loops. 
S. Note how the resolution of IF statements is clearly animated. 
6. Note how depth pruning has been used to cut down the size of the output. 
7. Due to the experimental nature of the MONITOR many superfluous REF 
DEPTH statements are generated. A production version would not suffer 
from such wasteful inelegance. 
- please refer to the Dimensional Design 
marked 'TRAC' in the wallet attached to 
the rear cover. 
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#tt#sst#t#tt#ttt#tt#tstt###txtt##tt#trtat##x#ttt#atxat#sa#tattattxttxtttt 
###ttt#tt#tttt#ttt*atstttsttftt#x#t*txaaxtxxtastt#xxtx*ta*aaxtx*aattttaat 
"##xtt#atttxt 
GSIN21 TRAC-MON t##*#ý###ttt# 
x*ttaaxt*tr#t 
#####tt#tta#xxtxat#tt*txxxxtxatatat#tttast#xta*taxt#tt#tattattaxtt#tttttt 
i#t#a#xtttaaxax#ata*taaaasxattt#tta*tt###*t#ý##trt###t#tt*ttt#t#t*tttt#xt 
SPOOLED AT 18: 10 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 06 ON FRI, 02 OCT 1981 
OK" OPEN trac-DATA 21 
OK" OPEN trac-OUTP 32 
OK" SEG #trac 
SUFFER TYPE(1=HIST, 2=CIRC) 
1 
PLEASE INPUT CHANNEL NO FOR OUTPUT 
11 
PLEASE INPUT PERFORMANCE FILENAME 
trac-PF 
PLEASE INPUT CONTROL PATHS FILENAME 
trac-CP 
PLEASE INPUT SNAP-SHOT FILENAME 
trac-SS 
PLEASE INPUT TRACE FILENAME 
trac-TR 
TRACE ACTIVE? (T OR F) 
T 
PLEASE INPUT LEVEL OF DETAIL OF TRACE 
30 
PLEASE INPUT MAXIMUM REFINEMENT TRACED 
40 
PLEASE INPUT LENGTH OF STATEMENT 
IN CHARACTERS REQUIRED IN TRACE 
80 
6 
7 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR FOR MONITORING SUBROUTINE 
TOTAL CPU-TIME= 367 
TOTAL I/O-TIME= 14 
FREQUENCY= 592 
**** STOP 
OK" CLOSE trac-DATA 
OKs CLOSE trac-OUTP 
OK" SLIST trac-SS 
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-ATEMENT NUMBER 1 
TRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
0 1) -123 is lth of 2 
'ATEMENT NUMBER 2 
, TRY 
ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-2 C 1) char 1 Line 1 column 2 
-i C 1) char 2 line 1 column 3 
0 C 1) char 3 line 1 column 4 
rATEMENT NUMBER 3 
TRY ITERATION AND SNAP-SHOT 
-2 C 1) char 3 Line 1 column 30 
-1 < 2) char 2 tine 1 column 29 
0 t 3) char 1 line 1 column 28 
,Ct COMO -E 
**wtw**! tr*ttt***w#t: *tttt*#*+*****r*rt**y*ttt***y#tts*f*r**y**stt*+*t**t 
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*#*i*ii*tftrý*ýittti#is*w*itrt*t*tt**#*#t*tý**issrttt: trt*ttt*rwtf:, 
tii3**ýt*ttiistý3#ýst#tttrt#týý: ttwý*ttf****rttý*t*tte***tx+*iýi*ý: ". 
GSIN21 TRAC-DATA 
***#*** 
**** ***1 
*t*k*t*tr*****s*w*ts*i**ts*******wst**r**w*t*rtw*tt+r*tt*s****t*t**, 
*******r******t*t*t**tt*s: ***t**t*: *is*ssttit****tt*ttttts*****t**t, 
SPOOLED AT 18: 10 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 05 ON FRI. 02 OCT 198: 
-123 
9999 
"wtf**ttt*itt#**itttitt*ýiw: i#******t**ytt*t#t*ts#www*s: t**+ts+r*rý, 
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rrrw".. f. s.. ssssºssfr. s. ". r. rr... ºsssrrrsr. rwf"........ ".... "f r"ff"r. rrrrfr Hºrrf. f. 
... wf.......... w.. ". r. rwf.. rf"..... rr. rrr.. Rr". rrfrrrr. r"r.. "fff. rrr... rrf. rrrfr. r. r 
º"""". r"rfR" "... "... ".... 
GSIN21 TRAC-SORC """""""""""ff"""""""""""" 
... ....... ".. º".. r. rf. f. r 
Yº.... f. ". r.. 1f.. f. ºt. rtf rr r. r. R. tr.. º. fR". tf. rRf fr... r r. r... ". r... r. tf r. f"rrrRrw. r" 
Yfr. t............ Rº.. w. 1".. r. rfffw rf rrr/rf rRrrrrrfrrr""frrf""rfr". f "1r"rrrr. "rrf "f"r 
iP00LED AT 18: 20 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 16 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
. PROG 
. MONITOR SNAPS . PERFORMANCE. CONTROL . MISTORY 
. TRACE 
. T1: DEP(40940)9 DET( 3)9'RF(1) ET 
. T2: DEP( 0.0). OET(10) ET 
. T3: DEP( 2.2). DET( 3) . ET 
. ENDTRACE 
. SNAP-SNOT 
. SSI: DET(20), FORMAT(200)9 SIZE(80) ESS 
. SS2: DET(25). 
FORMAT(210). SIZE(80) ESS 
. SS3: DET(25)9 
FORMAT(220)9 SIZE(80) . ESS 
. ENDSNAP 
. FILTERS 
. BF1: ( (IT(N). LE. 5). OR. (MOD(IT(N)920). CG. C) ) EBF 
. ENDFILTERS 
. ENDMONITOR 
. MASTER 
.C Mac roe 
define(maxdata"101) 
define(widmax930) 
define(Lenmex. l01) 
define(terminator. 9999) 
define( at Left Cot 91 ) 
define(strightcoL. widmax/241) 
define(err"! ) 
define(monitordees. 
INTEGER-4 IT 
INTEGER-4 ISTRNG(80) 
. EC 
.C Declarations 
INTEGER IN. EX, NUM, J. K 
INTEGER BIN(maxdata) 
INTEGER PAGE(ridmax. Lenmax) 
monitordecs 
. EC 
.C I/O Formats 
, 00 FORMAT(110) 
: 10 FORMAT(I10.2X9widmax Al) 
, 20 
FORMAT(2X. "OriginaL""2X""Recursive""12X. "Iterative"//) 
app FORMAT(IB"" is "9139"th of 9. I3) 
. EC 
. Ti: BEGIN 
. T3: C Initialise 
.C 1/0 channels 
IN 21 
READ(IN9100) IN. EX 
. EC 
.C Clear output PAGE buffer to spaces 
. FOR J: 19widmax . 30 
. FOR K=1"lenmax . 00 
PAGE(J99) ="" 
. ENDFR 
. ENOFR 
. EC 
. EC 
. T1: C Read input data into array SIN 
READCIN"100)NUM"(Bik(J)"J=1"NUM) 
. EC 
. T1: C Convert input set of bin mums to doe in PAGE 
buffer 
i=1 
. TI: CYCLE K=1"Lenmax . TILL(l) . 00 
. UNTIL(end of input reached). IE 
. EXITIF(B1N(J). EO. terminator). TOSITU(1) 
. SS1: BIN(J), J"NUM 
. T1: C Convert Jth bin to doe 2 ways. one per coL 
. Ti: . CALL(l) 020R(8IN(J)9PAGE"J"stleftcol) 
. PARS EP 
. T1: "CALL(l) 820I(0IN(J), PAGE"J9widmax) 
. EC 
J= J"1 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
. ASSUMPTION Input terminator found 
. T1: . 0K 
. LIMIT 
. T1: . FAIL(EX""Terminator not found i PAGE full') 
. _NDCY 
. EC 
. T1: C. Output contents of PAGE buffer 
vRITE(EX9120) 
YRITE(EX9110)(BIN(K)9(PAGC(J"K)"J: 1"widmax)"K=1"NUM) 
. EC 
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. T1: STOP 
. ENOM 
. LEVEL 1 
. SUBROUTINE 820R(BINARY, PAGEvLINEvSTAPT) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGEI BINARY. PAGE(widmax"lenmax). LINE"STA. RT 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER NCP. BIN 
. EC 
-EC 
. T1: BEGIN 
.C Initialise output line position 
`JCP = START 
. EC 
. T1: "C Output sign of BINARY 
. IFfBINARY. LT. D). TNEN 
. CALL(3) PRINT(. -". PAGE. LINE. NCP) 
. ELSE 
. CALL(S) PRINT(++'. PAGEsLINE'NCP) 
. ENDIF 
NCP = NCP+i 
. EC 
"T1: C Output magnitude in decimal chars from most Sig digit to least 
BIN = IABS(BINARY) 
. T1: "CALLC2) P82DR(BIN9PAGE9LINE9NCP) 
. EC 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE 9201( BINARY, PAGE, LINE, START) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER 8INARY. PAGE(widmax"lenmax). LINEsSTART 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER NCP, 8IN, I. REM 
. EC 
. EC 
. T1: BEGIN 
"C Initialise output line position 
, MCP = START 
. EC 
. T1: C Output magnitude in decimal chars from least Sig digit to most 
BIN = IABS(BINARY) 
. T1: "CALL(2) P8201(BIN, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
. T1: "C Output sign of BINARY 
. IF(8INARY. LT. 0). THEN 
. CALL(3) PRINT('-', PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ELSE 
. CALL(3) PRINT('. ', PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ENDIF 
NCP = NCP-1 
-EC 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. ENOLEVEL 
. LEVEL 2 
. SUBROUTINE P82OR(8INARY9PAGE, LINE, 
NCP) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER 8INARY5PAGE(widmax"Lonmax). LINE. NCP 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER LSTOIG, BIN 
monitordecs 
INTEGER CHR 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. T1: BEGIN 
. T1: C Convert all but least sig digit 
. T1: . IF(BINARY. GE. 10). THEN 
. T1: BIN = BINARY/10 
. T1: . CALL(*) P82DR(SIN . PAGE9LINE, NCP) 
. ELSE 
. T1: NULL 
. E40IF 
. EC 
. T1: C Detateh least sig digit 
LSTOIG = MOD(BINARY910) 
. EC 
. Ti: .C Print least sig digit 
CHR = CHAR(LSTOIG) 
"SS2: CHR. LINE, NCP 
210 FORMAT($ char ", Ai, ' Line '. I490 column 09I4) 
-CALL(3) PAINT(CHR, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
VCP s NCP+1 
. EC 
. RETURN 
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. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE PS2DI(BINARY9PAGE, LINE. NCP) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER 9INARY, PAGE(widmax, lenmax), LINE, NCP 
. EC 
"C Locals 
INTEGER LSTDIG, J, BIN 
monitordees 
INTEGER CHR 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. T1: BEGIN 
BIN = BINARY 
. T1: CYCLE J=1, widmax . TILL(1) . 00 
. TI: C Detatch Jth least sig digit 
LSTDIG = MOD(BIN, 10) 
. T1: BIN = BIN/l0 
. EC 
. Ti: C Print Jth least sig digit 
CHR : CHAR(LSTDIG) 
. SS2: CHR, LINE, NCP 
210 FORMAT(" char ", A1, " tine 0,24,1 column 99I4) 
. CALL(3) PRINT(CHR, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
NCP = NCP-1 
. EC 
. T1: UNTIL(onLy Leading zeros Left). IE 
. EXITIF(BIN. E0.0). TOSITU(1) 
. REPEAT 
"SITU(1) 
. OK 
. LIMIT 
. FAIL(err, 'PB20I LOOP GUARD ERROR') 
. ENOCY 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. ENDLEVEL 
. LEVEL 3 
. SUBROUTINE PRINT (CHCODE, PAGE, LINE, YIOPOS) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER CHCODE"PAGE(wideax, Lenmex)'LINE, YIDPOS 
. EC 
.C Locals 
LOGICAL WIDOK, LENOK 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C Check valid position within 
PAGE 
WIDOK = (1. LE. WIDPOS). ANO. (wI0POS. LE. wideax ) 
LENOK = (1. LE. LINE ). AND. (LINE LE. lenmex ) 
. IF (WIDOK. AND. LENOK) THEN 
. OK 
. ELSE 
. FAIL(err, fPage area violation. ) 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
PAGE(WIDPOS, LINE) = CHCODE 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION CHAR(INT) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER INT 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
. IF(INT. EQ. O). THEN 
CHAR = "0" 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 1). THEN 
CHAR - "1" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.2). THEN 
CHAR = "20 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 3). THEN 
CHAR = 039 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 4). THEN 
CHAR = "4" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.5). THEN 
CHAR = "59 
. ELIF(INT. C3.6). TMCN 
CHAR = "6" 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 7). THEN 
CHAR = "7" 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 8). THEN 
CHAP = "9" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.9). THCN 
CHAR = "9" 
. ELSE 
. FAIL(err, 'FUNC CHAR PARAM NOT DIGIT') 
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. ENDIF 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION DIGITSIPOSINT) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER P OSINT 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER DIGTSR 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
. IF(POSINT. GE. 10). THEN 
DIGITS 1*OIGTSR(POSINTl10) 
. ELSE 
DIGITS =1 
. ENDIF 
. RETURN 
. END 
"ENOLEVEL 
. LEVEL 4 
. INTEGER FUNCTION DIGTSR(INT) 
INTEGER INT"OIGITS 
. BEGIN 
DIGTSR = DIGITS(INT) 
.R STUR N 
. ENO 
. ENDLEVEL 
. ENDP 
*f sýtss*esºaarrsrrrsssºsr*+rr*rrrrr*rrrw*twrw*r: s*rr**r++tw+r+s*r*i: sra*r**rr*º**ý 
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10.2.6.2. Control Path 
1. The static Dimensional Design is augmented with 'CL n' statements in 
which 'n' corresponds to a STATEMENT NUMBER in TRAC-CP. 
2. TRAC-CP gives a conventional circular buffer of statement numbers exe- 
cuted. Note how much more difficult it is to visualise the execution of the 
program from this control path scheme than it is from the trace anima- 
tion Dimensional Design. 
3. TRAC-CP includes the iteration number information unlike most conven- 
tional implementations. Note how useful this is in visualising the execu- 
tion of the program. This idea would be generalised to include a depth of 
recursion indicator in a production quality ROOTS system. 
4. The 'PF n' part of the Control statement label indicates that performance 
data was collected for the points marked PF as well as the Control Path 
data. This is given in TRAC-PF. 
- please refer to the Dimensional Design 
marked 'CP' in the wallet attached to 
the rear cover. 
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fttfitstttltttitt*tt*sýrt*tttft*i*: txt*sr*stw**t*tstrit: 3*r*+stýrtti+ttstawý 
ýs#**sý**: ýt***ixý*itsii: ýýttttri: t*t*t*it***#*ti***sww+r*#tý**t*t**t**rtt*t 
GSIN21 TRAC -CP 
*ttitr*ý*stttw*r 
**ttý*t***ýtý*** 
tr#sýýsºwýtri*; t" 
ttattattt: tattaatratasaaatattattttttatttttattatatatttstttttttttratttttttt*ta 
raaar: taraaaarý: raaaaaaaaaarraaarraatttaaitataaa*atttttttfttatttatttatatttat 
SPOOLED AT 18: 20 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 16 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
CIRCULAR CONTROL BUFFER 
EXEC. ORDER STMT. NO. ITERATION 
-80 1 1 
-79 2 1 
-78 3 1 
-77 4 1 
-76 5 1 
-75 6 1 
-74 7 1 
-73 8 1 
-T2 9 1 
-71 10 1 
-70 11 1 
-69 12 1 
-68 20 1 
-6 7 21 1 
-6 6 22 1 
-65 23 1 
-6 4 24 1 
-6 3 25 1 
-6 2 32 1 
-61 33 1 
-60 34 1 
-59 35 1 
-58 36 1 
-57 37 1 
-56 38 1 
-55 32 1 
-54 33 1 
-53 34 1 
-52 35 1 
-51 36 1 
-50 37 1 
-49 38 1 
-48 32 1 
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-47 33 1 
-46 34 1 
-45 35 1 
-44 39 1 
-43 40 1 
-42 41 1 
-41 42 1 
-4 0 43 1 
-39 40 1 
-39 41 1 
-37 42 1 
-36 43 1 
-35 40 1 
-34 41 1 
-33 42 1 
-32 43 1 
-31 13 1 
-30 14 1 
-29 26 1 
-28 27 1 
-27 28 1 
-26 29 1 
-25 44 1 
-24 45 1 
-23 46 1 
-22 47 1 
-21 48 1 
-20 49 1 
-19 50 1 
-18 51 1 
-17 47 2 
-16 48 
2 
-15 49 2 
-14 50 2 
-13 51 2 
-12 47 3 
-11 48 3 
-10 49 
3 
-9 50 3 
-9 51 3 
-7 52 1 
-6 53 1 
-5 30 1 
-4 31 1 
-3 15 1 
-2 16 1 
-1 18 1 
19 
ý*rrrrrrrrarrrsrsrºrsrrrrrrrrrrrrsr: 
asrsrrrrrsrrrsrsrrrrrrrssrrrsrrrrrrrrrrrar 
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ttt*t*tttttt*t*: trxr: trrrrr*tt*r*sr*rtrtt*trrw*wxtrw: trtt4tt*tttttwtttttwsssxstts 
ttt*rxtrtrrx*rxrrrrrttt***rs#*tt*rrtt+#ittt: rwsstrsswttsstwt*r: a#txttttra*r*x*tt* 
GSIN21 TRAC-PF 
tttttttttttt: t*ttrttt 
tiýtt*ttt*rtstt*t*ttt 
tttttttttttttttxttttt 
rtrrtstrrrrr*ttrrrrrtrtrrrrarrrr*tttr*rttrtrrr*ttrtýtrttttttrrtrrtrt*rttrtrtrrtrr 
tttttttrrtrrrtrrttrtrrtrrrtrrt*rttttrrtttttrrttrttrrr: rrtttttrtrrt*ttrttttrrttttt 
SPOOLED AT 18: 20 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 17 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
STMNO CPU-TIME I0-TIME FREQUENCY MAX. REC. DEP CURR. REC. DEP 
1 274 5 1 1 0 
2 2 0 1 1 0 
3 1 0 1 1 0 
4 1 0 1 1 0 
5 1 0 1 1 0 
6 264 5 1 1 0 
7 262 5 1 1 0 
8 262 5 1 1 0 
9 259 5 1 1 0 
10 255 2 1 1 0 
11 105 0 1 1 0 
12 105 0 1 1 0 
13 149 2 1 1 0 
14 148 2 1 1 0 
15 2 0 1 1 0 
16 1 0 1 1 0 
17 0 0 a 0 0 
18 3 0 1 1 0 
19 2 0 1 1 0 
20 104 a 1 1 0 
21 4 0 1 1 0 
22 3 0 I 1 0 
23 97 0 1 1 0 
24 96 0 1 1 0 
25 95 0 1 0 
26 95 1 1 1 0 
27 89 1 1 1 0 
28 88 1 1 1 0 
29 88 1 1 1 0 
30 4 0 1 1 0 
31 2 0 1 1 0 
32 93 0 3 3 0 
33 83 a 3 3 0 
34 82 0 3 3 
35 82 0 3 3 
36 81 0 2 2 
37 1 0 2 1 
38 79 0 2 2 
39 1 0 1 1 
40 3 a 3 1 
41 0 a 3 1 
42 18 a 3 1 
43 14 0 3 1 
44 87 1 1 1 
45 85 1 1 1 
46 82 1 1 1 
47 6 0 3 1 
48 3 0 3 1 
49 1 0 3 1 
50 68 1 3 1 
51 65 1 3 1 
52 2 0 1 1 
53 0 0 1 1 
##s*týý*wyt*#####r#yýi*týýarrrai#t####t###*t###*#####t######t#ttrt+t*txitt###xt#t, 
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10.2.7. ROOTS Source Code 
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º.... rº... *. º. a+r.... rs*rºr.. r. **. ºrs. *frr. º*rr*arº*r... º+.. ºs.... *.. *. º*. *ººs.. 
tºa 
"ºº: ºº.. rº. sr: ºw:. wy. º. ºr. sº. *.... r. r"*wºrºrr. º. º. º+*. *rº.. ººs. **ºº*ry. 
º. º.. rº. rºr. 
GSIN21 DESN 
trrrtsaº rt fr itf* 1/r tr t+ 
"rttrrrºrttrtrrtrtstrrý 
wrrwfrrrttrtrrwtrssttr - 
fr+sarrrr+r+++rºrr+srrrr+ºrr+r+rRe+rr++rrr+s++R+: +rrr: r+r+r+rra+rrrrer+rs+º+wr+: rr. 
"rt+r: r+ºr wr+rrº++++r+rºN N rRr++srRr+++rt sttrRSt++rrw++t+rw rwrr+rrrtreºrawr rrraar. 
SPOOLED AT 18: 21 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 17 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
. PROG 
. MASTER 
.C Macros 
define(maxdata. l01) 
define (widmax930) 
define (lenmax. 101) 
define (terminator-P9999) 
define(etLeftcol. 1) 
define(strightcoLewidmax/2+1) 
define(err"l) 
. EC 
.C Declarations 
INTEGER IN9EX"NUM, J, K 
INTEGER BIN(maxdata) 
INTEGER PAGE(widmax. lenmax) 
. EC 
.C I/O Formats 
100 FORMAT(I10) 
110 FORMAT(I10,2X9widmax Al) 
120 FORMAT(2X, 'Original"92x, 'Recursive9,12X, 'Iterative'//) 
. EC 
. 8EGIN 
.C Initiatfse 
.C I/O channels 
IN =1 
REAO(IN9100) IN. EX 
. EC 
.C Clear output PAGE buffer to spaces 
. FOR J=1, widmax . 00 
. FOR K=1"tenmax . 00 
PAGE (J , K) "" 
. ENOFR 
. ENDFR 
. EC 
. EC 
.C Read input data into array BIN 
READ(IN"I00)NUM, (BIN(J), J=1, NUM) 
. EC 
.C Convert input set of bin mums to dec in PAGE buffer 
i=1 
. CYCLE K=1"lenmax . TILL(1) . 00 
. UNTIL(end of input reached). IE 
. EXITIF(8IN(J). EO. terminator). TOSITU(1) 
.C Convert Jth bin to dec 2 waysrone per col 
. CALL(1) 820R(8IN(J)9PAGE9J9%tleftcol) 
. PARSEP 
. CALL(l) B201(BIN(J)'PAGE"J+widmax) 
. EC J= J+1 
. REPEAT 
. SITU(1) 
. ASSUMPTION Input terminator found 
. OK 
. LIMIT 
. FAIL(EX, 'Terminator not found & PAGE full') 
"ENDCY 
. EC 
.C Output contents of PAGE buffer 
WRITE(EX, 120) 
WRITE(EX, 110)(8IN(K)s(PAGE(J"K), J=1, widmax)tK=19NUM) 
. EC 
. STOP 
"ENOM 
. LEVEL 1 
. SUBROUTINE 82OR(BINARY, PAGE, LINEsSTART) 
.C Declarations 
"C Parameters 
INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(widmax"Lenmax)"LINE"START 
. EC 
.C Locals 
. INTEGER NCP"BIN 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C Initialise output time position 
NCP = START 
-cc 
.C Output sign of SINARY 
. IF(BINARY. LT. O). THEN 
9CALL(3) °RINT('-' rPAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ELSE 
"CALL(3) PRINT('+', PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ENDIF 709 
NCP = NCP+1 
. EC 
.C Output magnitude in decimal chars from most Sig digit to least 
BIN = IABS(BINARY) 
. CALL(2) PB2DR(BIN, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
. RETURN 
. END 
. SETSEP 
. SUBR'OUTINE B2DI(9INARY, PAGE, LINE, START) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(widmax, lenmax), LINE, START 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER NCP, BIN, I, REM 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C Initialise output line position 
NCP = START 
. EC 
.C Cutout magnitude in decimal chars from least Sig digit to most 
BIN = IABS(BINARY) 
. CALL(2) P82OI(BIN, PAGE9LINE, NCP) 
. EC 
.C Output sign of BINARY 
. IF(BINARY. LT. 0). TMEN 
. CALL(3) PRINT('-', PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
. ELSE 
. CALL(3) PRINT( 9+0*PAGE . LINE9NCP) 
"ENDIF 
NCP = NCP-1 
. EC 
. RCTURN 
"END 
. ENDLEVEL 
. LEVEL 2 
. SUBROUTINE PB2DR(BINARY, PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER BINARY"PAGE(widmax"Lenaax)*LINEtNCP 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER LSTDIG, BIN 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C Convert all but least Sig 
digit 
.I F(BINARY. GE. 10). 
THEN 
SIN = BINARY/10 
. CALL(*) PB2DR(BIN. PAGE, LINEsNCP) 
. ELSE 
. NULL 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
.C Detatch least Sig digit 
LSTDIG = MOD(BINARY, 10) 
. EC 
.C Print least Sig. digit 
. CALL(3) PRINT(CHAR(LSTDIG)*PAGE, LINE, NCP) ; CALL(3) 
2 NCP+l 
. EC 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. SETSEP 
. SUBROUTINE P920I(BINARY9PAGEvLINE*NCP) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER BINARY, PAGE(widmax'Lenmax), LINE, NCP 
. EC 
.C Locals 
INTEGER LSTDI3. J. 9IN 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER CHAR 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
BIN = BINARY 
. CYCLE J=1, widiax . TILL(1) . 00 
.C Detatch Jth least Sig digit 
LSTDIG = MOD(BIN, 10) 
SIN = 9IN/10 
. EC 
.C Print Jth least Sig digit 
. CALL(3) PRINT(CHAR(LSTOIG), PAGE, LINE, NCP) 
NCP = NCP-1 
. EC 
. UNTIL(only leading zeros teft). IE 
. EXITIF(9IN. E9.0). TOSITU(1) 
. REPEAT 
. SITU (1) 
. OK 
"L IM IT 
. FAIL(err, "PS20I LOOP GUARD ERROR 9) 
. ENDCY 
. RETURN 
. END 
. ENOLEVEL 
. LEVEL 3 
. SU3ROUTINE PRINT(CHCOOE, PAGE, LINE, WIDPOS) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER CHCOOE, PAGE(widmax, Lenmax), LINE, WIOPOS 
. EC 
"C Locals 
LOGICAL 'JIDOK, LENOK 
. EC 
. EC 
. BEGIN 
.C Check valid position within PAGE 
WIDOK = (1. LE. wIOPOS). AND. (IDPOS. LE. widmax ) 
LENOK = l1. LE. LINE ). AND. (LINE . LE. leniuax ) 
"IF (WIDOK. ANO. LENOK) THEN 
. OK 
. ELSE 
. FAIL(err, "Page area violation') 
. ENDIF 
. EC 
PAGE(WIDPOS, LINE) = CHCODE 
. RETURN 
. ENC 
"SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION CHAR(INT) 
.C Oeclsrations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER INT 
. EC 
. EC 
. aEGIN 
"IF(INT. E0. O). TNEN 
CHAR = "O" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.1). THEN 
CHAR - "1" 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 2). THEN 
CHAR = +2" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.3)"THEN 
CHAR = "3" 
. ELIF(INT. EG. 4). THEN 
CHAR = "4" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.5). THEM 
CHAR = "59 
. ELIF(INT. EQ. 6). THEN 
CHAR = "6" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.7). THEN 
CHAR = 07" 
. ELIF(INT. E0.8). THEN 
CHAR = 98" 
. ELIFtINT. E0.9). THEN 
CHAR = "9" 
. ELSE 
. FAIL(err. 'FUNC CHAR PARAM 
NOT DIGIT') 
. ENOIF 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. SETSEP 
. INTEGER FUNCTION OIGITS(POSINT) 
.C Declarations 
.C Parameters 
INTEGER POSINT 
. EC 
.C Functions 
INTEGER OIGTSR 
. EC 
. EC 
. 8ESIN 
. IF(POSINT. GE. 10). THE"1 
DIGITS = 1+DIGTSR(POSINT/10) 
. ELSE 
DIGITS =1 
. ENOIF 
. RETURN 
. ENO 
. ENOLEVEL 
. LEVEL 4 
. INTEGER FUNCTION OIGTSR(INT) 
INTEGER INToOISITS 
. SE'3IN 
DIGTSR = OIGITS(INT) 
. RETUR "d 
. ENO 
. ENOLEVEL 
. ENOP 12 
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10.2.8. Execution 
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###*r*#tr######st##*#t*t####**##t#*####*#*#r####*#*##*t#r#**s**###*rtt#+r**x 
tss***t*#*t**t*tt*trrt#tss: sst#sss##ttt##t#s#ts#t#tt#tttt#ttt##t*t*t*tttt*tr 
#t####*tttt#t#t* 
GSIN21 OESN-DATA **************** 
t#####tt*t#t#*## 
tt#t####t###t#######*t#t##tt##tt#t#######t#t#####wr##t#*t######t###t: t#t##t* 
SPOOLED AT 18: 21 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 17 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
5 
-123 
+4321 
a 
-32 
99 99 
t##rttr#r#t#trtr##rr###rr#tr#r##r#tt###r#######t+rt++tt#t+rtr+##r##r###r##rs 
r##r######t#r##t+#rr#t: ###trrtrrt##*t#t######+####r###: 
#####tt*##t###t###### 
*t###t#ttttt##rr 
GSIN21 DESN-OUTP tt#r#+t# "t##tt# 
t####tt##t##+#tt 
sr#tttrrr#t#r#####rr#t##t#tr##r#r##r#tr#t#t####t####t##r#####t#######t##t#tt 
rr#r##tr###rr#rr#####t#rr#+###t#*#s#t#tr##r#*t#t##r#r#t#+##t+tt#+++t#*##t#t+ 
SPOOLED AT 18: 21 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 17 ON FRI+ 02 
OCT 1981 
Original Recursive Iterative 
-123 -123 -123 
4321 +4321 +4321 
0 +0 +0 
-32 -32 -32 
9999 
tx: xxx#*xxx#t*t#xxxt#t*xt#x#tt##ttxt####**xx#t*t#t###x##tttxxtxttttt#x#ttxtt 
t#ttt#*t##t#ttt*ttx####t#*##tts##*#####*t#t#t#xx#tx*##t##*t###*t*x*x*xxxxtxx 
xxxxxxxxxxtxtxxx 
GSIN21 DESN-MON *********t****** 
x*******#******* 
t#t#tttxtxtxxt###xxtxt#t#*xx#x#t#t#x###xx#####*x#tt#x#*xx##xxxt*txxx*xxxtxxs 
x*xxtxxxxtt: xxxxtxxxtx#xxtxttxxt#t#t#txx###xxxxxxtt#*xt#t#tx#xtxxxt#xxxxxtxx 
SPOOLED AT 18: 21 ON 02/10/81 LISTED AT 18: 17 ON FRI. 02 OCT 1981 
OK" OPEN DESN-DATA 21 
OK" OPEN DESN-OUTP 32 
OK" SEG #DESN 
6 
7 
**** STOP 
0K, CLOSE OESN-DATA 
OK" CLOSE OESN-OUTP 
OK 9 COMO -E 
t*týstwt*t*t3t#i#týtwý*tirtttý+t**t+tttt*+t**ý*tt##**i#**#t3*rr*r**t*t*t*ýtt 
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